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Technicians
will run

the

train now for your future in the

U.S. AIR FORCE
As a man of mechanical ability, you have a bright future.
For in the new Age of Space, it is the technician trained in

rocketry, jet propulsion, electronics, or allied fields, who will
be the important, sought -after man. And, remember, nowhere
else can you get so broad and complete a training for these
Space Age specialties than as an Airman in the U.S. Air
Force. See your Air Force Recruiter today-or mail coupon.

The future belongs to the Airman

You'll go places

faster in the U.

n

AIR FORCE

PASTE COUPON ON POSTCARD AND MAIL TO:
Airman Information, Dept. PE 6321
Box 7608, Washington 4, D. C.
Please send me information on my opportunities in the U.S. Air Force.
am between the ages of 17 -34 and reside in U.S.A. or possessions.
I

Name
Address
City

Zone

State

Just
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on the NEW

FAST -CHECK TUBE TESTER
tests over 600 tube types

completely, accurately
...AND IN SECONDS!
NO MULTIPLE SWITCHING
NO ROLL CHART CHECKING
CANNOT BECOME OBSOLETE
Engineered to accommcdote all future
new tube listings furtube types
nished periodically.

...

The FAST -CHECK enables you to save valuable time

and eliminate unprofitable call backs. You earn
extra money and win confidence by showing your
customer the actual condition and life expectancy
of the tube on the large meter scale of the FC-2. The
extra tubes you w 11 sell each city will pay for the
FAST -CHECK in a very short time.

SIZE:
143/8"

N: 111/4"
D:

WIDE RANGE OF OPERATION

N/e"

...

more than
Checks quality of over 600 tube types
99% of all TV and radio tubes, including the newest
series-string TV tubes, auto 12 plate -volt tubes, OZ4s,
magic eye tubes and gas regulators.

NEW` Special compartment to accommodate line cord and CRT Test Adapter cable

TRY THE FC-2 BEFORE

Checks inter -element shorts and leakage.

YOU BUY IT!

Checks for gas content.
Checks

Shipped on approval for FREE 10 day
trial
No obligation to buy

EASY TO BUY IF
YOU'RE SATISFIED!

Pay in small monthly payments at net
cash prices... no financing charges

-2- housed
it rugged oak carrying It
case complete with
MODEL FC

GUARANTEED
FOR ONE
listings ....... ........ only
Net FULL YEAR
This extremely low price s made possible only because
CRT

O

adapter, tube

YOU ARE BUYING DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
"I've
"You've really made tube testing a snap"

...

almost gat the cost of the Fast-Check paid off
WHAT
with the extra money I've made, and it's
SERVICEMEN` are
only 2 weeks" . . . "It's easier to use
SAYING IIBEUT
wouldn't ever want to
than you said" .
THE FC -2
use it in the shop and take it
be without it" . .
*Names on request
along on every call."

-I
"I

MAIL COUPON
NOW
MONEY RE-

M

MN

la

IMPORTANT FEATURES
/ Checks

each section of multi-section tubes and even if
only one section is defective the tube will read "Bad"
,/ 41 long lasting phosphor-bronze tube sockets accommodate all present and future tube types-cannot become
obsolete t/ Less than 10 seconds required to test any tube
,/ Large D'Arsonval type meter is extremely sensitive yet
rugged -is fully protected against accidental burn -out
,/ Line isolated t/ 7-pin and 9 -pin straighteners conveniently mounted on panel ,/ Quick reference tube chart
lists over 600 tube types I/ Line voltage compensation
NEW A specially designed PICTURE TUBE ADAPTER cable is
making it a highly efficient CRT Tester now part of the FC -2
Rejuvenator. This feature eliminates the need of carrying extra
makes
the
FC -2 truly an all- around tube tester.
instruments and
The adapter enables you to check all picture tubes (including the
new short -neck 110 degree picture tubes) for cathode emission,
also to rejuvenate and restore
shorts and life expectancy
cathode emission of weak picture tubes.

...
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CENTURY ELECTRONICS CO
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Roosevelt Avenue

Dept. 335, Mineola,

N.Y.I

am not completely
Please rush the new Model FC -2 FAST -CHECK TUBE TESTER for a 10 day trial period. If
satisfied I will return the instrument within 10 days without further obligation. If fully satisfied I agree to pay
the down payment within 10 days and the monthly installments as shown. No financing charges are to be
added. Should I fail to make payment when due, the unpaid balance shall become due end payable at
1

QUIRED 'WITH

ORDER...

BUDGET TERMS: Pay $14.50 within 10
days after receipt of instrument. Balance $11.00 monthly for 5 months,
pis shipping charges.
PREPAID TERMS: Enclose $69.50 with
coupon as payment in full and Century
will pay all shipping costs.
10 day money -back guarantee.

ABSOLUTELY

Name

- -- - iliElm ^I M-_ ---MN is

III

NO RISK ON
YOUR PART

"I

for life expectancy.

...I

Address

City

State
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men are getting practical training in
Train in Great Shops of

COYNE
-

ELECTRONICS

Prepare for a better job and a real
future in TOP OPPORTUNIY FIELDS.
Train on real full-size equipment at COYNE
where thousands of successful men have trained
for nearly 60 years- largest, oldest, best equipped
school of its kind -eat. 1899. Trained instructors
show you how, then do practical jobs yourself.
No previous experience or advanced education
needed. Employment Service to Graduates.
in Chicago

ON REAL
A.C. and D.C. Motors

Generators

Switchboards
Controllers
Appliances
Electronic Units

START NOW -PAY LATER

-

Liberal Finance and Payment Plana. Part -time employment help for students.
GET FREE BOOK-"Guide to Careers in ELECTRICITY
-ELECTRONICS and TELEVISION- RADIO "-no
obligation; no salesmen will call. Vets and Non -Vets
get vital facts now.

Coyne Electrical School S00 So. realm Street
Chartered Not For Profit Chicago 12, Dept. S8-2C

COLOR -TV
ON REAL

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

500

Television
Receivers
Including Color TV
AM and FM Radios
Auto Radios
Test Equipment

S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, 111., Dept. 58 -2C
Send BIG FREE book and details of your training offer
by return mail. I am interested In:
Ele-tricity- Electronics
Te'erision -Radio

Name
Address
State

City

You CAN
BE

DOING

KW

INTEREgQUICpNO

PROFITABLE
WORE
LIKE

The future is YOURS in TELEVISION!
A fabulous field -good pay- fascinating work
prosperous future in a good job, or independence in

-a

your own business!

Coyne brings you MODERN-QUALITY Television Home Train ing; training designed to meet Coyne standards at truly lowest cost
you pay for training only -no costly "put together kits." Not an
old Rad.o Course with Television "tacked on." Here is MODERN
TELEVISION TRAINING including Radio, UHF and Color TV.
No Radio background or previous experience needed. Personal
guidance by Coyne Staff. Practical Job Guides to show you how to
do actual servicing jobs -make money early in course. Free Lifetime Employment Service to Graduates.

-

COYNE
A TECHNICAL TRADE INSTITUTE OPERATED
NOT FOR PROFIT
500 5h, Paalina St, set, Chicago 12, Dept. 58 -.12

LA,,y,

195R

S.W.

`euaa

Coyne -the Institution behind this train.
inp... the largest, oldest, beat equipped
residentialsehoo l of its kind. Founded1899.

TNIS

serri ecuirorz 104 e)/zee
Booh
and full details,
including easy
Payment Plan.
No obligation, no
salesman will call.

eLev,aw,t

sMer'
r#
.

a

CO

COYNE Television

Home Training Division
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, III.

Dept. 58 -1I2
Send Free Book and details on how I can get
Coyne Quality Television Home Training at
low cost and easy terms..
Name
Address
State
City
5
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COMING NEXT MONTH
(JUNE)

with the

Amperex
GZ34 /5AR4
RECTIFIER

A LOWIMPEDANCE, INDIRECTLY
HEATED, FULL -WAVE RECTIFIER

WITH 250 MA OUTPUT CAPACITY
The unique AMPEREX GZ34 replaces without circuit changes, in the majority of
amplifier circuits, an entire line of popular,
heavy-duty 5-volt rectiflers-5U4G, 5V4G,
5T4, etc. -with the following benefits:

(ON SALE MAY 22)
Our June cover and accompanying article
give the answer to a question a lot of readers
have been asking -how to install a transistor radio in a car. Then it can be operated while mobiling or taken out for use
elsewhere, at a picnic or in a motel, just like
the de luxe transistor models available on
some new cars. You should be able to finish
the job in just a few hours.
Do- it- yourself articles will include: how to
make a transistor -powered electronic flash
a one -tube hi-fi
unit for your camera . .
and a telephone secretary. There
tuner .
will also be features on analog and digital
computers and how to choose a microphone.

Better voltage regulation due to lowered
power supply impedance;
Higher power supply output
voltage for more power;
Added filter condenser protection
due to reduced surge;
Cooler operation dueto lowervoltage drop:
Protection of costly power output
tubes through delayed warm -up.

.

OTHER

Amperex TUBES

HIGH -FIDELITY

FOR

.

AUDIO APPLICATIONS:

power pentode; 17 W PP
High -power pentode; 100 W PP
6CA7/EL34
EF86/6267
low -noise high -µ pentode
ECC81/12AT7 Low -noise medium -¡t dual triode
ECC82 /12A117 Low -noise low -A dual triode
ECC83 /12AX7 Low -noise high -µ dual triode
ECC85 /6A08 High -A dual triode for FM tuners
9 -pin rectifier; cathode; 90 ma.
EZ80/6V4
9.pin rectifier; cathode; 150 ma.
EZ81 /6CA4
EL84/613115

9 -pin

IN THIS MONTH'S
RADIO & TV NEWS
(MAY)

At All Leading Electronic Parts Distributors

MI
iTt
6

Amperex

ELECTRONIC CORP.

230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, Lone Island,

.

N

Closed -Circuit TV Systems
3 -D Color TV for the Future?
Microphones for Tape Recorders
Transistorized Code Oscillator
A Transistorized Electronic "Accordion"

Y.

Always suy you _ow it
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&reZk A,4'e.ir4,eraI giMc Air!
with halli(rafters Short Wave Radios
MODEL S-38E $54.95

Latest model! Standard broadcast plus three
short wave bands (1650 kc to 32 mc.). Electrical
bandspread. Rich -toned 5" speaker, phone tip
jack. Handsome grey steel cabinet, silver trim.
;59.95
Also blonde or mahogany, gold trim
MODEL S-53A $89.95
Has easy -to -read overseas dial with interna-

tional stations indicated. Electrical bandspreac
and logging scale. Complete with 5" speaker
headphone jack plus phono jack. Two stages
of i.f. Coverage: standard broadcast, 540-1630
kc., plus four SW bands 2.5 -31 mc. and 48.

54.5 mc.
MODEL S-85, 5-86 $119.95
A superb receiver that pulls them in on 10, 11.
15, 20, 40 and 80 meter amateur bands. Over

1000° calibrated bandspread gives better selectivity on large easy -to -read dial. Features separate tuning condenser and built -in PM 5"
speaker. Coverage: broadcast band 540 -1680 kc.
plus three SW bands 1680 kc. -34 mc. S-85: AC,

S -86: AC -DC.

MODEL 5 -94, 5 -95 $59.95
Advanced models that bring in emergency radio,

police and fire calls. Newly engineered FM chassis provides low frequency drift and low noise
figure. Modern styling, simplified controls for
easy operation. Coverage: (S -94) 30-50 mc;
(S95) 152 -173 mc.

-

-

MODEL SX-99 $149.95

The best at its price with all features demanded
by DX enthusiasts. Has "S" meter, separate
bandspread tuning condenser, crystal filter and
antenna trimmer. Easy -to -read dial has over
1000° calibrated bandspread through 80, 40, 20,
15, 11 -10 meter amateur bands. Coverage: standard broadcast 540 -1680 kc. plus three SW bands
1680 kc. -34 mc.

MODEL SX -62A $349.95
The ultimate In reception for the

short -wave
listener or amateur. Wide vision, slide-rule dial
features band -in -use lighting; 500 kc. crystal
calibration oscillator built in to check dial accuracy. Covers standard broadcast plus short
wave bands from 1.62 to 32 mc. In addition, you
enjoy FM and AM coverage from 27 to 109
For complete specifications and convenient terms, see your Radio Paris Distributor

Ecport Sales: International Operations
Raytheon Manufacturing Co., Waltham, Mass.

The new ideas in communications
are born at .. .
In

May, 1958

our 25th year of service.

áIii cra ters
Chicago 24, Ilinois

Z

The TRUTH About
ELECTRONICS!
Electronics is the fastest- growing major U. S. industry.
4.200 companies employ a work force of 1,500,000, with
'isales of $11.5 billion annually. And Radio -TV servic>.g and broadcasting continues strong
better than
ever before. Latest count: 120 million radios plus over
40 million TV sets. Here is real opportunity for men
who are willing to prepare for the future.
.

.

By

JOHN

T.FRYE

Fish -Sniffing
JERRY was so busy looking at something
in the small tub of water on the floor in
front of him that he did not know his chum,
Carl, had come into the basement laboratory until the latter suddenly blurted right
in his ear "What are you doing ?"
Jerry took his hand from beneath the
little aluminum capsule he had been gently
supporting in the water and watched it
sink slowly to the bottom.
"I'm adjusting the weight of this little
sonic tag," he explained, as he mischievously flipped the water from his fingers
onto the glasses of his friend.
"Sonic tag," Carl repeated, wiping the
water from his horn -rimmed spectacles;
"just what is a sonic tag ?"
"Remember that story back in the February, 1958, issue of POPULAR ELECTRONICS
about the little supersonic oscillators the
Fish and Wildlife Service fastens to salmon
to keep track of the movements of the fish ?
Well, that story stuck in my mind, and I
wanted to know more about it; so I wrote
to the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. Mr.
Parker S. Trefethen, the research biologist
mentioned in the P.E. story, sent me back
a whole mess of material that answered all
my questions."
"Such as
"On what frequency does the supersonic
tag operate? How long will it continue to
oscillate? At what distance can you detect
a fish wearing it? Exactly how is the tracking and ranging managed ?"
"What did you find out ?"
"The transistor oscillator inside the capsule drives a transducer-which is a device
to convert electrical currents into sound
waves and vice versa -at a frequency of
132 kc. This oscillation is interrupted at a
frequency rate that can be adjusted but
usually is in the vicinity of 2000 cps. In
other words, we have a 'supersonic carrier'
on 132 kc. modulated by a 2000 -cycle aud:

APPROVED
FOR

VETERANS

I would like to send you my FREE book shown above.
It will tell you all about the Electronics- Radio -Television field
show you the many high-pay careers
open to trained men
.
and explain how you can
qualify yourself in a minimum of time, at a minimum
of cost. Demand for Central graduates greatly exceeds
the supply. Just check the positions held by these recent Central graduates picked at random from our files:
Vince Fyfes, LABORATORY ENGINEER. Thompson Products;
Harold J. Baert, STUDIO ENGINEER. Station WCCO -TV;
Paul Stewart, INSTRUMENT TECHNICIAN, Atomic Energy
Commission; Iierbert Oaunce, TECHNIC. \l WRITEIt, Collins
Radio Co. Over 50,000 successful graduates since 1031.

r,t

-"

C. L. Foster,

Clip and Mail TODAY

- No

Obligation!

DIVISION-Central Technical Institute
1644 Wyandotte St., Kansas City 8, Mo.
(Offering engineering technician curricula accredited

i ELECTRONICS
Dept. A -58,

by Engineers Council for Professional Development.)
Please tell nie more about how your training can qualify 51E
for a high -pay Electronics career. (Check specific field(s) of

interest below,
Radio

I

if

von wish.)
Guided Missile
Atomic Energy
Radar

Television
Color TV
Electronics
Other
am interested in

Aviation
Home Study

Technical Drafting
Armed Forces
Civil Service
Your Own Business

Resident Training

Name

ible signal.

Address

"This 132-kc. signal is picked up by a

City
State

niait.

e..nm,
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(,,,.,u

ti
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Sod,

r.s.,a ss.a.

Age

County

Education

Korean Vets, give discharge dote
I

a

cluster of four transducers, operating in
pairs -one pair for right- and -left and another pair for up- and -down. The signal
Picked up by each transducer of a pair

Always say you saw it
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MACHINE THAT COMPOSES MUSIC
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Actual tune composed on GENIAC

COMPUTES, "REASONS"
PLAYS GAMES

GENIAL
BRAIN
ELECTRIC

BUILD IT YOURSELF in a few hours:

Yes, you build any one of 125 exciting electric brain machines in just a few hours by following the
no wiring
.
clear -cut, step -by -step directions given in a thrilling booklet! No soldering requiredmachine
kit that
a toy. The only logic
beyond your skill! GENIAC ® is a genuine brain machine
symbolic
Boolean
algebra,
not only adds, subtracts, etc., but presents the basic ideas of cybernetics.
that
logic, automation, etc. So simple to construct that even a twelve -year -old can make ofa machine
GENIAC, the
will fascinate people with advanced scientific training! With the special circuitry
never
circuits
were
These
new
automatically.
compose
tunes
you
can
kit,
Brain
Construction
Electric
.

-not

available before!

OVER 400 COMPONENTS AND PARTS. Circuits operate on one flashlight battery, and the use of
ingeniously designed parts makes building circuits one of the most fascinating things you've ever
set
done! You set up problems in a variety of fields -and get your answers quicker than youitscan
logic!
them up! Play games with the machine-nim, tic -tac -toe, etc. -and pit your brain against
Solves puzzles in a few seconds that would take you hours without the aid of the machine. You
actually see how computing and problem- solving is analyzed with algebraic solution; transferred
directly into circuit diagrams.
YOUR COST FOR GENIAC® KIT: only $19.95 postpaid. The 1958 Model GENIAC KIT contains:
basic introduction to computers. (2) "How
(1) a complete 100 -page text, "Minds and Machines "
fully illustrated text book on basic computer design
to Construct Electrical Brains At Home "
theory and circuits with specific instructions for building circuits. (3) Wiring Diagrams Manual. A
special booklet with full scale diagrams that you can tear out and place on your work bench for easy
assembly. (4) Beginners' Manual. Starting from scratch, the manual adds extra experiments,
thoroughly tested using GENIAC components to teach the basic symbols of electric circuits. (5) Over
400 components and parts.
So -mail the coupon for your GENIAC today! Your money back if not delighted!

-a

Some Firms and
Allis- Chalmers
Remington -Rand

International
Business
Machines
Wheeldex Mfg. Co.
Manuel Missionary

College

-a

Institutions that have ordered GENIAC ®:

Walter V. Clarke
Associates
Barnard College
Westinghouse
Electric
Phillips
Laboratories

A 66 -inch Slide -rule

General Insurance
Co. of America
Lafayette Radio
Rohr Aircraft Co.

Albert Einstein
Medical College
Naval Research

Laboratories

Los Angeles

Public Schools
Kansas State

University

Duke University
Coral Gables

Bell Telephone
Laboratories

KI-Only

'199'

(Add $1.00 W. of
$2.00

l.fù

Outside U. S.)

for your pocket

The GENIAC Calculator carries 66 -inch spiral scales yet measures only ten inches
can be relied
fully extended and six inches when closed. Four to five figures accuracyAdministrative
on. It is indispensable to the scientist, research worker and student.
staff and business men will find it of tremendous value for a host of estimating and
checking calculations, and quite simple to use. Of non -warping, metal construction.
with plastic-coated scales. It will give years of service.
Model L solves multiplication, division, percentage calculations, and gives logarithms
as well.
Model L shipped postpaid for only $19.95 radd 3,7 city sales tax in N. Y. C.). Use
the GENIAC Pncket Calculator for a week and if you are not satisfied repack and mail
it heck.

What typical users say about the GENIAC Calculator
mbining
"May I congratulate you on such an instrument at so modest a price,
engineering and mathematical skill, simplicity of operation in such a smalls space. It
does all you claim-four or five figure accuracy without eyestrain or magnifiers. Half
M.SO.,
M.R.S.T.)
an hour's study is ample for its use." (A.E.B.-have tested the GENIAC Calculator in my office and find It much superior in
clearness and a
acy to ordinary slide rules." (F. H. G. B.-E. Croydon.)
.5Ve could c t contemplate being without the GENIAC Calculator." (T & C Ltd..
Manufacturing Chemists, Liverpool.)
"I Ilse the GENIAC Calculator for all my slide -rule work, and need the extra digit
last
vhi,l, normal slide -rules cannot Rive. I had to get one f my customers a GENIAC
month. after using mine in his office." (E. & G. H., Textile Manufacturers, Blackburn.)
$19.95 Postpaid
GENIAC POCKET CALCULATOR

'I

OLIVER GARFIELD CO., Inc., Dept. PE -58A, 108 E. 16th St., New York 3, N.
Name
City

May, 1958

Age
Zone

Occupation
State
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NOW'S THE TIME...
TRADE IN YOUR
OLD SWL RECEIVER
FOR A NEW NATIONAL

NC-188!

-

Allowance- Liberal Budget Terms
Offered By National Distributors
During Spring "OLD RECEIVER ROUND -UP"

Top Trade -in

It's National Distributors Springtime "OLD RECEIVER ROUNDUP TIME." This means that now you can get the deal of a lifetime on your old short -wave or ham receiver by trading it for
an exciting new National NC -188. NO CASH DOWN when old
receiver covers down payment
on balance.
The NC -188 is

a

... Low

Monthly Budget Terms

fine quality, general coverage receiver covering

540 kc to 40 me in four bands. It features a giant, easy -to -read,

slide rule dial; big "S" meter; separate tuning and bandspread
knobs; antenna trimmer; sensitivity control; BFO pitch control;

control; noise limiter... all the advanced features that
make it the world's finest short -wave receiver value! Looks
like a million, too
smart modern styling
yet its price,
RF gain

...

...

without trade-in, is only $159.95.
See your National

Distributor today or mail this coupon directly
to him. He'll be glad to tell you, by return mail, exactly what
your old receiver is worth as a trade-in on a new NC -188.

** ** ***** *** * *** * **
* MR. NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR:
*
*,* MODEL
* Please send me Without Obligation your trade* in offer on new National NC -188 Special dui'.
MY OLD RECEIVER IS A
NO

a

*

*
*
*
*

*
*

YEAR

ingthe SPRING "OLD RECEIVER ROUND -UP."

ADDRESS
ZONE

National

s

1911

passes through an amplifier, is detected,
and then is combined with the signal from
the other unit in a differential amplifier.
The output of this amplifier goes through
a servo amplifier and drives a servo motor
that positions the transducer cluster."
"I get it," Carl broke in. "As long as the
fish is right in the center of the transducer
cluster beam, the signals are balanced and
the servo motors don't operate; but when
a fish swims up or down or right or left,
the signals picked up by a pair of transducers become unbalanced, and the proper
servo motor operates to bring the beam
back on the fish."
"Exactly right! And a sonar echo-ranging
system shoots a pulsed signal right along
the center of the tracking beam that strikes
the fish and is returned. This device, by
measuring electronically the length of time
it takes the pulse to go to the fish and come
back, tells how far away the tag- bearing
fish is. The battery inside the tag will keep
the oscillator going for about seven hours.
The presence of a fish can be detected at
distances up to 2000 feet, but the ranging
system is only reliable up to about 800
feet."
"All very interesting, but what's it got to
do with us?"

FTER I got the information from Mr.
Trefethen, I wrote to my uncle who
is in sonar work for the Navy; and he sent
me a barium titanate transducer so that I
could make my own sonic tag. I've just
been adjusting its weight so that it will
barely sink in the water."
"But what are you going to do with it? I
know you're not going to try to build up
that elaborate tracking and ranging gear
the Fish and Wildlife people use."
cc

"No, but from the information they sent

**

*

*
*
*
*

STATE

COMPANY. INC.,

MALDEN

48, MASS.

*
*
*
*
k

** ** ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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"I've been adiusfing fhe weight of fhe sonic
that if will barely sink in the water"
.
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(Continued from page 10)

me, I learned that they use a small portable
receiver with a hydrophone pickup to detect the presence of a tag- bearing fish.
When my uncle sent me the transducer, he
also sent along a sensitivity hydrophone,
which is merely a special microphone for
detecting sound waves in water.
"I padded the oscillator and r.f. circuits
of that surplus long -wave command receiver over there so it would tune down to
the frequency of my sonic tag, and then I
revamped the antenna circuit a little so I
could use the output of the hydrophone in
place of an antenna. Listen while I twist
together these two wires that start the

tag oscillating and barely dunk the hydro phone in the tub."
As Jerry did this, a loud musical tone
came from the small speaker plugged into
the output of the compact little low -frequency receiver.
"Holy Toledo!" Carl gasped, his eyes
opening wide behind his horn -rimmed
glasses; "that thing has possibilities. How
far do you think we could hear a fish
wearing that tag ?"
"I don't know, but we're going to find
out this afternoon. Mom's going to take us
and Dad's electric outboard up to Crystal

Lake. The battery will furnish power for
the receiver. First we'll check and see how
far we can hear the tag. If everything
works out as I hope, we can give it a real
try. You get your rod and some of those
night -crawlers out of the box buried back
of the garage and be ready to go right
after lunch."
CARL NEVER NEEDED a second invitation to go fishing, and he was sitting
in the station wagon when Jerry and his
mother came out of the house. As Crystal
Lake was only a 45- minute drive, within
the hour the boys were in their boat heading away from the pier. The electronic tag
was suspended from the pier with a piece
of line so that it was about five feet under
water. As Carl steered the silent little outboard, Jerry listened carefully to the signal
he was picking up on a small hearing -aid
type of earphone connected to the receiver.
The hydrophone trailed over the bow.
Finally he said: "I can still hear it, but
that propeller makes quite a racket. Stop
the motor and let the boat coast. Ah, now
I can hear it fine, although the signal is

getting pretty weak."

"No wonder," Carl exclaimed, looking
back at the pier. "We're almost a half mile
away from the noisy little cuss. Let's go

ASSEMBLE YOUR OWN

WALKIE- TALKIE RADIOPHONES
General specifications applying to all models:
Highest quality workmanship and materials, silver
plated coils, ceramic capacitors and advanced design
assures maximum performance with the longest battery
life. Sensitive receivers can detect signals as small as one
microvolt and feature automatic volume control and
noise clipping. Transmitters use high level amplitud.
modulation, have a power input of one watt to the é.
stage and will radiate a signal for to 5 miles (depend,
on obstructions) using antennas supplied. Up to 40 rml.
have been reported by some of our customers when
communicating with stations having directional beam
antennas. Radiophones can be used singularly to communicate with fixed stations or two or more to communicate with each other providing they are for the same
frequency band. Fully portable, no external connections
needed. Uses standard radio and flashlight batteries available at your
local store. Total weight of completed unit including all accessories is

for as little as

$6.98
plus accessories

Model

TC -144. Meets F C C requirements for general class amateur
license. No minimum age requirement. Variable frequency transceiver
circuit. Tunes from 144 to 148 mc. Wired, tested and guaranteed electronic chassis complete with two high frequency triodes (3A5) $ 6.98
Model TR -144. Similar to above but with independently tuned receiver and transmitter circuits. Permits receiving frequency to be
changed without affecting transmitting frequency
$9.98
Model TRX-50. Crystal controlled transmitter and variable frequency receiver with R.F. stage. Tunable from 50 to 54 mc. Available
also on neighboring frequencies at slight extra cost on special order.
Meets F C C requirements for general and technician class amateur
licenses as well as for civil defense and other special services. Wired,
tested and guaranteed electronic chassis complete with six high

frequency triode. (3.3A5's)
$14.98
Model TRX -50-A. Similar to above but with transistorized audia
booster stage for extra loud reception
$16.98

GREATER POWER
TRANSISTORIZED

rately to meet the individual requirements of the user.
Strong 16 gauge aluminum case (8' x 5° x 3") with
all holes punched, battery holders, battery switch.
Telephone cradle plus all hardware and connectors
including 18" or 24' antenna with loading coil (de-

pending on frequency).
Be sure to specify for which model
$4.98
Above case satin etched and anodized for permanent scratch
resistance
.75
Adjustable shoulder strap
.50
Very active quartz transmitting crystal for models TRX -50 and
TRX -50 -A ground to .01% of your desired frequency and
hermetically sealed
$3.98
Western Electric telephone handset with push to talk switch and
standard cord
$6.98
-Handset similar to above, but used surplus
$3.98
Retractable coiled cord for above handsets if desired
$1.00
Input transformer for above handsets
.98
Output transformer for above handsets
.98
How to Order Direct from Factory: Check each item desired and
odd 5% to total for postage and insurance. Orders not paid in full
will be sent C.O.D. for the balance due. All C.O.D. orders must
include $2.00 deposit.
Note: Our merchandise may soon be sold only through distributors.
Order now and save while you can still buy direct. All orders
immediately acknowledged.

SPRINGFIELD ENTEPRRISES
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CHOOSE FROM
IMPROVED CIRCUITS

The following accessories are required to complete
the walkie- talkie as illustrated and ore sold sepa-

1

less than 51/2 lbs.

NOW 4 MODELS to

Manufacturing division
Box 54 -E, Springfield Gardens 13, N. Y.
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BIG REWARDS
for Industry's Most -Wanted Men

Chemical Lab
Technician

Elec. Engineering

Technician

Radio -TV
Technician

With the right training, you can qualify
for big -pay jobs in these vital industries. Start yourself on an exciting, rewarding career and at the same time
help fill a desperate need. I. C. S. can

1

Technician

show you how! I. C. S. spare -time training is recognized and used by leading
companies throughout the U.S. and
overseas. Send today fcr full details
including three free books:

Opportunity
' Handbook in

"How to Succeed"
guide
to advancement.
36 -page

Industrial
Electronics
Technician

General Electronics

Aeronautical
Technician

Sample lesson

(Math) to

field of your
choice.

For Real Job Security-Get an I. C. S. Diploma!

demonstrate
I. C. S. method.

I. C. S., Scranton 15, Penna.
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National Home Study Council

TERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 49295D, SCRANTON 15, PENNA.

(Partial list of 257 courses)

Without cost or obligation, send me "HOW to SUCCEED" and the opportunity booklet about the field BEFORE which have marked X (plus sample lesson):
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D Industrial Electronics
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CIVIL
E Good English
D Practical Radio-TV Engrg
D High School Mathematics
and BUILDING
E Aero- Engineering Technology
ENGINEERING
D Short Story Writing
D Practical Telephony
CON ST RUCTION
E Civil Engineering
E Aircraft & Engine Mechanic
E Air Conditioning
Rodin -TV Servicing
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LEADERSHIP
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D Highway Engineering
D Accounting
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Designing
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D Personnel -Labor Relations
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E Diesel Electrician
D Supervision
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Business Management
D Building Estimator
E Surveying and Mapping
E Diesel Engr. and Fireman
E Cost Accounting
D Carpentry and Millwork
MECHANICAL
E Diesel Locomotive
E Creative Salesmanship
DRAFTING
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and SHOP
E Managing a Small Business
E
Aircraft Drafting
E Heating
D
Engines
Diesel
E
Professional Secretary
STEAM and
O Architectural Drafting
Interior Decoration
D Gas-Elec. Welding
DIESEL POWER
E Public Accounting
E Drafting Machine Design
E Industrial Engineering
E Painting Contractor
E Combustion Engineering
E Purchasing Agent
D
Electrical Drafting
E Plumbing
E
Instrumentation
Industrial
D Power Plant Engineer
E Salesmanship
D
Mechanical Drafting
Reading Arch. Blueprints
E
Metallurgy
Industrial
E Stationary Diesel Engr.
E Salesmanship and
E Sheet Metal Drafting
E Industrial Safety
ART
Management
E Stationary Fireman
E Structural Drafting
E Machine Design
D Commercial Art
E Traffic Management
E Machine Shop Practice
E Magazine & Book lulus.
TEXTILE
CHEMICAL
ELECTRICAL
Engineering
E Mechanical
E Show Card and
E Carding and Spinning
E Analytical Chemistry
E Electrical Engineering
E Professional Engineer (Meth) E Cotton Manufacture
Sign Lettering
E Chemical Engineering
E Elec. Engr. Technician
E Quality Control
E Sketching and Painting
E Cotton Warping and Weaving
E Chem. Lab. Technician
E Elec. Light and Power
D Reading Shop Blueprints
E Loom Fixing Technician
AUTOMOTIVE
E Elements of Nuclear Energy
D Practical Electrician
Air
and
ngd
D Automobiles
E Textile Designing
E General Chemistry
Practical Lineman
Air Conditioning
Conditioning
p Auto Body Rebuilding
D Natural Gas Prod. and Trans.
E Professional Engineer (Dec) E Tool Design E Tool Making D Textile Finishing & Dyeing
D Throwing
and Refinishing
E Petroleum Prod. and Engr.
D Auto Engine Tuleup
RADIO TELEVISION E Warping and Weaving
HIGH SCHOOL
E Professional Engineer (Chem)
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E General Electronics Tech.
D High School Diploma
E Worstedl Manufacturing
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back and get our little jewel before some-
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thing happens to it."
The boys picked up the little aluminum
capsule and headed up the lake to where
they saw several other boats fishing for the
huge bluegills for which Crystal Lake was
famous. The standard method of fishing
for these pan fish was to drift with the
wind until a school of them was found.
Usually two or three fish would be taken
on one pass through the school. When the
biting stopped, the motor would be started
as quietly as possible, the boat moved four
or five hundred yards into the wind, and an
attempt made to drift back through the
school. Sometimes this was successful;
more often it was not. Starting the motor
was likely to frighten the fish away, and
once a school was gone it was hard to find.
Crystal Lake was a real fisherman's lake,
and the people who fished it were true -blue
disciples of Izaak Walton. They viewed the
arrival of the two boys with attitudes that
ranged from mild contempt to crusty hostility. Carl and Jerry joined the little flotilla as quietly and courteously as possible.
Luck was with them, and before Carl
could get his tackle ready, Jerry had hauled
in a bluegill that looked as though it might
go to a pound and a quarter. Carefully dipping his hands in water before touching the
fish, Jerry quickly fastened the clip of the
supersonic tag firmly to its dorsal fin. He
sat up in the boat, held the fish up critically for a moment, and then spoke loudly
to Carl: "I don't like the scale arrangement
on this fish. What say we throw it back ?"
"Go ahead," Carl said with a merry
twinkle in his blue eyes.
Without another word Jerry nonchalantly slid the fish into the water and released it.
"Hey, Buster," a hard -bitten man in an

as

above,

1

1

complete

6.95

,1
1 WHOLESALE RADIO PARTS, INC.

1

Baltimore, Md.
York, P.
1650 Whiteford Rd., Box 783
311 W. Baltimore St.
Mill. 5 -2134
York 788
Write for our bargain tilled "Best Buys Catalog"

Ma NM
14

MN

WI

Without another word Jerry nonchalantly
slid the fish into the water and released it

...
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How to pass the FCC Exam

Successful Electronic Training
I can train you to pass the Valuable FCC
exam in a minimum of time if you have any
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CARL E. SMITH, E.E., President
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design
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and why the NORELCO is the

second finest
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to

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO., INC.
High Fidelity Products Division, Dept. PEC
230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, L I., N. ti
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adjoining boat remarked: "I knew you modern kids were loopy, but I didn't know you
were that crazy. That's the best fish I've
seen caught in three days."
"Oh, we'll catch plenty more," Jerry answered brightly.
The man laughed a loud, scornful laugh
that was quickly taken up by the fishermen
in nearby boats.
Jerry, in the meantime, was listening
carefully to the inconspicuous earphone he
was wearing. As the signal became weaker,
he suddenly stood up again and sniffed the
air noisily.
"Carl," he announced, "I can't smell fish
here any longer. Let's move, and see if we
can find them again."
Obediently Carl started the motor, and
their boat slid silently away from the
others. Jerry kneeled in the prow sniffing
this way and that like a coon dog that has
lost the trail. Every now and then he
would give a motion of his hand, and Carl
would turn the craft in the direction indicated. Actually Jerry was listening to the
signal in his earphone. Suddenly it became very strong, and he motioned for the
motor to be stopped.
The boys dropped their baits over the
side, and almost at the same instant each
hooked a fish. They hauled these in quickly,
and caught two more on the same baits.
Carl took still another bluegill before the
fish stopped biting.
The boys wasted no time. They started
the motor and went through the elaborate
routine of "smelling out" the fish. With
practice, it became easier to locate the
school again with the signal picked up by
the hydrophone, and the boys really caught
bluegills. In no time at all they were approaching their limit; so from then on they
refused to keep any small fish unless it had
swallowed the hook and would not live if
returned to the water.

THE MEN who scoffed when the boys
started to fish were now watching in
amazement as they quartered back and
forth across the lake, jerking in fish every
time they shut off the motor. These men
refused to believe the bait consisted of ordinary night -crawlers. One man tossed over
a couple of the huge worms in a tobacco can
and challenged: "Let's see if you can catch
any fish with those."
Obligingly the boys stripped off their own
baits and strung on the worms. They kept
right on catching fish, and the man who
had given them the worms just shook his
head in bewilderment.
The boys were quite a little way from
Always say you saw it
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DON'T BUY A NEW
high fidelity phonograph cartridge until
you've read this vital
SPECIFICATIONS
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RESPONSE 20.16007 cps .2.5 db to RIAA I
ELEMENTS: C ramie
OUTPUT: (Westres 1.41 5 volt rms.
COMPLIANCE: 2. s 10,CM /dyne
TRACKING FORCE 6 grams
WEIGHT 2.4 grams
STYLUS: 7 mil
MOUNT. EIA (RETMA). Standard W
and 7/16" centers
CHANNEL ISOLATION.
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popular -pi ire l stereophonic sound reproduction

It's the new Electro -Voice TOTALLY COMPATIBLE

Stereo Cartridge ... plays the new stemu discs superbly
even better than existing cartridges.

.

LP

s

By breaking the stereo cartridge cost bottleneck, Electro -Voice has made
popular-priced quality stereo a reality. E -V's ceramic stereo cartridge
(Model 21D with .7 mil diamond stylus) sells for only $19.50 (Audiophile
net) and is available now at your audio dealer or from your serviceman.

1

Here are some of the answers to your questions concerning stereo:
Q How does the COMPATIBLE E -V Stereo Cartridge
differ from CONVENTIONAL cartridges?
A It has the ability to play both the new type stereophonic discs and conventional records. Inherent in its
design is an improved monaural performance. Exclusive
design for rumble suppression of 15 db or better will
permit the use of Electro- Voice's Stereo Cartridge with
any type of changer or transcription player!
Q Are stereo discs compatible with conventional car-

Q What about record availability?
A Recordings by major record manufacturers will be
available in mid -1958.

Q What effect will stereo cartridges and records have
on your present equipment?

A Only your cartridge will be obsolete. All other components are compatible with stereo.

tridges?

Q What if you don't have a HI -FI system now

A Most cartridges damage the stereo record. DO NOT
BUY STEREO DISCS UNTIL YOU HAVE AN E -V
STEREO CARTRIDGE. You may then play monaural
or stereo discs monaurally. Add a second speaker and
amplifier, and you have stereophonic sound.

you wait?

Q What about modification problems?
A Using an Electro -Voice Stereo Cartridge, which is
constructed so that its output is already corrected to
the RIAA curve, you will not require the equalization
of the second amplifier. Inserting the cartridge is simple.
It will fit virtually any standard tone or transcriptionis
arm. The addition of a second amplifier and speaker
not complicated.

Q How do you

... should

as before -with one exception: you should
insist on a stereo cartridge initially. When you are ready
for stereo, merely add a second speaker and amplifier.

A No. Proceed

go

about getting your Electro -Voice

Stereo Cartridge?

A Visit your dealer. If you don't know the name of
your nearest dealer, please write Electro- Voice. Ask for
or
E -V Stereo Model 21 D with .7 mil diamond stylus
diaE -V Stereo Model 26 DST Turnover with .7 mil
mond Stereo tip and 3 mil sapphire tip for monaural
78 rpm records ($22.50).

IS HERE!

EREO
...

replace with the
don't buy an obsolete cartridge
totally compatible Electro -Voice stereo cartridge
ELECTRO- VOICE, INC.
BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN

gke.t4141.CZ

CANADA: E -V of Canada Ltd., 1908 Avenue Road, Toronto, Ontario
EXPORT: 13 East 40th Street. New York 16, U.S.A.. Cables: ARLAH

Speakers
World's leading manufacturer of Microphones, Cartridges, High Fidelity

and Enclosures, Professional Electronic Instruments and Public Address Speakers.
May, 1958
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WREFO

Why Buy

Geek Seerat

680A

Ittont

Kit

6-8M, 65W CW, 50W Fone

World Radio
Payment

Easy

finance our own paper,
offering a really easy payment
plan. You can be working your
new
equipment from
World
Radio while
you Day
Only
simple
credit information is
required
We

r

Only 1000 Down

ONLY

any item over 545. you pay
one tenth
down.
World
Radio does everything in its
power to make it easy for the'
ham to buy.
Why not try us?
On

$9995

Just

I

Complete Stocks
foremost lines of major
manufacturers are stocked here
at World Radio.
No waiting
for factory shipment; no tie up in getting your order.
The

,

with the new
FORWARD LOOK!
Here's
coined

reconditioned list is the
of the
industry.
This
means that hundreds of hams
trade at World Radio, proving
our offer of the best trades
around the country. Ask for a
quote
Our

bible

location in the center of
S
our large processing
and shipping department,
all mean
prompt, same -day
service to you. You gel what
Our

,

staff

Now improved for TVI suppression.
PI -Net output on
10.80M; link coupled on OM,
matching into low impedance
beams. New type, shielded
meter. Size: 8x14x8
Kit
comes
complete
with all
necessary tubes and parts
and stepby-step Instruction
manual, making assembly an
"easy as pi ".
Scout 680A, wired & tested:

,

only $119.95
Inquire about the new
for use With
Scout, $49.95

you want, at once!

Attention
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World
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dividual
No

is

service

geared
and

welt-ron-
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VI Fast Service
the U.

compact,

bandawitching trans65W CW, 50W
Forte, plate modulated, Has
I,uiltIn power supply. High
livet modulation maintained.

Top Trade -Ins
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WILL 6M VFO
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counsel.

cold organization here, but
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you
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to work
you ask for

with
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information or merchandise.
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1958 CATALOG!

FREE

New 200 potty catalog with
dreds of Illustrations of

lton

ver
15,000 quality items from o the
nation's leading manufacturers.
Everything for the ham, hi -fi
enthusiast, experimenter and seaviceman, Send for your copy today!

r

Free Catalog!

Info on

Chief

Carl & Jerry (Continued from page 16)
the other boats when Carl suddenly
heard Jerry exclaim "Well, what do you
know?"
Carl looked at the fish hanging on Jerry's
:

line and then broke into a laugh. Dangling
from its dorsal fin was the little aluminum
capsule of the electronic tag which Jerry
had attached to that same fish such a
short time before.
"Man, that fish must really be hungry!"
Carl exclaimed,
"Yeah, and I guess this is a sign we'd
better call it a day," Jerry said, as he
gently pried open the jaws of the clamp
that fastened the tag to the fin of the fish.
"Both of us have caught our limits, and
now we've got back our electronic tag.
Let's return this Judas -goat of a fish to
the water and head for home. I'm pretty
sure we've made fishing history on Crystal
Lake today, and I can just imagine how
this story is going to grow and grow and
grow,"
"You can say that again. If those fellows
ever found out we were pulling their legs
with that business of smelling fish, they'd
use us for cut bait. Fishing is a deadly
serious business with them, and it's plain
to see that they don't want any foolishness
mixed in with it."
Gently Jerry slid the big bluegill over the
side of the boat and released him. For a
second or so the fish did nothing, then he
gave a flip of his tail and disappeared down
in the blue water of the lake.

CARL AND JERRY turned the prow of
the boat toward the pier, and they both
felt that deep -down contentment which
comes to a man starting home from a highly successful fishing trip. In this case,
though, the primitive satisfaction of a full
creel was augmented by the knowledge of
an electronic experiment that really
worked. The boys were so happy they
could hardly stand it!
-D-_

Scout

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY & STATE:
WORLD'S MOST PERSONALIZED RADIO SUPPLY HOUSE

~'/O6P

/Paar
LABORATORIES

(LI6TROINt
1

l/.-e_í_':1_'

3415 W. BROADWAY CO. BLUFFS, IA., Phone 2-0277

I8
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And they both felt that deep -down contentment
a highly successful fishing trip ...

which comes after

Always say you saw it
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WE'RE MAKING IT EASIER THAN EVER TO BECOME A WELL PAID

RADIO- TELEVISION SERVICE TECHNICIAN

Starts You Training in

NOW -,Just

`Learn -by- Doing Way
COMPLETE
of
A
25 BIG,
PARTS
help yo-

KITS

EQUIPMENT

Iran fuit the practical

of Roam '1 elevision we
pend you expertly crag,
netted training hito to
test and assemble for

interesting,
valuable
shop-beach
practice!

,t it it it This great industry is begging
for trained men ... to step into good paying jobs
or a profitable business of their own! Our new
plan opens the doors of Radio -Television wide to
every ambitious man who is ready to act at once!
Men by the thousands... trained Radio -Television Service Techniniang ... are needed at once! Perhaps you've thought about entering
this interesting, top paying field, but lack of ready money held you
back. Now -dust $6 enrolls you for America's finest, most up to
date home study training in Radio -Television! Unbelievable? No,
the explanation is simple! We believe Radio- Television must have
the additional men it needs as quickly as possible. We are willing to
do our part by making Sprayberry Training available for less money
down and on easier terms than ever before. This is your big opportunity o get the training you need...to step into a fine job or your
own Radio- Television Service Business.

Complete Facts Free -Act Now; Oëer limited

Only a limited number of students may be accepted on this liberal
and unusual basis. We urge you to act at once.,. mail the coupon below and get complete details plus our big new catalog and an actual
sample lesson -all free. No obligation... no salesman will bother you.
The new Sprayberry
training Television de
fiver, built arid toted
in 5 sections.
Now offered -.. this fine
modern oscdloxope.
You build this powerful
two -band uperheterodyne radio receiver.

HOME STUDY TRAINING IN SPARE TIME
Under world- famous 27 -year old Sprayberry Plan, you learn entirely
at home in spare time. You keep on with your present job and income.
You train as fast or as slowly as you wish. You get valuable kits of
parts and equipment for priceless shop -bench practice. And everything you receive, lessons and equipment alike, is all yours to keep.
LET US PROVE HOW EASILY YOU CAN LEARN!
Radio -Television needs YOU! And Sprayberry is ready to

train you on better, easier terms, that any ambitious man can
afford. Just $6 starts you! Mail coupon today... let the facts
speak for themselves. You have everything to gain. Let us
prove the kind of opportunity in store for you!

SPRAYBERRY Academy of Radio -Television
1814 Jarvis Avenue,

Dept

1o5 -c,

Chicago 26, Illinoia

Mail This Coupon Now -No Salesman Will Coll
You

t

Sprayberry Academy of Radio- Television

buid the

beer

r

16-

ty
pl t

ranee

Voir- Mi.

Mil..
meter test

RatitoTelevtsif)n
TgáINiNG

r, Art

Dept. to5 -G. 1512 W. Jarvis Ano., Chicago 26, III.
Please rush all information on your ALL -NEW Radio-Television Training Plan. I understand this does not obligate me
and that no salesman will call upon me. Include New Catalog and Sample Lesson FREE.
Age
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LETTERS
Our Inventive Readers

Marion
McPartland

recording tape

makes her tape
recordings on

That alone is
not the reason
why you
should use

Here's why
you should use

recording tape

recording tape

There's an idea for you!

"NIM" Poses Problem

It's the best-engineered tape in the world...gives
you better highs...better lows...better sound all

-

around! Saves your tape recorder, too because the
process results in smoother
tape._..tape that can't sand down your magnetic
heads or shed oxide powder into your machine. Price?
Same as ordinary tape!

Irish FERRO-SHEEN

In the August 1956 issue, you had an article by
John A. Norman on an AM tuner. In that article, Mr. Norman states that a 75' length of lamp
cord will serve as an antenna. For us apartment
dwellers 75' of wire is quite a lot to string about
the place, so I looked for a substitute.
In one of the back issues of POP'tronics I saw
an idea for an antenna using an aluminum plate
placed under the telephone. The article said that
this formed a capacity coupling. I didn't have a
piece of aluminum so I used a double piece of aluminum wrapping, connecting the antenna lead of
the tuner to the foil with the small alligator clip
supplied in the kit.
This antenna makes the tuner a pretty hot little
outfit. I have no trouble picking up some of the
stronger St. Louis stations with it -even in the
daylight hours. St. Louis is about 125 miles from
here.
R. B. THOMAS
Columbia, Mo.

I thoroughly enjoyed the article on "NIM" in
the January issue of POP'tronics. I built it with
just a few modifications, such as using 3 -volt
bulbs instead of 6 -volt bulbs, batteries, and a different arrangement of parts.
However, there is just one difficulty. Several
friends, who like POP'tronics just as much as I
do, read the article and know the secret. What
should I do about them?
PAY NE FRERET, JR.

Alexandria, Va.
You could make some new friends, Payne.

Half the Fun of Short Wave
I built the antenna tuner in the November 1957
issue of POPULAR ELECTRONICS and found that I
had been missing half of the fun of short wave.
The results are truly amazing. It brings those ten and twenty -meter stations up out of the mud.
I also found that you can use several positions
for different degrees of selectivity to eliminate
QRM. My receiver is an S -76.
JIM EvANS
Galena Par, Texas

Stereo Tape Possibilities

Available wherever quality tape is sold.
ORRadio Industries, Inc., Opelika, Alabama
Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., New York, N. Y.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto. Ontario
20

I'd like to pass on some interesting information
as to what can be done with a stereo tape system.
Recently I was re- winding a stereo tape on my
recorder and by mistake had left my auxiliary
amplifier on. As might be expected, everything came
out four times as fast backwards. Here's where I
got my idea. You wouldn't call this a stereo recording but rather "bi- monaural."
I recorded a disc on tape with full treble boost
and, instead of re- winding the tape, I placed it
Always say you saw it
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ALLIED RADIO

Neu qou BUMJ
ALLIED knight-kits

SeeTke, Best.
SEE THE

AMAZING

IN THIS EXCITING ELECTRONICS CATALOG

THERE'S A

knight -kit

LOWEST COST
LATEST DESIGN

FOR EVERY NEED

EASIEST TO BUILD
FINEST QUALITY

SO%

Do-/t- Yourself: SAVE OPT°

knight -kits:
BEST BUY

knight -kits:

HI -fl
KITS

BEST BUY

18 -Watt

FM -AM Tuner

30 -Watt

FM Tuner

Amplifier
Amplifier
25 -Watt Amplifier
20 -Watt Amplifier
10 -Watt Amplifier

Preamplifier
2 -Way Speaker System
3 -Way

Speaker System

HOBBY
KITS

"Space- Spanner" Radio
"Ocean- Hopper" Radio
"Ranger" Superhet Radio

BEST BUY

Electronic Lab Kits
Crystal Set
Wireless Broadcaster

Electronic Photoflash
Phono Oscillator

-Way Intercom

INSTRUMENT
KITS

knight -kits:
BEST BUY

5" Oscilloscopes

Vacuum Tube Voltmeter

AMATEUR
KITS

Tube Tester
VOM's
RF

Signal Generator

Capacitor Checker

Signal Tracer

All -Band Ham Receiver

R/C Tester

Audio Generator

Transistor Checker

Sweep Generator

Self- Powered VFO
100 kc Crystal Calibrator

Flyback Cnecker

R/C Substitution Boxes
Voltage Calibrator

Battery Eliminator

404 -PAGE AL.IED CATALOG
Send for this value -packed catalog
featuring the complete ALLIED KNIGHT -KIT
line, as well as the world's largest stocks of
everything in Electronics. You'll want this

valuable, money- saving Buying Guide.

WRITE FOR
May

1958

Portable

2- Transistor Pocket Radio

Transistor Lab Kit
1- Transistor Radio
Photoelectronic System

2

knight -kits:

5- Transistor

'OUR FREE COPY TODAY

Transmitter

5C -Watt

.

RF

"Z" Bridge

Code Practice Oscillator

ALLIED RADIO
ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 120 -E8
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 83, III.
Send

FREE

1958 ALLIED 404Pcge Catalog

Name
Address
City

7one

State

d
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to be listened to

(Comtinlled from page 20)

on the machine so that it would play backwards.
Since my system is a "stacked" playback unit with
monaural record, when the reel is placed on the
machine to play backwards, the recorded channel
is the lower track of the tape and plays through
the auxiliary amplifier. I then ran the output of
the auxiliary amplifier into the input of the tape
recorder, recording the lower track backwards at
full bass on the upper track. Results
fantastic
. . . not binaural, but what you can do with a

...

record!
All this may sound confusing, so here's a breakdown of the steps: (1) Record a record on tape
(with full treble) ; (2) Place take -up reel on feed
side of machine and rethread through machine;
(3) Play back tape through auxiliary system, at
the same time, recording it on upper track (with
full bass) ; (4) Take -up reel is automatically rewound forward -all you have to do is place it on
the feed side of the recorder, warm up the controls
and play.
My system includes a Revere tape recorder and
a Fisher amplifier as the auxiliary unit.
JULIAN GOODMAN
Chicago 13, Ill.

the new imported

NORELCO
'CONTINENTAL'
three-speed
portable

TAPE RECORDER
engineered by
Philips of the Netherlands
Above is a technician's -eye view of the new
Norelco 'Continental.' It is a reassuring
picture to tape recorder mechanics many
are even calling the 'Continental' the most
advanced machine of its type. But most of
the readers of this magazine are not tape
recorder mechanics -they are seekers of
good sound. It is to these that we say -the
specifications of the 'Continental' are great
... but that's beside the point! We won't tell
you about them here -because we first want
you to listen to the sound! Ask your dealer
for a demonstration -then just listen. The
'Continental' will convince you with sound
-not with cycle and decibel figures.

-

From the DX Department

Having been a regular reader of POP'tronics
for over two years, I want to congratulate you
on the success of your magazine in Israel. The
number of electronic experimenters over here is
not small and almost all proclaim POP'tronics as
their main guide.
Your articles on ham radio, SWL'ing, v.h.f.
communications, R/C and hi -fi provide us with
highly interesting and informative material, which
could not otherwise be obtained here. Some of us
work with oscilloscopes, but very few of us use
them efficiently; your series on "Oscilloscope
Traces" is of much help in that field.
ARJEH WESTFRIED

Jerusalem, Israel

More on the "Ear"

I read and enjoyed your article on coin -paper
batteries. You can get as much as 15 ma. by sandwiching a piece of paper soaked in household citric
acid between a silver dollar and an aluminum disc
or piece of aluminum foil.
You say that the 16" antenna on the "VHF
Ear" is resonant. Would not the "Ear," then, work
just as well with an antenna 64", 96 ", 128 ", etc.,
long ?
R. G. H. ROBERTSON
Hamilton, Ont.

Lengthening the antenna lowers its frequency.
But since the "Ear" is very broadly tuned, you
may pick up the desired frequency, together with
a jumble al other frequencies. Since the sensitivity
extends only a few hundred feet, this may not
matter much to you.

Afereko
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NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO., INC.
High Fidelity Products Division Dept. 810
230 DUFFY AVE., HICKSVILLE, L. I.,N.Y.

For Some Lucky Novice

have a 2 -tube, 30 -watt input transmitter
(homemade), ready to be put on the air with a
long -wire V2-wave antenna coupling. I will give
it to any licensed Novice on a first -come basis if
I

Always say you saw it
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RADIO-TV and

ELECTRONICS TRAINING

,,, AT A PRICE
YOU CAN AFFORD:
Yes, this great course costs far less than any train ng of its kind
given by other major schools! Radio -Television Training School

will train you for a good ¡ob in Television or Incustrial ElecAT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME.
tronics
a complete training program including over
Think of it
120 lessons, Eleven Big Radio -Television k:iis, Complete
Color -TV Instruction, Unlimited Consultaton Service ...
ALL at a really big saving to you. How can we do
this? Write to us today... and find out!

-

-

-

you can (if -+ou wish)
And what's more
OPEN YOUR OWN RTS- APPROVED AND
FINANCED RADIO -TV SERV,CE SHOP

We Want 100 More Shop_ This Year
This 35 year old training organization

called

COMPLETE

COLOR
INSTRUCTION
INCLUDED

APPROVED
SUM lEE:

hHf1I'

you build

Get your free book on the

FAMOUS

RTS BUSINESS

We must insist that the men
we sign up be trained in
Radio -TV Repair, Merchandising and Sales by our
training methods- because
WE KNOW the require-

REPAIR SHOP OF YOUR OWN
We supply and finance your equipment

When you are ready and qualified to operate
one of cur RTS Approved TV Repair Shops

*tubes
excluded

WE WILL SUPPLY AND FINANCE EVERY
BIT OF EQUIPMENT YOU NEED TO G,ET
STARTED plus an inventory of parts and
supplies. In other words we will stake you
AN OFFER NEVER MADE BEFORE BY
ANY TRAIN ING ORGANIZATION. Under
the RTS Business Plan you receive:
6. Plans for shop
1. An electric sign for
arrangement.
the shoo front.
7. Instructions on how
2. Complete laboratory
to go into bC sie.ss.
of test equipment.
ul
8. Continuous
3. Letterheads.. calling
and help.
ans
tat
cards, repair tickets,
9. The right to use
etc.
Basic inventory of
tubes, parr.,
supplies.
advertising
Complete
S.
and promotional
material.

4.

-

-

4

find out how you can open
A

-

that's Radio -Television

FOR UNSKILLED
INEXPERIENCED MEN ONLY
WE TRAIN YOU OUR WAYI

all these units

PLAN

RTS,

wants to establish, a
Training School
string of Radio -TV Repair Shops in
principal cities througcut the U. S.
So far, 36 such shops are NOW IN
BUSINESS AND PROSPERING. We
are signing contacts with ambitious men to beco -ny future own
ers and operators of these shops
in all areas.

O

ments of the industry.
Therefore, we will TRAIN
will show
YOU
. we
you how to earn EXTRA
CASH, during the first
.

RADIO -TELEVISION
TRAINING SCHOOL

month cr two of your

training period.

HOME, IN YOUR

7I

1922-

YOU

KEEP YOUR PRESENT
JOB. TRAINING TAKES
PLACE IN YOUR OWN

5100 5. VERMONT AVENUE
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA
Est.

.

SPARE TIME!

RTS Seal of
Approval, and the
RTS Credo.
10. The right to use
the Famous
Trade Mark.

RADIO -TELEVISION TRAINING SCHOOL

IAT/JN

5100

..,.o

BUSINESS
PLAN
SAMPLE
LESSON

S.

Vermont Avenue, Dept.

Los Angeles 37.

California

PE

58.

-

-

all of these big opportunity books
SEND ME FREE
nics,'' "A Repair Shop of Your Own"
TV-Electronics,"
od5 Jobs
am'
l in
and
Radio-Television

D Industrial

Electronics

(Au temation)

SrU DY

Membership in The
Association of Home Study
Schools is your assurance of
Reliability, Integrity, and
Quality of Training.
RTS"

May, 1958
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RELAY RACK

All Aluminum Professional
22" width for your complete
rig! 19" drawer width, 48"Type
high
15" deep. Removable
louvred side and back panels. Shpg. and
wt. 116 lbs
22.95
TRANSFORMER SALE!
Plate Pri 115 /100.50
cy. Sec. 380/190 V.,
5.0/2.9V 1.5 K.V. ins. -60
Steel encased. Dimensions
41/1"54"555/g". Shpg. wt. 12 lbs
2 25
RCA Filament Pri, 115/100 -50 -60 ny.
10/5 V.,
7.5/3.75V 1.5 K.V. ins. Steel encased.Sec.Dimensions
41/z "x4 "x5%2". Shpg wt. 12 lbs.
RCA Filament Pri. 115/100V-50 -60 Cy. Sec., 2.5V@ 2 25
15A 2.5V @ SA, 2.5V to SA, 2.5V @ SA, 2.5 K.V. ins.
Steel encased. Dimensions 4 "x7 "x5 ". Shpg. wt. 13 lbs.2.99
CHOKES
RCA

2.5 Henries
2.75 Henries

@
@

700 MA.

Shpg. wt. 20 lbs
250 MA. Shpg. wt. 61/2 lbs

2 99
1

25

PANEL METERS
Made by General Electric, Westinghouse, Weston
31/2" Round Meters

0.150 ma. de
0 -500 ma. do
0.3 amperes
0.15 volts ac

3

21/2" Round Meter
Special!
MA. DC full
scale. No markings on
dial other than O and
enter scale.
A steal at
1 95

95

.3.95

3 95
3 95

............

2" Meters

Reads 5

0 -1 ma. dc
-10 to +20 decibels 6MW,.3.95

600 ohms, Rectifier type.3.95

he will just pay the freight cost. If there are too
many applicants, I'll pick one off the basket. This
is for a Novice only.
If any one around Corpus Christi needs help,
just write me.
MIKE M. TREVINO (KSJZQ)
P.O. Box 3374
305 Shawnee

Corpus Christi, Texas

The D -Q Adds More QSO's

I finished building the D -Q in your January '58
issue and it works great -in one week of operation, I bagged 13 new states. It is mounted on a
45' tower which I built from your November 1956
issue. Between the two I have been well pleased.
The signal reports have been fine business too.
Within the D -Q's signal pattern, all the reports
have been 599 and 589. Thanks.

AMPLIFIER

Build
20 Watt Audio Amplifier from
basic amhillier Cumulation. Originally used as a servo this
control amplifier. this unit contains most parts needed for push pull 6L6
circuit with
t
built -in power supply. Included are 6 tubes
Worth over $6.00 retail. Shpg. wt. 43 lbs
12.50

WE WANNA

BE

FRIENDS

..

.

And to prove It e'll send this FREE Gift if
you send us 2 lbs. postage to get it to you.
(Excess postage refunded., This special free
gift is a brand
surplus item with many
useful parts, sealed in a 1 gallon metal eonlainer. Parts worth over $1.00 retail. Act now!
We have only 5,000 of these and must cancel
offer when they're gone. Our new Selectronics
catalog will be sent upon request.

SURPL
t
DGE'v!...0

(Continued from page 22)

KN5MPJ
Baton Rouge, La.

BILL SPLAINE,

Being a short -wave listener, I was very much
interested in the D -Q antenna described in January '58 POP'tronics. I built the antenna, and the

rREE,
YOU

PI

OSTAGE

BEAM ROTATOR & INDICATOR KIT
All you'll need when you get this is a low speed, low power
motor to turn the input shaft of the rotary gearbox. Kit consists of: an 81)-1 rotary mechanism and a brand new U. S.
avy direction indicator with a large 12" dial. Two large
size new selsyns are included along with
for
installation. Shipping weight 44 lbs., motorinstructions
not included.
THIS IS A HONEY BUT WE ONLY HAVE 14 left.
Price
24.95
TUBE BARGAINS
40
6SN7W
40
6V6
40
6H6
40
6SU7GTY
40
BOLA
40
803

6F4
6AK5
6AC7
6A07
866A
5Ú4G

40
40
40
40
40
40

REMOTE CONTROL UNIT
a 115 V.. 60 cy. capacitor motor driven device which
will switch any
of l() circuits from
or local position. Originally used as automatic tuninga remote
unit to switch radio
channels. Contains a valuable assortment of brass gears, cams,
selector witches, pilot lights with dimmer, relay, control
panel, etc. Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. Price
c 5 95
Consists of

ALL PURPOSE POWER SUPPLY
limut VW/115,125 VAC: 300- 0 -3011V @ 2110 ma., 6.3 VCT
10A., 12V lú? :3A, 2V @ 3A. Output 180V, 210V B +,
iiv regulated. Filtered by 2 chokes and 2 coil condensers.
risfornters and chokes are steel clad and hermetically
. Ird. Complete with tubes. Shpg. wt. 39 I9s.....11.99

...

ODDS & ENDS
GRAB 'EM WHILE THEY LAST! I
SWITCHES- Assorted toggle, micro, wafer, etc
12 for 1.95
JUMBO RHEOSTAT-7.5 ohms. 500 Watts...
.
1.39
RF CHOKES -made by Rammarlund, 250 millihenrles .3 for
.99
SHOCKMOUNT RACK-81/4"
11 ", many uses
LARGE RESISTORS-100W & 200W, 2K to 2.5 meg -.4 for 1.49
.99
PHONE PLUGS -Shielded type w /cable retainer
3 for
.89
115 VAC MOTOR -inductor type, 75 RPM, 4" dia
1.95
OIL CONDENSER -G -I: Pyranol, 4 MED @ 1300 VDC
.49
OIL CONDENSER -(;.I, Pyranol, 4 11F1) @ 2000 VDC
.99
PILOT LIGHT -1" dia., green
amber w /12ÚV bulb
.37
LEACH RELAY -115 VAC DPDT r 500 ohms
.99
LEACH RELAY -1110 VDC DPDT 5,000 ohms
.69
1L'.,V -UP DC RELAY-DPST,
/a ohms
.99
TIME DELAY RELAY -AGASTAT 2 -10 Sec, DPDT, 28 VOC 1.95
VERNIER TUNING DIAL W /LOCK, 0 -100
2.49
JUMBO BANANA PLUGS...
.12
is
.99
TRANSMITTING MICAS- Assorted Voltages and sap.10for
s
FILTER CONDENSERS -Assorted wet and dry electrolytics 1.95
and oils. Quads, Triples, Doubles and Singles, Assorted
voltages and capacities
10 for 1.95
All prices are F.O.B. Philadelphia.
Add sufficient postage (excess refunded) or 25% deposit on
C.O.D. orders.
Minimum order $2.00.

results were amazing. During the first couple of
nights I logged all the continents. I used 300 -ohm
twin lead for my lead -in instead of the 52 -ohm
coaxial line. Enclosed is a photograph of the
antenna.

3C

l'

SELECTRONICS
1206 -18 South Napa

24

Philadelphia 46, Pa.

ALEX H IJSICK

Grimsby, Ontario, Canada
You did such a good job, including the photography, that we just had to show the result of your
work to other readers.
-130
PLEASE!
POP'tronics receives nearly 1000 letters a
month from readers. Many request plans for
special construction projects, analysis of service problems or opinions of commercial equipment. We wish it were possible to comply
with individual personal attention but we do
not sell plans, analysis or advice.
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BUILD 16 RADIO
ONLY

CIRCUITS AT HOME
with the New Deluxe

95
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PROGRESSIVE RADIO "EDU -KIT"
A Practical Home Radio Course

*
*
*
*

Now Includes
TRANSMITTER
SIGNAL TRACER
SIGNAL INJECTOR
CODE OSCILLATOR

*

*

*

*
*

No Knowledge of Radio Necessary

Additional Parts or Tools Needed
EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TV
School Inquiries Invited
Sold in 19 Countries
No

FREE EXTRAS
SET OF TOOLS

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND

SOLDERING IRON
ELECTRONICS TESTER

HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE
COURSE at a
offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO
The "Ed
train Radio 6 Electronics Technicians, making
rock-bottom price. Our Kit is designed to training.
You will learn radio theory, construe ost modern methods of home
use of the
RADIO COURSE IN EVERY DETAIL.
tien practice and servicing. THIS IS A COMPLETE
to wire and solder
You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics; howthe
standard type of
with
in a professional manner; how to service radios. You will work
Printed Circuit chassis.
punched metal chassis as well as the latest development ofconstruct,
study and work with
You will learn the basic principles of radio. You will
will learn
RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators, detectors, rectifiers, test equipment. You
You will learn and practice
and practice code, using the Progressive Code Oscillator.
Injector, Progrestrouble -shooting, using the Progressive Signal Tracer, Progressive Sial
material.
instructional
and
the
accompanying
Tester
sive Dynamic Radio S Electronics
Radio
You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Tracer
Oscillator, Signal
Amateur Licenses. You will build 16 Receiver, Transmitter, Code
an
excellent
You
will
receive
and Signal Injector circuits, and learn how to operate them.
background for Televisen, Hi-Fi and Electronics.
The "Edu -Kit" is the
Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science is required.
any years of teaching and ngineering experience. The Edu Kit" will proproduct of
the complete
itr a basic education n Electronics and Radio, worth many times
vide you
rat
The Signal Tracer alone is worth more than the price of the entire Kit.

ested in
ant an

business
the i''Edu
Many

tie

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE

s ightest background
Whether you are interRadio & Electronics because you
interesting hobby, a well paying
a job
th a future, you will find
-Kit" a worthwhile investment.
thousands of individuals of all

You do not need
in radio or

I

.

ages and backgrounds have successfully
more than 79 cou
used the "Edu -Kit"
tries of the world. The ''Edu -Kit" has been
carefully designed, step by step, so that
you cannot make a mistake. The "Edu-Kit"
allows n you to teach yourself at your own
rate. No instructor is necessary.

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD

the world,
The Progressive Radio "Etlu -Kit" is the foremost educational radio kit in The
'Edu training.
niversally acct. pled as the standard in the field of electronics
and is
principle of "Learn by Doing." Therefore you construct,
Kit" uses the modern educationalpractice,
prointegrated
-all
in
a
closely
-shooting
trouble
theory,
study
learn schematics,
in
radio.
background
and
interesting
learnetl
thorough
easilyan
gram designed to provide
the
You begin by examinig the various radio parts of the "Edu- Kit." You then learn first
radio.
With
this
build
simple
Then
you
a
function, theory and wiring of these parts.
practice testing
set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations, learn theory, advanced
theory
and trouble-shooting. Then you build a more advanced radio, learn more rate, you
will
and at your
and techniques. Gradually, in a progressive m n
find yourself constructing more advanced multi -tube radio circuits, and doing work like a

professional Radio Technician.
Oscillator
Included in the "Edu -Kit" course are sixteen Receiver, Transmitter, Code
"breadboard'
Signal Tracer, and Signal Injector circuits. These are not unprofessional
of professional wiring
experiments, but genuine radio circuits, constructed by means
radio construction
metal chassis, plus the new
soldering
kwn as
current.
of
or
These circuits operate on your
and rated

THE "EDU -KIT" IS COMPLETE

sold to many thousands of individuals. schools
and organizations, public and private, through-

out the world. It is recognized internationally
as the ideal radio c
ay popular demand, the Progressive Radio
"EduKl t" is now available in Spanish as well
as English.
nderstood and agreed that should
It
is
the Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" be returned to Progressive "Edu -Kits" Inc. for any
hatever, the purchase price will be
re funded in full, without quibble or question, and without delay.
The high recognition which Progressive
"Edu -Kits" Inc. has earned through its many
years of service to the public is due to its
unconditional insistence upon the maintenance of perfect engineering, the highest instructional standards, and 100% adherence
to its Unconditional Money -Back Guarantee.
Asa result, we do not have a single dissatisfied customer threaghout the entire world.
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SERVICING LESSONS

1

You will learn trouble- shooting and
servicing in a progressive manner. You
will practice repairs oon the sets that
you construct. You will learn symptoms
and causes of troubles in home, portable
and car radios. You will learn how to
use the professional Signal Tracer, the
unique Signal Injector and the dynamic
Radio S Electronics Tester. While you
are learning on this practical way, you
many a repair job for
will be able to do ne'i
others, and charge
your friends a d
hick
ill far exceed the price of
ees
the Edu- Kit." Our Consultation Service
will help you with any technical problems
you may have.
Watery. Stataitis, of 29 Poplar Pl., Waterhave repaired
bury, Conn., writes:
several sets for my friends, and made
money. The "Edu -Ki " paid for itself, I
was ready to spend $240 for a Course,
but I found your as and sent for your

't

Kit."

.

Box 21, Magna,
Ben Valerio, P.
Utah: "The Edu-Kits are wonderful. Here
am sending you the questions and also
the answers for them. I have been in
Radio for the last s. en years, but like
to work with Radio v Kits, and like to
1

build

Radio Testing

Equipment.

I

en-

every minute I worked with the
orks
Signal Tracer
kits; tithe
fine. Also like to let you know that I
feel proud of becoming a member of your
RadioTV Club."
Robert L. Shull, 3534 Monroe Ave.,
joyed

different

You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to build 16 different radio and eleelec.
teonics circa its, each guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubes, tube sockets, varie
able, electrolytic, mica, ceramic and paper dielectric condensers, resistors, tie strips, coils,
-up wire, solder, etc.
hardware, tubing, punched mtal chassis, Instruction Manuals, hook
In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chassis,
tools
special tube sockets, hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful set of
Radio
and Electronics
Dynamic
selfpowered
professional electric soldering iron, and a
Code Oscillator,
Tester. The "Edu -Kit" also includes Code Instructions and the Progressive
You
training.
in addition to F.C.C. -type Questions and Answers for Radio Amateur License
Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progreswill also receive lessons for servicing with the
in
sive Signal Injector, a High Fidelity Guide and a Quin Book. You receive Membership
Radio -TV Club, Free Consultation Service, Certificate of Merit and Discount Privileges.
You receive all parts, tools, instructions, etc. Everything is yours to keep.

Unconditional Money -Back Guarantee
The Progressive Radio "Etlu -Kit" has been

PLIERS -CUTTERS
ALIGNMENT TOOL
WRENCH SET
VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL
QUIZZES
HIGH FIDELITY GUIDE
RADIO
TELEVISION BOOK
TROUBLE- SHOOTING BOOK
-TV
CLUB:
MEMBERSHIP IN PADIO
FCC
CONSULTATION SIRVICE
AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING
PRINTED CIRCUITRY

W.

line"Tohouyh

that Could
redrop you
ceived my Etlu -Kit, at,d was really amazed
n be had at such
that such a bargain
I have already started rea low price.
My
pairing radios and phonographs.
really surprised to see me
friends we
quickly. The
get into the swing o, it
Troubleshooting Tester that comes with
the
swell, and
the Kit
trouble, isf there is a y to be found
.

i

ORDER DIRECT FROM AD- RECEIVE FREE BONUS
RESISTOR AND CONDENSER KITS WORTH S7
Send "Edu -Kit" postpaid.
Send "Edu -Kit" C.O.D. I
Send me FREE additional

I

enclose full payment of $22.95.
pay $22.95 plus postage.

will

information describing "Edu -Kit."

Name
Address

PROGRESSIVE "EDU- KITS" INC.
497 Union Ave., Dept. 544D, Brooklyn 11, N. Y.

J
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wish to increase their comprehension of this
specialized field.

® ®

BOOKSHELF
"THE ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY PERFORMANCE OF RECEIVING TUBES" by
W. E. Benham and I. A. Harris. Published
by McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd
St., New York 36, N. Y. 173 pages. Hard
cover. $6.50.
In line with the increasing use of the
v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands, this new book offers
a detailed description of the behavior of
receiving tubes at ultra -high frequencies.
As an introduction to the specialized high frequency types, which are the main focus
of the book, the conventional tube is analyzed as a circuit element. Once a clear
picture of the standard types is presented,
the author gets down to the cases of the
special problems of high-frequency/lownoise amplifiers, oscillators and mixers.
Recommended: to advanced students who

"INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK" by R. Kretzmann. Published by
Philosophical Library, Inc., 15 East 40th
St., New York, N. Y. Second edition. 298
pages. Hard cover. $12.00.
Considerably enlarged and brought up
to date, the first section of this second edition describes the principles and properties
of the various classes of electronic tubes,

together with applications and circuits,
while the second section devotes a chapter
to each of the main types of applications
and contains a large number of practical

examples.
Recommended: as invaluable to technicians working with industrial equipment
and all those interested in the possibilities
of electronic controls for industrial equipment.

m
"MOST OFTEN NEEDED 1958 TELEVISION SERVICING INFORMATION" compiled by M. N. Beitman. Published by Supreme Publications, 1760 Balsam Rd.,
(Continued on page 30)

NOW YOU CAN SECURE A

HIGH SALARIED

TOP PRESTIGE

CAREER IN ELECTRONICS
IN ONLY ONE YEAR!

ELECTRONICS is the fastest growing industry in America today, creating

unlimited opportunities for high salaries, with rapid advancement in
INDUSTRY AND THE ARMED FORCES for Bailey Trained electronic
engineering technicians.
LARGE CORPORATIONS from coast to coast, and BRANCHES OF THE
ARMED FORCES send recruiters to visit each graduating class at
Bailey
Tech, offering unusually high starting salaries.
BAILEY GRADUATES ARE BEING HIRED for such fascinating and inter- This Minneapolis -Honeywell system
esting work as technical salesmen, research and development of guided controls hundreds of automatic manmissiles, electronic business machines and automatically controlled
manufacturing plants, etc., also good RATINGS IN THE ARMED FORCES. ufacturing operations. Experience
on live equipment Is emphasized at
UP TO SEVEN TECHNICIANS are needed for every engineer... this, plus
and is another reason for the
superior training is why Bailey Graduates are being paid more to start, Bailey
backlog of high pay posiand are advancing more rapidly than many men who have spent four tremendous
tions waiting BAILEY GRADUATES.
years in training.
MAIL TODAY
Resident training Is easier and costs less than
you may think! We provide housing and parttime jobs while in school, plus free nationPlease mail immediately this fre e booklet without obligation

r

wide employment service for graduates. If you
want to quickly enter America's fastest growing and most exciting Industry, write for free
booklet ... no obligation.

VETERAN APPROVED

BAILEY TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
1625

S.

Grand

St. Louis 4, Mo.

Nome
Address

City

State

IIII

11,
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"50 'io to

7O0¡o OF

MISSILES
PARTS

ARE ELECTRONIC

ELECTkONIC$
The Future is Wide Open in Guided Missile

when you acquire high -level training in
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Guided Missiles

CREI

prepares you

quickly for success in
The

Radar

Instrumentation

Autonatim

Servomechanisms

Telemeterinç

Computers

Electronic Mar ufacturinj
Aeronautical Electronics
Communications
Astronautics

future then is in your bands

.. .

SEND NOW FOR CREI'S NEW FREE BOOKLET
Crammed with facts and data

-

containing a time -proved plan to
make yo-.1 ready for the big jobs
and high -salaried careers now being
offered in America's fastest growing industry.
Tells how you can make a secure,
lifetime career n the expanding
field of electronics in minimum
time.

Tells what employers demand of
YOU in technical knowledge.
Tells about opportunities
what
they pay
the security and other
benefits when you qualify.
Tells how you can qualify for top pay jobs in Radar, Guided Missiles,
Servos, Computers, Aeronautical
Electronics, Electronic Manufacturing, Communications.

-

-

MAIL TODAY

FOR YOUR FREE BOOKLET
hove
CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
ECPD

N. W., Washington

Accredited Technical Institute Curricula

Founded 192/

Dept. 125 -E 3224 16th St.,
10, D. C.
Please send me your course outline and FREE illustrated Booklet, "Your Future in
the New World of Electronics
describing opportunities and CREI home
study courses in Practical Electronic Engineering Technology.

"...

CHECK
FIELD OF

GREATEST
INTEREST

Radar, Servo and Computer Engineering Technology

Electronic Engineering Technology
Broadcast (AM, FM, TVI Engineering Technology
Television Engineering Technology
Aeronautical Electronic Engineering Technology

Name

EMPLOYE)
BY

PRESENT WOPK

EDUCATION:
YEARS HIGH SCHOOL...........
YEARS COLLEGE

ELECTRONICS
EXPERIENCE.

City.

May, 1958

the equivalent of a high school education, and ore good at mathematics, if
you have some elect-onics experience (advanced amateur, experimenting, military
or industrial) -you can qualify fo CREI
home study training. !Electronics experience is not requi'ed for admission 'to
CREI Residence School.) To help us answer your request intelligently, please
give the following information:

TYPE OF

Age

Street
Check:

M

NOT FOR BEGINNERS: If you

Home Study

Residence School

Zone
State
Korean Veteran
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P,iL`C' STEREO TUN. R KIT

Multiflex Output for New Stereo FM
Tubes + Tuning Eye -fSelenium Rectifier
Separately Tuned FM and AM
Sections
Armstrong Circuit with FM /AFC
and AFC Defeat
12 Tuned Circuits
Dual Cathode Follower Output
Dual Double -Tuned Transformer
Coupled Limiters.
11

KT -500

IN KIT

FORM
74.50
7.45
ONLY

DOWN

7.00 MONTHLY

Use it as a Binaural Stereophonic FM -AM tuner
Use it as o Dual -Monaural FM -AM tuner
Use it as a straight Monaural FM or AM tuner
More than a year of research, planning and engineering went into the making of the Lafayette
Stereo Tuner. Its unique flexibility permits the reception of binaural broadcasting (simultaneous
transmission on both FM and AM), the independent operation of both the FM and AM sections
at the some time, and the ordinary reception of either FM or AM. The AM and FM sections are
separately tuned, each with o separate 3-gang tuning condenser, separate flywheel tuning and
separate volume control for proper balancing when used for binaural programs. Simplified
accurate knife -edge tuning is provided by magic eye which operates independently on FM and
AM. Automatic frequency control "locks in FM signal permanently. Aside from its unique
flexibility, this is, above all else, o quality highfidelity tuner incorporating features found
exclusively in the highest priced tuners.
The 5 controls of the KT-500 are FM Volume, AM Volume, FM Tuning, AM Tuning and 5- position
Function Selector Switch. Tastefully styled with gold -brass escutcheon having dark maroon
background plus matching maroon knobs with gold inserts. The Lafayette Stereo Tuner was
designed with the builder in mind. Two separate printed circuit boards make construction and
wiring simple, even for such o complex unit. Complete kit includes all parts and metal cover,
a step- by-step instruction manual, schematic and pictorial diagrams. Size is 133/a" W x 103/a" D
x 41/2" H. Shpg wt., 18 lbs.
The new Lafayette Model KT -500 Stereo FM -AM Tuner is a companion piece to the Models
KT -300 Audio Control Center Kit and KT -400 70 -watt Basic Amplifier Kit and the "Triumvirate"
of these 3 units form the heart of a top quality stereo hifi system.
Net 74.50
KT-500

LAFAYETTE MASTER AUDIO CONTROL
CENTER with'BINAURAL CHANNEL

70 WATT BASIC AMPLIFIER

DELUXE

AND DUAL VOLUME CONTROL.

DC On All Filaments
Self -Powered
24 Positions of Equalisation
Tope Head Input, High Impedance
Dual Cathode Follower Output Stages
This is not only the finest hi -fi preamp characterized by un
matched features, but it has been functionally designed to keep
pace with the conversion of your present hi -fl system to binaural
(Stereophonic) sound. Incorporates an extra channel and dual
volume control for binaural reproduction. Features include DC
on all tube filaments, negative feedback in every stage, dual
cathode follower output stages and latest printed circuit construction. Less than 0.09% IM distortion and less thon 0.07
harmonic distortion at 1V. Hum and noise level better than
80 db below 3V. Uniformly flat frequency response over entire
oudible spectrum. 7 inputs for every type of phono, tuner or
tape. Tasteful styling, brilliantly executed. Size 123/4" x 91/2"
x 33/4 ". Shpg. wt., 101/2 lbs.
KT -300- Lafayette Master Audio Control Kit Complete with
Net 39.50
cage and detailed assembly instructions.
LT -30 -Some as above completely wired and tested with cog

and instruction manual.

fiy' Rnd

Net

59.50

Here's ultra -stability in a 70 watt basic power amplifier eel.
ploying highest quality components conservatively rated to insure performance and long life. Features matched pair KT 88's
and wide range linear Chicago output transformer, variable
damping control, meter for bias and balance and gold finish
chassis. Frequency response 10.100,000 cps ± 1db. Hum and
noise 90db below full output. IM distortion less than 11/2%
at 70 watts, less than 0.3% below 30 watts. Harmonic distortion less than 2% at 70 watts from 20 to 20,000 cps ± 1db.
Output impedance 4, 8 and 16 ohms. Handsome decorative
cage perforated for proper ventilation. Size 141/2 x 10 x 73/e"
including cage and knobs. Shpg. wt., 40 lbs.
KT-400 Latoyette 70 watt Deluxe Basic Amplifier Kit complete
Net 69.50
with cage and detailed assembly instructions.
LA -70 -Some os above completely wired and tested with cage

-

and

165 -08 liberty Ave,
JAMAICA 33, N. Y.
r

28

Conservatively Rated At 70 Watts
Metered Balance And Bias Ad(ust Controls
Variable Damping
Inverse Feedback
Available In Kit And Wired Form

Net

instruction manual.
NEW YORK 13, N.Y.
BRONX 58.

PLAINFIELO

N

Y

N1

547
139

Fmtlham

E

W

2nd St

Rd

.

it

110 Federal St.

100N 10, Mass.
NEWARK

Include postage with

Always say you saw

94.50

6th Ave.
2

NI

24 Central Ave
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NEW 180 PAGE ELECTRONIC
CATALOG FEATURING
THE BEST BUYS IN THE BUSINESS
The n wed and largest assortment o' Electronic. Radio
end TV parts. Hi -Fi and Public Address Components and
system., Test Equipment, tubes, Transistor Kits and m

turieed components fog transistor circuitry, Hem Equipment, Builders Kits, Tool., Boots, Microscopes, Binoculars.
Telescopes, Cameros, and Drafting Equipmnt -ALL AT
LOWEST PRICES-Catering to the conomy minded
dealer. servicemen. ngineer, technicise, eperimenter and
hobbyist. CRAMMED FULL OF MONEY SAVING BUYS.
SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY TODAY.

NEW! 6 TRANSISTOR SUPERHET RECEIVER with

-

2N188A AUDIO OUTPUT TRANSISTORS

GE

100% SUBMINIATURE
COMPROMISES!

PARTS

Superb

CLASS B PUSH-PULL

NO

Performance!

LABORATORY DESIGNED

LATEST NPN -PNP TRANSISTORS

FOR GROUP AND PRIVATE

SENSITIVE,

Incomparable Value!

-

LESS CASE AND BATIERY

3 TRANSISTOR SUPERHET
TRUE

A

POCKET RADIO KIT

NEW! Dynamic Stereophonic Headphones

SuPERNEI RECEIVER -NO EXTERNAL
NO EXTERNAL GROUND.

POCKET

ANTENNA

'True Binaural Reproduction.

A remarkable sensitive, super -selective
pocket Superhet receiver with astonishing performance over the complete broadcast band. Uses 2 high - frequency and
one audio transistor plus efficient diode
detector and features 2 specially matched
IF transformers for maximum power
transfer. The components are housed In

a professional looking beige plastic case.
The receiver's arpe-traaee enhanced by attractive maroon and silver
station dial. Sensitive built -in ferrite antenna eliminates need for
designer's
external antenna A
dream in a true pocket Superhet
receiver! Complete with all parts, transistors battery, case, dial
and easy to fo.!low step -by -step Instructions. 4Sá ^x2 % "z1 -1/18 ".
Shpg. set., I lb,
KT -I IA -Complete Klt, less earphone
Net 16.95
MS- 260- -Sapel. Poser Dynamic Earphone
Net 3.95

Frequency Response
40- 16,000 fps.

Matched Magnetic and
Crystal Transducers.

Exceptionally Lightweight.

LAFAYETTE SIGNAL
GENERATOR
COMPLETELY VuIRED.AND TESTED!

ACCURACY AND QUALITY
GUARANTEED

BINAURAL

w t ., 6

on.

BINAURAL MAGNETIC HEADPHONES
Binaural -Magnetic -6 ohms impedance
2 85
Binaural -Magnetic -51100 ohms impedance
2 95
Binaural- Crystal- 100,000 ohms im,oedance....2.25
MONAURAL- MAGNETIC HEADPHDNES
MS -429 Monaural- Magnetic-C ohms impedance
175
MS430 Monaural- Magnetic -5000 ohms impedance
95
MS -369 Monaural -Crystal -100,000 ohms Imsedance.... L65
MS -431

MS -432
MS -433

FREQUENCY 12KC to 260MC1
120KC to T20M ON FUNDAMENTALS[

30 DAY TRIAL PERIODI FULL REFUND IF
YOU ARE NOT SA "151110 FOR ANY

REASON'

Completely wired and tested instrument. Do not confuse
with kits sold in the same price range. Has the quality and
accuracy of instruments selling for 3 to 4 times as nluch.
120KC to 320KC, 320KC to
Six overla,2ping ranges
1000KC, IMC to 3.2MC, 3.2MC to 11MC, 11MC to
38MC, 37MC .o 13OMC
all on fundamentals
calibrated harmonies from 12OMC to 260MC. Switch between
internal mdulacims at 400 cps or any external source at
other frequencies. 400 cps signal can be used separately.
Outputs are unmodulated RF, modulated RF and 400 cps
aud,o. RF output is in excess of 100,000 micro volts.
Jacks are provided for high or low RF output.
Highly staple special circuit design. Fine adjust RF control. AF output 2 -5 volts, input 4 volts, across 1 megohm.
ñ inch etched dial plate
protected by clear plastic bezel.
Common AF termunala for EXT -MOD input and TNT -AF
output eliminates need for special connectors. Gray metal
case
carrying handle
complete with leads, line cord
and plug. For 105.126V. 60 -60 cycle A.C. Shpg. wt.,

-

-

-

-

/1 t-ujette
1

D£PT.I-E

Signal Generator

22.50

Rad"o

P. O. BOX

511

JAMAICA 31, N. Y.

Name
CUT OUT

Address

8 Iba,
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MONAURAI

Take your choice of six stethoscope type headsets. Binaural or Mon- I
aural! High impedance or low impedance! Magnetic or crystal! Only
Lafayette offers a complete selection. Binaural units are equipped I
with two separate and individuai transducers and cord sets for true
dual channel reproduction. Long the most widely accepted means of 1
stereophonic listening. Both monaural and binaural units are ex- I
tremely sensitive to insure the desired response. Sound is carried
through crystal clear plastic tubes tipped with. removable, plastic I
earpieces. Ingenious hinge device permits adjustment to any desired
spacing. Less than 2 ozs. total weight for the utmost In listening 1
comfort. Binaural sets may he used for monaural listening. Shpg. I

22.50

LSG=1O

-

Monaural
and Binaural.

Six Types

.

-

LISTENING

SELECTIVE, STABLE!

Transistor -wise Lafayette proudly presents its newly revised 6 Transistor Superhet Reiver Kit KT -119A.
This improved model uses the latest GE NPN -PNP Transistors in an ingeniously eng neered, laboratory
tested circuit providing superb performance and an amazing superior commercial quality.
The circuit
features a specially matched set of 3 IF transformers, Oscillator Coil, High -Q Loop, Class B Push -Pull
Audio Amplification and optimum Transformer Coupling in audio and output stages. Has efficient 23/,"
speaker for exemplary reproduction and earphone jack for private listening. Complete with all parts,
transistors, pre -punched chassis, but less battery and leather case. New 28 page easy-tofollow step -bystep instruction book. Size 6 x 31/I x 11/2. Shpg. wt., 3 lbs.
KT -119A
Complete Kit -Less Case and Battery
Net 29.95
BATTERY 9V BURGESS 2N6
Net 1.30
MS -339A
Sturdy attractive brown leather case with carrying strap for KT -119A. 6 x 31/1 x 11/2 ".I
Shpg. wt., 1 lb
Net 2.951
MS -366
Sensitive matching earphone
Net 1.29

29.95

_

AMPLIFICATION- PLENTY

OF POWER.

City

AND

'torte.... State

1

MAIL

TODAY

29

Bookshelf
FULL -TIME classroom and

Highland Pk., Ill. 192 pages. Paper bound.

laboratory training for a

CAREER
FUTURE

WITH A

IN ALL

PHASES OF

Rapid strides in the development
of TV, Radio, Radar. and Guided
Missiles have made electronics the

fastest growing technical career
open to young men today . . . a
career that offers high pay, secur-

ity and rapid advancement.
The Radio Engineering Institute
offers you an opportunity to be
fully trained to take your place in
this exciting, interesting field. REI
is a full -fledged, recognized school
where you can get proper training
in classrooms, labs, and shops under the guidance of skilled, experienced teachers. Resident training
and
more complete
is easier
costs less than you may think.
II you are interested in a career
and
higher pay
with a future
have completed high school or its
equivalent, send today for the new
REI booklet. It contains complete
information on courses offered at
REI, facilities, equipment, fees,
housing and lifetime job placement
service. There's no obligation and

-

-

-

no salesman

will call

on you.

FOR

INFORMATION
ON A CAREER

FUTURE

COUPON
TODAY!

RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE,

Dept. M -58

2610 Leavenworth Street, Omaha, Nebr.

Name
(please print)
Address

City

Zone
State
(just poste on post cord and mail)

HIGH PAYING POSITIONS WITH SOME OF THE NATION'S
LEADING MANUFACTURERS AWAIT REI GRADUATES

30

$3.00.

The most recent of an extended series
of publications, Beitman's new compilation

includes service data from A (Admiral) to
Z (Zenith). Relying on factory information, the new volume contains a cross section of the most popular of the early 1958
TV receivers and is meant to supplement,
not replace, past editions.
Recommended: to the TV serviceman
and technician, who will find it an inexpensive means of keeping abreast of the
latest in television circuitry.
Free Literature Roundup
A new 288 -page electronic parts and
equipment catalog has just been released
by Harvey Radio Co., 103 W. 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y. It contains "special
sections devoted to high fidelity, sound,
broadcast, industrial and amateur equipment and components.

The first edition of Merit Coil & Transformer Corporation's new Catalog No. 5811
is now off the press. It contains technical
and non -technical cross references and illustrations, and lists more than 900 items
in the Merit line. If your distributor does
not have it yet, write to Merit at 4427 N.
Clark St., Chicago, Ill., for a copy.

Mark Simpson Manufacturing Company's new line of "Audiosphere" amplifiers is illustrated in Catalog #3000. The
"Add -A- Unit" three -speed phonograph
Model MP -3, which fits all amplifiers from
the Audiosphere 18-watt to the 100 -watt
units, is featured in this catalog. Write to
Masco, Department "D -1," 32 -28 49th St.,
L. I. C. 3, N. Y.

WITH A

SEND

(Continued from page 26)

A reference table in wall chart form has
been published by Precision Equipment Co.
This conversion chart is useful for hobbyists, shop men or anyone dealing with mechanics or electronics. Included are common conversions, such as inches to centimeters or watts to horsepower, as well
as many that are difficult to locate in reference manuals. For your free Wall Chart of
Conversion Factors, write to Precision
Equipment Co., 4411 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, Ill.

Supreme Publications has released a
colorful circular describing its radio -electronics and television courses, which are
intended for home-study and are issued in
book form. Write to Supreme Publications,
1760 Balsam Rd., Highland Park, Ill., if
30
you would like a copy.
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Always say you saw if in--POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Cfr-By BROOKS CURREY, Jr.

It's a long haul from the old sea dog to today's jet

T HERE WAS A TIME

WHEN a well -moistened forefinger was a man's only
navigation instrument. The cool side told him the wind direction -and
thus, his course. Today, man relies on the thin metal "forefingers" jutting
from high -speed high -altitude aircraft to keep him informed on position, direction, velocity and other data so necessary to flight. And satellites circle
some 300 to 400 miles above the earth- spring -loaded "forefingers" busily
transmitting spatial information back to us.
The evolution of navigation from an uncertain art to a specialized science
has been long and arduous. Its basic principles have always existed -they
only awaited discovery. By necessity, navigation has always tagged along in
the wake of mathematical and astronomical development. The ancient Greeks,
we know, taught that the world was round and that any position on its surface could be determined by latitude and longitude. Basic principles, therefore, did not mystify man so much as the instruments used to verify them.
Direction by Radio. The development of electronic aids to navigation
begins within our present century -in the early 1900's when Marconi's wireless made radio direction -finding the first electronic aid.
Early shipboard direction finders were simple loop antennas, with a tunable
receiver (100 to 1800 kc.), a set of earphones, and an azimuth indicator. To
operate, the navigator simply tuned in a radio station of known position,
rotated the loop to minimum gain, and then read the relative bearing on the
azimuth indicator. By using several such stations -the more the better
May, 1958
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behind the "beam" that pilots fly
on the CAA network of airways.
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Forrestal," and u.h.f. radio by Federal Telecommunication Labs
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the bearings on a chart, the
ship's position was located at the intersection of the bearings.
As refinements were made on radio direction- finding equipment, the speed and
range of aircraft were steadily increased.
Aerial navigation amplified existing problems of navigation, and introduced many
new ones. For instance, the time allowed
to compute position decreased in direct
proportion to the increasing flight speed.
A part of this new problem was solved by
the low- frequency radio range.
Now standard for nearly all airplanes,
radio range equipment makes use of a network of ground stations and a receiver in
the airplane. In operation, four radio
beams of approximately 3° width are
transmitted along the CAA (Civil Aeronautics Authority) airways- intercontinental "super -highways" 10 miles wide
which are divided into 1000' altitude levels.
Basically, the ground station has two
pairs of transmitting antennas, each
matched pair being placed at diagonal corPOPULAR ELECTRONICS

Photo courtesy of Federal Telecommunication Labs

ners of a square. One pair transmits "A"
(dit dah). the other pair "N" (dah dit).
The signals are transmitted in a figure eight pattern. A and N signals overlap to
provide equal signal intensity along the
four 3° beams.
The pilot tunes his receiver to the proper
station frequency, between 200 and 400 kc.,
and listens for the station's call letters,
e.g., LGA for La Guardia Field, New York.
Once identified, the pilot hears either A or
N in keyed intervals. (The N signal is always assigned to the quadrant containing
true North to minimize confusion.) If the
pilot hears an N, he knows he is off the
beam, and he turns left or right. In so
doing, he notes that the original N grows
into a steady tone where the dah dit and
dit dah overlap. When the pilot cannot
distinguish A or N, he is "on the beam."
Radar and Racon. The big impetus to
electronic aids came during World War
II, with the advent of radar. Using narrow
beams of microwaves of 1 to 12 cm. in
wavelength, radar measures the time it
May, 1958

takes an energy pulse to travel out, echo
off an obstruction and return. One mechanization of this effect is Racon (RAdar
beaCON), which provides the air navigator
with both distance and bearing information on a standard PPI (Plan Position Indicator) scope.
Airborne Racon equipment includes a
primary radar operating on a frequency in
the 200- to 10,000 -mc. frequency range. The
ground beacon consists of a secondary
radar containing a receiver, time -delay
unit and transmitter.
In operation, the navigator "interrogates" the ground beacon with a pulse
from his radar. This triggers a coded
pulse from the beacon which is transmitted
in all directions. The navigator observes
the beacon response on a PPI scope in
much the same manner as he observes
targets.
To differentiate between Racon signals
and target echoes, the beacon signals are
coded as a series of pips as detected by the
PPI scope. Thus, bearings to the beacon
35

Flying laboratory of Federal
Telecommunication Labs flight NORTH

4.

tests Tacan under all conditions.
Diagram below illustrates how the
system works.
See page 116
,

can be taken, and distance measured.
Effective range of Racon operation is
limited only by the horizon or line -of -sight
distance.
A more specialized system is DME (Distance Measuring Equipment), though bearings to the ground beacon are not given.
Fundamentally, the ground equipment for
DME is like that used for Racon. The airborne equipment, however, differs in that
the distance is shown on a dial indicator
instead of a PPI scope. Because this indicator is susceptible to beacon interrogation pulses by other aircraft, the airborne
equipment contains a sweep- search circuit
in addition to a tracking circuit. In operation, the airborne transmitter sends out a
936- to 986 -mc. beam. A separate receiver
antenna picks up the beacon and any other
transmissions.
Airborne VOR. Should the navigator
wish to determine course direction and not
distance, he can use one of several omnirange systems: low- frequency, v.h.f. or
u.h.f. The omnirange equipment provides
the navigator with accurate courses either
off or on the airways.
With the VOR system (V.h.f. Omnidirectional Range), the navigator or pilot selects
a station from a chart published by the
1:
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36
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DISTANCE

tion is thereafter retained at all times
until changed to a new station.
Two other very essential parts of the
airborne VOR system are the "left- right"
and the "to- from" indicators. Once the
magnetic bearing of the station has been
selected, the pilot- navigator checks the
"to- from" indicator to determine if his aircraft is flying toward or away from that
station. The "right- left" indicator then
(Continued on page 116)

5

15'-.

I

CAA. He next tunes in the frequency of
the selected station by means of a dial, and
checks the coded or voice call of the station with that given on the chart. The
magnetic bearing of the station from the
aircraft is set into the system by means of
a selector wheel; the bearing of the sta-

00
IS 50 MILES
FARTHER FROM STATION D
THAN FROM STATION C;

for details.

120° TO BEACON

STEP

STEP 2: SHIP

,,.
DIRECTION

-POSIT ION

Plotting a ship's position by
Loran (left) makes use of the
intersection of two hyperbolas, which are obtained by
tuning in two pairs of stations.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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Bullets of Light
By R. L. WINKLEPLECK

VOL: WILL FIND this light-actuated pistol target range a real test of skill. A 30'
range is entirely practical, and the photoelectric "bill's -eye" looks mighty small at
that distance. The bull's -eye is one of International Rectifier's new silicon solar cells
which imparts a high degree of sensitivity
to the unit.
The gun" design is responsible for
making this a true test of your skill. For
instead of shooting a solid beam of light
with which you could hunt down the target,
the gun produces only one brief burst each
time the trigger is pulled. You have either
a clean hit or a miss-and no weaving of
Vie gun will produce an undeserved score.
Construction is quite simple. Parts laycut is entirely non -critical and any arrangement is acceptable. A small sheet of aluminum folded into an "L" shape as shown
works- nicely, and all components-except
'
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the indicating light --can be mounted and
wired before the chassis is installed in the

target box.
The illustrations show a very satisfactory arrangement. An ordinary door bell

can be placed in series with L2 to provide
both visual and aural bull's -eye signals. Be
sure of the polarity of the transistor voltage. One wiring mistake here and you'll
need a new transistor.
The gun can be built into a rifle or pistol, depending on what's available. Exact
arrangement of the few components will be
decided by what is used. The 45 -volt miniature battery charges a 100-pfd. capacitor
through the microswitch.
When the switch is actuated, the battery
circuit is opened and the capacitor discharges through the 6.3 -volt #47 type pilot
lamp. This produces an intense, brief burst
of light which, focused by the simple lens, iS
37
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E

LINE CORD AND PLUG

PARTS LIST

-16 -0d.,
C2 -30 -µid.,

electrolytic capacitor
electrolytic capacitor
electrolytic capacitor
lamp and socket
R1-20,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R2-6800 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor
R3 -5000- 10,000 -ohm wire-wound control
R4- 33,000 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor
R5-22 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor
250 -volt
250-volt
-100
-µtd.,
25 -volt
C3
LI-40 -watt, 117 -volt
C1

RLI -5000 -ohm

relay (Potter

&

Brumfield Type

RSSD or

equivalent)

Sl-S.p.s.t. switch

SCI- Silicon solar

SRI, SR2- 65 -ma. selenium rectifier (SR2 may

have lower current rating)

-6.3 -volt, 0.6 -amp. filament transformer
TRI -2N34 transistor
T1

TR2 -2N35 transistor
VI -2D21 thyratron tube

22
SRI

11;t
2N35
TR2

16

}ltd.

cell (International Rectifier

SA5-M)

-

22

R2

n

SI

SR2

LI
VI

O
O
O

33K
R

5

C2

30 pfd

SCI

Pictorial and schematic diagrams of the light target.

Several different makes of relays will operate properly. A N48 or equivalent diode may be substituted for the selenium rectifier (SR2) which is used as the low-current power supply for the two transistors.
I
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Top and bottom views of the
chassis of the photocell unit at
left show the uncrowded parts
placement. The solar cell (SCI)
may have screw mounting terminals
or pigtail leads; characteristics of
both of these types are similar.

TR2

SCI

C3

VI

R5

Gun construction is shown above,
In the schematic directly at
B
is an RCA VS 086 battery,
CI an electrolytic capacitor rated
at 50 volts, and PLI is the 6.3 -volt
#47 pilot lamp. A s.p.d.t. spring
return switch serves as gun trigger.

right.
right,

I

sufficient to actuate the target from a distance of well over 30 feet.
Only the bulb specified will work. One
with a higher amperage rating would not
produce sufficient light
smaller one
would be burned out with the first flash.
The bulb should be mounted vertically
with the filament turned parallel to the line
of sight. This produces the smallest possible spot of light qn the target.
The lens should be a double convex type
of 1 " -2" focal length and of whatever diameter is needed to fit your gun. A simple
"magnifying glass" is ideal. Either the lens
or the bulb should be adjustable so that the
spot of light can be focused to produce the
smallest, brightest spot at shooting dis-

-a

tance.

No reflector is required, but you will
need to place a black paper diaphragm with
a 1/2." hole just in front of the bulb in order
(Continued on page 111)
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HOW IT WORKS
Light falling on the silicon cell generates a small
current which flows into the two -stage, complementary symmetry d.c. transistor amplifier. The no -light current is minimized by using a p -n -p transistor (TR1)
in the input directly coupled to an n -p -n transistor
(TR2) in the output stage with the zero- signal collector currents in opposition. Since the n-p -n and
p -n -p collectors require voltages of opposite polarity,
the power supply is connected in series with the output
stage emitter and, through its base-emitter circuit, to
the collector of TR1.
This amplifier provides a current gain of approximately 250 and a swing of several vol's positive across
its load resistor (R1) which is applied to the control
grid of the thyratron "trigger tube (Vi). When this

1.

E.

E.

voltage swings positive, the thyratron conducts, the
relay in its plate circuit closes, and a light flashes or
a bell rings-indicating a bulls -eye.
Potentiometer R3 applies bias to compensate for
incident light and functions as a "sensitivity control."
Alternating current is supplied to the plate of the
thyratron (V1) so that conduction ceases when its grid
drops below the firing potential. Voltage for the
transistor amplifier is taken from the filament transformer (T1), rectified and filtered.
5I1.11111111.1...11...111111..1..11..11..1...11......1.1...111111.....1.1.1.1/11.1P.1.,.1,1,111..1.........1...1.11111111
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ALL -IN -ONE FLASH
A new one -piece electronic flash unit

eliminates the conventional separate power pack which is often bulky and inconvenient. The "Futuramic Strobonar"
(Heiland Division of Minneapolis- Honeywell) incorporates within its lamp head
and handle all necessary components for
operation, including a two- transistor power circuit in the more expensive model. A
second model uses a vibrator circuit. Operating from three D -size batteries, three
rechargeable nickel- cadmium cells or ordinary a.c. current, the unit delivers a
Kodachrome guide number of 35 and a 70°
light pattern.

U.H.F. CONVERTER
---r

-.

-

.

.
f~> .M-

i`<

The BTC -2R Ultraverter at left, a
u.h.f. converter, now incorporates a tuner
redesigned to new FCC standards. The
device adds all channels from 14 through
83 to standard v.h.f. receivers. Some of
the features of the Blonder-Tongue converter are a two -speed channel selector,
double -tuned input, low-noise triode amplification and a precise 300-ohm match.

Price is $39.95.

"HEARING" AID

1
1

Six ordinary D cells drive the "Power
Voice" megaphone shown here to an effective range of three -quarters of a mile.
This self- contained Motorola unit has a
six -transistor circuit with an output of 15
watts. It weighs less than eight pounds,
allowing it to be held to the mouth and
activated by pressing the trigger on its
pistol grip handle. For long periods of operation, the megaphone may be slung from
the shoulder, with the mike detachable.

TINY TALKY
A two -way "Tiny Talky" transmitter receiver 50% lighter than most units has
been developed by Radio Specialists Co. of

Denver with United Airlines engineers.
Used to expedite passenger traffic to
planes, the set weighs only 51/2 pounds. It
operates between 420 and 470 mc., and has
a maximum range of four miles. The radio
is carried in a leather case attached to a
Sam Browne belt. A small plastic earpiece
and a hand mike replace the usual telephone headset. The antenna, only six
inches long, juts from a shoulder epaulet.
This set is now being used in Oakland,
Calif., and New York City airports.
40
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How to Make

PARTS

SUßSTI TUTIOPIS
Part 2

Capacitors
By EUGENE RICHARDSON

ACAPACITOR is macle up essentially of
two closely spaced conductors (such as
metal foil) with an insulating material
(dielectric) between them. Many different
dielectrics are used, including glass, air,
various plastics, mica, ceramic materials,
chemical films, and oils. The capacitance
increases as the opposing areas of the
conductors is increased and as their separation is decreased. Capacitance also
depends on the electrical characteristics of
the dielectric.
As with resistors, there are three specifications which apply to all types of capaci-

tors: capacitance, tolerance, and voltage
rating.
Capacitance is given in either microSWITCH

RECTIFIER
TUBE

farads (pfd.) or in micromicrofarads
(µµfd.). A micromicrofarad is one- millionth
of a microfarad. Typical capacitor values
range from a fraction of a micromicrofarad
to as high as several thousand /ltd., depending on the circuit. The two can be used interchangeably to specify the value of a
medium-range capacitor. For example,
units rated at 0.005 µfd. and 5000 Agfd.
have the same value.
Except in critical circuits, a capacitor's
tolerance is not nearly as important as a
resistor's tolerance. Most capacitors have
a tolerance of about 20%, although some
bypass and filter units may have a dual
rating such as -10 %, +50%. This means
that the actual value may range from 10%
FILTER

RESISTOR
HI

8+

INTERNED. 8 +
INTERMED.
LO

Basic power supply

circuit.

showing typical uses for components discussed in Part

I

8+

8+

and Part 2.

4.044.444.444401444.00.4.44 000010000***0771l»M77O
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below rated value to 50% above the value.
A capacitor's voltage rating is indicative
of the maximum voltage that can be applied to it before the dielectric breaks
down and permits a short between the two
conductors (plates). It is generally given
as d.c. working voltage, which is the average steady voltage that can be applied to
it, but a peak (or maximum) voltage
rating may be given as well.
Capacitors may be further identified by

SOLID DIELECTRIC

SOLID DIELECTRIC

TWO-SAND VARIARLE

TRIMMERS
AIR

`

VASIAILE

MICA TRIMMER

DIELECTRIC TWO -GANG

1

VARIASES CAPACITOR
CERAMIC

"PISTON" TYPS

TRIMMER

TRIMMER

are descriptive only and generally are not
too important when choosing a unit for a
particular circuit.
Electrolytic capacitors have a comparitively high capacitance for their physical
size and, except for special units, are designed only for d.c. circuits. Their connection leads (terminals) are marked with
a specific polarity which must be observed.
The positive lead always connects to the
positive side of a circuit. In "can" type
capacitors, the outer metal can is generally
the negative terminal of a unit.
Most paper capacitors are put together
by rolling up a "sandwich" made of two
pieces of metal foil with one or more
pieces of paper between them. Thus, one
foil is on the "outside" of the completed
roll. The lead to this foil may be identified
by the words ground or outside foil, or by
a ring around one end of the capacitor.
In most cases, it is best to connect this

MICA PADOER,

Typical variable capacitors with the
symbol used for them are shown above,
while fixed capacitors and their symbol are shown below. At right are the
capacitor symbols and their alternates.
MICA

T

1
FIXED

,

TT

TIeIMMER

VARIABLE

L

GANGED

PAPER

the type of dielectric material used in
their construction. Popular types include
ceramic, mica, paper and electrolytic
(chemical film) capacitors. Of these types,
mica and ceramic are encountered most
often in r.f. and i.f. circuits, paper capacitors in r.f. and a.f. circuits, and electrolytics in a.f. and power supply circuits.
In some cases, the physical shape of a
capacitor may be included in its description, and we may speak of a "disc ceramic," a "tubular ceramic," a "postage stamp mica," a "tubular electrolytic," a
"can electrolytic," a "tubular paper," or a
"bathtub paper" capacitor. Such terms
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lead to the ground side of circuits -but
don't confuse this with the polarity marking of an electrolytic capacitor.
There is one other specification you may
encounter in dealing with critical r.f. circuits-temperature coefficient. It indicates
the relative variation of the capacitor's
value with changes in temperature. Ceramic capacitors with special temperature
coefficients are used in some r.f. oscillators
and amplifiers to compensate for the variations in the values of other components
with temperature changes and thus to
insure stable operation of the circuit.
Variable capacitors fall into two general
classes: those designed for continuous adjustment with a control knob and used as
tuning capacitors, and those designed for
semi -fixed adjustment with a screwdriver.
The latter are called trimmer capacitors
if their values are small (up to, say,
100 mgfd.) and padder capacitors if their
maximum value is fairly large (up to
1000 Apfd.). Both classes are rated as to
minimum and maximum capacitance.
Tuning capacitors have a fixed set of
(Continued on page 112)
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Make Your Own
For home use, discs

provide convenient library of favorites
By E. EUGENE GARNES

RESPITE the tremendous popularity

of

tape, manufacturers report that the demand for disc recording accessories and
materials is increasing. This may be
because discs are more versatile in some
ways than tape. For instance, it is easier
to locate a specific portion of a recording
on disc than on tape. In addition, discs can
be used on any phonograph of the proper
speed, while tapes are limited to the less
common tape recorder. And you will find
that recordings made with a minimum of
inexpensive equipment can be quite satisfactory.
Recording Equipment. Many of you
probably still own radio -recorder units,
long since put aside (photo above). A cleaning job will help get that old unit going
AAA.,

IOE0

again. Bearings should be washed and
cleaned with carbon tet and oiled during
reassembly. Possibly a new idler wheel
may be required and, in extreme instances,
a new cutter cartridge. These items are
not expensive and will prove worthwhile.
If you would like new equipment, disc
recorder decks are available at reasonable
prices. Many are three -speed units, a valuable feature.
In buying a new deck, or when replacing
an old cutter head, you have a choice of a
crystal or a magnetic cutter. It should also
be determined which type of work you
prefer-standard or microgroove. Most
units are available with feedsc_ews of different pitch to accommodate either type.
The only additional equipment needed is
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microphone, an amplifier, cutting stylus
and recording blanks. Those who own a
hi -fi rig can use its amplifier, eliminating
a major expense. If you have a tape recorder, you can adapt its amplifier to render
both tape and disc service. To get the most
from your disc recorder, it is mandatory
that a good grade of aluminum base blank
a

be used.

Cutting styli come in several different
grades. The steel styli cost less initially
but are not satisfactory for quality work;
they have a rather short life and cannot be
TOP OF GROOVE
resharpened. Stellite styli are in the profesBOTTOM OF GROOVE
sional category, have a life of about two
hours cutting time, and are
manufactured for standard
groove use only. The most expensive in initial cost is the
sapphire variety.
Used by major recording
firms, sapphire styli cut the
highest polished grooves of all.
A cutting life of five to ten
hours is common and they can
be resharpened up to five
times. When the initial cost
A
is prorated over the life of the
stylus, you will find that sapphire is economical. These styli
are available in many grades
and sizes. The most common
for home use are called "routine" styli and manufactured
with tip sizes of .001" (microgroove) and .003" (standard).
It is important to buy the
correct stylus for the type of
service required.
B
Elementary Theory. When
examining the recording blank,
you will see no grooves. Good
quality blanks will display a
flawless, mirror -like surface.
The grooves, of course, must be
made' by the recorder.
Most disc recorder decks operate alike. After the recording arm is lifted from rest position, it will swing freely until
lowered into position over the
blank. At this point, the feedscrew becomes engaged, locking the arm. As the feedscrew
turns, the arm moves slowly
over the blank at a speed
determined by the feedscrew
pitch.
Like the cutting fool of a lathe, the stylus cufs the groove
The stylus is very much like
into the blank. It should be sharp, as shown (top). With no sigthe cutting tool of a metal
nal on cutter, grooves should be smooth and concentric as in
lathe, and it actually carves
photo A (center); in B, you will see "wiggles" cut by stylus
the groove into the blank. A
as sound is applied to mike. The blank must be moving on turnsharp stylus cuts a polished,
table before stylus is placed on it. Start first cut 3/16" from
noiseless groove. Since the
edge of blank or previous recording, as shown in bottom photo.
44
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stylus is cutting material from the blank,
a thread -like chip is thrown off.
When no signal is fed to the cutter, the
grooves should appear to be absolutely concentric. As a sound signal is applied
(modulation), the stylus vibrates sideways,
in step with the signal reaching the cutter
head. This causes the grooves to vary concentrically, resulting in a groove which
possesses "wiggles" that correspond to the
original sound received by the mike. During playback, these wiggles cause the
pickup needle to vibrate as did the original
cutting stylus.
Making a Record. When the blank is
placed on the turntable, don't touch the
surface. Acid from the hands will mar the
smooth finish, causing surface disturbances
during playback. Gently rotate the disc
until the drive pin (located 1" from the
center spindle) engages a drive hole.
Turn on the turntable, making sure it is
revolving at the correct speed. Then place
the recording arm into position. During
this operation the stylus must be held up,
away from the blank, thus preventing
accidental breakage. Never allow the
stylus to contact the blank when it is not
in motion. The turntable must be running.
The correct stylus position when beginning a recording is 3/16" from the edge of
the blank, or the same distance from the
previous cut when making a disc containing two or more recorded segments. The
stylus is then permitted to contact the
blank and recording begins.
Adjustments. When using your machine for the first time, or changing brands
of recording blank, it may be necessary to
set up the cutter for correct angle and pressure.
Note that the cutter cartridge is allowed
to "float" with respect to the recording
arm. Cutter stylus pressure is controlled
by a spring tension adjustment. The general location of this adjustment and the
angle -of -cut adjustment screw are shown in
photo above. The screw should be set up so
the stylus lags in the direction of the blank
rotation from 1° to 3°.
After the proper angle has been set, the
depth of cut (cutter pressure) should be
determined. Make a test cut with the adjustment screw turned all the way out to
apply minimum pressure. Cut a few grooves
and examine the chip thrown off by the
stylus. It should have the consistency of a
coarse human hair for standard groove
work or a fine hair for microgroove.
The area between the grooves is known
as "land." Professional standards call for a
60% land to 40% groove ratio. The finer
the cutting pitch, the shallower the groove
must be to maintain this relationship.
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Adjustment for angle of cut (bottom circle) and depth of cut (top circle) are generally in tie areas indicated in this underside view of the arm.

Several cuts will probably be necessary
to reach the exact setting of spring tension.
Be careful not to apply too much pressure
since it is easy to cut through the coating
and strike the metal base. This may dull
the stylus beyond further use until it is

resharpened.
It is suggested that the less costly styli
be used for testing. Be sure the test stylus
is the same length as the regular one so
that your adjustments remain true.
Sound Level. Having determined the
correct depth of cut, the next step is to set
up the proper sound level to be applied to
the disc. In practice, several factors determine the maximum modulation that can be
used.
Too much audio level will result in distortion because of wide groove excursions
that cannot be traced faithfully by the
playback needle. If the groove varies too
much, the cutting stylus will cut into the
adjacent groove, causing severe distortion;
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in addition, this condition will encourage
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This simple circuit takes the place of a
costly vu meter for recording applications. RI is an audio taper potentiometer used for calibration of the meter.
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Proper
be responsible for distortion.
method for brushing away chips is shown
here. An old, soft brush will do nicely.
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the playback needle to jump or repeat the
same groove.
Maximum permissible level for 33.3- or
78 -rpm standard groove work will be
greater than for 33.3- or 45 -rpm microgroove fine -pitch work. The level usually
turns out to be about 8 db less for micro-

You can build this chip remover easily
from a vacuum cleaner, inexpensive hose
and copper tubing (details on p. 105).

lation checks are concerned. Place the
recording in a well-lighted area and focus
so that the surface, not the grooves, reflects light to the eye. With the disc about
six inches away from the eye, the groove
land structure should be readily visible.
After determining the correct signal level
by this method, you will need some means
of measuring the signal while recording.
Commercial recording companies use costly
vu (volume unit) meters.
Shown above is a simple circuit that will
work well with any magnetic cutter, and
is reliable and inexpensive.
A radio program can be used to make the
initial modulation tests. When the correct
level is reached, note the position of the
volume controls. Since radio stations maintain a fairly constant volume level, they
make an excellent sound source for level
checks.
With the radio station tuned in and adjusted as before, RI is adjusted so that the
meter swings to 80% of full scale on loud
peaks, such as orchestra chords. Placing
nail polish on the shaft and bearing of R1
will assist in keeping the calibration accurate, resulting in a reliable indication for
future recordings.
The purpose of R2 is to help the low -

frequency turnover characteristics of the
cutter head. It should always be used unless you are specifically instructed not to do
so by the manufacturer. This resistor also
prevents overloading the amplifier at low
frequencies since the magnetic cutter becomes almost purely resistive in this region.
Equalization. All cutter heads exhibit
low- frequency attenuation called "turnover." In accordance with standard practice, the high frequencies must be emphasized. Standard RIAA pre- emphasis calls
for 13.5 -db increase at 10 kc. over that at
1 kc.

It is impossible to offer a simple circuit
that would be universally acceptable for all
applications. It is suggested that the treble
control be advanced to about three -fourths
of maximum boost during recording. In
most cases, this will be close enough for
nonprofessional applications. If the record(Continued on page 105)
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By FRANCIS J. LEYVA

BUILD
a "Half- Pack"
Tiry transistorized receiver
uses homemade

printed circuits

WITH A POWER CONSUMPTION of

about one milliwatt, and using the new
miniature dynamic earphones, this receiver
will deliver earsplitting volume on local
stat ons. A little more than half the size of
a k :ng -size pack of cigarettes, its power
supply is a single 1.3 -volt mercury cell
which is called on to supply about one
milliampere of current at full volume. It Side view of the completed asse-nbly.
needs no external antenna, although one Note the small wooden spacers GlJed
can be employed in low- signal areas.
between the two printed- circuit chassis
Two printed -circuit boards (PC1 and boards. The three sides and the botPC?) are used (see parts list). Cut out the tom of the chassis are installed later.
laminate to sizes shown in templates on
page 49. Clean the two boards with steel
wool until they are shiny. With a straight- close together, draw a line about %" long
edge and compass, transfer the conducting with a ball-point tube, or put down a strip
lines to the laminate board. The width of of tape and divide it into threb parts with
the conductor strips should be about Via", '.a razor- -blade. These parts b?come.the terand the connection points should be about minals for the transistor leads.
If you'iise liquid resist and ä brush, or a
Ya" in diameter.
Use the dark areas on the templates as ball -point tube, trim the lines with a razor
guides when applying the resist. To make blade after they have dried. This will imthe connection points for the transistors prove the looks of the board, and minimize
SI
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HOW IT WORKS

The first transistor (TRI) is an r,f, type used as a
ounded -base regenerative reflex detector. Antenna coil
1 picks up a radio signal and induces an identical
goal in the tickler coil (L2), The latter feeds this
goal to the emitter of TRI. The signal is amplified d passes through LI, which is in the collector (out t) circuit. As a result, a large signal is induced in
and the cycle repeats itself. This is what causes
eneration.
That part of the r.f- signal induced in L2 is detected u
the emitter and base junction of TRI. The audio
ltrge developed across R3 and C5 is reapplied to the
itter and base, amplified, and coupled to the CIO
msistor TR2.
TR2, TR3 and TR4 form a simple three -stage au
plitìer. It differs from many other transistor ampli rs in that the bases have no bias resistors. The col tor leakage current and the minute current leaking
ugh the coupling capacitors is all the bias current
needed for the small signals that are handled.
11.11X1111,1toMMOMM11111.148.8.11MAIM311.711.1u.n111,,,1,,,,:,,,,,1,,,,,1,uw11.
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go along. They are all mounted on the non-

etched side of the board with the exception
of Cl, R2, and the battery holder.
Soldering. If all parts fit well, solder
them in place with hot, well- tinned, small tip soldering iron or gun. Use a special
printed- circuit solder such as Print-Kote
because its low melting point reduces the
danger of overheating the etched board
and components.
When soldering the parts in place, always hold the leads close to the parts with
long -nose pliers to dissipate excessive heat.
Make sure that you don't have the transistors in place when soldering the flea clips
to the conductors. After the parts are
soldered in place, clip off the excess lead
with end nippers or a nail clipper.
Schematic diagram of
transistorized receiver.
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the danger of acc'dental shorts between
the closely spaced conductors.
Etching and Dr (ling. After the resist
has dried, put the boards in the etching
solution. They should be ready if you use
the cold etching method.*
Next, drill the holes for mounting the
components. All are made with a 1/16" drill,
except the mounting holes for the tuning
capacitor (CI). Two of these holes are 1/s"
in diameter and countersunk from the nonetched side of the board. The hole for the
shaft of the same capacitor is 1/4" in diameter and countersunk from the etched side
of the board. Although the flea clips are
intended to be mounted in %2" holes, it is
better if only the smaller bottom part is
fitted into the 1/16" holes.
Follow the lists of connections (two
numbers or letters indicate that a component should be connected between these
two points, and a single letter designates a
terminal such as one of the transistor electrodes or a battery terminal), and insert
all the components in their respective
positions but do not solder them in as you
*For detailed information on making printed circuits, see
"'Printed Wiring' Techniques for the Experimenter," Part
the August 1956 issue of POP'tronics. and Part 2 in
the September 1956 issue. Also see "Simplified Etched Circuits" in the June 1957 issue.
1
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PARTS LIST

BI -1.3 -volt mercury cell (Mallory RM-63û)
C1 - -- 365 -41d., single -gang, midget variable capacitor (Argonne Poly -Vari -Con)
C2, C5- 0.01 -111d. subminiature capacitor (Aerovox P832)

C3-0.0005-0d. subminiature capacitor (Centralab DM -501)
C4--30.0fd., 6-volt electrolytic capacitor
C6, C7, C8 --8 -µtd., 6-volt electrolytic capacitat.
II-Miniature jack (Telex 9240)
L1 -50 turns of #22 s.c.e. wire on t /4" x 2:'s"
ferrite core (Lafayette MS- 331) -see text
L2 -Six turns #22 s.c.e. wire on same core
L3 --R.f choke (winding from a discarded miniature i.t. transformer)
PCI, PC2 -XXXP printed- circuit copper laminate board (one 2" x 41/4" section cut in two
parts I1 /gy6" x 27/ly" for PC1 and 11I/16" x
25/I ¿' for PC2)
R1- 100,000 -ohm resistor, 1/2-watt resistor

-I

R2- 15,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R3- 5600 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R4- 25,000 -ohm subminiature volume-regeneration potentiometer (Lafayette VC -45)
R6- 22,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
SI - --S.p.s.t. switch (on R4)
TRl -CK768 transistor
R5,

TR2, TR3, TR4 -CK722 transistor
1
-oz. bottle of etching solution (Lafayette
PE3)
1- Roll of resist-tape or ball-point tube (Lafayette PRT -2 or PRTL)

-6

12---"Flea" clips for soldering contacts
Misc. eyelets (0.062" in diameter by 0.093"
long); tin, copper or

plastic cabinet

-
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Antenna coil LI is wound on a piece of
ferrite core which measures 2%" x Y4" in
diameter. This coil consists of 50 turns of
#22 single cotton enamel wire, and the
tickler coil (L2) is made from six turns
of the same kind of wire. Wind both coils
immediately adjacent to each other and
in the same direction; otherwise you won't
get positive feedback and the detector
won't oscillate.
The battery holder consists of two parts:
part A, the positive terminal, connected at
32; and part B, the negative terminal, connected at 33. Trace the pattern of these
parts as shown in the diagram (below, left)
on brass, tin or copper; then cut them
CONNECTIONS FOR PC1
out. Bend them on the dotted line toward
-Top of antenna coil
25 and 3I -R'
you while you hold the parts as shown.
2-.&from 01 antenna coil 25 and 35 --R3
Mounting holes for the battery holder are
3-Top of tickler coil
25-Wire to PC2, Point B
4---- Rottam of tickler coil
26 -SI 'either terminal)
also M8" in diameter, and terminals are
27 -C9 !poe. termiaal;
5 and 15 -R3
riveted to the board using small eyelets or
6 and 14-05
28 -C6 'neg. termiaal;
miniature screws and bolts.
7 and 34-C2
29 -Wise b PC2, Foirrt A
8 and 13---C3
29 -Right 'erminal of R4
Housing. Either a home-built or comwith prongs :lacing mercial cabinet may be used for the tran9-Top terminal of CI
10-Emitter of TRI
Ton)
sistor radio. Pieces needed to construct
30 -R4 celate, ternincl)
11 --Bcae of TRI
12- Cellector of TRI
3I- -Lei: terminal of 194 your own cabinet can be cut from a clear
13 and I5--L3
twit's prongs 'acing polystyrene sheet. The front and back of
ou)
16 and 18 -RS
17 and 26- Jumper Wi-e
32-Positive termïria2 of the case shown measure 1'/s "x2% ", the top
1

18 --2'

wire to G of PC2

19-Cellector

of TR2

20 --Base of TR2
21-Xs:liter of TR2

22-CIC (pos, terminal)
23-C4 (neg. terminal)
24-C3 (bottom termincl9

Battery solder (Par A)
-see teat
33- Negative terminal of
uattey no/der (°art B)
-see test
33 -S1 (re ma +ring te-mi-

la))

Prietedcircait boards

PC (above) and
PC2 (below`'; are as=_embed after components are mounted (- ighi). The ba-ery
holder parts (A and B. be ow) are cit f -om
sheet metal said bent as des :ribed in text;
folds should be made on the dotted lines.
PC -9

e

n
BATTERY
;itSLOER

A

CONNECTIONS FOR PC2
29 of PC.
I-Baso oú 7'83

- from
-Wire from
"W3

e

25 of PCI
B
C arm K -R6
D -Wire to one termiaal
of J=

E--;,-; (pos. terminal)
F
(neg. terminal)
G- -Wire from 18 of ICI

fi-- Cetlector
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of TR3

Emitter of TR3
1
L--C8 'neg. xerminaiï

M-C8 'pos. :'erminat
N-Co1ector of TF4

C-Ba

Tia4

P-Emiitttes of TR4
Q---Remainin4 tesm8nal
at ¡I

and bottom are 1"x2%", and the sides
measure 1"x13. ". Glue the pieces together
temporarily using household cement, but
leave the back off.
Place the completed "Half- Pack" inside
the case and mark the spots for the shaft
of Cl and the regeneration control (R4).
Drill the '%"-diameter hole for the shaft
and another one for the starting hole of
R4. With a %" chassis punch, score a
% "- diameter circle in the plastic. Cut out
the circle with a jigsaw and smooth the
edges of the hole with a round file. The
subminiature control specified in the
parts list should fit snugly. Fasten it to
the panel with small nuts and bolts
through the on -off switch tabs.
The pieces of the box can now be cemented together permanently. Place the
radio inside and drill the mounting holes
for R4 and earphone jack Ji.
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-ko-from A.F. OSCILLATORS

I

A handful

of parts makes novel sounds that imitate

familiar objects

SIMPLE audio oscillators are fascinating
devices. Different circuits and component values will let you hear an almost
infinite variety of tones -some high in pitch,
some low-some of a pure, flat tone, others
rich in harmonics -some pleasant, others
harsh and irritating.
Practical applications are almost limitless. You can make a modulator for an r.f.
signal generator or tone -modulated transmitter, a musical doorbell, electronic organs and other musical instruments. Other
possibilities include code -practice oscillators, tone generators for audio equipment
testing, and special electronic sound effects
producers. You can obtain tones that sound
like motor boat or airplane engines, train
whistles, fog horns, ticking clocks or even
a dripping faucet.
Such an audio oscillator usually works

By FRANK H. TOOKER

best with a small or inexpensive transformer, as larger and more costly units
tend to produce only low tones. Try one
of the little transistor transformers having
a 3000- to 5000 -ohm center-tapped primary
and a 1000 -ohm secondary. Half the fun
comes from trying several sizes and makes
of transformers, because different transformers give different results.
The "Whistler." The circuit of Fig. 1
produces a high- pitched tone when the capacitor (Cx, shown dotted) is left out.
When you want lower tones, put in the
capacitor. Its value can be from 0.001 µfd.
(which lowers the tone slightly) to 0.25 µfd.
(which mellows the tone and brings the
frequency down to a few hundred cycles).
If several capacitors are connected here,
each with its own push- button switch, you
have the beginnings of a musical instrument. To use the circuit for code practice,
connect a key in series with the headset at
the point marked "X" in the diagram.
The "Growler." For lower- frequency
pulse -type sounds, try the circuit of Fig. 2.
When resistor R is about 4.7 megohms and
(Continued on page 108)

SEC.

HT R.

GND.

B+

SEC.

Fig. 1. "Whistler" circuit produces a
variety of high -frequency audio tones.

Fig. 2. Lower -frequency tones can be
developed by this circuit arrangement.
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Where to Hi -Fir
By JEFF MAi2KELL.

Make an attractive enclosure for those scattered chassis
ALTHOUGH the general trend is toward
smaller audio components, there is still
a considerable need for equipment enclosures with reasonably large accommodations for electronic chassis. This is due to
the growing popularity of higher powered
amplifiers, which tend to increase in size in
direct proportion to their higher power.
At the same time, many people are
cramped for space and want to house their
equipment as compactly as possible yet
keep it in something that will look well
and blend with their furniture. The cabinet
shown here is offered as an answer to this
need.
This unit is designed to "standard
case dimensions" and should fit in with
what you already have. It is easy to build
with a minimum of lábor and simple tools.
All major joints are butts requiring no
fancy milling.
The cabinet is made of 74" plywood with
the exception of the legs, control panel,
back, control panel molding and facing
strips. Depending on your requirementscan be made
and your pocketbook
either in a good -quality veneered plywood

-it
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and furniture -finished, or in "utility" fir
and painted.
Facing strips 0/4"x Y4 ") cover all of the
exposed plywood edges on the front, and
run back along the top and bottom edges
of the sides. They cover all of the visible
plywood cores and all of the visible fastenings.
Basic parts can be cut from a stock 4'x8'
panel, as shown in the cutting diagram,
which can be bought at a lumberyard. You

can also get the lumberyard to cut the
panel for you. They may charge for this
service, but it is usually moderate and will
be well worth your while.
Glue and screw two of the 4" x %4"
x 16" cleats to the inside top edges of the
sides. If you first drill clearance holes for
the screws, and countersink for the screwheads in the cleats, you'll find that the
fastening goes quickly. The screws alternate, first one into the side, then one going
up. Space your screws about 2" apart, and
drill and countersink the holes for the ones
going up at the same time. You'll need
them later for fastening on the top.
Be sure that you fasten the cleats flush
51

with the top edges of the sides, and also
flush with the back -not the front.
Then attach the sides to the bottom. To
do this, first drill and countersink for your
screws on a line %" up from the bottom of
each side. Again space the screws 2" apart.
Glue and screw the sides to the bottom,
making sure that all three front edges are
flush with each other.
through some minor error in cutting
-the back edges are not quite flush, don't
worry about it. Be certain that the bottom
is flush with the bottom of the sides.
Handle this U- shaped assembly with care
until you have attached the top, which is
done by gluing and screwing through the
cleats previously attached to the top of the
sides. Again -be careful to line up your
front and side edges. It may be easier to
attach the top with the cabinet upside down

from underneath and at the top by a cleat.
It is important that this partition be positioned accurately in the center, and aligned
parallel with the sides, or you might come
to grief when you fit out the cabinet for
your equipment.
Except for the back, which goes on the
left -hand side only, the basic case is complete. Before you put the back on, check
your corners with a carpentry square to be
sure they are right angles. If you were
careful, the angles will be exact or pretty
close. If they should be a bit off, you can
force them into alignment and then use the
back to hold them by screwing the back in
place all around.
Now fit out the cabinet in accordance
with the equipment you want to house. I
started with the upper left -hand compartment which contains the record player.
on a large table.
Most record players come supplied
a
Inserting the center partition comes next. template for the cutout to be made with
in the
As shown in the drawing on page 53, it is
mounting board. After you have made the
held at the bottom by screws coming up necessary cutout, assemble the rest
of the
Cutting pattern below gives exact dimensions, except for door. drawer, except for the front. You
will now have a four-sided frame
A- DRAWER SLIDE CLEATS
G- RECORD PLAYER MOUNTING BOARD
with the mounting board, includB- DRAWER SIDES
H- BOTTOM PANEL
C- DRAWER ENDS
ing its cutout, on the top.
CENTER PARTITION
ID- DRAWER FRONT
J- RIGHT SIDE PANEL
You will see two cleats in the
E- TUNER SHELF
K- TOP PANEL
F- OPTIONAL AMPLIFIER SHELF'
L- LEFT SIDE PANEL
drawings that must be installed in
the cabinet before the drawer can
E
F
D
be mounted. Align these care167/e"x12"
I67/sx 9%z" I6%¡'x12"
fully before installing them so
that they are both the same disH
NET
tance up from the bottom.
'60óa
The drawer slides used to at"x 163/5"
34 Va" xIB"
221/='x IB"
tach the drawer to the cleats are
APPRÓxI
Grant Pulley & Hardware Type
K
"A." If for some reason you can't
L
find that particular brand, don't
2314"x18"
36"x 18"
23%¡"x18"
worry about it. Get as exact an
equivalent as possible. The slides
4.x8' PLYWOOD PANEL
from different manufacturers
don't vary much in size.
Using the slides, install the drawer on
BILL OF MATERIALS
the cleats, with the drawer front still left
1-4' x 8' panel of 3/4" plywood (for basic parts)
off. It will probably need a little fitting,
1-221/2" x 167/8" section of 1/4" plywood (back
panel)
planing a bit here and there so that it goes
1-231/2" x 17%" section of 1/4" plywood (control
nicely into the required opening, and does
panel- optional)
not bind as the drawer is moved in and out.
3-3/4" x3/1" x 16" clear pine cleats (top)
It should then be attached by screwing
2 -3/4" x 3/4"x 12" clear pine cleats (tuner shelf)
18-Feet of 1/4" x3/1" facing strips (wood type to
through the drawer frame from the inside
match 3/4" panel)
so that the screws won't show.
7 -Feet of 1/2" x 1/2" slant molding (wood to
Dimensions of the drawer compartment
match control panel if used)
1 -Pair of 161/2.121
above and below record player mounting
Grant "A" door slides (or
equivalent)
level, as shown in the drawing, are for
4-1%" to 3/4" x 6" round -taper wood legs (these
record changers. If you're using one of the
may be any height, or wrought iron or brass
may be used instead)
single -play turntables, you may find that
42 -11/4" #8 flat -head wood screws
the mounting level should be raised by
30 -I1/2" #8 flat -head wood screws
three or four inches. There is no problem
6-13/4" #8 flat -head wood screws
8-3/4" #8 round -head wood screws
here. Merely set higher the cleats to which
36 -3/4" #8 flat -head wood screws
the drawer slides are mounted.
1 -Box of 3/4" #20 wire brads
Misc. glue, sandpaper, finishing materials.
Since the lower left compartment is open
for record storage, the drawer can be pulled

If-

G

17

3/4
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DOOR IS NOT USED, SET CONTROL PANEL SO
THAT MOLDING IS FLUSH WITH EDGE Of CABINET

ALTERNATE

should be followed faithfully to obtain
finished cabinet. Note the alternate detail shown for the use of a
rather than a door; instructions are given in text for fitting either
piece is butted inside the side pieces-finishing strips make it

Construction details above

out from underneath. If you don't want to
use it for records, a number of the more
compact tape machines will fit there. You
could either hang a door over that part and
leave the tape machine in its present case,
or make another drawer. You will probably
have enough material left from your plywood panel to do as you please about this.
The right -hand half of the cabinet is
intended to house the other components
tuner, amplifier, preamp, etc. To fit out

-

this side with a solid control panel, start
by installing the slant molding around the
front. This is held in place with glue and
small wire brads.
If you have some means of clamping the
molding strips in place while the glue dries,
you can eliminate the brads. If you use
brads, set them below the surface with a
naiï set and fill the holes with plastic wood
so they will be inconspicuous.
Behind the molding, mount your 1/4" -thick
control panel, and behind that your shelf,
or shelves. Remember: you need cutouts
May, 1958

best results on the
fixed control panel
one. Also, bottom

appear otherwise.

for the control panel for your equipment
controls, so don't fix the panel finally into
place until you have made the necessary
holes. See alternate detail on construction.
If you want to cover your controls with a
door, it can be made from material left
over from your plywood panel and will be
227/16"x161%8".

It is preferable to mount such a door
with pivot hinges because they are the
least conspicuous type available. The only
problem in adding a door is the fitting; it
should be cut just a hair too large, then
carefully planed until it fits the opening.
To complete the cabinet, apply the
% "x Y4" facing strips. These cover all of the
exposed plywood edges on the front and
also cover the top and bottom edges of the
sides. They are held by glue and small
wire brads. Set the brads and fill the holes
for best appearance.
A thorough sanding of the entire cabinet
with a fine grade of sandpaper should precede whatever finish you apply.

-
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"SENTRY" GUARDS UTILITY LINES
A fast -acting transistorized device has been developed
to isolate faulty high -voltage lines. Such lines must be isolated within one -tenth of a second to minimize disruption of
service and prevent damage. The circuit sentry shown at
left sends out a tone signal which sets in
motion a series of relays to actuate circuit
breakers in twelve- thousandths of a second. Known as "Tru Trip," this RCA device can be used with wire line circuits or
microwave radio facilities for system -wide
transmission of safety- action signals. It
takes up 75% less space than the usual
equipment.

FOR SWL'S AND HAMS

SPACE SPEEDOMETER
When teamed with gyroscopes, the ultra sensitive accelerometer shown below forms
an inertial guidance system for missiles,
subs and aircraft. Said to be a radical
departure from conventional accelerometers, its sensitivity is better than one
one-hundred-thousandth of the force of
gravity. It's in production at Sperry Gyroscope for the U. S. Navy and Air Force.

This new 13 -tube general coverage receiver in the medium price field is said
to give the ham or SWL all the operational
advantages formerly found only in the
highest price sets. The Hammarlund HQ160 dual- conversion superhet covers the
range of 540 kc. to 31 mc. in six continuously tunable bands. It has 14 tuned cir-

i

cuits in the i.f. to provide extremely clean
side skirts. The second i.f. frequency is
crystal controlled for optimum stability.
A Q- multiplier is built into the unit.

LIGHTWEIGHT DIRECTION FINDER
The "Heron," an English -built radio direction finder which weighs only 1%
pounds, is accurate to within 1% (below, center). Used with the Heron is
"Homer," a transistor receiver designed for receiving marine and air beacon
broadcasts and weather reports (below, left). The system works by tuning the
receiver to a beacon or

range station, rotating
the DF antenna to null
point and homing on
it. This equipment is
made by Brookes &
Gatehouse, Ltd.
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Tubes Control Car
Automatic steering and braking may be standard in future
ACCORDING to a California auto shop
instructor, the "car of the future" will
have: an automatic steering device which
permits the driver to relax at the wheel on
long cross-country trips; an automatic
electromechanical braking system which
will free him from giving constant attention to the road; and a ram jet flapper unit
capable of propelling the car at high speeds
by means of tubes

-

without using the
main engine.
A demonstration
ride in such a car
with its inventor,
James P. Butler, is
frighteningly real.
There is a frantic
sensation in the pit
of your stomach
when Butler throws
a few switches on
his complicated con-

trol panel, turns
loose the wheel,
and sits back to

watch his monitor
set or listen lei- Control panel of car
surely to his hi -fi.
Electronic equipment monitors t h e
crown of the road and controls two hydraulic cylinders located under the hood
which transfer the pressure to another
cylinder connected to the steering tie rods.
The inventor complains of only one
thing: frequency interference. Police car
transmitters and the like override the system, causing his car to veer slightly from
its course. "Actually this is a minor probMey, 1958

lem," Butler said, "and can eventually be
worked out."
Automatic Steering. Through the use
of a secret, preset switching method, the
car will turn a series of corners by itself
withcut further attention from the driver.
A push- button steering control is also offered for the squeamish who would hesitate to turn the car over completely to
electronics. This is
effected through
t w o foot pedals,
which are also used
as emergency con trols should the car

fail to respond
properly to the

electronic controls.
The braking system employs an oscillator installed
near the grille that
projects ultrasonic
sound waves which
register on any object larger than a
telephone pole and
uses TV channel selector.
are reflected to a
receiver. T h e receiver energizes the master brake cylinder
to effect proper braking. In conformance
with National Safety Council standards,
the brakes are set to prevent collisions by
activating at a ratio of every 10 feet for
each five miles an hour the car is traveling.
Butler said that while his steering
leaves room for improvement, his braking
is foolproof. He drove toward a wall at
(Continued on page 115)
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The Truth Detector
By CARL KOHLER
NO SOONER

had my skilled fingers

finished hooking up the modality
tracers than I was fumbling for the intercom switch above the workbench.
"Hey, come in here a minute, and bring
some coffee with you, will you ?" I requested.
"Just as soon as I finish this fascinating
chapter on 'Traumatic Shock,' " replied the
Wife through the intercom.
"Listen, sister," I hissed evenly, "we're
standing on the threshold of electronic
history. In all probability this little item
I've just completed may well change tomorrow's society. This is no time for you
to keep your pretty nose buried in one of
those ridiculous
psychology books.
Besides, I need
your help."
"Did you know
that 90% of our

irrational fears
are based upon
childhood misinterpretations of

through the ages man hasn't
sought lies. He's sought Truth. The lie
detector was a definite step forward in
the right direction, but my Truth Detector moves progress ahead by miles in
comparison."
She studied the control cabinet with its
several tracer cables in thoughtful silence,
distrust in her eyes. "It looks like a nasty
gismo."
"That's only because you insist upon
trying to look at everything mechanical as
though it possessed human or animalistic
traits. A typically feminine fault." I
patted her hand. "This is a harmless instrument, designed only to reveal the
truth of any matter."
"What are all
those wires for ?"
she inquired.
"Modality tracers. One each for
"Down

heart, lungs,
blood

pressure,

"Schnell, hur-

pulse and skin."
"Why?"
"Well, my in-

come as you are.
Bring coffee."

gives the conventional method of
determining a re-

fact ?"

ry," I growled
crisply. "Don't

strument sort of

Five minutes

action from the
person being tested a reverse -Eng-

later the door to

the workshack

creaked open and
the delicious odor
of fresh coffee

preceded

lish touch. In
short, this dial
here only indicates reaction

my

spouse. I motioned her to a chair.

"Another faux

pas, wired for

chaos, eh ?" she
observed, bending a prolonged glance of instant dislike upon the newly built "Truth

Detector."
"This fine instrument is genius' reply to
the woeful lack of 1000% unflawed justice." I tapped the dial -panel meaningfully.
"Once law organizations across the country avail themselves of my Truth Detector, crime will be erased from the face of
the earth and innocent people safe from
errors of investigation."
"Oh, a lie detector," she said brightly.
"No, a Truth Detector," I corrected her.
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truthful
Otherwise, it
doesn't move."
"Just backwhen a

Swiftly attaching the tracer cables, I smiled calmly across the cabinet at my wife who sat tensely upright, obviously waiting for a searing jolt of juice

...

answer is given.

wards from a regular lie detector, huh ?"
"That's one way of putting it," I agreed.
"Now, if you'll just sit, perfectly relaxed,
while I attach the skin electrodes, the
pressure cuff and the modified pickups
which I made from old stethoscopes
"You going to test me ?" she yawped.
"Well, sure." I favored her with my
best, winning smile. "After all, I have to
run the instrument and it's never been
tested. Surely, you aren't afraid ?"
"The heck you say, Buster!" She leaped
(Continued on page 109)
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CiIIOSCopeTa°aces
Ignition Systems
Principles of testing ignition systems of autos or other
gas engines with a C-R tube
AT ONE TIME the oscilloscope belonged

almost exclusively to electronic experimenters. New developments and modern
merchandising methods have changed this,
and scopes can now be found in very unusual places. One such application which
shows great promise is in checking auto
ignition systems.
The idea is not new, but only recently
has the small automotive repair shop and
hobbyist seen the inherent possibilities in
scopes. Their sudden popularity has been
due in a large part to special sweep circuits
that have been developed for this work.

The

oscilloscope

can

prove to be a useful instrumeni in checking out an
auto nobile ignition system.
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By HOWARD BURGESS
One of the limiting factors in using the
ordinary instrument for ignition testing has
been the inability of the sweep circuit to
present an easily readable display of the
waveform of all cylinders simultaneously.
However, although the ordinary scope cannot do a complete ignition checking job,
much information can be obtained with a
little care.
Shown in the diagram on the next page is
the basic circuit of the average ignition
system using a distributor, battery and
high- tension coil. C is the high- voltage output of the ignition coil. A lead from the
vertical input of the scope will
usually pick uo plenty of signal if it is clipped over the
outside o the insulation
on this wire.
A pattern similar to
that in Fig. 1 will
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Waveforms at check points. Figure
is spark plug pulse at high voltage output of ignition coil,
and Fig. 2 represents eight plugs
traced on single sweep. Figure 3
shows circular sweep used on speI

cialized instrument, while Fig. 4 indicates "dwell" time as shown by
primary current. Figure 5 indicates too short dwell time, showing poor adjustment of points, and
Fig. 6 shows how current waveform will indicate poor capacitor.

y

1
a.

)SNIT ION
COIL
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POINTS
BAT
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O

Diagram of the ignition sy tern
of the ordinary automobile.

While this is a 6- cylinder car, the
8- cylinder models use the same
layout. A, B and C are check
points referred to in the text.

occur each time a spark plug fires. If the
firing of all plugs of an eight -cylinder engine is shown on a single sweep trace (Fig.
2), conditions in each cylinder can be determined by the relative height and shape
of each wave train.
Sweep Rate. It is at this point that the
ordinary scope sweep can give trouble. On
many scopes the slowest sweep rate is 20
per second. In Fig. 2, there are eight pulses
per sweep, or 160 pulses a second. The engine will generate four pulses per revolution, which means that it must be turning
over 40 times per second, or 2400 rpm, in
order to give such a pattern. This is a little
too fast for some types of tests.
As a substitute, the scope can be coupled
to each spark plug, one at a time, and the
patterns compared. (Do not clip the test
lead directly to the spark plug, as the high
voltage here can damage the scope.)
Variations in scopes and engines make it
very difficult to set up a definite pattern as
an ideal. For best results, the experimenter
should observe the waveform of the spark
plug in a properly operating cylinder, and
any deviation from this pattern can be
viewed with suspicion.
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One commercial version of the engine

test scope has used a circular sweep to
solve the display problem. A pattern like
that of Fig. 3 is the result.
Another test which is more successful
with the ordinary scope is that of current
waveform in the primary of the ignition
coil. A very low value of resistance (0.25
ohms) can be inserted at R in the diagram.
The voltage drop across this resistor will
follow the pattern of the current and can
be applied to the scope. In many cases the
resistor can be omitted and a direct connection made from point A on the coil to
ground. There will be enough voltage drop
due to the resistance of the ignition switch
and associated wiring to give a good pattern.
Dwell Time. For proper operation of an
ignition system, the points should remain
closed long enough to let a magnetic field
build up in the coil. This period is called
"dwell."

Figure 4 is a trace of the current as it
builds up in a curve until it reaches a flattening-off point. This is followed by the
opening of the points and the firing of the
plug. For correct operation of the engine,
the current must always reach the leveling off area on the curve before the points

open.
As the engine speed is increased, the flat
portion gets shorter; and if the points are

improperly adjusted, the firing time can
shift so far back that the points will open
during the steep portion of the curve. Such
a pattern is shown in Fig. 5. When this
happens, the efficiency of the engine is reduced due to poor spark.
A trace of the same primary current will
show up other difficulties as well. Among
them may be a trace such as that in Fig.
6. This waveform with the reduced spikes
at the firing point indicates a poor capacitor
across the points.
How to Measure. Measurements can
be made at A, B and C in the diagram. A
direct connection can be made at A and the
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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pattern will be that of the primary current

of the ignition coil. A direct connection can
also be made at B and will give a pattern
of the voltage across the points or primary.
Connection at C must not be made di-

rectly but by bringing the test lead close
to the coil terminal. The trace here will be
that of the oscillating high voltage applied
to the spark plugs.
If the experimenter spends a little time
in familiarizing himself with this type of
scope use, many common engine troubles,
such as defective plugs, coils, switches and
capacitors, can be spotted quite easily. In
time, even such faults as bad timing, worn
parts and valve trouble can be located because they all reflect back on coil operation
and waveform.
The adventuring soul may find it quite

profitable to try the high -voltage probe or
even the demodulator probe in such work.
This is one use of a scope in which success
depends to a great extent upon the ingenuity of the operator.
30

TAKE ME TO YOUR LEADER!
The startled ex-

pression on the

face of the young
lad at far right
might be due to

the command of

the robot, Thodar,
who seems to have
escaped from his
master and builder. A 23- year -old
electronics expert

from Brooklyn,
Ronald Hezel is
shown at right

making interior adjustments on the 282 -pound
behemoth. He spent $1000 in building the radio controlled robot, which walks and talks and will
run for 28 hours on battery power. It took him
years to finish the seven -foot mechanical -electronic
man. Although Thodar has a cruising range of
about a mile and a half, Hezel is not entirely satisfied. He is now at work on another robot.
Mey, 1968
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SINGLE -STICK ANTENNA
TOMMY waved a piece of paper under my
nose. "Look at this!" he exclaimed.
I sniffed the paper suspiciously. "What is
it ?" I asked. "An autographed photograph
of Elvis ? ".
The young Novice laughed. "No, but it's
almost as good! It's a sales slip from the
radio store. Guess what I bought."
a
"Well, I guess you bought a
Tommy interrupted me before I could
collect my thoughts. "I just got a nice,
shiny 55' crank -up tower! I saved all my
Christmas money and bought a TV tower.
As soon as I get my General Class ticket
ZIP! Up goes a beam antenna. Meanwhile,
I want you to fix me up with a real dandy
tri -band Novice antenna to go with the

... ..."

-

tower."
"I suppose you want an eighty -meter roSLIGHTLY LESS THAN
/

WAY

ENGTH

teur. They are big. They occupy room.
Worst of all, when an attempt is made to
miniaturize an antenna, or to crowd it into
a restricted space, the efficiency of the antenna drops rapidly. The 80 -meter Novice operator knows this sad fact only too well. His
dipole antenna is about 125' long, and this
is a mighty big antenna to place on a city lot!
The advent of television brought onto the
market a large variety of inexpensive crankup towers, ranging in height from 40 to 120
feet. The 100' monsters are relatively expensive, but their shorter counterparts are much
cheaper, doubtless because they are purchased
in much larger numbers.
A typical TV crank -up tower is a three sided affair having two movable sections inside and concentric with the lower section of
the tower. When the user cranks a winch at
the base of the tower, the two upper sections
raise majestically in the air, carrying the TV
antenna aloft.
Such a tower requires two sets of guy wires.
The first set is placed at the top of the tower,
and the second set is placed at the center
joint of the tower. Purchase of an unguyed

INSULATORS
OR 72n LEAD -IN TO
TRANSMITTER OR

San
MAST

RECEIVER, ANY LENGTH

MAST
GROUND

Fig. 1.
is

LEV

"Old Faithful" dipole

large for the 80 -meter band.

2.
Only one supporting
mast is needed with this antenna.

Fig.

tart' beam to put on the tower," I sighed,
turning off my receiver. "Seems as if every

time the band opens for DX you come over
here with some nutty idea."
"Not at all," he replied, calmly sitting
down and putting his feet on my desk. "All
I want is a simple, cheap, effective antenna
for the 80 -, 40 -, and 15 -meter Novice bands.
It must be good, and it must be cheap to
build. Above all, it must be cheap. You see,
I spent all my money on this tower."
"All right," I replied decisively. "You
are a lucky lad. My pal W6LGU just put up
a three -band antenna that will fit you to a
'T.' If you treat me real nice, I'll fix you
up with a good idea in a few minutes."
Antennas are a continual problem, not only
to the Novice but to the General Class ama60

tower is unjustified, since the tower must be
made many times stronger to stand free with
no external support.

"Great, great," said Tommy impatiently.
"But what's this palaver got to do with the
tri -band antenna? Get to the point!"
"Relax, little Toot. I am getting to the
point. Just concentrate on those tower guy
wires.

Concentrate....

"

The simple dipole antenna (Fig. 1) is popular with many Novice operators. What is not
so well known is that some unusual things
can be done to the dipole without hurting its
operating efficiency. In particular, the end
sections can be bent about without harm to
the antenna. The center section of the antenna does most of the work, and the end
sections merely tag along for the ride.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

By WILLIAM I. ORR
W6SAI

SAVES SPACE
Now bend the dipole down upon itself, as in Fig. 2. This antenna will
work almost as well, but the over -all
length is much less.
If we continue this process, we will
eventually end up with two sections of
the antenna in a vertical position. At

For the 80 -, 40- and 15 -meter bands,

this antenna requires only a single

pole or tower, and a minimum of room

this point, we have out -foxed ourselves, since the energy fields of the two wires
cancel each other and the radiated field about
the antenna is almost zero.
However, if we bend the wires down at an
angle of about 45° or so, the efficiency of the
antenna has only dropped about 3 %, but the
length of the antenna is reduced almost 30 %.
In addition, the antenna may be supported at
the middle and the ends can be tied off very
close to the ground.

"I get it! I get it!" cried Tommy, hopping
off the stool in his excitement. "You use
two of the TV tower guy wires for a doublet
DIPOLE ANTENNA

-

TUNING NETWORK

attach two dipoles having widely different
resonant frequencies to one transmission line

(Fig. 4). When energy of one frequency is fed
to the double dipole, only the dipole tuned to
that frequency will be resonant. It will radiate power. The other dipole -being widely
detuned -will do little or nothing.
When the frequency of the radio energy is
changed to the resonant frequency of the second dipole, it will radiate and the first dipole
will become inactive. If the two dipoles are
cut so as to resonate in the &l- and 40 -meter
bands respectively, a two -band antenna is
produced.
If the ends of the dipoles are allowed to
droop, the antenna can be supported with
a single pole. In effect, the double dipole becomes a set of top guy wires for the pole,
or tower.

"Sounds fine," remarked Tommy, who
had enmeshed his legs in the rungs of the

LOW IMPEDANCE LINE
TO TRANSMITTER

ANY LENGTH

GROUND LEVEL

DIPOLE

Fig. 3.

Dipole antenna operates
over a wide frequency span if an
adjustable tuning network is placed
between the dipole and the feedline.

I

0006
DIPOLE

2

TRAMISSI
ANNS'

LINE

LENON
GT H

Fig. 4.

Two dipoles in parallel
must have widely different resonant frequencies for best operation.

antenna! Run the feedline up the tower to
the top and attach it to two guy wires! Insulate the guys at the bottom ends
"Hold on!" I interrupted. "You're miles
ahead of me. You wanted a three -band antenna system, didn't you ?"
Tommy sat down on the stool once
again. "Lets go," he said impatiently.
Any dipole antenna can be efficiently
matched to a low-impedance coaxial line at
the center point. It will then operate over a
narrow span of frequencies, such as a single
amateur band. To make the dipole work over
a very wide band of frequencies, it is necessary to place some kind of adjustable network between the transmission line and the

-"

dipole, as shown in Fig.

3.

This frequency limitation of the dipole can
work to advantage in that it is possible to
May 1958

GROUND LEVEL

stool and now resembled the statue of the
Laocoon group fighting the serpents.
"Doesn't the parallel connection affect the
operation of the dipoles? Seems to me that
the unused one would gum up the works!"
"Well, there is interaction, between the
dipoles," I admitted. "However, it is of
a very small order, and unless you have
the proper instruments to measure the
characteristics of the system, you could
never tell from the operation that we have
resorted to such a scurvy trick on the poor
dipoles. I used a system like this for my
skeds with Oakland, Calif., and the reports
were as good as with my full-size dipole."
Another interesting aspect of the center -fed
dipole antenna is that it is self- resonant at
the third harmonic of the operating fre61

TV ANTENNA
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pieces of insulated wire. Make sure that adjacent sections (that is, the adjacent 40- and 80meter sections) attach to the same conductor
of the coaxial line. Do not cross -connect the
leads.
Electrical connections are shown in Fig. 6.
The two half -dipole sections are attached to
the inner conductor of the cable, and the
remaining two sections to the shield. Use
insulated wire for the top jumpers. Each
jumper is approximately 8" long. The guys
are completed by additional lengths of galvanized wire placed between the bottom
insulators and the anchor posts. When the assembly is done, tape the junction of the coaxial line and the antennas to prevent water
seepage into the coaxial cable.

"Aren't strain insulators the same as

egg insulators ?" asked Tommy. "I hear a
TV TOWER'

11-

GROUND LEVEL

ANTENNA LENGTH, EACH LEG

STRAIN INSULATORS,
ATTACHING GUY WIRES TO
MAST

A'

40 METERS I 80 METERS
62 FEET

32 FEET

Fig. 5. The two dipoles can be
bent down and supported from
a single central tower. The antenna wires become guy wires.
ANCHOR POSTS

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of
electrical elements of antenna.

quency. This means that a dipole cut to 3.7
mc. is again resonant and capable of good
operation at 11.1 mc., and the 7.15 -mc. dipole

is resonant at the third- harmonic frequency
of 21.45 mc. This is very close to the Novice
21 -mc. amateur band. If the 40-meter dipole
is cut a bit shorter than optimum, the third -

harmonic resonant frequency will fall within
the 15 -meter (21 -mc.) Novice band.
In this manner, the double dipole will work
on three bands-80, 40, and 15 meters-with
excellent efficiency on each band. Figure 5
shows the complete installation with all dimensions given. The two dipoles form the
four top guy wires of an inexpensive 55' TVtype crank -up tower.
Each dipole is made of a pair of guy wires
spaced 180° apart. Place strain -type insulators at the bottoms of the "guys" to insulate
the halves of the dipole. Attach the "guys"
at the top ends to the tower with another pair
of strain insulators. To prevent the leads
from shorting out against the metal tower,
make the portion of the antenna from the
coaxial line to the top strain insulator out
of a piece of insulated wire.
The diagonally opposite set of guy wires
forms the other dipole. They are made up in
the same manner and attached to the top of
the tower with two more strain insulators.
Connect the sections of the dipole to the coaxial transmission line with two more short
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lot of amateurs refer to egg insulators."
"They're the same," I replied. "The purpose of this little egg insulator is to prevent the wire from parting if the insulator
happens to break. If you pop an insulator
on a guy wire on a TV tower in a big windstorm, the whole works is liable to land in
your lap. The strain insulator prevents
that and allows you to sleep at night with
a clear conscience!"
As with any multi -band antenna system,
there is a degree of impedance mismatch between the antenna and the coaxial line. This
mismatch is not serious and might just as
well be forgotten except for one thing: the
length of transmission line required to reach
from the antenna to your transmitter might
present such a load to the transmitter that
difficulty could be encountered in correctly
loading the transmitter. This problem can be
easily overcome by increasing the length of
the transmission line. The added line length
shifts the impedance point at the end of the
line, permitting a more favorable match to
the transmitter.

"Hey, wait a minute, wait a darn minute," cried Tommy. "What's this deal about
changing the length of the transmission
(Continued on page 102)
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Get best

coverage

of the audience with
a minimum

of labor

Now to ketedi
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SST MONTH we discussed the basic principles of
LI p.a. operation and reviewed the factors affecting the
choice of the various components. Now, we will see
how actual installations are made.
Public address installations can be divided into several broad classes: temporary, permanent, and mobile,
with permanent installations further subdivided into
indoor and outdoor systems.
Most temporary installations are made using a portable system. Such a system has essentially the same
components as a permanent system, but all the equipment fits together in a case for ease in transportation.
Often, the carrying case performs a dual function, also
serving as the loudspeaker baffle.
The same principles control the layout and installation of all p.a. systems. For example, in a temporary job
using a portable system, the microphone, amplifier and
May, IS`-8
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ORCHESTRA
MICROPHONES

LOUDSPEAKER

STAGE

L

MICROPHONE

LOUDSPEAKER
PERFORMER'S
MICROPHONE

LOUDSPEAKERS

Indoor p.a. installations

in

(A)

a

large hall or theater and (B) a narrow
dance hall. See text for details of layout.

(A)

loudspeaker placement would be approximately the same as for permanent installations in the same location. Instead of
mounting the loudspeakers permanently,
however, the speakers in their carrying
case baffles are placed on the floor or hung
from a wall bracket or nail.
Layout and installation can be carried
out in three major steps: loudspeaker installation, microphone placement and amplifier installation.
LOUDSPEAKER INSTALLATION
Assuming that a satisfactory amplifier
is used, the criterion by which a p.a. installation is judged is the "evenness" of sound
distribution over the listening area. In an
ideal installation, the sound should adequately override background noise, with
no "hot" or "dead" spots anywhere over

the entire area.

TRUMPETS

AMPLIFIER
MICROPHONE

AUDIENCE
AREA

SPEAKER'S
PLATFORM

TRUMPETS

An outdoor

installation (at

a

fair

grounds perhaps) might be like the one
above. Note the use of trumpets mounted
at the speaker's platform to give the feeling that sound is originating at that spot.
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(B)

Proper sound distribution

is

the function

of the loudspeaker system, and the correct
placement and wiring of individual speakers is probably the most important single
consideration. Unfortunately, there is no

hard and fast rule. Each installation is an
individual problem to be solved by the
designer -installer. The various techniques
can be shown best by practical examples.
Indoor Systems. Probably the most
common problem encountered indoors is
that of a large square or rectangular room
with a stage (platform) centered along
one wall. This might be a theater or auditorium, but could also be a school gymnasium modified for use as a dance floor or
playhouse. The solution is a pair of loudspeakers mounted in wall baffles. They
would be placed on the short walls to
either side of the stage and mounted from
8 to 12 feet above the floor, depending on
the height of the room.
A different solution is required in the
case of a long, narrow hall or theater,
where the stage is at one end. Here, several speakers might be mounted along the
side walls, spaced from 20 to 50 feet apart,
depending on the length of the room and
the number of speakers used. Again, the
mounting height may be from 8 to 12 feet
above the floor.
In this type of installation, the loudspeakers may be mounted either directly
against the wall, facing toward the center
of the room or at a slight angle to face the
rear (away from the stage). The latter
technique, while requiring a little extra
work, will minimize acoustical feedback
"squeal."
The technique of using multiple (more
than two) speakers is also used in the case
of odd -shaped or partitioned rooms and in
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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areas where the background noise level
may be high, as in a factory.
Outdoor Systems. While many outdoor installation problems are handled in
about the same way as corresponding indoor problems, except for the use of higher
powers, weatherproof connecting lines and
weatherproof loudspeaker enclosures or
trumpets, special problems might be encountered from time to time.
For example, at outdoor political and
patriotic rallies, to create the maximum
psychological effect on listeners, orators
will want the amplified sound to appear
to originate from the speaker's platform.
This problem can be handled by mounting
trumpet loudspeakers on moderately high
masts at each corner of the platform. The
mounting height may be from 10 to as
high as 20 feet from the ground, depending
on the area to be covered. The trumpets
are adjusted to point down at a slight

Loudsp3aker baffle

made by Lowell is s typical flush -mounted type,
generally Lsed in ceiling.

angle.

Trumpet speakers, while much more efficient than cone units, do not distribute the
sound over as wide an angle. Typical dispersion angles are from 60° to 95 °, compared to from 100° to close to 160° for cone
speakers. This means that a cluster of two
or more trumpets may be required at each
loudspeaker location to obtain adequate
coverage.
One method of determining the number
of trumpets needed and their location is to
make a reduced scale drawing of the area.
A protractor is used to lay out the dispersion angles of the trumpets chosen, with
different speaker locations picked until the
best layout is achieved. The areas covered
by adjacent speakers should be allowed to
overlap slightly.
Where reasonably high fidelity is needed
in an outdoor installation, trumpet loudspeakers are not entirely satifactory, even
in the larger sizes. Instead, it is best to
use outdoor (weatherproof) coaxial loudspeakers. Such units are available from
loudspeaker manufacturers specializing in
p.a. equipment.
Wiring. Whether outdoor or indoor installations are planned, wiring techniques
remain essentially the same. The loudspeakers are connected in parallel across a
two -conductor transmission line, unless
special impedance- matching problems are
encountered. Ordinary zip -cord may be
used for indoor installations, while weatherproof cables are used outside. Proper
impedance matching is extremely important to minimize power losses and distortion.
If a number of similar speakers or trumpets are connected in parallel, their total
impedan* may be determined by dividing
the vblde -coil impedance of a single speaker
May, 1959

Portable p.o. systems

Tray be usec .ndoors
or ou +doos. No +e how carrying case doubles as sp raker baffle in -his Masca system.,.

by the number used. For example, if four
speakers are used, and each has a voice coil impedance of 16 ohms, then the total
impedance of the four units in parallel is
4 ohms. The speaker transmission line
would be connected to the "common" and
"4 -ohm" taps on the amplifier.
Where a conventional parallel connection will not provide a good impedance
match, a series -parallel connection may be
used. For example, if we had four 8 -ohm
loudspeakers and connected these in parallel, the total impedance would be 2 ohms.

Few amplifiers have an output tap at this
value. In such a case, we would use a
series- parallel connection, with two loudspeakers Sn series (providing 16 ohms) and
the two series strings in parallel, giving a
total impedance of 8 ohms. Most amplifiers have an output tap at 8 ohms.
Wherever several (two or more) loudspeakers are used, correct phasing is im65

portant. That is, the speakers should be
connected so that the sound from each reinforces (rather than cancels) the sound
produced by the other speakers. If identical speakers are employed, you can do
this simply by connecting their corresponding terminals together.
Where different speakers are used,
check each speaker by connecting a flashlight battery across its terminals temporarily. Note the direction of cone movement when the connection is made and
broken. Connect the speakers so that all
the cones move "in" or "out" together.
Loudspeaker transmission -line losses can
be minimized by using heavy gauge wire.
The line size will vary with the load impedance and the length of run. Standard
zip -cord, generally consisting of a pair of
No. 18 wires, may be employed for runs up
to 200 feet at 16 ohms, or 50 feet at 4
ohms. If No. 14 wires are used, a run up
to 450 feet at 16 ohms is permissible (125
feet at 4 ohms).
Where very long transmission lines are
necessary, as in some outdoor installations,
it is customary to use high -impedance
lines. Here, individual line -to- voice -coil
transformers are employed with each loudspeaker, providing typical impedances of
250, 500, 1000, and 2000 ohms.
Again, except for the values used, the
transmission-line impedance (and amplifier output tap) is determined in the
same way as for installations with low impedance lines. For example, if four 2000 ohm loads are connected in parallel, the
total impedance is 500 ohms.
Using No. 18 wire, runs of up to 400 feet
are permissible at 100 ohms, and up to
2000 feet at 500 ohms. With No. 14 wire,
runs up to 1000 feet at 100 ohms or up to
5000 feet at 500 ohms are permissible.
In most installations, the loudspeaker
transmission line may be stapled or nailed
along the baseboard. Insulated wiring
tacks may be used, or a stapling gun with
a round cutout for wiring installation.
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Line -matching transformers are necessary in some multiple speaker setups.
This diagram shows such a hookup.
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Full -range weatherproof coaxial speaker system (University) for outdoor use.

Outdoors, weatherproof cable can be strung
from poles. In better installations, where
the cost can be higher, the transmission
line can be run through permanent conduit.
MICROPHONE PLACEMENT
While the loudspeakers in a p.a. installation generally are mounted in permanent
positions, the microphones seldom have a
fixed location. Instead, mikes are set up
each time the system is used, with their
location depending on the nature of the
program. The exception is a paging system or similar special -purpose installation.
In the case of talks, speeches or lectures,
a single microphone is placed on a floor
stand to one side or in front of the speaker.
If a lectern, table or desk is used by the
speaker, the microphone may be mounted
on a desk or banquet stand.
Where a large group of performers are
involved, such as an orchestra or a choral
group, two or more microphones should be
employed, placed on the stage or platform
to insure approximately equal pickup from
all sections of the group. An extra mike
in front of the group is for the master of
ceremonies or solo performers.
In any case, the microphone (or microphones) should be located to minimize
pickup from any of the loudspeakers in the
system. Otherwise, acoustic feedback will
occur (output of loudspeaker is picked up
by mike, re- amplified and fed through the
speaker, and so on) and the system will
howl or squeal.
Shielded cable is used between the miPOPULAR ELECTRONICS

operator should have a clear view of the
proceedings, to permit his riding gain and
malting necessary adjustment of amplifier
controls for different performers.
In a theater, the amplifier could be
placed in one of the wings of the stage.
In semi -permanent outdoor locations, it is
best at the rear or to one side of the
speaker's platform. In a paging system
installation, it is generally placed on (or
under) the desk where the microphone is
located.
MOBILE INSTALLATIONS
The familiar sound truck is a typical example of a mobile p.a. installation. A complete sound system is installed in a small
panel truck or in an auto or station wagon

"Cobra" -type

horn by Racon
(shown above) is intended for

outdoor installations where

high power is needed with horizontal concentration.

In some semi- permanent setups, it may be necessary to
tack wiring to a baseboard.
Stapling gun with cutout such
as the one at right is useful.

A mobile p.a.

system is
shown in the sketch below. See
text for speaker arrangements.
TRUMPET SPEAKERS

LUGGAGE CARRIER

AMPLIFIER INSIDE
STATION WAGON OR PANEL TRUCK

crophones and the amplifier. These cables
should be kept as short as is practicable,
and should be arranged neatly out of the
way to prevent tripping a speaker or performer. The mike cables should be kept
away from heavy -duty power lines or other
sources of noise and hum.
AMPLIFIER INSTALLATION
From the viewpoint of installation, the
amplifier probably is the least critical of
the components in a p.a. system. It should
be in an out-of- the -way location, reasonably close to a power outlet.
In addition, it should be as close to the
microphones as practicable to minimize
the length of mike cable. The amplifier
May, 1938

and is designed for use while it is moving.
Generally, from two up to eight trumpets are employed, mounted with brackets
on the roof of the vehicle. In a "minimum"
installation, there will be two trumpets,
one facing the front, the other to the rear.
In some cases, both will face towards the
front to increase the angle of coverage.
Where maximum coverage is desired, from
six to eight trumpets will be mounted in
a cluster to broadcast in all directions.
The amplifier should be designed for
battery operation. Many manufacturers
can supply especially designed mobile amplifiers which will operate from either an
a.c. power line or from a 6- or 12 -volt auto
battery. Any small a.c. amplifier can be
used in a mobile installation if a separate
d.c.- to -a.c. inverter is provided.
To minimize external noise pickup, the
microphone should have a unidirectional
characteristic and be designed for "close
talking." Where the driver is also the p.a.
speaker, the mike can be hung from a
neck strap, resting on the driver's chest,
or a specially designed "third-hand" mike
(Continued on page 104)
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Variable A.C. Power for Your Workshop
Variable auto -transformers add versatility and flexibility to the home experimenter's equipment. A representative type
can be used to provide any 60 -cps a.c.
voltage from 0 to 135 volts from the line
at any current drain-up to the maximum
rating of a particular model.
Such transformers suffer from none of
the shortcomings of rheostats, potentiometers, and semi -variable slider resistors.
They run cooler-since they don't waste
111V.A.C. INPUT

power as heat -and they are fully adjustable for smaller, continuous change of output voltage. Best of all, a varying current
drain throughout their rated range causes
practically no change in output voltage. In
effect, they offer the same regulation advantages as fixed voltage transformers.
The photograph shows one way to mount
a variable transformer for convenience
during use; binding posts are normally insulated with a piece of plastic. Problems
that can be solved
with one of these

transformers include the opera111111111111
tion of an amateur radio transmitter at reduced
*RATING ABOUT 50%
HIGHER THAN RATED
input power for
FUSE
OUTPUT CURRENT OF
"tuning up" purAUTO -TRANSFORMER
0 -175
V.A.C.
poses, finding out
OUTPUT
the exact pull -in
and drop-out voltage of unmarked a.c. relays, calibration of a.c. voltmeters against
a standard, and the choice of correct voltages for a.c. experiments. Other uses suggest themselves as one goes along.

Inclusion of a fuse is recommended although these units will take short overloads without damage. The standard cir-Paul Harvey
cuit is shown above.

Protect the Short -Wave "Two- Lunger"
A design refinement has been incorporated in the "Transistorized Short -Wave

'Two -Lunger'" (POPULAR ELECTRONICS, November, 1957, page 77) which should be of
interest to constructors of this -and similar- receivers.
It was discovered (at the cost of a drift
transistor) that an intermittent short in
the collector circuit can ruin the semiconductor. You will note from circuit (A) in
the diagram that the collector of the transistor is connected through coil Li and
the primary of transformer TI to the 4.5volt battery (see page 79 of the original
article for complete schematic). If Li
shorts to the chassis,
C4
or if tuning capacitor
C3 shorts out because
of bent plates or sol-

der between

ates a "back e.m.f." that is many times
the breakdown voltage of the transistor.
This pulse of high voltage will arc through
the germanium, creating a permanent
short inside the transistor.
Modifying the "Two- Lunger" as shown
at (B) in the diagram will lessen the possibility of destroying the transistor because
of short circuits. Wired in this manner, Li
and C3 are at ground potential, d.c. -wise;
and shorting either of these components to
the chassis will no longer disturb the d.c.
power supply voltages of the transistor
and hence will tend to preserve the life of
-Donald L. Stoner
the component.
C4

CT

the

plates, it places the

battery

directly

across the primary of
Ti. When the short

cleared, the collapsing magnetic
is

field around Ti cre68
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The

Art of Tape Correspondence

THE FAMOUS Dr. Samuel Johnson once
remarked: "A woman preaching is like
a dog walking on his hind legs. It is not
done well; but you are surprised to find it
done at all." That describes exactly my
attitude toward tape correspondence when
Celia Webster's article "Voices In The
Mail" in the August, 1956, issue of POPULAR
ELECTRONICS started me in this fascinating

By CAROLE F. HOOVER

How to make real friends

out of tape pals by mail

hobby.
I was so entranced by the discovery that
I could talk my thoughts onto the smooth
little ribbon, send them halfway around the
world, and get an answer back in the exact
voice of my correspondent, that I gave
scant thought as to how well I was using
this new medium of communication. I was
tape corresponding, wasn't I? That was all

that mattered.
Little by little, though, I realized that
tape -exchanging, just as is the case with
letter writing or conversation, can give real

pleasure to both parties involved or it can
easily become a bore. Extra thought, imagination, careful preparation, and attention to small but important details make
the difference.
The aim of this article is not to tell you
how to join a tape club or operate your
recorder.* A good tape correspondence requires something more than technical perfection to be interesting and satisfying.
What I hope to do is to make some
suggestions, based on hard -earned experience, that will enable you to give and receive the most pleasure in your tape
correspondence.
Privacy Preferred. To begin with, of
course, you must have access to a tape
recorder; and if you are fortunate enough
to have one of your own, you are off to a
running start. Owning your recorder allows
you to prepare your tape letters when you
* Celia Webster's story (August 1956) explains exactly
how to get started in tape correspondence. "Do Your
Tapes Sound 'Real Pro' ?" by William O'Brien in the
December 1957 issue of POPULAR ELECTRONICS shows you
how to keep your recorder in tip -top shape. "How To
Make Good Tape Recordings" by Jeanne Hickam in the
July 1957 issue gives sound advice on improving your

recording technique.
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are in just the right mood and -in private.
Personally, I have to be alone to make a
tape. Even without the presence of an
amused kibitzer, I feel sufficiently ridiculous when I start babbling into a microphone; and a silent observer affects me
much the same as a muzzle on a dog
I just clam up. This is in spite of the fact
that I am considered by friends to bewell, shall we say -"talkative"?
Another advantage of solitary taping is
the better control it usually affords over
distracting and annoying background
noises: doors slamming, people shouting,
dogs barking, dishes rattling, blaring sounds
from the radio or TV, etc. On the other
hand, soft background music of the right
sort often helps cover up small noises from
outside, the creaking of a chair as you shift
position, and breathing sounds.
Carefully selected records on a changer

-
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provide the best background. A radio or
TV set cannot be trusted to furnish it. Just
when you are creating a desired mood, you
will find yourself trying to outshout an
announcer bringing a message to his listeners -and yours.
Simple honesty forces me to confess that
this distraction -free recording session is an
ideal to be striven for but seldom achieved
least not around our house. No matter
how carefully I make plans to record in
sweet peace and gentle quiet, I am sure
to be plagued by repeated phone calls, door to -door salesmen, and once even by a woodpecker drumming on a downspout!
But let's say you have made all preparations, and the little green eye of your recorder is blinking an invitation to go ahead.
Grasp the microphone and have at it, but

-at

.

.

My problem

is

that

I

talk too fast

and try to swallow the microphone

..

for heaven's sake don't start with: "I
haven't much to talk about this time."
Chances are you'll make a liar of yourself
by filling both sides of a 7" tape and running off on the leader. At any rate, if you
have nothing to say, don't warn your correspondent; let him find it out for himself.
Sound Effects. A pleasant way to begin and end a recording is with a few bars
of a favorite tune as a sort of theme. This
can come from a record or a tinkling music
box, and in time it will become closely
identified with you in the mind of your correspondent. For just that reason, however,
the music should be carefully chosen to
stand repetition. Unless you are taping to
Elvis, I would not suggest "Jail House
Rock."
Novelty beginnings are always good, too.
Alan and Daphne Wilson (pictured on page
44 of the June, 1957, issue of P.E.) are
clever at them. I rate these two very highly
70

as effective tape correspondents because
they met each other through tapespondence; and Alan, in Singapore, wooed and
won Daphne, in England, through the medium of spinning reels of tape. Their wedding cake was even baked in the form of a
tape recorder!
On a recent tape they began by saying
that they had set up elaborate equipment
to record the sound the earth made turning
on its axis, and I was privileged to be
among the first to listen to this neverbefore -heard sound. Sure enough, I could
hear a low rumbling, grinding noise that
was repeated at intervals throughout the
tape. Only at the end did I learn that the
sound effect was authentic; I had been
listening to the world turning on its axis.
Alan had been holding the microphone close
to a spinning globe! This sort of beginning
is very effective when done properly, but of
course it should not be overdone.
Do's and Don'ts. By all means have
notes ready concerning the things about
which you wish to talk. This will enable
you to take up subjects in their best related
order, and it will help avoid the universal
habit of saying "Uh" to break an agonizing
period of silence when an invisible hand
seems to grab you by the throat and cut off
your conversation.
My own worst habit is a sort of reversal
of this "invisible hand" situation. I talk
too fast and try to swallow the microphone.
Even though I begin talking with the mike
properly held several inches from my lips,
resolving firmly to keep it there, I find myself practically licking it within minutes.
Breaking this habit becomes easier, though,
after listening to tapes made by other mike swallowers. The slurping, breathy quality
of the voices reminds me of the Big Bad
Wolf huffing and puffing at the three little
porkers.
Painting a word picture of the surroundings in which you are making the tape always helps remove the feeling that you are
a disembodied voice coming out of a box; so
before launching into your list of topics, do
a little stage setting for your listener. He
or she probably wants to know what you
look like, too, but I find it is better to send
a picture than to attempt self-description.
The latter sets up too much of a tug -of -war

between veracity and vanity!
What you talk about, of course, will depend upon what is of mutual interest. Let
me warn you about one extremely dangerous pitfall: don't use up all your tape commenting on what your correspondent said
on his tape. Answer his questions and
acknowledge his comments sufficiently to
let him know you listened to his tape, but
do it quickly and then turn to new and
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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An advantage of solitary taping is the control it affords over distracting background noises

fresh material of your own. Fail to do this
and you may find yourself ping-ponging the
same old subjects back and forth until they
are worn out.
Take Your Time. Another of my first
and worst errors was attempting to make
a tape in an allotted time. Take all day, if
necessary; but take your time.
I tried to make tapes during my lunch
hour for a while. I would rush home from
work, dash to the recorder, and try to get
the tape going in nothing flat. About every
other time in my haste I would leave slack
in the tape, and it would retaliate by
snapping. When I tried to splice it in a
hurry, I became all thumbs; so when I
finally was ready to record, I had forgotten
what I intended to say, and it was time to
go back to the office anyway.
After a session such as this, I felt no
spirit of warm comradeship toward my tape
pal. My only desire was to rip the reel
from the recorder, unroll the unruly ribbon
into a pile on the floor, and jump up and
down on it with both feet like a wine
presser treading out the grapes of wrath!
Mutual Pleasure. One thing I have
learned is that the less your tape correspondent knows about your country and
the less you know about his, the easier it
is to sustain interest. When his surroundings, customs, and way of life are entirely
different from yours, almost every detail of
daily living becomes interesting.
AA..,

loco

..

.

What you eat, wear, or do for entertainment
how you earn your living, entertain your friends, or spend your vacation
the way you buy your groceries, the
kind of car you drive, the church you attend
... these things will be of consuming interest to many of your correspondents who
never have been in your country. I know
one of my English correspondents was fascinated by an account of attending a drive in theater, and I
was equally enthralled by her
description of
nearby Dartmoor 4106,
where the Hound
of the Baskervilles may still
be roaming.
Now let's face
up to a rather

...

...

`

disagreeable
problem that
may arise in tape

correspondence:

how do you

break loose from
an unsatisfactory
tape correspond-

ent? This can

take some tact,
.
wanted to rip
imagination, and reel from the recorder
some real doing. jump up and down on it
(Continued on page 116
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Short-Wave Report
By HANK BENNETT

THE NEW Vatican Radio Broadcasting
Center, replacing the station which had
been built by Marconi in 1931, is located at
Santa Maria di Galeria, about 14 miles from
Rome.

In the center of the area, the main hexagonal building houses an underground
electric substation for the transformation
and distributign of electrical power, as well
as the cooling system for the transmitters.
Four transmitters are now located on the
upper level: a Philips 100-kw. short -wave
transmitter, two Brown Boveri 10 -kw.
short -wave transmitters which can be used
in parallel, and one Brown Boveri 120 -kw.
medium -wave transmitter.
Above the transmitters, in a sort of gallery, the antenna commutator is installed.
In a few seconds, this commutator is capable of "branching" up to six transmitters on six antennas. There are 29
antennas in all.
Outside of the main building there are 24
towers of metal pipes that support 21 shortwave antennas. Three axes, each at an
Aerial view of the antennas
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angle of 120° from another, point to West,
North- North -East, and South -South-East,
respectively. They are horizontal dipole
curtains for 49, 41, 31, 25, 19, 17, 13 and 11
meters.
About 1200 meters to the southeast
stands an anti-fading mast antenna. It is
98 meters high and guyed to nine posts on
the ground. The mast is mounted on a
single steatite insulator which is capable of
resisting 150 tons of pressure. Connected
to a 130-kw. transmitter, this antenna radiates on the medium wave (European) of
196 meters.
At the side of the main structure is a 78meter high pylon in the form of a cross.
Besides its symbolic value, this pylon has a
distinctly practical function: it bears the
antennas of the radio connection which
links the transmission center with the
broadcasting studios in the Vatican.
Special thanks are due Mr. Tibor Gas parik, of Cleveland, Ohio, for his assistance
in the preparation of the above material.
(Continued on page 123)

and the transmitter building at the Vatican Radio Broadcasting Center.
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Completed pickup arm

shown et right
requires the addition of thin, flexible,
shielded leed to carry the signal from
the cartridge to your hi -fi amplifier.

HERE is a phonograph arm
which is simple, has few
moving parts, and is remarkably
well adapted to use with hi -fi
turntables designed for playing
single records. It has a more or
less conventional head angle
which tracks well with most cartridges, standard mounting holes
for cartridges, and better-thanaverage resonance characteristics.
The arm can be made of hardwood, Lucite, or aluminum, and
the fittings required can be obtained at most electrical supply
houses for a few cents. Outside
of your own labor, which is not
much at all. the whole assembly
will only cost between $1.50 and
$2.00!

All finished dimensions are

49-12"

shown on the next page. They
should be adhered to as closely
as possible, especially the location of holes for mounting cartridges in the head, and the
mounting hole for the arm. It
would be a good idea to make
ME
your own template actual size
from the diagram showing the
1W
top view and trace this directly
onto the material you are using.
If wood is used, smooth one
face with sandpaper for clear
tracing. If aluminum is used,
polish one side with ordinary
for high - fidelity results at low cost
steel wool to clean it. In cutting
out the material, keep a bit outside the tracing lines so you can
By LEONARD C. HOLIER
finish it off to size later with a
file or sandpaper. This should
be done before drilling the holes.
Drill hole "B" (at back end of the arm)
drilling two 1/4" holes, one %'' to the left
and holes "D" and "E" (for cartridge of the center line and one 'g" to the right
mounting) with a No. 31 drill, and thread of it. Carefully file out the "flat" portion
them with a 4 -40 tap. Holes "D" and "E" to complete the elongated hole.
are drilled clear through, but hole "B" need
This completes the arm part itself. It
only be about '/z" deep. Hole "A" should be can be polished and the edges rounded for
drilled clear through parallel to the thicka smooth finish. If woods used, a light
ness of the material marked X in the dia- coat of model lacquer may be desirable.
gram on page 74 (top view), with a 32"
The piece of 1/4" tubing should be
drill.
drilled with a %2" hole at "Cr as shown.
The arm mounting hole "F" is made by Make the mounting base before the tub-

MAKE
c

w

YOZT

ARM

...
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-1/4"

the position of the nipple and brass tubing.
About 3/4" of the brass tubing must show
above the nipple to allow the arm to move
up and down, so mark the nipple to be cut
off to permit this dimension.
Cut off the tubing (if necessary) to extend within only about 1/4" from the bottom
of the nipple in the flange. The tubing must
not touch the mounting board surface or it
won't turn freely. Remove the tubing and

BILL OF MATERIALS

x 11/2" section of hardwood, Lucite or
aluminum, about 12" long
1 -3" length of 1/4 "o.d. brass tubing
1 -3" length of /8" brass nipple, threaded on
one end
1 -1/e" electrical pipe flange (Leviton or equiv.)
/4" hole, 3/16" thickness
1 -Brass bushing,
(approx.)
1 -2" length of 3/32" brass rod
1

1

1

'4"

BRASS NIPPLE THREADED
ONE END

BRASS BUSHING, SOLDER
ON TOP SIDE

'/_" (SEE TEXT)

Vs' PIPE FLANGE

34'

Watt
BRASS TUBING OR
ROD (SEE TEXT)

Template and construction details of the homeA choice of material is
available for the body of the pickup arm. The lettered points in the diagram refer to specific construction details which are covered in the text.
made arm are given above.

ing part is completed. The pipe flange has
an inside thread of 3/e" which matches the
outside thread on the threaded brass nipple.
Screw these two parts together firmly,
noting that the nipple does not extend
below the base of the flange part.
To get the correct height of the nipple
and assembled parts, insert the brass tubing
into the arm mounting hole, and slip
through the %2" rod. It should fit smoothly
but not loosely, so that the arm can hinge
up and down (through the hole in the side
of the arm).
With your motor and turntable mounted
on its baseboard, set the flange with its
center about 71/B" from the center of the
spindle of the turntable. Slip the brass
tubing with arm mounted into the brass
nipple which has about a 1/4" inside diameter (ream out with 1/4" drill if necessary).
Mount the cartridge in place on the
arm. Its needle should be about 1/s" beyond
the spindle center when it is swung over
this point. With a record on the turntable,
place the needle in the groove and note the
position of the arm. It should be parallel
with the turntable surface. If it is not, note

.
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arm from the nipple and cut both parts to
size (after disassembling arm part first).
Smooth the top of the nipple as squarely
as possible and polish it with fine emery.
Slip it over the brass tubing to the %"
mark, and put on the brass bushing from
the other end. Holding nipple and tubing
firmly in this position, apply solder to the
top of the bushing (end away from nipple)
all around to join it solidly to the tubing.
Now remove the nipple, and polish the
tubing and undersurface of the bushing
with fine emery or steel wool.
Reassemble all parts, check to see that
the arm moves freely up and down as well
as in a circular direction, and apply some
silicone oil (from an auto store) or Lubriplate to the surface of the tubing, the inside
of the nipple, and the %2" rod where it
contacts arm surface and tubing. This completes the arm.
To counterbalance the arm to proper
cartridge weight, note the weight prescribed
by the manufacturer and, using a 4 -40 screw
(in hole "B" at the back of the arm), attach
a brass washer to which you can apply
solder until the arm counterbalances to the
proper stylus weight at the other end. You
can also use a small lead weight which can
be soldered to the screw head or washer, or
threaded to move along the screw to any
desired balance point.

--

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

AFTER CLASS
Special Information on Radio, TV
Radar and Nucleonics
ANSWERS TO TECHNICAL QUESTIONS FROM READERS
of letters are received each
month which contain questions of all
HUNDREDS

varieties. Many of these questions are technical in nature and sufficiently general to
be of interest to other readers. So we decided to devote After Class this month to
answering some of them. While we cannot
do more than scratch the surface of our
monthly mail bundle, we have tried to select subjects that will be of value to most
of our readers. Let us know your reaction
to this use of After Class occasionally.
FM Tuner in Automobile. Reader
William Welch of Los Angeles, Calif., has
recently installed an FM tuner in his automobile. The installation makes provision
for using the audio amplifier of the radio
already there. Mr. Welch
has added a separate folded dipole antenna to his
existing antenna to feed
the FM tuner and installed two large speakers to improve the fidelity.

We might suggest, however, that careful
trimming of the antenna by means of the
antenna trimmer capacitor in the receiver
may improve the signal -to -noise ratio sufficiently to reduce the annoying disturbance
to the point where it can be ignored. If
possible, the length of the dipole should be
experimented with to bring it into resonance with the center of the FM band.
"Simple" Digital Computers. From
Saginaw, Mich., comes a letter written by
Ronald Roeser in which Ronald says that
he would like to-see an article devoted to
the construction of a simple digital computer of the "add -a- unit" type. Such a construction project would permit the experimenter to add new sections io his corn-

He complains that ignition noise from his own
and passing cars is often
quite annoying and wants
to know if he can install
a filter to eliminate it. An

important clue

Mr.

Welch gives is that the
noise from his own engine ceases when he disFree evening classes on radio theory and code are being given by
connects the shielded wire
Allied Radio in Chicago. Two 14 -week courses are offered each year.
from the receiver.
It is evident that most
of the noise is being picked up by the an- puter each time he gets a financial
tenna directly. The r.f. signal radiated bonanza.
from an ignition system is very close to
A digital computer requires, among many
what engineers call "white noise." Just as other things, some kind of read-out device
white light is a composite of all the spectral such as an electromagnetic counter, a set
colors, ignition noise contains thousands of of Nixie numerical glow tubes, or rows of
different radio frequencies up and down the indicator lights. Even for the s: mplest opr.f. spectrum. When it is heard superim- erations, such as addition and subtraction,
posed on an incoming radio signal, it means
a relatively large number of relays are
that some of these myriad frequencies needed. Add to these the cost of the power
match those of the station being received. source and minor components such as caUnfortunately, any filter that would re- pacitors and resistors, and it becomes evimove the disturbing noise frequencies dent that the expenditure will not be figwould also remove the signal. Thus, filterured in pennies.
ing is impractical.
This is unfortunate because the digital
May, 1958
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computer field is a fascinating one and attracts many people who might develop new
methods and techniques if they had some
extra cash available for parts. We are always on the lookout for new, simplified approaches to all phases of electronics, and
you may be sure that we will publish a
story on the construction of a low -cost computer if one comes our way.
Rejuvenating Batteries. Bob Rivas of
Hobbs, New Mexico, describes a method he
uses to rejuvenate flashlight batteries. He
places the cell in a pan of water over a gas
or electric burner
and "cooks" it for
about twenty minutes. He adds that
the method works
very well with batteries that are not
wax- or tar -coated.
Since we have received many questions about battery
rejuvenation, let's
answer these and

direction. This current must be very small
milliamperes -and
must be carefully controlled to prevent battery damage. Several such battery rejuvenators have been described in past issues
of P.E.
Single cells, such as flashlight cells or A
batteries used in portable radios, can be
brought back to life temporarily by puncturing a small nail hole in the bottom of
the case and standing the units in a shallow
bath of saturated ammonium chloride for
several hours. (Sal ammoniac can be pur-

-of the order of a few

chased in most

hardware stores.)
After soaking, the
puncture is wiped
dry and resealed
with a good grade
of sealing wax or
by means of hot

discuss Bob's

solder.
This brings us
back to Bob Rivas'
method. Anyone
who wants to rejuvenate dry cells

same time.

that all the pro-

method at the

That "wax or

should remember

cedures described
are more in the
Fig. 1. Circuit showing connection of two standard po- nature of emertentiometers and a sensitive meter for bask arithmeti- gency measures
cal calculations. See page 118 for details of technique.
than cures for batis not responsible
tery ills. The best
for the rejuvenation of the cell since the remedy for a dead dry cell is replacement.
heat can penetrate such thin layers of inOscillators and Transducers. We resulation easily. It would seem, therefore, ceived an interesting letter from a physithat the water in the pan is seeping into cian a while back in which the writer exthe cell case through- minute cracks or pressed the desire to see more articles on
holes. This makes sense because dry cells "oscillators and transducers." Since these
often go bad due to loss of hermetic seal;
are very general terms, it required some
the electrolyte in a dry cell is not really deductive reasoning to determine just what
dry at all and if evaporation can occur the reader had in mind when he asked this
through a fault in the amalgamated zinc question. It finally dawned on us that he
case, the cell will go dead even though its
was probably referring to "ultrasonic genchemical agents are not exhausted.
erators" since these words are most often
Only the so- called storage cell operates linked together in this particular phase of
on a chemistry that permits real rechargeelectronics. So -let's have a look at the
ability or rejuvenation. Of all the storage word3 "oscillator" and "transducer."
cell types, the most popular probably are
In its broadest sense, an oscillator is one
the lead -acid variety used in automobiles,
type of device that generates a pulsating
Edison cells often found in the battery
electricity. To make the definition more
banks used in factories and schools, and
useful to the electronic worker, it should
nickel- cadmium types also employed in in- be narrowed down somewhat as follows
dustrial batteries. All of these are re- an oscillator is an electrical device, generalcharged by passing d.c. through them in the ly making use of an electron tube or tranright direction.
sistor, which converts d.c. power into a.c.
Dry cells contain a paste electrolyte com- power.
posed of ammonium chloride (sal ammoOscillators may be classified in terms of
niac), manganese dioxide, and powdered
the frequencies they produce, as audio
carbon mixed with water. Although they oscillators, r.f. oscillators, microwave oscilare not intended for recharging, it is often lators, etc. Or they are often described on
possible to extend the life of a B battery by the basis of the waveforms they generate,
(Continued on page 118)
passing a current through it in the reverse

tar" clause is interesting because
it indicates that
the heat in itself

:
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By DONALD A. SMITH

Completed transmitter mounted in file case. Note horizontal mounting of ifs single tube.

Tra nsm itte
LITTLE

FILE

BOX

contains

more than just file cards. Enclosed
THIS
please find one transmitter, complete with
power supply! It will operate on both the
80- and 40 -meter bands, and is crystal -

controlled.
Power input of the "Card File" transmitter is about 6 watts. The rig has a jack
for the key; when it is not in use, the
key can be unplugged, leaving what appears
at a glance to be an ordinary file box.
The oscillator is a modified Pierce circuit,
which is easy on crystals. The plate circuit
is tuned to the fundamental frequency, or
can be tuned to the second harmonic. A
3.5+ -mc. crystal, for example, could be
used on 40 meters by tuning the plate antenna circuit to the second harmonic.
Tube Vi is a 117P7 -GT which contains
both a power amplifier and a rectifier section. A 117L7-M7 -GT -G tube can be used
instead if the difference in pin connections
May, 1958

Build a hideaway transmitter

for standby and local

use

is observed. Both have a 117 -volt filament,

which can be connected directly across the
a.c. power line.
Drilling and Bending. Secure a 21/z" x
43/4" piece of aluminum either 1%32" or Mc"
thick. The chassis should be drilled before
bending. See Fig. 1 on page 78.)
Mark the location of the holes, and
center -punch them. Using a small bit, drill
all holes. You will then have a guide or
pilot hole for the larger bits. A S/s" tapered
reamer may be used to make the holes
larger. For the two octal sockets, drill and
ream the holes to %" and then use a socket
punch to finish them.
To bend the chassis, place two pieces of
77

wood in a vise with the chassis between
them. Adjust the wood so that one piece
has its edge across the top and along the
line where you wish to bend the chassis.
Bend the metal with your hand as far as
you can, then take a rubber or plastic mallet and hammer the chassis until it is bent
90° while still in the vise.
Remove the chassis from the vise, turn
it around, and bend the other end in the
same manner. Both bends are in the same
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direction, the chassis forming a U shape.
Try the chassis in the cabinet for fit. If
it does not fit well, adjust the bends.
Follow layout in Fig. 2 (p. 106) for the
cabinet holes. The lower left -hand side of
the cabinet with the hole for key jack J1
lines up with hole E in the chassis. Line up
J1 through both holes. This secures the
front of the chassis to the cabinet. The
two holes in the rear apron are used to
secure the rear of the chassis to the cabinet.
However, do not install the chassis yet, and
do not mount J1.
Mounting and Wiring. The parts on the
chassis include tube socket A, coil socket B,
the crystal socket, and two %" rubber
grommets (holes C and D) Begin the wiring before the chassis is installed in the
cabinet. Use pins 1 and 8 of socket B for
.

PARTS LIST

CI -120 -114d. ceramic capacitor
C2- 12-,apfd. ceramic capacitor
C3 -0.005 -pfd., 600 -volt capacitor
C4- 100 -µpfd. variable capacitor (Bud 1855)
C5a /C5b -20/20 Add., 250 -volt dual electrolytic

capacitor

C6-0.1 -pfd., 600 -volt capacitor
11- Midget phone jack
LI -Coil (see text)

R1-100,000-ohm, I/2 -watt resistor
R2-1500 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor
R3- 50,000 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor
RFCI -2.5- millihenry choke
Sl-S.p.s.t. switch
V1- 117P7-GT tube
1-- Crystal and socket
2-Octal tube sockets
1-Index file card box (see text)
1 -21/2" x 43/4" piece of 1/16" or 1/32" aluminum
3-3/e" rubber grommets
1 -Line cord and plug
78

the coil.
Drill a %" hole in the lower rear of the
cabinet on the side that the chassis will
be placed. Put a rubber grommet in the
hole and push your line cord through it.
Knot the cord about 5" inside the cabinet
to keep it from pulling through.
Installation. Mount the toggle switch
in its hole. Slide the chassis into the cabinet
and install two 6 -32 screws from the back
of the cabinet through the chassis. Place
key jack J1 through the holes in both the
chassis (hole E) and the cabinet. Before
(Continued on page 106)
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Among the Novice Hams
By HERB S. BRIER, W9EGQ
MO

BEFORE continuing our discussion of
fundamental electronic theory designed
to give the student a clear idea of how radio
equipment works and to prepare him to
pass the General /Conditional /Technician
class examination, let us review briefly
the theory that we have covered in previous columns.

Preceding Theory. First, we defined
electric current, electromotive force (voltage), and resistance, and we learned that
Ohm's law (E = IR, I = E /R, R = E/I,
where E is electromotive force in volts, I is
current in amperes, and R is resistance in
ohms) expresses the relationships between
the three quantities in a resistive circuit
(October, November, 1957). Next we covered the differences between direct and
alternating currents (December issue of
POP'tronics.)
Then, we studied capacitors and capacitive reactance (January, 1958), and inductors and inductive reactance (March). We
learned that capacitive reactance equals:
Xc = 1 /(2rFC), where Xc is capacitive re(pi) is 3.14, F is freactance in ohms,
quency in cycles per second, and C is
capacitance in farads; and that inductive

r

reactance equals: X1 = 27FL, where XI is
inductive reactance in ohms, is 3.14, F is
frequency in cycles per second, and L is
inductance in henrys.
From these formulas and cur discussion
of them% it is obvious that, ir. many ways,
capacitive reactance and inductive reactance are opposite to each other. Capacitive reactance decreases in value as
capacitance and frequency increase, while
inductive reactance increases with frequency and inductance.
We also learned that the difference between reactance and resistance is that
power is required to force current through
resistance, but the current that flows into
a capacitor or an inductor during '4 -cycle
flows back out of it the next '4- cycle.
Therefore, neither consumes power.
With these facts in mind, let us see what
happens when we connect capacitance, inductance and resistance in series across an
a.c. generator, as in Fig. 1 on page 81, and
vary the generator frequency.
Series Circuits. As we start at a low
frequency and gradually tune the generator higher in frequency, more and more
current flows into the circuit until a certain

Leo, KN1DPO, and Roland, KN1DQU, (left and right, respectively), are close friends
and reighbors in Manchester, N. H. See News and Views for details of their equipment.
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HELP US OBTAIN OUR HAM LICENSES
Prospective amateurs requesting help and
encouragement in obtaining their licenses are
listed here. To have your name listed, write to
Herb S. Brier, W9EGQ, c/o POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue, New York 16,
N. Y. Please print your name and address
clearly. Names are grouped geographically by
amateur call areas.
Kl /Wl CALL AREA
Eugene Molter (16), 10 Hawthorne Ave., Needham 92, Mass. Phonie: HI 4-6734. (Code, theory,
and selection of equipment)
Jerry Dugo, 21 Birch St., Forestville, Conn.
(Code and theory)
David L. Clapper, RA12547909, Co. A., USASASR, Fort Devens, Mass. (Theory)
Roger Waller, 4 Riverside Dr., Branford,
Conn. Phone: HU 8 -5531. (Theory)
David Brewer, Averlll Place, Branford, Conn.
Phone: HU 8 -0032. (Theory)
John Stephen Putnam, 90 Lake Ave., Newton
Centre, Mass. Phone: BI 4 -5619. (General code
and theory)
Phil Crane (14), 55 Jackson Rd., Hamden,
Conn. Phone: CH 8 -4384. (Code and theory)
Stanley W. Kuzia, Jr. (10), 27 Wright Ave.,
New Haven 15, Conn. (Code and theory)
Edward Ahern (16), 178 Vernon St., Worcester
10, Mass. Phone: PL 6 -7278. (Code and theory)
Edward Woodford (12), 32 French St., Seymour, Conn. Phone: TU 8 -9333. (Code and
theory)
K2 /W2 CALL AREA

Michael Hirschklau (14), 1532 E. 24 St.,
Brooklyn 10, N. Y. Phone: DE 8 -4821. (Code
and theory)
William Kondas, 1497 Bergen St.p Brooklyn
13, N. Y. (Code)
Michael Bodner, 69 -19 Bell Blvd., Bayside 64,
N. Y. Phone: BA 9 -4012. (Theory)
William O. Hatch, 98 Maple St., Canisteo,
N. Y. (Code and theory)
Joel Eisenhandler, 20 Henry Ave., R. D. ##1,
Albany 3, N. Y. (Theory and regulations)
Stephen F. X. Wallner, 78 -35 75 St., Glendale
27, N. Y. (Code)
Dave Harris, 377 S. Harrison St., E. Orange,
N. J. (Code and theory)
Vic Rice, Jr. (15), 69 Irvington Pl., Trenton
10, N. J. (Theory and selection of equipment)
Alex Zukovsky, R. D. ##1, Sterling, N. Y.
(Code and theory)
T. De Palma, 408 Mechanic St., Orange, N. J.
(Code and theory)
Dick Steinfeldt, 325 Roslyn St., Rochester
19, N. Y. (Code and theory)
Jerry Thomas, 1916 78th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Phone: CL 6 -9767. (Code and theory)
Gary Edwards (15), 2318 Penatiquit Ave.,
Seaford, N. Y. (Code and theory)
Albert Kolnicker (15), 643 East 6th St., New
York 9, N. Y. (Code and theory)
William Jos. Rave, R.F.D. ##1, Rock Tavern,
N. Y. (Code and theory)
David Harris (15), 741 E. 3rd St., Brooklyn 18,
N. Y. Phone: GE 5-8778. (Code and theory)
Virgil Gouveia, 232 E. 26th St., New York 10,
N. Y. (Code and theory)
Richard Shereff, 70 -30 Ingram St., Forest
Hills, 75, N. Y. (Code and theory)
John Baneham (15), 56 West Eighth St.,
Oswego, N. Y. Phone: 4276J. (Code and theory)
Calvin Mecomber (15), 110 Catherine Ave.,
Alexandria Bay, N. Y. (Code and theory)
Gilbert Yanuck (17), 55 West Broadway, Long
Beach, N. Y. Phone: GE 1 -3800. (Theory and
selection of equipment)
Donald Voegele (17), 5572 Broadway, Lancaster, N. Y. (Code)
Thomas Perdikoylis, 1867 New York Ave.,

Huntington Station, N. Y. Phone: HA 3 -0050.
(Theory and regulations)
Jorge Battle ( 16), 587 Hunt Lane, Manhasset,
N. Y. Phone: MA 7 -5024. (Code and selection
of equipment)
Joseph Nociforo (20), 199 Baltic St., Brooklyn
1, N. Y. Phone: MA 4 -3096. (Code and theory)

Matt Husson III, 650 Branch Ave., Little
Silver, N. J. Phone: SH 1 -5677. (Code and
theory)
Robert Saltzman, 1 Vista Dr., Great Neck,
N. Y. (Code, theory and selection of equipment)
Lowell Anderson (15), Olive Bridge, N. Y.
(Code, theory and selection of equipment)
Robert Reardon (35), 786 Kearny Ave.,
Kearny, N. J. (Code and General Class theory)
Robert Bisey, 2339 Spruce St., Seaford, N. Y.
Phone: SU 1 -6766. (Code)
K3 /W3 CALL AREA

Don & Harry Souders, 201 Floral Ave., Leechburg, Pa. (Code, theory and regulations)
Craig Weidenhammer (14), 254 W. Douglass
St., Reading, Pa. (Code, theory and selection
of equipment)
Ralph L. Kuhn, R.D. #1, Greencastle, Pa.
Phone: 183M. (Code and theory)
Mickey Kirke11 (12), 181 N. Spring St., Blairsville, Pa. (Theory, regulations and selection of

equipment)
William J. Goodwin (17), 1031 Spencer St.,
Philadelphia 41, Pa. Phone: LI 8 -3956. (Code
and theory)
Richard S. Royce (17), 103 W. Hortter St.,
Philadelphia 49, Pa. Phone: GE 8 -4728. (Code
and theory)
Walter Bowers, Jr., 209 Riverside Rd., Baltimore 21, Md. Phone: MU 7 -0255. (General Class
code and theory)
Vincent Bruno, 4118 Sterling St., Philadelphia 35, Pa. (Code and theory)
K4 /W4 CALL AREA

Charles R. McDonald, 2424 Ousley Court, Decatur, Ga. Phone: DR 7 -8128. (Code, theory
and selection of equipment)
Harold Davis, P. O. Box 658, Roxboro, N. C.
(Code, theory and selection of equipment)
Jim Nollingsworth, Box 415, Laurens, S. C.
Phone: 2770. (Code, theory and selection of

equipment)
Roy C. Stinson, 4515 Orange Dr., Louisville
13, Ky. (Code and theory)
Randall Fletcher (15), 805 Osage Ave., W.
Columbia, S. C. (Code, theory and selection of
equipment)
Donald E. Smith, 2407 Anniston St., Richmond 23, Va. Phone: NI 4 -0286. (Code and
theory)
A /2C Harry C. Stiverson, AF19315921, Box
229, 4500 Support Sq., Langley AFB, Va. (Code
and theory)
Robert Strand Davis, c/o Men's Dorm., Forest
Lake Academy, Maitland, Fla. (Code)
Robert G. Stokes, 2140 Hilltop Blvd., Jacksonville, Fla. (Code and theory)
Joseph J. Munford III (15), 220 South E.
St., Lake Worth, Fla. (Code, theory and selection of equipment)
Chester Carruth, Rt. 1, Box 668, Winter
Haven, Fla. (Code)
Dickie Halstead (16), 215 Hollywood St., Valdosta, Ga. (General Class code)
Paula Sayers (17), 616 Arnold Drive, Beaufort, S. C. (Code, theory, regulations and selection of equipment)
Matthew Blanding, Jr. (14), Rt. 1, Box 43 -C,
Dalzell, S. C. (Code)

K5 /W5 CALL AREA

William Mac Redmond, 3708 Jackson St.,
Monroe, La. (Code, theory and selection of
equipment)
William D. Simpson, 531 Sandalwood Lane,
San Antonio 12, Tex. Phone: TA 6 -8075. (Code,
theory and selection of equipment)
Joe Lee Wilson, 5621 Westbrook, Houston,
Tex. Phone: CA 4 -9178. (Code and theory)
Alice C. Hawes, R. R. 1, Box 81, Jackson, La.
(General Class code, theory and selection of

equipment)
Sherwood Lemoine, Box 115, Cottonport, La.
(Code, theory and selection of equipment)
A. L. Burney, Star Route, Azle, Texas. (Code
and theory)

a,
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Richard Snyder (28), 7333 McHenry, Houston,
Texas. Phone: MI 9 -5067. (Code and theory)
Freddie Williams, Box 343, Savanna, Okla.
(Code, theory, regulations, and selection of
equipment)
Billy Montgomery, 4624 Pinoak Lane, Bellaire,
Texas. (Code and theory),
K6 /W6 CALL AREA

Edward Wepplo, 13200 Bromwich St., Pacoima, Calif. Phone: EM 9 -5818. (Code, theory
and selection of equipment)
Kenneth Bower, P. O. 13ox 527, Arbuckle,
Calif. (Code and theory)
Harry W. Johnson, 603 35th Ave., San Francisco 21, Calif. (Code and theory)
K7 /W7 CALL AREA

Gale Harms, 4288 So. 500 West Ogden, Utah.
(Code and theory)
Richard Young (17), 384 South Main, Tooele,
Utah. (Code and theory)
Neil Lippy, 5002 Rose St., Seattle 18, Wash.
(Code and theory)
Steve Turner, 1349 S. W. Upland Dr., Portland, Ore. (Theory)
James Schmidt, 6605 S. W. Canyon Dr., Portland, Ore. (Theory)
Douglas Cocke (16), 225 Linden St., Reno,
Nevada. (Code and theory)
K8 /W8 CALL AREA
Robert F. Lowe, 20115 W. Chicago Ave., Detroit 28, Mich. Phone: BR 3-3988. (Code and

frequency is reached. Beyond that particular frequency, the current starts to decrease again.
At the lowest frequency, the reactance of
the capacitor is high; little current can flow
into the circuit, even though the reactance
of the inductor is low at this frequency,
As the frequency is increased, the reactance
of the capacitor gradually decreases and
the reactance of the inductor increases
until a frequency is reached where the two
reactances are equal, but opposite, to each
other. Consequently, they cancel each other,
leaving only R to oppose the flow of current
in the circuit. The current increase will
take place at only one frequency.
As the generator frequency is further increased, the capacitive reactance continues

theory)

Tony Kulcsar, 164 -17th St. N.W., Barberton,
Ohio. (Code and theory)
Paul Trouten, 111 W. 6th St., Monroe, Mich.
(Code, theory and selection of equipment)
Mike Reagan, 1197 Westway, Cincinnati 24,
Ohio. Phone: KI 1 -7610. (Code and theory)
James Yoder, Route 1, Box 37, Smithville,
Ohio. (Code and theory)
James Walters, R. R. #3, Bucyrus, Ohio.
Phone: 4 -1173. (Code, theory and selection of

Fig. 1.

Series resonant circuit.

Fig. 2.

Parallel resonant circuit.

equipment)

K9 /W9 CALL AREA

Daniel Klein, N. Pine St., P. O. Box 423, Eldorado, Ill. (Code, theory and regulations)
Richard Holmes (18), 3919 Madison Ave.,
Brookfield, Ill. (Code and theory)
Ernest E. Hero, 4844 Colfax St., Griffith, Ind.
Phone: TE 8 -8941. (Code, theory and regulations)
Joe Johnson (15), 1111 Pearl St., Belvidere,
Ill. Phone: LI 4 -6691. (Code, theory and selection of equipment)
Charles Szelestey, 6949 Monroe St., Hammond, Ind. (Code and theory)
Bruce I. Iverson, R. F. D., Steward, Ill.
(Theory)
KO /WO CALL AREA

Elvin S. Bridgewater, US53287248, Co. K 34,
TRS, Fort Leonard Wood, Mo. (Code, theory
and regulations)
Ross Looney, Jr., 5642 Huntington, Lincoln,
Nebr. (Code)
Ricky Johnson, 2220 S. Broadview, Wichita
17, Kan. Phone: MU 4 -1154. (Code, theory and
regulations)
John Ellis, 4216 Brookridge Dr., Mission, Kan.
(General Class code and theory)
Woody Railey (14), 407 East Panmenten, Lamar, Colo. (Code, theory and selection of

equipment)
Russell Eberhart, 205 Reformatory St., Hutchinson, Kan. (Theory)
VE AND OTHERS

Kraclkas, Box 1342, Portagela Prairie, Manitoba, Canada. (General code, theory and regulations)
Hans Peters, 25 Emerson Ave., Toronto 4,
Canada. Phone: LE 3-7673. (Code, theory and
regulations)
Antolin Rodriguez (15), Box 369, Molina St.,
Naranjito, P. R. (Code and theory)
A.
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to decrease and the inductive reactance to
increase. Thus, they no longer cancel each
other completely, causing the current to

decrease again.
Resonance. The frequency at which
the inductive and capacitive reactance of a
series circuit equal and cancel each other
is its resonant frequency. At this frequency,
X1 = Xc or 27rFL = 1 /(27rFC). For the
values of inductance and capacitance shown
in Fig. 1, the resonant frequency is 4 mc.,
where the two reactances equal 80 ohms.
By a series of algebraic manipulations *,
the equality 27FL = 1/(21F'C) is converted
into the standard formula for calculating
the resonant frequency of an inductive capacitive circuit: F = 1/(2:7V LC) where
(Continued on page 120)
;

*These algebraic manipulations are: 2,rFL = 1 /(2,rFC).
Multiply both sides by 2,rFC, giving 2xFC x 2xFL = 2,r
FC /f2,rFC). But 2,FC/(2,rFC) = 1: therefore, 2xFC x 2x
FL = 1. (These steps are often called " tra asposing. ") Combine terms: 4r2F2LC = 1. Divide both sides by 4r2LC, giving F2 = 1 /(4r2LC). Finally, take the square root of each
side, getting F = 1 /(2x ./LC), the desired aquation.
81

NOTCH
YOUR

H1 -F1
THE EXPERIMENTER often wants to
filter out a particular frequency. This
is especially true of unwanted 60-cycle a.c.
pickup. Stray 60 -cycle pickup can be especially annoying when you are trying to use
an oscilloscope or check a sensitive amplifier. What is needed is a "stop- band" filter.
The simple resistor -capacitor network
shown in Fig. 1 will do an admirable job.
This circuit is also known as a "notch"
filter, because of the shape of its "stop band" curve (see Fig. 3). While not a
filter in the true sense of the word, it will
sharply null out any given frequency when
the proper values of components are used.
With a few additional components, this
circuit can be utilized as a combination filter and audio frequency meter (Fig. 2)
The model to be described here operates
from 19 to 28,000 cycles in three steps.
Circuit Details. One condition necessary
for the circuit to null is that the ratio of
the resistances remain constant. This is
accomplished by using multigang carbon
potentiometers. It was found, however,
that inexpensive pots did not track accurately enough. To compensate for this, and
to provide a means of adjustment, separate
series pots are used. The capacitors can
be non -precision to minimize expenses.
Multiganged potentiometers are not assembled when purchased; follow the instructions included with each unit. These
pots should be wired so that the arms are
at maximum resistance when rotated fully
counterclockwise.
The circuit wiring is not critical and any
convenient layout will do. After assembly,
an ohmmeter should be used to adjust R1
and R4 to 11,100 ohms and R6 to 1100 ohms.
Cabinet size is up to the builder. A large

cabinet will allow for a large calibration
dial with greater reading accuracy.
Earphones, an oscilloscope, or a lowrange a.c. voltmeter can be used for null
detection. For very low input signals, it
may be necessary to amplify the output for
voltmeter null detection.
Calibration. Because the potentiometers are not linear over their entire range,
R2

R3
C2

TC3

o

.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the
basic notch filter. Parts values for
a 60 -cycle filter appear on p. 108.

Fig. 2. Variable frequency filter circuit uses three-gang potentiometer.
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Simple filter measures or knocks out certain frequencies
By
R. WAYNE

CRAWFORD

Sharp attenuation of notch
60 -cycle line
frequency is s1own in graph form.

Fig. 3.

filter circuit tuned to

Inside view of ;filter (below, left)
shows

mounting of potentiometers

for convenience. Slant panel provides easy reading of scale markings.

an audio oscillator is needed
to calibrate the unit. Place
a disc of heavy white drawing paper of the desired size
into position. Pencil a mark
at the bottom of the disc
and another- 30° counterclockwise from the bottom,
as per photograph of instrument face on page 82. Tighten the pointer knob on the
shaft at this mark. Now ro-

tate the pointer another

30° counterclock-

wise.

PARTS LIST

Set the audio oscillator at 280 cps, and
make certain the selector switch is in the
number 1 position. Readjust RI, R4 and
R6 for maximum null. Pencil in a mark at
280 cps. Then set the audio oscillator to
250 cps and rotate the pointer knob counterclockwise until a null is reached and

Cl, C4, C7-0.1 -µtd. capacitor
C2, CS, C8-0.01 -µtd. capacitor
C3, C6, C9-0.001 -µtd. capacitor
RI, R4- 20,000 -ohm carbon potentiometer
R2- 100,000-ohm carbon potentiometer (IRC
Type PQ)
R3- 100,000 -ohm carbon potentiometer (IRC
Type M)
R5- 25,000-ohm carbon potentiometer (!RC Type

have reached 19 cps.
Reset the pointer on 280 and turn the
(Continued on page 107)

R6- 2000 -ohm carbon potentiometer

mark it. Continue this procedure until you

May,
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-3 -gang,

3-pos.

rotary switch
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Poor Man's Theremin for the Musically Minded
The "Theremin" is an electronic instrument that can play music or emit unearthly shrieks and whistles. Its pitch is
controlled by hand movement. As the
hand moves towards or away from its antenna, the sound frequency varies.
With the usual Theremin, five or more
tubes are required for speaker operation.
It is about as complicated as a radio.
However, an inexpensive adaptation can

be made that uses a radio receiver having
a beat -frequency oscillator (BFO). You
will also need a simple r.f. oscillator (as
shown in the diagram) whose output signal can be tuned in on the receiver. About
100 volts is okay for B+.
Tune the r.f. oscillator to an unoccupied
channel, in the broadcast band, for example, and resonate the receiver to the
same frequency. Switch on the BFO and
set it to zero -beat the oscillator. Either
the fundamental or a harmonic can be
picked up. As your hand approaches the

antenna of the oscillator, the audible pitch
will change, and you have to experiment a
lot to learn how to play a tune.
Many broadcast receivers do not have a
BFO. Usually, however, one stage of a receiver can be made to oscillate and generate the required beat. For example, grid
and plate circuits of an i.f. stage can be
coupled together. Removing a screen bypass capacitor of an i.f. stage, shorting
the i.f. cathode resistor, or removing the
shield from a glass -type tube are other
methods that generally produce oscillation.
Whichever type of oscillator you use, let
it warm up for a few minutes so that drift
will be minimized. Tune the receiver to
zero -beat with the hand well away from
the antenna. Then, as the hand approaches, its pitch will rise.
Volume control is accomplished as follows. Tie a short length of wire to the antenna post of the receiver. As your left
hand approaches this wire, pickup is increased and the signal becomes louder.
The right hand plays the melody in conjunction with the oscillator antenna. Of
course, the volume control of the receiver
is also effective on the Theremin output.
This simple adaptation can provide a
good introduction to actual Theremin playing. It's fun at parties, and even the children will want to try it. Don't expect
sweet music right away, though. Since the
Theremin is not key -operated, it isn't easy
to play, and will give forth nothing but
horrible squeals in the hands of an unskilled or non -musical person. -R. Zarr

Make a "Cat -Whiske r" Crystal Detector
Germanium diodes are nice to have, but
beginners and crystal set hobbyists will
enjoy making this novel crystal detector
which is reminiscent of "the good old
days" when most people were tickling
chunks of galena or silicon with "cat whiskers." Panel- mounted, the unit is simple,
rugged and economical to construct.
The cat whisker is made of No. 24 gauge
copper wire or brass wire which is bent
and soldered to the end
of No. 22 copper or brass
rod as shown in the photo.
File the end of the wire
to a point. The lead mounted crystal and two
Fahnestock clips can be

spots on them that are nearly as sensitive
as germanium diodes.)
You will note that both the cat whisker
and the crystal can be rotated; when they
are mounted a little off -center, a wide
range of adjustment is possible by rotating the two knobs. The Fahnestock
clips should be adjusted so that the rods
will slide up and down easily without
pressing on the clips.
-Art Trauffer

bought for about
cents.

13
(Most radio mail -

order houses still sell

crystals for 6 to 15 cents
each, some of which have
84
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Transistor Topics
By LOU GARNER

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE, there's a
good chance that a majority, if not all,
of the newer satellites, American and Russian, will use transistorized circuitry.
Transistors are, of course, ideal for such
applications. Their power, weight, and
space requirements are low, their efficiencies high, and their operating life exceptionally long. In addition, with their great
resistance to shock and vibration, they can
stand the acceleration of a rocket take -off.
As of this writing, both Russian and
American satellites have used conventional
batteries as their sources of electrical power. However, future satellites probably will
be powered by a combination of long-life
nickel -cadmium storage batteries and highefficiency silicon solar cells.
Reader's Circuit. Transistorized audio
amplifiers are popu-

Germantown Pike, Plymouth Meeting, Pa.,
submitted the two -transistor audio amplifier circuit shown in Fig. 1. The amplifier
consists of two resistance -capacity-coupled
common -emitter stages. The second stage
is transformer -coupled to a PM loudspeaker. Al has used p-n -p transistors
Raytheon Type CK722
in both stages
in the first and a G.E. Type 2N190 in the
second stage.
In operation, audio signals applied to the
Audio Input terminals are coupled through
d.c. blocking capacitor Cl to the base -emitter circuit of the first stage which receives
base bias current through resistor Rl. The
amplified audio signal appearing across collector load resistor R2 is coupled through
electrolytic capacitor C2 to the baseemitter circuit of the seco-id -or output-

-a

lar projects with

novice experimenters
as well as more advanced workers. Such
circuits are easy to
build, generally do
not require expen-

sive parts, and, in

most cases, are easy
to trouble -shoot. In
addition, most audio
circuits are extremely versatile . they
can be used in radio
receivers, hi -fi equipment, ham gear, and
in some types of test
instruments.
.

.

Reader Albert

Brooks, of 421

T.
W.

Two - transistor audio
amplifier

submitted

by

reader Albert Brooks is assembled on plastic base.
T

SPKR

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram
of the audio amplifier.
May, 1958
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electrical parts above his plastic "chassis,"
with all wiring on the reverse or bottom

NOTE:
BATTERY 82 CAN

side.
CK722

BE MERCURY TYPE

TRI

T

CARBON
MIC.
SEC.

PRI.

82
1.5V.

CI

02
S2

(SEE

pfd
TEXTI

Fig. 2. How to connect a carbon microphone to the amplifier shown in Fig. I.

Fig. 3. A tone control is incorporated
in basic amplifier by adding C4 and R5.

TI

SPKR

stage; bias current for TR2 is furnished
through resistor R3.
Capacitor C3 bypasses higher frequency
audio signals and minimizes harmonic distortion effect. Volume control R4 operates
as a variable shunt across Ti's primary
winding. Operating power is furnished by a
single 9-volt Eveready 226 battery (BI)
controlled by a s.p.s.t switch (Si) ganged to
the volume cöntrol.
Only standard, readily available components are used. All fixed resistors are halfwatt units; Cl and C3 are disc ceramic capacitors with a d.c. working voltage rating
of at least 25 volts; C2 is a 25- or 50 -volt
electrolytic capacitor. To lower cost, Al
chose a standard vacuum -tube output
transformer designed to match a 50B5 or
50L6 power output tube to a loudspeaker
voice coil (Stancor A- 3332).
Since the circuit is reasonably non- critical, you can follow your own inclinations
regarding layout and wiring. Al assembled
his amplifier on a piece of Lucite measuring
1/8" thick by 3" wide by 5" long. (Polystyrene, Bakelite, insulating fiber board, or
similar materials would do as well). Although he used conventional wiring, Al
patterned his layout after those used in
etched circuit construction. He mounted all
86

With the wiring completed, recheck all
connections for accidental shorts and possible wiring errors before installing the
transistors or connecting the power supply
battery.
Modifications. Al has suggested a pair
of interesting modifications to his basic
circuit. These are shown in Figs. 2 and 3,
respectively.
A carbon microphone can be added to the
amplifier by using the arrangement shown
in Fig. 2. A separate 1.5 -volt battery (B2)
with its own s.p.s.t. "on -off" switch (S2)
is provided for the microphone. For maximum battery life, Al suggests that a mercury cell be used for B2.
The microphone input transformer (T2)
is a standard 6.3 -volt filament transformer
connected "backwards," with the low -impedance (6.3 -volt) secondary winding connected to the microphone and the high impedance (117 -volt) primary winding
connected to the amplifier's input circuit.
A tone control can be added to the basic
amplifier by using the arrangement shown
in Fig. 3. A 0.2 -pfd. capacitor (C4) and a
15,000 -ohm control (R5) are connected in
series across the output transformer (Ti)
primary winding. As R5's resistance is reduced, C4 acts to bypass more and more of
the higher frequency audio signals.
Applications. The completed audio amplifier described above can be employed
with any PM loudspeaker having a 3 -4 ohm
voice coil. For best results, use it with as
large a loudspeaker as you have available.
A larger speaker will provide greater output and better tone quality.
You can use the completed instrument as
a general test amplifier around your home
workshop (or laboratory) or you can add it
to an existing headphone-operated radio
receiver. When it is added to a crystal receiver, for example, you should obtain good
loudspeaker volume on all stations which
formerly gave you adequate headphone volume. With some crystal sets, best results
are obtained when the input capacitor (C1)
is omitted.
This amplifier does not have sufficient
gain to operate a loudspeaker when driven
by a low- output phonograph cartridge.
However, you can use it as a test amplifier
in such applications; simply replace the output transformer (Ti) with a pair of moderate- impedance magnetic headphones (500
to 2000 ohms).
Transistors and TV. By now, you may
have read about Motorola's experimental
all- transistor (except for the picture tube)
(Continued on page 114)
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BUILDER'S
KÖRNER
the
Eico HF -12 12 -watt amplifier kit comprises preamplifier, equalizer, control section and power amplifier and supply on one
chassis. It is intended for any low or medium power hi -fi application.
Some critics hold that integrated chassis
run the risk of induced hum because of
undesired coupling between preamp and
power stages. The design of the HF -12
overcomes this possibility by using a "low
silhouette" construction with a horizontal
chassis, and by using d.c. bias on all filaAN INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER,

formance. Also note that tube XV -1 is a
shielded tube socket to be mounted above
the chassis. The other five tube sockets are
not shielded and are mounted below the
chassis.
Wiring of the selector switch looks complicated, but is made simple through the
designation of the front -layer lugs by the
suffix "A" and the back or under -layer lugs
by the suffix "B."
After you have completed the wiring,
make the recommended resistance checks
with a volt- ohm -milliammeter or vacuum-

EICO
Model HF -12

Amplifier

thus eliminating cathode- heater
leakage as a source df hum. The result is
that the noise level is way down (below 12
watts). Technically, it is: for magnetic
phono input, 60 db; for tape head, 50 db;
for tuner and auxiliary inputs, 75 db.
While there are not as many inputs or
equalizations as higher -priced amplifiers
offer (for example, this amplifier on phono
does not equalize for American or European
78's, old London or old Columbia LP's),
they are perfectly adequate for the present day LP's and tapes. The older equalizations
eve been sacrificed in the interest of modernity at low cost.
Putting It Together. In mounting the
tube sockets, orient each with respect to
its key, as in the pictorial diagram; this
will keep your wire lengths to a minimum,
which contributes to better over-all per -

men ts,
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tube voltmeter. This checks out your power
supply wiring and prevents accidental harm
to such expensive components as the power
transformer, electrolytic capacitor and EZ81 rectifier tube.
You will find the step -by -step instructions clear. The pictorials help not only in
the point -to -point connection of the parts
but in their exact placement as well. This
eliminates the introduction of hum and
other spurious couplings.
Special Features. Output power is 12
watts continuous, 25 watts peak, with a
frequency response of ±0.5 db, 25 - 20,000
cps, at 12 watts, and ±0.5 db, 12 - 75,000
cps, at 1 watt; intermodulation distortion is
1.3% at 12 watts, 0.55% at 6 watts, 0.3%
at 4 watts; transient response shows excellent square -wave reproduction (4- microsecond rise -time) with negligible ringing
87

Note how perforated cover
slides out (above)

for tube checking.
is

to allow
At right

the completely wired am-

plifier chassis as it appears
from the underside. Pictorials help in making point -topoint connections as well as
placement of components to
eliminate the introduction of
hum and spurious couplings.

and rapid settling on a 10 -kc. square wave;
and transient distortion (60 -cps tone burst)
is less than 1% at 12 watts output power.
These characteristics mean that both at full
power and at ordinary listening levels the
HF -12 delivers relatively undistorted response.
The preamplifier -control section provides two low -level inputs for magnetic
phono (RIAA equalization) and tape head
(NARTB equalization), and two high -level
inputs for TV, tuner or crystal /ceramic
cartridge, with unused inputs shorted at
every position of the input selector switch
to assure zero crosstalk. The preamplifier
stage employs a low -noise dual triode
(ECC83 /12AX7) circuit with accurate lowdistortion equalization.
For the separate bass and treble tone
controls, a low -noise dual triode (an ECC82/12AU7) is employed, in a low- distortion,
variable crossover, feedback -type circuit.
Large boosts and cuts at either end of the
audio spectrum are made possible (at 10
kc., ±13 db; at 50 cps, ±16 db) without
affecting the middle frequencies. Neither
control interacts with the other, so that
bringing up the drums, for example, will
not cause a soprano to turn into an alto.
The amplifier circuit is of the Wil88

liamson type, using a 12AX7 and EL84 output tubes. This circuit permits use of a
large amount of inverse feedback (20 db)
with a good stability margin of 12 db.
Good design practice has kept controls out
of the feedback loop. Speaker connectors
are 4, 8 and 16 ohms.
Comment. For all its compact size
(3% "x12 "x81/4 "), the HF-12 packs a bigger
wallop than is apparent from the specifications. This reviewer owns a low- efficiency
speaker which most authorities recommend
should be driven by at least a 20-watt amplifier. As an experiment, I connected this
speaker to the HF -12. The result was excellent with the HF -12's volume control
only at mid -position.
In addition to complete operating instructions, the instruction manual contains a
trouble- shooting chart and a voltage -andresistance chart, so that the purchaser can
maintain and repair this amplifier with a
VOM or VTVM as his only test instrument.
The HF -12 is adaptable to any panel
thickness by simply removing its bezel,
which exposes only the control shafts and
thus leaves the amplifier completely
shielded when placed in a console or out.
To check or change a tube, you don't have
to dismantle the entire cabinet; just unscrew two self- tapping screws in the back
and the perforated cover slides out on the
rails welded onto the side pieces.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

EVER TRY to service your auto radio
indoors, without the use of your car
storage battery? The EMC Model 905-6A

(Electronic Measurements Corp., 625
Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.) is designed
primarily for bench testing of auto radio
sets. It can also be used for battery charging, operation of relays, or any application
requiring a filtered d.c. supply.
The battery eliminator and charger
(Model 905) operates from a 117 -volt, 60cycle source and provides 10 amperes continuously or 20 amperes intermittently.
The d.c. output voltage is available in two
ranges: 0 to 8 volts and 0 to 16 volts. A

bits of wire or solder
might cause shorts and /or damage to the
instrument.
Special Features. The vibrator testing
function is simple to operate. A calibrated
meter evaluates the condition of the vibrator in terms of "good" or "bad."
An outstanding feature of this model is
that it can be built as a combination battery eliminator- vibrator test assembly or
the separate units can be assembled inis compact, loose

`

dividually.
Comment. A problem that arose during
construction was quickly overcome. The

variable transformer's mounting brackets

EMC Model

905-6A

Battery Eliminator,
Charger and
Vibrator Checker

self- resetting overload circuit breaker and
a fuse prevent damage to the unit if it becomes overloaded.
Model 906 is a piece of test equipment
which is designed to determine the quality
of 6- or 12 -volt auto radio vibrators. Its
test circuit duplicates the electrical characteristics of a typical vibrator power supply, and when it is used with a suitable d.c.
power supply (such as the Model 905), it
will check the "starting" and other characteristics of most 6- or 12 -volt inter-

rupter or synchronous vibrators.
Putting It Together. A combination of
the Model 905 and 906 kits is shown in the
photographs. When assembled, it consists
of one cabinet, having a voltmeter and an
ammeter on the front panel and a "good bad" meter and test sockets for plug -in vibrators on the top panel. Operating instructions are printed on the top panel for

convenience.
Assembly instructions are given in a
clear -cut and distinct manner, warning of
small problems that may arise in the
course of construction. The more -thanadequate number of pictorials follow right
along with the individual steps, showing
a clear picture of the assembly. Soldering
must be done neatly; since the instrument
May
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Completed Model'

905 -6A shows vi
brafor testing panel mounted in place.
Battery eliminator is also available
without the vibrator tester feature.

didn't quite match the front panel holes.
These were easily "repositioned" with a
reamer.
The EMC 905 -6A represents a good bay
for the money, particularly for those who
experiment with low -voltage d.c. circuits
as well as service auto radios.
-

3
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TIPS an
TECHNIQUE
j
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resistor and a ground clip in series.

A ball -point pen shell is a handy holder, and

iä:/...,.,,.iup

iiv

if the parts are assembled as shown, a
valuable tool will be available to make the
required checks. To operate it, merely clip
the ground clamp to a convenient grounded part of the motor and sample the power
in the plugs by inserting the sharp point
into each spark plug cable. Bright, equally
spaced flashes indicate satisfactory

operation.
SCREWDRIVER DISPENSES SOLDER

You can keep wire solder convenient and
close at hand for soldering by spiraling a
length of it around the blade of a screwdriver. When soldering in a deep, crowded
chassis, the long screwdriver blade will ex-

tend the solder to the contact where it's
needed. Solder carried this way in a tool
kit will conserve valuable space, as well as
- I.A.C.
keep it from getting lost.
SPARK PLUG SAMPLER

-I.C.C.

STOP GUESSING WIRE SIZES

The exact size of any wire can be determined easily and quickly by the following method. With a knife blade, make two

indentations on a wooden pencil exactly
1" apart. Wind a single layer of the wire
in question between the two marks, count
the number of turns, then refer to the
lineal turns per inch column of the copper
wire table found in every radio or electrical handbook. For the smaller sizes, a 1/2"
layer will give just as accurate results in
less time.
-R. B. K.
SLIPPING DIAL CORD
A slipping dial cord can be easily corrected with a rubber grommet of the type

If you have an automobile in which the
spark plugs are covered by a shield, it is
inconvenient to determine just which plug
is not firing properly. Here is an instrument requiring no external source of power

that will show the frequency of discharge
at spark plug points and also the comparative strength of the fire -without removing
the shield which is over the plugs. It consists of a NE -2 neon bulb, one 2- megohm,
90

used where a power cord passes through
a metal chassis. Slip a tight- fitting grommet over the tuning shaft and restring the
dial cord. If faster tuning is desired, cement a larger grommet over a smaller one
as shown. It may be necessary to use a
touch of Duco cement to fix the grommet
-I.A.C.
to the shaft.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

RCA INSTITUTES offers you the
finest of home study training. The equipment
illustrated and text material you get with each
course is yours to keep. Practical work with very
first lessor. Courses for the beginner and the
advanced student. Pay -as-you-learn. You need pay
for only one study group at a time.

Sere

a

th

FREE Book Now

r-

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc.

Home Study Dept. PE -58

350 West Fourth Street New York 14, N. Y.
Without obligation, send me FREI 52 page CATALOG on Home
Study Courses in Radio, Television and Color TV. No salesman
will call.
Name

please print

Address

City.

Zone

State

Korean Vets! Enter discharge dote

[RESIDENT SCHOOL courses in New York City offer compre
hensive training in Television and Electronics. Day and evening
classes start four times each year. Detailed information on request.
To save time, paste coupon on postcard

May, 1958

In Canada

-

RCA

Victor Co., Ltd.

5001 Cote de Liesse Rd., Montreal 9, Gun.
To soue

time, poste coopte on postcard.
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for fun!

build your own
Don't let

a

lack of experience keep you

from enjoying the fun and savings of

"Do -it- yourself" kit construction. The
easy -to- follow diagrams that come with

every Heathkit insure your success. Let

our experience be your teacher -and

you'll save one -half or more over the
price of "built -up" equipment of equal
quality.

HEATH COMPANY

A subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc. BENTON HARBOR

10,

MICH.

..

"BASIC" SPEAKER SYSTEM

RANGE EXTENDER

A-9C 20-WATT AMPLIFIER

92
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HEATHKIT "BASIC RANGE"

HEATHKIT HIGH FIDELITY

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT
This amazing speaker system can fulfill your present
needs and still provide for future expansion. Fine hi -fi
performance the result of u$ing high quality speakers
in an enclosure especially designed for them. Features two Jensen speakers to cover 50 to 12,000 CPS
within
5 db. Power rating is 25 watts, and impedance is 16 ohms. Enclosure constructed of veneer surfaCed plywood, %" thick, and measModel SS -1
ures 11 %" H x 23" W x 11Y,," D. Precut
and predrilled for quick assembly.
Shpg. Wt. 30 Lbs.

$3995

HEATHKIT RANGE EXTENDING
HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT
Designed especially for use with SS -1 "Basic" system. Contains 15" woofer and compression -type super
tweeter. Extends basic unit to 35- 16,000 CPS, t5,db.
Impedance 16 ohms. Measures 29" H x 23" W x 17M"
D, and is constructed of %" veneerModel SS -IB
surfaced plywood.
Shpg. Wt. 80 lbs.

$9995

HEATHKIT A -9C HIGH FIDELITY
AMPLIFIER KIT

FM

TUNER KIT

Now you can have full -fidelity FM performance from
88 to 108 me at reasonable cost. Features temperature compensated oscillator -built in power Model FM -3A
supply, and beautiful cabinet. Components prealigned at fact
ofyl Wt.8lbs.
Shpg.
(with cabinet)

$2595

HEATHKIT BROADBAND AM TUNER KIT
Tunes standard AM band from 550 to 1600 kc with fine
sensitivity and broadband characteristics. Features
include built -in power supply and low- Model BC-IA
distortion detector. All RF circuits maligned for simplified construction.
Shpg. Wt. 8lts

$2595

(with cabinet)

HEATHKIT "MASTER CONTROL''
HI -FI PREAMPLIFIER KIT
Provides extra amplification, selection of inp uts, volurns and tone controls, and turnover an d rolloff
controls, for Williamson -type amplifiers. No del WA-P2
Beautiful satin -gold enamel cabinet. Derives operating power from amplifier. $
197.5
Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs.
(with cabinet)

This model incorporates its own power supply and
preamplifier. Plenty of power with full 20 watt rating.
Four separate inputs, selected by panel -mounted
switch, and separate bass and treble controls. Ideal
for home or PA applications. Output transformer
tapped at 4, 8, 16 or 500 ohms. Response within
1 db from 20 to 20,000 CPS.
Model A -9C
Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs.

$355°

HEATHKIT

25 -WATT

HIGH FIDELITY

AMPLIFIER KIT
Outstanding 25 -watt Williamson -type amplifier employs KT66 tubes and Peerless output transformer,
tapped at 4, 8, and 16 ohms. A fine amplifier for the
"deluxe" system. WA -P2 preamplifier Model W -SM
required for operation. Express only.
Shpg. Wt.

W -5M

25 -WATT

31

lb:;.

$5975

AMPLIFIER

HEATHKITS
IVorld's finest
electronic equipment

in kit form...
PREAMPLIFIER

May,

1958
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Choose your own "Do -it-yourself" project

from the world's largest kit manufacturer
Now you can have radio
wherever you go
with the portable
filet plays anywhere!

HEATH COMPANY
A subsidiary

-

of Daystrom, jnc.

BENTON HARBOR 10, MICHIGAFJ

HEATHKIT
TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIO KIT

TRANSISTOR
PORTABLE RADIO

A new concept in radio reception! Now you can
forget about external electrical connections and
have fine radio performance anywhere! Low -drain
circuit using regular flashlight cells makes battery
operation cheaper than power -line operation of
table model sets. Tunes 550 to 1600 kc and features
a 4"x 6" speaker for "big -set" tone, six Texas Instrument transistors for fine sensitivity and selectivity,
built -in rod -type antenna, and unbreakable molded
plastic cabinet in "Holiday" gray.
Model XR -1
Measures 9" L x 8" H x 3%" D. Appearance and performance are unmatched
at this price level. Easy to build! Shpg.
Wt. 4 lbs.

X3495
3

(with cabinet less batteries,

HEATHKIT BROADCAST BAND
RADIO KIT
Covers 550 to 1600 kc with good sensitivity and
selectivity. Has 5M" PM speaker for good tone
quality. Features transformer power
Model BR -2
supply and built -in antenna. Signal
generator recommended for alignment. Cabinet, as shown, available
separately. Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs.
(less cabinet)

T.ABLE -MODEL RADIO

HEATHKIT CRYSTAL RADIO KIT
Features a sealed germanium diode to eliminate
critical "cats whisker" adjustment. Employs two
tuning condensers for good selectivity,
Model CR -1
and covers the broadcast band from
540 to 1600 kc. Requires no external
power. Kit price includes headphones.
Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs.

x,95

CRYSTAL RADIO

HEATHKIT ENLARGER TIMER KIT
The dial of this handy timer covers 0 to one minute
calibrated In five -second gradations, so that the
timing cycle of a photographic enlarger, can be
electronically controlled. Built -in relay handles up
to 350 watts, and enlarger merely plugs into receptacle of front panel. Also provision for
Model ET-1
plugging in safe -light. An easy -to -build
device that makes a fine addition to $
any dark room. Shpg. Wt 3 lbs.

1150

94

ENLARGER TIMER

Always say you saw it
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HEATHKIT FUEL VAPOR DETECTOR KIT
The FD -1 is a safety device to detect fuel vapor in the
engine compartment or other sections of your boat.
The detector unit mounts in the area to be checked,
and the indicating meter and controls mount on the
control panel. Will operate intermittently or continuously, and indicates dangers of fire or explosion to
protect your boat and its passengers.
6 -volt FD -1 -6,
Models FD -1.6 (6 volts DC) and FD-1-12
fq.vt. i1)-1 -12
from
(12 volts DC) operate
boat batteries.
Kit even includes spare detector unit. e
Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs.
each

$3595

HEATHKIT RF POWER METER KIT
This handy device measures the RF field in the
vicinity of a transmitter, whether it be marine, mobile,
fixed, etc. Requires no electricity, nor direct connection to the transmitter. Provides a continuing indication of transmitter operation. Merely place it in
proximity to the transmitter antenna and it will produce a reading on its 200 ua panel meter
Model PM -1
when the transmitter is in use. Operates
with any transmitter between 100 kc and
250 mc. Includes a sensitivity control for
meter. Shpg Wt. 2 lbs.

$1495

HEATHKIT TRANSISTOR
RADIO DIRECTION -FINDER KIT
The Heathkit Transistor Radio Direction- =finder model
DF -1 is a self- contained, self -powered, 6- transistor
super heterodyne broadcast radio rece ver incorporating a directional loop antenna, Indicating meter,
and integral speaker. It is designed to serve primarily
as an aid to navigation when out of sight of familiar
landmarks. It can be used not only aboard yachts,
fishing craft, tugs, and other vessels which navigate
either out of sight of lend or at night, but also for the
hunter, hiker, camper, fisherman, aviator, etc. It is
powered by a 9 -volt battery. (A spare nattery is also
included with the kit.) The frequency range covers the
broadcast band from 540 to 1600 kc and will double as

portable radio. A directional high -Q ferrite antenna
is incorporated which is rotated from the front panel
to obtain a fix on a station and a 1 ma meter serves as
the null and tuning indicator. The controls consist of:
tuning, volume and power (on -off), sensitivity, heading indicator (compass rose) and bearing indicator
(antenna index). Overall dimensions are
a

7%" W x 5%" H x 5 %" D. Supplied with
slip -in -place mounting brackets, which
allow easy removal from ship bulkheads
or other similar places. Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs.

Model

DF -1

$5495

NEW! Heathkits for the boating enthusiast

FUEL VAPOR DETECTOR

RADIO DIRECTION-FINDER

POWER METER
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RF

SIGNAL GENERATOR

H AN OIT ESTER

DX -20 TRANSMITTER

GRID DIP METER

HEATHKIT DX -20 CW TRANSMITTER KIT

HEATHKIT ETCHED -CIRCUIT VTVM KIT

This Heathkit straight -CW transmitter is and of the
most efficient rigs available today. It is ideal for the
novice, and even for the advanced -class CW operator,
It employs a 6D06A tube in the 50 -watt final amplifier
circuit, a 6CL6 oscillator and a 5U4GB rectifier. Single knob band switching covers 80, 40, 20, 15, 11, and 10
meters. The DX -20 is designed for crystal excitation,
but may be excited by an external VFO. Pi network output circuit is employed to match antenna Model DX -20
impedances between 50 and 1000 ohms.
Shpg. Wt. 18 lbs.

Sensitivity and reliability are combined in the V.7A. It
features 1% precision resistors, large 4%" panel meter,
and etched circuit board. AC (RMS) and DC voltage
ranges are 0 -1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, and 1500. Peak.topeak AC ranges are 0-4, 14, 40. 140, 400, 1400 and
4000 volts. X1, X10, X100, X10k, X100k, and
Model Y -7A
X1 megohm.
Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs.

$3595
43

HEATHKIT GRID DIP METER KIT
An instrument of many uses for the ham, experimenter,
or service technician. Useful in locating parasitics,
neutralizing, determining resonant frequencies, etc.
Covers 2 mc to 250 mc with prewound coils. Use to
beat against unknown frequencies, or as Model GD -1B
absorption -type wave meter.
Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs.

$1995

HEATHKIT RF SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT
Produces rf signals from 160 kc to 110 mc on funda.
mentais on five bands, and covers 110 mc to 220 mc on
calibrated harmonics. Output may be pure rf, rf modulated at 400 CPS, or audio at 400 CPS. Prealigned coils
eliminate the need for calibration after
Model SG-11
Completion.
Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs, $

1950
.

HEATHKIT HANDITESTER KIT
Measures AC or DC voltage at 0 -10, 30,

300, 1000 and
5000 volts. Direct current ranges are 0-10 ma and 0-100
ma. Ohmmeter ranges are 0 -3000 and 0-300.000 ohms.

Sensitivity is 1000 ohms /volt. Features small size and
rugged construction in sleek black bakeModel M -1
Me case.
Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs.

$1450

96

$2,450
24

HEATHKIT ALL -BAND RADIO KIT
This receiver covers 550 kc to 30 mc in four bands, and
is ideal for the short wave listener or beginning amateur. It provides good sensitivity and selectivity, corn.
bined with good image projection. Amateur bands
clearly marked on the illuminated dial scale. Employs
transformer -type power supply- electrical band spread
-antenna trimmer -separate rf and of gain controls
noise limiter and headphone jack. Built -in BFO for CW
reception. Cabinet, as shown, available Model AR -3
Separately.
Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs.

-

$2995

(less cabinet)

HEATHKIT "GENERAL PURPOSE"
5" OSCILLOSCOPE KIT
This oscilloscope sells for less than the previous model,
yet incorporates features for improved performance.
The 0M -2 provides wider vertical frequency response,
extended sweep generator coverage, and increased
stability. Vertical channel is essentially flat to over 1 mc.
Sweep generator functions from 20 CPS to over 150 kc.
Amplifiers are push -pull, and modern etched circuits
are employed in critical parts of the design. A 5BP1
cathode ray tube is used. The scope features external
or internal sweep and sync, 1.volt peak -to -peak refer
ence voltage, three -position step attenu- Model 0M -1
ated input, and many other "extras."
Shpg. WL 21 lbs.

$4250

Always say you saw it
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ALL -BAND RADIO
"GENERAL- PURPOSE" SCOPE

HEATHKITS

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

FREE 1958 CATALOG

World's finest
electronic equipment

Write today for this FREE

in kit form...

CATALOG listing more than 100

"do-it-yourself" 'kits.

HOW TO ORDER

....

Just identify the kit you desire
by its model number and send check or
money order to address below. Don't hesitate
to ask about HEATH TIME
PAYMENT PLAN.

Pioneer in
"do-it-yourself"
electronics

HEATH

ORDER

COMPANY
Benton Harbor 5,

BLANK

A subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc.
Mich.
SHIIP

VIA

Name

Parcel Post

Address

Express

Zone

City

Quantity

Item

l

Freight
Bed Way

State

Model No.

Price

I

SEND FREE Heathkit Catalog

Enclosed find)

for $

check

money order
Please ship C.O.D.

lbs On expostage enclosed for
press orders do not include transportation
charges -they will, be collected by the ex-

L..

May, 1958

press agency at time of delivery. On parcel
post orders include postage for weight
shown. Orders from APO's must include
full remittance. NOTE: All prices are subiect to change without notice and are.
F.O.B. Benton Harbor, Mich_

............-.---,....,...

POSTAGE

TOTAL
I
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rooms

and

DO YOU

HAVE

GADGETS

the

EAR

MULTI -SPEAKER SWITCH

Model MS -7 is a six-position speaker
selector which can be used with speakers
of any size or
impedance. Six
slide switches
are mounted on

a polished brass
embossed wall
plate for in-

for

EASY LISTENING?

tion of six

NOW YOU CAN HAVE EASY
LISTENING at a LOW COST

speakers may
be selected with
a constant im-

-

Easy listening velvet smooth
response over the entire audio
range-that's what you get in
a new Utah Unidrive Coaxial
High Fidelity Reproducer.
Engineered for exceptionally
fine frequency extension of both
the bass and extremely high
registers
Unidrive will give
you unsurpassed tonal quality
-with minimum distortion
velvet smoothness that is a revelation and a real pleasure to
hear.
The Utah Unidrives are unique
in design and assembly tech-

-a

-a

nique. A single, high efficiency
magnet drives two perfectly
matched and balanced high and
low frequency cones with
mechanical crossover, to achieve
an efficiency heretofore unattainable in conventional designs.
A newly developed skiver roll
cone treatment immeasurably
increases speaker lifetime.

*

pedance

maintained at the
amplifier by
means of built in compensat-

ing resistors.

Wiring instructions are included. (Vidaire
Electronics Mfg. Corp., Baldwin, N. Y.)
"EXPANDABLE" RECTIFIER

Inexpensive A750 silicon rectifiers can
be quickly screwed together to form a
series chain with inexpengive threaded
bushings. A single A750 rectifier, threaded
at each end, has a peak inverse rating of
400 volts and a forward current rating of
750 ma. A ten -unit assembly has a peak

and hear the new Utah Unidrives at your dealers today. Available in six models and five sizes6 X 9 ", two 8 ", two 12" and 15 ".
Starting at the unbelievably low
price of only $15.95.
See

RADIO PRODUCTS
CORPORATION
HUNTINGTON, INDIANA
Expt. Dept. Fidevox Internatioñol, Chi., III.

98

stallation on a
standard wall
box or panel.
Any combina-

inverse rating of 4000 volts. For higher
ratings, additional rectifiers can be connected. Threaded units with current ratings up to 5 amperes are also available
and can be similarly assembled. (Audio
Devices, Inc., 620 E. Dyer Rd., Santa Ana,
Calif.)
Always say you saw it
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Learn TELEVISION -RADIO
Servicing or Communications

by Practicing at Home
in Spare Time
WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE you

get special NRI kits developed to give actual practice
with TV -Radio equipment.
You build. test, experiment
with receiver or broad casting circuits.
All equipment you
to keep.

f3

iv

NRI Has Trained Thousands for
Successful Careers in TV -Radio

;r

Have the High Pay, Prestige, Good
Future of a Skilled TV -Radio Technician
People look Lp to and depend on the Technician, more
than ever before. His opportunities are great and are
inc -easing. Fecome a TV -Radio Technician. At home,
and in your spare time, you can learn to do this interesting, satisfying work -qualify for important pay.
A steady stream of new Electronic products is increasing the job and promotion opportunities for Televisuon -Radie Technicians. Right now, a solid, proven
field of opportunity for good pay is servicing the tens
of millions of Television and Radio sets now in use.
The hundreds of TV and Radio stations on the air
offer interesting jobs for Operators and Technicians.

More Mosey Soon -Make
$10 to $15 a Week Extra
Fixing Sets in Spare Time
NRI students find it easy to start fixing sets for friends a few months after
enrolling, pick up $10, $15 and more a
week extra spending money. Many
who start in spare time soon build
full time TV-Radio businesses.

Act Now -See What
NRI Can Do for You

NRI has devoted 40
years to developing
s

simplified,
practical
training methods. You
train at home, learnby - doing. NATIONAL
RADIO INSTITUTE,

Washington 16, D.C.

L.

Studio Engineer KATY

"Now Studio Engineer at KATV. Before enrclling, I was
held back by sixth
grade
education."
BILLY SANCHEZ, Pine

Bluff,

Arkansas.

The Tested Way
To Better Pay

All the Work

"Since

paired

N

Can Do

¡listing NRI

Course

I

Lave

re-

000 TV and
Radio, sets a year.
NRI proved a good
2

H.

foundation.

R.

Milledgeville, Georgia.
GORDON.

Des Good Part Time Dulness

"Quite early is my
raining I started
servicing sets. Now
have
completely
equipped shop. All
equipment is paid
for." E. A. BREDA,
Tacoma, Wash.

See Other Side

CUT OUT AND

M IL

SAMPLE LESSON

CARD NOW

NO STAMP NEEDED!

BOTH FREE
This card entitles you to Actual Lesson on Sery cing, shows
how you learn Television -Radio at home. You'll also receive
64 -Page Catalog.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Dept. 8ED4
and Career
Washington 16, D. C.
Upportunitics
Please mail me the FREE sample lesson a r d s4 - ?age

Catalog. (No Salesman will call.)
Name

for

Age

v

cHricAVs

Address.

City

RADIS

Zone___ __State____

ACCREDITED MEMBER, NATIONAL HOME STUD' COUNCIL

Technical "KNOW -HOW" Can Give You Interesting, Important Work
LEARN -BY -DOING with Kits NRI Sends at No Extra Charge
YOU BUILD Signal Generator

YOU BUILD AC -DC

Superhet Receiver

You build this Signal Generator.
Learn how to compensate high frequency amplifiers, practice aligning
typical I.F. amplifiers in receiver
circuits.
Make tests,
conduct ex-

NRI Servicing Course includes

all
needed parts. By introducing defects
you get actual servicing experience

practicing with this
modern receiver.
Learn -by- doing.

periments.

ii

al
YOU BUILD

YOU BUILD Vacuum Tube

Voltmeter

Broadcasting Transmitter

it to earn extra cash
fixing neighbors' seta;
bring to life theory
you learn from
NRI's easy-tounderstand texts.
Use

As part of NRI Communications Course
you build this low power Transmitter,
learn commercial broadcasting operators'
methods, procedures. Train for your FCC
Commercial Operator's License.

For Higher Pay, Better Jobs
Be n Television -Radio Technician
Train at Home the NRI Way
Famous for Over 40 Years

Servicing Needs
More Trained Men

Portable TV, Hi -Fi, TranA NRI is America's oldest and largest home study
sistors, Color TV are mak-Radio school. The more than 40
ing new demande for J. E. Smith, Television
experience training men, the outstanding
Good
trained Technicians.
Founder years'
and record of this school- benefits
reputation
opportunities for spare you many ways. Successful
graduates are everywhere, in
time earnings or a business small towns, big cities. You train
in your own home, keep
ofyour own. Enjoy prestige. your present job while learning. Let
us send you an actual
lesson, judge for yourself how easy it is to learn.

.t`-

.1.

r,

Broadcasting Offers
Satisfying Careers

No Experience Necessary

-

NRI Sends

Many Kits for Practical Experience
You don't have to know anything about electricity or
Radio to understand and succeed with NRI Courses.
Clearly written, illustrated NRI lessons teach Radio -TVElectronic principles. You get NRI kits for practical
experience. All equipment is yours to keep. Mailing the
postage -free card may be one of the most important acts
of your life. Do it now. Reasonable tuition, low monthly

4000 TV and Radio stations offer interesting posi-

tions. Govt. Radio, Police,
Two - Way Communications are growing fields.
Trained TV -Radio Operators have a bright future.

payments available. National Radio Institute,

Wash. 16, D.C.

NRI Graduates Do
FIRST

CLASS

Important Work

Permit No. 20 -R
(Sec. 34.9, P.

L.

& R.)

Washington, D.C.

NRI

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
No Postage

Stamp

Necessary if

POSTAGE WILL

Mailed
BE

in

the United

PAID BY

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

Washington 16,

D. C.

States

Course Easy to
Understand

"Opened my own
shop before receiving diploma.
I am independent
in my own business." D. P.
CRESSEY, Stockton, California.

Works on Color

"NRI

TV

changed
my whole life. If
not
taken
I had
the course, probwould
ably
still
be a fireman,

struggling
along." J. F. MELINE, New York.

See Other Side for More
Information to Better Pa

SAMPLE LESSON

64 -page CATALOG

both FREE

GIANT' SALE!
FREE

59 POLY-PAK DOLLARBOYS!
ONLY ONE DOLLAR EACH!
60 TUBULAR CONDENSERS.

Paper,

molded.

oil, porcelain. .0002 to

.25 mf; to 1,000V. Wt.

Reg. $12.
MINI -METER. 13/4"
round. 0 -6 amps, AC.
Chrome face. Reg. $3.
8 -PC. NUTDRIVER SET.
Plastic handle. 3/16,
7/32, i/4. 5/16, 11/32,
?hl, 7/16" steel s,x-ket
wrenches in plastic case.
Wt. 1 lb. Reg. $3.
2 lbs.
1

50

ASSORTED

for radio,
ances.

Wt

TV,

KNOBS

appliplastic.

lbs. Reg. $0.
100 RADIO PARTS. Sur,
prise asstmt. Reg. value
over $15. Wt. 3 lbs.
2 IMP TRANSISTORS
2

-

Scoop!
Famous make.
worth many dollars
each! While they last!

65 -C.

CONDENSER

SPECIAL!
All types
asstd. Molded,
paper,
ceramic, oil,
ica, var
discs. Reg. $15.
Wt. 2 Ms.
15 -PC. TWIST DRILL
SET. 1 /16 thru 1/4" x
O4ths;
in
graduated
plastic holders.
Reg.

$4.
40 SUB -MINI RESISTORS. Only 14" long.
20 values: 15 ohms to
10 megs. Color- coded.
Reg. $6.
10 ELECTROLYTICS.
Singles- duals, triples,
FP types, to 500 mf.
Wt. 3 lbs. Reg. $14.

70 MICA CONDENSERS.
Silver, 5r." incl. 30
values: .00001 to .01
mf, to I,000V. Wt. t
lb. Reg. $5.
75 -PC. RESISTOR SPECIAL! All types asstd.
Power, carbon, transisltor. precision. 30
ues. Worth $15. Wt.
1
lb.
10
"POLY" BOXES.
Clear plastic, hinged,
w /snap locks. Asstd.
sizes. Reg. $2.

TV MIRROR, Sylvania.
Stainless steel, 12x8 ".
See TV picture while
servicing. Many home
uses, too. Wt. 1 lb.
40 HI -Q CONDENSERS.
Finest porcelain types.
Reg. $8.
3 VAR I- LOOPSTICKS,

adjustable. Foc transistor circuits. 560 -1500
kcs.

60 TERMINAL STRIPS,
BOARDS. Wide variety
solder
lug,
binding,
etc. Wt. 1 lb.
2 WORLD'S SMALLEST

VARIABLES.
10365. 11/2"

60 COILS 6 CHOKES.
RF. IF' Ant. Largo v
riety. Incl. slug-tuned.
Wi. 2 lbs, Reg. $15.
20 VOLUME CONTROLS.

Singles, doubles; asstd.
values,
Reg.
shafts.
$15. Wt. 2 lbs.
3 LBS. HARDWARE,

ap-

prox. 2000 pers. Asstd,
screws, brackets, etc.
Reg. $8.
2

SUBMINI SOLE,8 ".

NOIDS. 1 x
Change elec.

O.

energy to

ech. 12 VDC
300
ma
actuates plunger.
(
Wt. 2 oz. Reg. $5.

shafts.
40 POWER RESISTORS.
WW. candohm, vitreous.
sand- coated. IS
lues:
to 50 W; 35 to
5
11,000 ohms. Wt. 2
lbs.

8 GERMANIUM DIODES.

FERRI- LOOPSTICK
CORES, Asstd, flat &
tubular, 5 to 7" long.

ceramic condensers;

6

Cl asss eased,
/long
leads. Reg. $4.50.
40 PRINTED CIRCUIT
PARTS.
Diodes;
bon
precision
resistors: chokes; molded,

$15.

boards.

Reg.

Hi -Q. Wt. 11/2 lbs.
50 PLUGS & RECEPTACLES. Audio,
power,
chassis. panel & spkr.
ypes. Wt
Ibs.

SEVEN

25 -FT.
Asstd.

40 MOLDED CONDENS-

20

ERS,

wide

sortment,

including oils, porcelain, plastic. Reg. $8.
"FLEA- POWER" MINI MOTOR. Permanent
magnet, I t/2 to 3 VDC
to operate. 3.000 rpm.

Wt. 1 oz.
40
TUBE SOCKETS.
Wide asst. mica. print d.
shield-basd
incl.
Reg. $8. Wt. 2 lbs.
150
RESISTORS.
30
values: t/2 to 2 W. Reg.
$10. Wt. 2 lbs.
CRYSTAL MIKE- Postage-stamp slze. Crisp;

100 to 8,000 cps. Reg.
$5.
4 FILTER CHOKES, up
to 200 ma. Strap mtg.
Wt. 2 lbs. Reg. $5.
6
POPULAR DIODES,
Crystals and silicons.
Some worth $10!
6 TRANSISTOR SOCKETS,
with mounting

plate.

10 POWER SWITCHES,
115 VAC. Asstd. SPST.
DPST,
DPDT.
Shop

must!

SUPER
SOLAR

BATTERY
$10. Generates greater
energy than farmed B2M! 21/2 x
154 x 1/2" plug-in type.

Reg.

In handy case

Scoop!

s9. w /1"

$2.88

WIRE.

.. .5

....

163
1X2
5U4
5Y3
6405
SAKS

.

.

-

.

-

.

GALS

6AN8
6AQS

6AT6
6AU6
6AV6
60X4
6BA6
6BC5
65E6

-

.48
.75
.78
.59
.44
.39
.39
.53
,89
.59
.45
.56
.45
.72
.59
.59
.57
1.49
.87

ROLLS

colors,

stranding, Insulation.
y18 to 24. Wt. 2 lbs.
Reg. $3.75.
KNOBS.

Raytheon

precision, worth 85e
ea! Instrument types,
w /setmetal
insert,
screws.

Wt.

1

1h.

2 TRANSISTOR XFMRS.

UTC "ouncer" type. In
terstage; 1 x 3/4 X 3/4"

Imp. ratios unknown.
Color-coded leads. Reg.
$10.
20 PRINTED CIRCUITS,
assorted.
Integrals included. Reg. $7.

WORLD'S SMALLEST
13/4
RADIO KIT. 21/2
/permeability
o a5"
tuner, diode. all parts,
directions. Reg. $3.50.
5
DIAL-LITE ASSEMBLIES. Asstd. colored
jewels; for mini bulbs.
Reg. $3.50.
0-60 MINUTE TIMER.

Darkroom,
hop
use.
Sounds alarms W /glass
lchrome bezel. Wt. 3
bs. Reg. $7.
10 TUBULAR ELECTRO-

LYTICS. Singles &
duals; to 500
f; to
450V. Axial leads. Wt.
Reg. $15.

3 Ihs.

TUBE SALE!
OZ4

..$1.13
66070.. .98
6C4
.. .39
6CB8 -.
.59
6606
6CD6
615
616 .

6K6
6L6
654
6SA7

..
.,
,

.,

..
..
..

.,
6SK7 ..
651.17 ..
6U8 ...
6SC7

1.30
.49
.49
.49
1.00
.52
.69
.75
.59
.68
.85
.59
.59
.69
.44

100 CERAMIC CONDENSERS. Tubular,
popular makes. Wt. 1
Ib. Reg. $12.
40

DISC CONDENSERS
for transistor & submini work. Reg. $5.

40 PRECISION RESISTORS, carboloy & WW.
1O asstd. to 1 W; to
meg. Wt. 1 1b. Reg,
$25.
1

10 TIMING
MECHANISMS, 3- second. Intricate
gearing. Wt. 2
lbs. Reg. $3 ea.
60 HI -Q RESISTORS.
Finest made! LRC, A -B.
30 values; IS ohms to
10 m gs: 1/a to 2 W.
1,7e, 5Mo incl. Wt. 1
lb. Reg. $12,

20 FERRITE TUNED
COILS. Ant. osc., IF
Wt. 2 lbs. Reg. $15.
"ZIP" CORD,
40 -FT.
AC /DC
line, speaker
2

conductor.

lbs.
ROLLS

"MICRO"

cable.

State
color: BLACK,
BROWN, WHITE. Wt.
2

5

WIRE. 25 ft. roll. Ideal
for transistor & submini work. Hi -temp.
nylon, glass. 24 to 30.
Reg. $5.
"HOBBY" METER. O
to 32 VDC, 21/a" round,
hakel lte. Wt. 1 lb. Reg.
$5.
250 -It. HOOKUP WIRE.
asstd. colors,
instils
tion, stranding. 25'
lengths or longer. Wt.
3 lbs.

INT PENSScoop! Push -type, w/
td. colors ink, pock etholders. Wt. t/2 lb.
Reg. 69e each!
5

MEN'S CIGARETTE
LIGHTER! Precision
made, w /posiiive action. Windproof. In orig
inal loxes. $5 value!
MINI 0 -9999 COUNTER
by Veeder -Riot. Double ended shafts. Tape
rders,
motors, etc.
Reg- $5.

MINI
TIVE

SIGMA
RELAY.

SENSI-

10,000
ohms SPST with R/C
assembly- Reg. $6.50.

WRITE FOR FREE 12 -PAGE
SUMMER BARGAIN FLYER!

12" COAX HI -FI SPEAKER
40 to 15,000 cycles range. 12"
woofer, built-in extended range
tweeter & crossover. 6-8 ohm v

Hvy. Alnico magnet. Wt.
5 lbs. REG. $19.95

$8.88

HI -FI TWEETER
3 -SPEED PICKUP
Metal cased cone; 3.000 to 16.000
With turnover cartridge, 2 sapcps. Max rating, 20W.
2'+/8" x
6V6 ...
phire needles.
High outp,it,
21/2" w /Gat surface mtg. bracket.
6W4 ..,
hi-fi type.
$
^
Two
types: 8 ohm or 16 $3.99
6606
6W6
Reg. $8
only 2.99
6SK7
12AT6..
h at
Each.
I
HOW TO ORDER: I ORDER BY "BLACK TYPE" HEADLINES. i.e.
ONE POCKET MULTI -TESTER, $6.99
State price with each item. Send check or M.O. including sufficient postage;
excess returned. C.O.D. orders. 250/ down; rated, net 30 days. (Canada
postage. 454 lst lb., 28¢ ea. addl. Ib.)
EXPORT ORDERS INVITED
.
.

ALL

TRANSISTOP

THE BIGGEST DOLLAR
EVENT IN LEKTRON'S
SALES HISTORY!

ANY $I POLY -PAK
FR$EO
EACH
ORDER'
RDER

SAVE $3 TO $30 ON EACH OF THESE

20 ROTARY SWITCHES.
Asstd. gangs. Insulation.
contacts. Wide variety.
Wt. 3 lbs. Reg. $18.

FAMOUS

Regency

.

i

pedancc.

Vest Pocket

RADIO
READY
TO PLAYI

INCLUDING BATTERIES
and SENSITIVE PHONE
Lektron scoops the held with the
"hottest" pocket transistor radio
since the advent of the transistor!
Designed and built by Regency,
e of Americas great names in
radio. Uses an exclusive circuit
with RF. DET and AMP stages.
SMALLER THAN A PACK OF CID
ARETTES! -only 3 x 2 x 1". NO
EXTERNAL ANTENNA OR GROUND

495

-no hanging wires!

ity.
sitivlD'.
selectivity.
Attractive twotone styrene case.
Variable tuning, 540 to 1500 kcs.
READY TO PLAY when you receive
it! '1.000 -hour batteries and ultrasensitive phc:ne included in this
fabulously low price! Gift packed.
Wt. I oz.

6- TRANSISTOR SUPERHET

RADIO

KIT
ONLY17,99!'
See It advertised elsewhere for
many dollars more! Precision -eered
with sub -mini parts throughout.
Built -in super-ferri antenna: 21'2'
PM spkr. PRINTED CIRCUIT comled
th

PUSH -PULL, output.sExternalO"uppersonal'. phone included. Handsome
leather case, 61x 35 /s x 11/2". Resistors, condensers. sockets, IF's,
vol. control; Installation, operating
and service instructions. Less 6

transistors
2

Ins.

wt.

Ranges:

AO

OHMS /VOLT
MULTI- TESTER

Lowest

in

price

U. S. 4.1

0.17.99
Ready to go! Ws
x 35/5 x 21:s^
TEST LEAD:: INCL.

O to
1200, 600. 120.
20K ohms/volt DC; 10K
AC.
DC mils: O to
300. 12. 1.2: DC micro-amps: O
to 60; DC ohms: 0 to 10K, 100K,
1
meg, 10 megs: DB: 20 to -17;
CAPACITANCE: .0005 to .01: INDUCTANCE: 30 to 3,000 henrys.
Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

& DC V.:

30, 6.

ohms/volt

POCKET
MULTI -TESTER
31/2 x 2 x
lite case.

12" hake -

I00 ohms/

Zero adj. O /1 -/
150/1000 AC & DC V; 0/150 ma
0 /100.000 ohms. W /test leads &
battery: in orig. Pack. $6.99

volt.

$13 Value'

THREE -TUBE AC -DC

AMPLIFIER

Fully wired. ready for use.

Reg.

$5. Separate vol., tone $q,/ttt
controls. Lowest price ever! LL
TUBES, $1.91 EXTRA

HEARING -AID PHONES
W /CORDS & PLUGS

............$1.19

CRYSTAL ..
DYNAMIC (5,000 050151....

1.69

HI -FI 12" SPEAKER

40 to 10.000 cycles. Famous make.
6.8 ohm v.c. Hvy. Alnico $4.44

lnlmet.

LEKTRON

May, 1958

Ship.

& diode.

20,000

Wt-

3

lbs....

131 -1133 EVERETT AVE.
CHELSEA 50, MASS.

!O1

Single -Stick Antenna

BASIC
TELEVISION

LEARN

(Continued from page 62)

The whole world of black and white television
is before you for only $10.00.

New 5- volume Rider "picture
book" course by Dr. Alexander Schure teaches the complete basic principles and
practices of black and white
television easily, quickly and
understandably. You can master the basics of television
easily, rapidly and thoroughly

NOW AVAILABLE

with this "learn by pictures"
training course.

No

experience, education needed

BASIC TELEVISION uses the same methods that have
proven so successful in the famous Rider "picture books"
on electricity and electronics. This comprehensive course
presents Basic Television in simple, down-to -earth language that everyone can understand regardless of
previous education. All that is assumed is that you have
a knowledge of radio. Every phase of television is made
instantly clear explained in plain English supported
by carefully prepared, large and exciting drawings that
make every idea crystal -clear.

-

-

5

complete volumes

It starts with the transmitter and discusses in detail the
following subjects: Volume 1 deals with the transmitter;
the handling and the operation of the camera ; formation
of the picture signal and the general content of the transmitter. Volume 2 covers the organization of the entire
TV receiver treating each section individually from antenna to picture tube. Volumes 3, 4 and 6 contain the

TV receiver circuit explanations. Each volume covers a
specific number of sections in the receiver. In effect, the
presentation is like a spiral first an overall view of the
whole, and then the detailed explanation of each part.
The most perfect modern teaching technique. The result

-

-

maximum understanding.

Learn at home -no correspondence

-

there's no need
This course is so complete, so different
for the usual letter writing, question and correspondence.
You learn in the comfort of your home, in your spare
at your own pace.
time

...

An

Opportunity to check your knowledge

Some people who have bought and read BASIC TELEVISION may feel that they would like to check their
knowledge. For these people, an arrangement covering
an examination service has been made with the New York
Technical Institute, the extension division of the New
York Institute of Technology, a non -profit two year term
college chartered by the New York State Board of Regents.
This service is completely independent of John F. Rider
Publishers, Inc.. and is offered as a non -profit public
service of the Institute. Write for details to N. Y. Technical Institute, 500 Pacific St., Brooklyn 17, N. Y.
10-day examination -Money Back Guarantee
Send today for these exciting new training courses
you risk nothing! When you receive the volumes, examine them in your own home for 10 full days. If, at the
end of that time, you're not completely satisfied, we will
simply return your full purchase price! Total cost for
this 5- volume course is only $10.00! In Canada, prices
approximately 5% higher.

-

ORDER TODAY

These books are sold by electronics parts jobbers and
book stores. If YOUR dealer doesn't have these books,
mail this coupon to us.
JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC.

116 West 14th St., N.Y.C.

PE -5

Please send' me
5 -vol. BASIC TELEVISION set (soft cover) at $10.00
per set
Deluxe cloth bound edition all 5 vols. in a single binding $11.50

I have enclosed $-

o

I understand I may return the books In 10 days. and
receive a complete refund of the full purchase price it
I am not satisfied.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY 8. STATE
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line? Sounds like you're trying to sell me
a bill of goods! Why is it necessary to
prune the length of the line ?"
"Because the transmission line doesn't
provide an exact match to the antenna at
all frequencies," I replied. "This mismatch
is reflected down the line and appears at
the end of the line. It may develop that
your particular transmitter doesn't `like'
the impedance presented to it by the line.
I f that's the case, you might have a situation where you can't load the transmitter.
Some transmitters are more tolerant of
this situation than others, you know."
"The transmission line isn't perfectly
matched ?" he asked dubiously. "Isn't that
bad ?"
"No," I said. "As a matter of fact, the
mismatch expressed in terms of the stand ing wave ratio (SWR) on the transmission
line is just about 1.5:1 at the resonant frequency of the antenna. That's quite reasonable, and practically all amateur transmitters will work well with ratios up to 3:1 or
so. I just wanted to emphasize that if the
antenna doesn't seem to tune properly on
a certain frequency, you can cure the
trouble by adding another ten feet or so to
the length of the coaxial transmission line.
I just don't want you calling me up at 3
a.m. some morning and telling me you can't
get on 15 meters because the antenna
doesn't work. I know it does. So I'm just
anticipating some of your questions."
"Right -o," laughed the young Novice,
gathering up the pencil sketches. He
started to move toward the door.
As a parting shot, I said : "Don't try and
cheat on the antenna wire. Use hard-drawn
copper wire. Soft copper wire might tend
to break or snap, and you don't want that
to happen."
Tommy paused in the doorway and
asked "Is there any reason why I can't put
a regular TV antenna on top of the tower
so we can get good reception? Dad is agitating for a good antenna, and it'll make
him happy if the tower can serve two purposes."
"No reason at all why you can't do just
that," I replied. "In fact, a TV antenna
atop the tower is a perfect disguise. Nobody can guess that the installation isn't
just a simple TV tower."
I called after him, "keep
"By the way
the ends of the 80 -meter dipole about ten
feet clear of the ground. There's a good
amount of r.f. present at the ends of the
wires, and some neighborhood kids may
get `bit' if they touch the wires when you're
[0}
on the air."
:

-"

Always say you saw it
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ELECTRONICS

VIDEO ELECTRIC COMPANY says: DOWN WITH RISING COSTS OF ELECTRON TUBES
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K5
K7
6BL76GT
6BN
601

6

SY 4G
6A
,6pß

q

1P 7 GT

4G
11{501
IL6

6ÁG7

SRSGT

T

66cc6G
6CG7

6AQS6

601.66

2ÁF4

64571701

BAR 5
651
6ÁT6

38 CS
3826

3816
3086

6A¿j4G1

3056

ÁV 6

4BQ15
4827
SASS
5P1ß
SAVB

51 1
516

5ÚáG

55V6GT
4G

42

43

45

5085

K7

7B

vat
7g7
C6
707
7E6

7

65A1
SSG7

56
57

715

iz5ñ70T

705

6Qq
65ßG1

5005

501.601
507L6

12507
12517
12SK7

7g8

6L7

68Gß
6806
6ßF5

39144

12867
í28Y7
12Cp5
1216
12557

gK6G7
6K7
6Kß

65X401
65X501
6Bß
6ßA8

35 501
35Z

7 AB

17

645'

3S4

1215

6.);

666655:V66561

3V4

35GGT

7A7

6E6
14

3Q2

L

P6

6058
6CÚ6
..c 6

51)501

35p5
3585

126E6
12ßF6
12gN7

15 41XX
îA5

6GN

2526
2
26

12pV 4GT
12PX
PX1
pZ7
12
1264
12856

66G

6CAl7

5

1

661/L(45

6ÁN8
1X2

121

674
678
6Uß
6y 4GT
6V4 G1

6C6
6Cg6

BALS
BPL9
68ÁM8

?i2i01:04z

12PÚ7

6557
6

65

155
114

AT6

12pÚ6

65N7
5Q

6801
68N5G
5426
6827

65 4
6505

SÑSGT

y2pñ5
12

65F7
65K7
65L7 Gt

75
76

j2V66GT
12X4

77

7E7

12

7F7

14pt 11287
486

7F8
1N7

707
%71XXFM
7y4%%

666060

Bp

g416Z 4
117

11726

407

11140401

$37.00
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SEND foi

our

BE

FREE

WE HAVE OVER
(000 USED TV SETS

Complete
TUBE &
PARTS LIST
and order
blank.

At All Tìmes In Our Huge Warehouse. Buy en o
of these
WORKING TVse for oellro
and set!
Ails sets
your o
onditionl
in GOOD WORKING
Voor choice -Console er Table

FREE
RCA

FREE

"Cheater"

Cord Given

with

Any Tube Order of
$7.00 or Morel!

Bonus Antenna
Given with Any
TV Set Order!!

Model.

10"
..$23.00 19'
12" ..$28.00 20"
14"
..$33.00
17'
..$46.00 21"
17" ...546.00 24"

..$58.00
..$64.00
..$72.00
..599.00

When ordering TVs, state whether table model
sole

desired.

Also,

preference

make of set. All TVs sent rails
way express F.O.B. Newark. On
any quantity, WIRE or CALL
today!

FREE POSTAGE

al

U.S.A. and Territories
orders o r $5.00. 25C handling
charge o
orders under $5.00.
25e.g

deposit

C.O.D.'s.

required

Please send eppree i.
rate postage or freight on Cana-

dian and

foreign orders. Subject

prior sale.

i

May, 1958
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ter gain control than would an almost

Install a P.A. System
(Continued front page 67)
holder may, be employed in this situation.
The record player (if used) should have
a spring-loaded tone arm which will not
jump grooves when subject to minor vibration. And all connecting cables or leads
should have screw -on type connectors and
plugs to minimize the chance of a connection lead pulling loose while the system is
in operation.
ADJUSTMENT AND OPERATION
Compared to, say, a communications receiver or a hi -fi preamplifier, a p.a. amplifier has relatively few controls. However,
these must be adjusted properly if the system is to give satisfactory performance.
First, where several microphones are
used, their individual gain (or fader) controls should be adjusted for balanced pickup, except for the "solo mike," which is
adjusted for individual performers. The
master gain control is adjusted to insure
adequate volume for the individual operating conditions encountered, and is used for
over -all increases or decreases in volume.
For example, a filled auditorium, with its
higher background noise level, would normally require a higher setting of the mas-

FREE
12"
TY SET

with every
tube
of

order

$100.00

or more.

INDIVIDUALLY BOXED!
GUARANTEED ONE YEAR!
.

FACTORY BOXED
FACTORY IRREGULARS
NEW JAN SURPLUS
EQUIPMENT TUBES

ALWAYS 1000

FREE
16" TV SET
$200.00
or more.
der of

EXPORT ORDERS
INVITED

MANUFACTURERS
ORDERS INVITED

PROMPT DELIVERY!
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

11.145

1NSGT
IRS
ISO
1T4
1V2

TWO SET COUPLER

EVERY OR.

DER OF $8.50 OR
MORE!
Bonus TV sets are

with

cabinet and
picture
tube
F.O.B. our ware.

house.

5L4
1L6
1 LA4
1LA6
1LB4
1 LC5
1 LC6
I LDS
I LE3

1U4
IUS

FREE!
shipped

TYPES IN STOCK

OZ4
IA7GT
1B3GT
1 CSGT
5C6
1C7G
1D5GP
1H4G
116ßT

1L144

with every raving tube or-

WITH

empty room.
The tone control (or controls) is generally set for the most natural reproduction of the amplified material, but may
be adjusted to other settings under special
conditions. Where acoustic feedback is a
problem, this can sometimes be minimized
by adjusting the tone control to reduce
the treble range. When a particular
speaker has a rough, high -pitched or raspy
voice, the p.a. operator can often compensate by judicious use of the tone control,
giving the amplified voice a better quality,
even if not fully natural.
Before any p.a. installation is completed,
the installer-designer should check its
over -all performance, listening in various
areas to insure that adequate coverage has
been obtained. If there is any question
concerning the location of a particular
loudspeaker, a quick test may be made by
using a spare general-purpose loudspeaker.
(Commercial p.a. companies setting up
expensive installations frequently use a
"sound level" meter which provides a meter
reading of sound reaching any one area.)
The test loudspeaker may consist of a
standard cone unit mounted in a wall
baffle and equipped with a small handle
and a roll of hookup wire.
30

With

slight adjust
e is and minmmum labor

1X2
2A3
287
2D21
3A4
3AS
3ALS

3AU6
3BZ6
3BC5

3BN6

-

they
can
restored

new.

be

like

3046

3Q5GT
354

3V4
4BQ7
4827

Below Is a Partial List -Send for
FREE Complete List and Order Form
.45 6US
.54 12AV7
.79 6BE6
.42 SAME
.42 5AN8
.66 SÁ95
.40 SATE
.25 5J6
.25 5T8
.42 5U4G
.45 SUB
.46 5V4G
.45 5V6GT
.54 5X8

.5S

.46
.58
.48
.46
.56
.56
.63
.46
.49
.50
.45
.50
.46
.45
.70

.66
.49

54
.95
.50
.50
.52
.52
.57
.57
.57
.57
.55
.S6
.46
.S5
.75
.75

.39 6UB
.79 6BF5
1.17 6V3
.49 6BG6G
.79 66146
.50 6V6GT
.46 6W4GT
.59 6816
.67 6W6GT
.79 6665
.75 6X4
.48 6967
.79 6BL7GT .74 6X5
.57 6BN6
.57 6 %8
.49 6607GT .79 7A4
.75 7A5
.79 6807
.57 7A6
.38 6BY5G
573
.75 7A7
5Y40
.42 66Z7
.36 748
.44 6C4
5Z3
.50 7AÚ7
6A7
.56 6C136
BAB
.46 6CD6G 1.17 754
.44 6CÚ6
.79 785
68B4
.66
606
.47 766
6AC7
.75 6E5
.43 787
6AF4
6F5
.36 788
6405
.49
.37 7C4
.68 6F6
6AC7
.37 7C5
6AN4GT .69 6H6
1.59 7C6
.70 6J4
6AH6
.38 7C7
6ÁK5
.53 6J5
.48 7E5
GALS
.41 6J6
.38 7E6
.79 6K6GT
6AM8
.38 7E7
6AN8
.79 667
.45 816
.67 7F7
6405
.59 7F8
.47 6N7
BASS
.39 707
64570 2.20 607
.38 654
.39 7N7
6AT6
.70 707
6AT6
.79 65807
.47 7X7
6AU4GT .64 6587
.75 7Y4
6AUSOT .60 6587Y
.47 7Z4
.42 6SC7
6A1.16
.40 1284
.79 6507
6AÚ8
.42 1286
6AVSGT .64 65147
.42 12AB5
.38 6517
6AV6
.49 12AQ5
.89 6567
6AW8
6AX4GT .65 65L7GT .56 12AT6
6AX5GT .56 65N7GT .56 12AT7
.46 12AU6
.46 65417
6886
.40 12AÚ7
.49 6557
65C5
.95 1211V6
.89 674
BRCS
.52
678
.87
65DSGT

.79
.79
.45
.39
.52
.38
.38
.74
.48
.52
.44
.44
.44
.69
.43
.40
.41
.42
.46
.40
.41
.42
.44
.44
.44
.48
.58
.65
.74
.57
.58
.64
.34
.39
.59
.40
.59
.49
.40
.65
.42
.58
.41

12J5

12L6
12SÁ7
12507
I25J7

.66
.39
.59
.47
.54
.44
.47
.59
.56
.39
.44
.59
.36
.44
.44
.44
.69

12567
125L7GT
125N7GT
125Q7
12V6GT
12W6
12X4
14A7
1486
14Q7
1978
196060 1.17
25506GT
.84
.79
25CA5
25CD6
1.29
.99
25CU6
.46
25 L6GT
25W4GT
.42
25Z6
.36
27

3585
35CS
3SL6GT

35W4

35Y4
35Z3
35250T
39/44
SORS
5005
SODS
SOL6GT
80

84/6Z4
117L7GT

117N7ß7
117PIOT
117Z3
117Z6GT

.24
.47
.47
.46
.38
.38
.40
.38
.25
.47
.47
.47
.44
.39
.45
1.25

1.25
1.25
.36
.61

Receiving Tubes Sent Parcel Post

Used Tubes, Electrically Perfect Factory Seconds. Brand New Factory
Seconds and New and Used Jan Sur-

plus Tubes.

FREE POSTAGE! On All Orders
Shipped In U.S.A., Territories
and A.P.O.'s. Send 25F for han-

dling on

orders under $5.00.
send approx. postage on
Canadian and foreign orders.
Excess will be refunded.
Please

ITANDARD
432 HARRISON AVENUE. HARRISON, N. J.
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Make Your Own Disc Records
(Continued from page 46)
ing lacks highs during playback, introduce
more treble boost while recording. If the
recording is too brilliant, decrease the
treble emphasis.
Chip Control. The hair -like chip thrown
off by the cutting stylus should tend to pile
up at the center of the disc. If it doesn't,
the stylus will eventually tangle in it. The
result is skipped grooves, distortion, plops
and other disturbances. This can be prevented by the use of a small, soft paint
brush. The operator simply brushes the
chips to the center spindle as the recording
progresses.
A more elaborate arrangement can be
employed by the ambitious recordist. Note
the mechanical setup on page 46. A vacuum cleaner supplies the power, and a large
container such as a waste can, partially
filled with water, serves as a receiver for
the chips, allowing safe storage until disposal. The water is necessary to retard the
highly flammable characteristics of the

Make More Money Soon

Fixing Electric
Appliances
Train at Home in Spare Time

acetate chips.

A flat cover is fashioned to fit the container. It is important that the cover be
smooth to insure a good air seal. As shown,
two holes are drilled, one to receive the
vacuum hose from the cleaner, one to
accept the 5/s" hose from the recorder. The
larger hose from the cleaner should fit
snugly through the top for a distance not
to exceed a half -inch. The smaller %" hose
should fit snugly also and should extend
through the cover at least four inches but
not so far as to create water turbulence,
causing water to be drawn into the cleaner.
The length of hose from the cutter arm
to the container should not be any longer
than it need be, as a hose of this small
diameter will load the vacuum cleaner excessively. The cutter arm is fitted with 1/2"
i.d. copper tubing, mitered and soldered as
illustrated so that the flared end will
be positioned to the left, in front of the
recording arm. In cutting position, the end
of the tubing should be within %" of the
cutting surface of the blank.
The remaining end of the 5/e" hose is
telescoped over the rear end of the tubing.
All burrs should be removed from the
copper tube upon completion so as not to
encourage clogging while in use.
To use the chip remover, turn on the
vacuum and begin cutting. It may be necessary to start the removal action by guiding
the chips to the pickup tube with the paint
brush. The majority of vacuum cleaners
have sufficient capacity for the removal
action to start at once. And once it begins,
it will continue to the end.
May,

1958

Better Pay-More Opportunities
Get into a field where there is important work and opportunity for the trained man. Millions of electric appliances
are sold every year. Every wired home now has an average
of 8. Many of them need service and repair. Owners pay
well to have them fixed quickly, properly. This is your opportunity for a better job, your own part time or full time
business. NRI can give you the training you need, at home,
in your spare time.

Spare Time Earnings Start Soon
Soon after starting you will be able to earn extra cash fixing

toasters, clocks, fans, vacuum cleaners, etc., for neighbors
and friends. Keep your job while learning and earning. Put
spare time to work for you. Work in your basement, garage,
spare room. You'll be amazed how easily, quickly you, too,
can start earning many extra dollars. NRI shows you how.
Even before you finish training your spare time earnings
may pay for the course and equipment.

NRI Sends Tester to Learn and Earn
need proper equipment to service today's automatic appliances.
With this course you get parts to build professional type, multi -use
Appliance Tester. You learn to use it. Talms guess work out of
servicing. Mail coupon for FREE
T ou

book and Sample Lesson. See how
easy it is to learn. Find out about
NRI
school that for more than 40
years has been training men, through
home study, for success. good pay

-a

jobs. Our reputation, record, experience back up this course. Write now

to: NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE,
Dept. D4E8, Washington, D. C.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Dept. D4E6, Weshlneton 16. D. C.

Send me Lesson and Book Free. No Salesman will call.
Name

Age

Address
City

Zone...

State

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL
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Card File Trañimitter

TV TUBES, CIRCUITS,
VOLTAGE, LAMPS, ETC.

(Continued from page 78)

All- Around Portable Tesler
Ruggedly constructed, the Test -O -Matic helps you
"trouble- shoot" any tube or electrical circuit. Use it
for Radio, TV, Ham gear, Hi -Fi, Motors, Appliances
. everything around the house. Handy,
compact,
battery operated, it's only 33/4" wide by 6" high.
Equipped with Loctal, Octal and 7 and 9 pin miniature tube sockets, pin straighteners and high voltage
indicator. Handsome black case with gold tone panel.
CONTAINS OWN FLASHLITE
BATTERY OPERATED. No AC

Money Back Guarantee

04$9 95

DAROD

ELECTRONICS, INC.
MT. VERNON, N. Y.
L-'
tl

DAROD ELECTRONICS, INC.,

Dept. P -5
54 West First St., Mount Vernon, N. Y.

a
tl
II
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Please rush
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testers prepaid.

Send C.O.D.(plus

n

NAME

0

STREET

I

enclose $9.95 for each.

post.lAm enclosing$1.00 deposit for ea.

I

tightening J1, make sure the lead coming
from RFC1 can be soldered to it.
The filter capacitor (C5) can be placed
between the chassis and the cabinet. If
C5 has a metal mounting ring and lug,
this must be removed to prevent it from
shorting connections under the chassis.
The coil form is the base of an old octal base tube. Some of these have a loose glass
envelope that can be twisted off. If it is
tight, place the tube in a bag and carefully
break the glass envelope. Remove all the
glass and glue from the inside of the base.
Heat the pins and remove the wires in
them. Then drill two small holes in the
base to pass the wires from the coil to
pins 1 and 8 in the base.
Use No. 20 gauge enamel wire for the
coil (L1) and pass it through the hole nearest the pins. Then insert it into pin 8 and
solder it. Looking at the pin end of the
base, wind 30 turns in a counterclockwise
direction. This should take you up to the
second hole in the base.
Leave enough wire to reach through
pin 1. Solder it as you did pin 8. To wind
another coil for 40 meters, use 16 turns of
wire.

CITY & STATE

WE ARE NOT

TRYING TO

ATTRACT

ATTENTION

BUT...

Operation. To check out the rig, connect a 0 -100 milliammeter across a plug
which fits your key jack. Plug the meter
in the key jack, plug in the line cord, and
turn on the toggle switch.
During warm -up, the meter pointer will
move up and you can read the amplifier
current on the meter. Tune C4 in either

HAVE YOU SEEN

MICROLOG

1
t%°

The only completely miniaturized analog
computer. You will solve algebra, calculus
and higher mathematics after a few hours
practice. No extensive knowledge of math
required!

WINO COIL

BETWEEN
HOLES

Fig. 2.

The

coil form

should be drilled as
shown at left. Front view
of the file card box below
shows the cabinet holes.

O

EBE Inc. Computer Mfg. Div.
1015 Atkin Ave., Salt Lake City, Utah

COIL FORM

Send one Microlog encl. $89.95
Send free information
Send catalog on other computers.
ATTACH NAME AND ADDRESS

GERMAN

AUTOMATIC
Blank Cartridges
No Permit Required

6 -SHOT

REIZ

cäß

Latest Model
Fully Automatic

,!

Self ejecting clip. Firing spring adju.tahie! Precision made by the Finest West
German Gunsmiths- Wonderful for sporting events, theatrical performances. to
scare would -be attackers, etc. t" long.
perfectly balanced. Sold on a
y hack
antee mot available to r dents of
Californial -Send ú.f15 Cash, check or htoncy
BEST VALUES COMPANY, Dept. G -82. 403 Market SL, Newark, N. J.

'6.9á
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direction until you notice the current suddenly drop. Tuning further in the same direction will cause the current to go up
again. When the tube is oscillating, the
current is very low (without a load on the
transmitter) ; and when we tune past the
range, the tube stops oscillating and the
current rises.
The cabinet is connected to one side of
the line, and therefore must never be connected to a separate ground such as a
radiator. Serious shocks can result if both
the cabinet and a separate ground are
touched at the same time. To avoid this,
we recommend an isolation transformer.
And make sure to polarize the line plug
to insure that the chassis will be at line
potential.
Depending on the type of antenna used,
there are several ways in which the transmitter can be coupled to it. One is to
connect the antenna lead -in to an insulated
screwdriver, and then scratch the tank coil
one turn at a time until optimum coupling
is obtained. A better way is to wind two
or three turns of wire around the tank
coil, and connect one end to the chassis
and the other to the antenna. An antenna
tuning unit can also be used. See the
amateur handbooks for coupling methods
if this is your first transmitter.
30

-

Notch Your Hi -Fi
(Continued from page 83)
selector switch to the second position. Set
the audio oscillator at 2800 cps. The meter
should indicate a null. If it does not, readjust Rl, R.¢, and R6 slightly.
Repeat the same procedure with the selector switch at position three, and with
the audio oscillator at 28,000 cps. You can
then remove the paper from the panel,
taking care to mark its position, and ink
in the calibration points.
There are approximately 30° at both ends
of the dial that are unused. The reason for
these unused portions is that at the end of
the dial scale the potentiometers become
nonlinear and might not give a proper null.
Operation. The unit is now ready for
use either as an audio- frequency meter or
as a stop -band filter. It will give a null of
about 40 db (a voltage ratio of 100 to 1).
Figure 3 shows the output voltage vs. frequency characteristic for a 60 -cps setting.
If the unit is to be used as a filter, connect it in series with the circait to be filtered and set the pointer to the desired
frequency.
To use the unit as an audio- frequency
meter, connect the unknown signal to the
input and a detector (earphones, oscilloJust For Examining COYNE'S New Set

get this big, brand new book, "150
Radio- Television Picture Patterns and Diagrams Explained," absolutely FREE! Just off
the press. Gives complete 11 s 22" Schematic
Diagrams on leading models Radio and TV Sets.
Easy -to -read, large 8x/2 x 11, pages, with full
instructions on how to use the diagrams. A "must" in every
repair kit. You get this book as a FREE Gift for asking to
see Coyne's new 7 -book set, "Applied Practical Radio -TeleYea, you

vision!"

MONEY- MAKING "KNOW -HOW" ON
TRANSISTORS. COLOR TV AND SERVICING

AT LAST!

Coyne's great 7- volume set gives you all the answers to
servicing problems -quickly! For basic "know -how" that's
easy to understand, you'll find everything you want in Volumes 1 to 5 on over 5000 practical facts and data. Every
step is completely explained from fundamentals to installing, servicing and trouble- shooting all types of radio and TV
sets. So -up -to -date it covers COLOR TV, UhIF and the latest
information on TRANSISTORS. All this plus Volume
NEW Coyne TECHNICAL DICTIONARY with over 4000 definitions of the latest terms, symbols and abbreviations in
radio -TV, electronics and electricity.

SEND NO MONEY! Just mail counon for 7- volume set on 7 days
free trial. We'll include book of 150 TV -Radio Patterns and Diagrams. If you keep the set, pay $3 in 7 days and $3 per month
until $24.50 plus postage is paid. (Cash price, only $22.95.) Or
you can return the library at our expense in 7 days and owe nothing. YOU BE THE JUDGE. Either way, the book of TV -Radio Patterns Is yours FREE to keep! Offer is limited. ACT NOWT

7-

EXTRA!

868

FREE!

PAGE TV

CYCLOPEDIA INCLUDED!
For speedy nn- the -ob use, you get
Vol.
famous Coyne CYCLOPEDIA. Answers problema on servicing,
alignment, installation, etc. in easy
ABC order. Use this 7- volume TVRADIO LIBRARY FREE for 7 days;
get the Servicing Book FREE!

6-

FREE

New Supplementa

With your set you
also get Coyne's annual Supplement Service FREE for 5 years.
Keeps you up-to -date
on latest radio and TV
developments. Yours
absolutely FREE, if
you act nowt

Book FREE
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ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
Pauline
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BOOK -FREE TRIAL COUPON!

Educational Book Publishing Division
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept. 58 -PE
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, Ill.
YES! Send 7- Volume "Applied Practical Radio- Television" for 7 days
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Address
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scope or a.c. voltmeter) to the output. Rotate the indicator knob until a sharp null is

A BOX IS NOT

obtained, then read the frequency directly
from the dial.
Single- Frequency Unit. If a filter for
a single frequency such as 60 cps is desired, it can be built into a unit as small
as a cigarette package. For such a unit,
the wiring would be as shown in Fig. 1.
A 60 -cps filter would require only three
potentiometers. R2 and R3 should be 1
megohm and R1 should be 250,000 ohms.
Cl, C2, and C3 should all be 0.005 µfd.
The preliminary adjustment for R2 and
R3 should be 750,000 ohms, and R1 should
be set at 187,500 ohms. When a 60 -cps
signal is applied, adjust Rl, RS, and R3 for
maximum null.
Since these potentiometers are not
ganged, a better resistance ratio can be obtained and the unit will give a 60 -db null
(1000 to 1 voltage ratio). When you eliminate stray 60 -cps pickup with this filter,
be sure to use a shielded cable from the

A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT!
No skilled musical instrument
maker. including even those in aboriginal tribes, has ever found a rectangular box satisfactory. IN SPITE
OF THIS, today many HI-FI speaker
cstems proclaim the ultimate in
high fidelity. yet they employ nothing
more than the most elementary boxes

to perform the complicated function
of transforming the vibrations of the

loudspeaker into sound.

In the KARLSON PATENTED. ENCLOSURES, specially curved internal

and external structures are used to
peryou
eh
available int
formance
ce apabilitieshav
industry today. Actually the Karlson
Enclosure is one of the most fabulous
musical instruments ever created and
is
frocmpabbabY ebrea s to the mighty
roar of thunder. After long and rigs tests. we know definitely that
the Earlson Enclosure can outperform all other units now available on the market at any price.

th

s

Despite their fantastic performance characteristics these units
are available to you in 20 different models in KIT, UNFINISHED
AND FINISHED FORMS, at prices you can afford, ranging from
$10.00 to $174.00.
SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOG TODAY AND LEARN
HOW THE KARLSON ENCLOSURE CAN BE FITTED TO YOUR
SPECIFIC NEEDS.

',PAT. 1;2.516.619.

r

KARLSON ASSOCIATES, INC., Dept. PE8
1610 Neck Road
Brooklyn 29, N. Y.

I

1
1

1 Please send catalog.

1

1

1
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1

1
1

Address
1

City

lummimmommownwmuml
state

output terminals.
For those who might like a filter for some
other frequency, the design equations are
given here (the components refer to Fig. 1) :
R2 =R3; R1 =1,6, R2; C1= C2 =C3; R2 =225,000/f x C, where f is in cps and C is in pfd.
To obtain a null, all of the conditions of
these equations must be met.

Trick Tones
(Continued from page 50)

EASIER
FASTER
BETTER!

capacitor

KESTER SOLDER
FREE:

"Soldering Simplified"
Send for

16- page booklet
your copy today.

-

For TV, Radio Soldering

Everything Electrical

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY

4275 Wrightwood Avenue

Chicogo 39, Illinois, U.S.A.

r
1,000,000.00

C is

varied from 0.001 to 0.02 µfd.,

you can get the sound of a motor boat and
other engines. The larger the capacitor
used at C, the slower the engine sounds. If
you have a wide range of capacitance values
available, you can vary the speed of your
"motor" to suit almost any condition from
a slow idle to full speed ahead!
For the tick of an ordinary, spring -wound
alarm clock, R is a 1-megohm resistor and
C is a 0.25 -µfd. capacitor. Put the headset
in a hard -surfaced cardboard box to give
the sound a little echo -and there you are!
The slower tick of a pendulum clock can be
R2

R

CASH

CONFEDERATE
11
MONEY
ONLY $2.98
Be a deep -south
millionaire with
moey to burn.
You can
every1
thing with
ith this
spend it. A mil-ll::1
-.
lion bucks i
$10'5, $20 . Ic .productions of genuine Confederate money I
550's, etc. Authen
th a ten -spot.
plus Cronus bills. Light your cigarettes or cigars
You get a million for $2.98 or four million for w $10, postpaid.
BEST VALUES CO , Dept. M.346, 903 Market St., Newark, N. 1.
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Fig. 3. Power supply for use with audio oscillator. Any supply delivering about 100 volts will do.
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obtained by changing R to 2.2 megohms.
How about the sound of a dripping faucet? It's easy. Use 1 megohm at R and
1.0 ¡dd. at C. The click will now have just
enough "beep" in it to make it sound quite
realistic.
Other Circuits. These are just a few
examples of what can be done. There are
other basic oscillator circuits, other transformers, many capacitors and resistors
and changes in any of these will give you
new and often entirely different results.
If you have an audio amplifier with tone
controls, try hooking your audio oscillator
to the input of your amplifier. Substitute
a 2200 -ohm resistor for the headphones, and
connect a shielded cable from the amplifier
"Tuner Input" across it. A whole new field
of adventure opens up, as you try different
speakers, volume controls, and settings of
the tone controls.
-03
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The Truth Detector
(Continued from page 56)

ASY TERMS
AVAILABLE
I

from her chair and bolted for the door.
"Well, I suppose I could ask that little
redhead next door to assist me." I grinned
broadly. "She's a very cooperative little
thing and "
"Her and her infrared hair!" snarled
the Wife, instantly leaping back into the
chair. "If anybody's going to get tested
it's going to be me!"
"I figured you'd see it that way," I
admitted.

WORLD'S LARGEST STOCKS
Here's everything in Electronics
for Experimenters, Builders, Amateurs, Servicemen, Engineers and
Hi-Fi Hobbyists:

-

-

Amazing Build- Your -Own KNIGHT-KITS
Hi -Fi Music Systems & Components
Recorders & Phono Equipment
TV Tubes, Antennas, Accessories
Public Address Systems
Amateur Station Equipment
Latest Test Instruments
Industrial Electronic Suppies
Parts, Tubes, Transistors, Tools and Bags

SWIFTLY ATTACHING the tracer

cables, I plugged the instrument into
the wall socket and smiled calmly across
the cabinet at my wife who sat tensely
upright, obviously waiting for a searing
jolt of juice.
"Relax," I chuckled. "Just relax and
answer these questions I'm going to ask."
"Ask away," she replied nervously.
"Are you over thirty ?"
"Not yet and you know it!" she hotly
denied.

The needle on the dial was motionless.
"Are you jealous of our little neighbor ?"
"Of course not!" she tittered.
The needle stood stock-still.
"Would you like a mink coat ?"
"Not especially," she said indifferently.
The needle didn't even quiver.
"How about me helping with the dinner
dishes ? "
"Crazy!" she agreed.
The needle swung wildly.
"It works beautifully!" I exclaimed.
c.
c yu u wcc ,y ,..s yV
head off, but the moment you told the
May 1958
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on everything in Electronics
fast, dependable service
send today for your FREE 1958
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truth -bam, how that needle reacted!"
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THE SECRET OF

"BUYING SMART"
costs you only a Dollar!
You've noticed how some people seem to
have a knack for buying photo equipment.
Before they go into a store they know the
kind of equipment they want, the manufacturer, model, features, and the price.
They've compared beforehand ... and saved
themselves time, effort and money.
What's the secret? For many it's the
Photography Directory & Buying Guide . .
a handsome catalog of all photographic
equipment on the market compiled by the
editors of Popular Photography. It tells you
everything you want to know about more
than 5,000 products, from cameras and
lenses to film and filters -for black and
white or color, for movie or still photography.
The cost? Only $1.00.

1958

Edition

Has These

Extra
Features

Besides listing over 5,000 new photo
products (and illustrating more than 1,000
of them), the 1958 Photography Directory &
Buying Guide includes helpful, simplified

CAMERA COMPARISON CHARTS.

These charts compare the prices, shutter
ranges, lens speeds and other features of over
300 press, 35mm and reflex cameras. In addition, a special 16-page section on FOTO
FACTS gives data and figures on filters,
films, lenses, exposure and conversion scales.
An exclusive bonus, PHOTO SHORTCUTS
points out ways to save money when you
shoot, light, print and process. A section on
PORTRAIT LIGHTING SETUPS lists
tested diagrams for lighting a model. As
additional features, the 1958 Photography
Directory suggests sample MODEL RELEASE FORMS and a roundup of the
LATEST BOOKS ON PHOTOGRAPHY.
You'll be able to buy the new Photography
Directory soon. This 1958 Edition, priced at
only $1.00, will sell fast! So to insure yourself
of a copy, reserve one at your newsstand or
photo dealer's now.

ZIFF -DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
64 E.

IIO

Lake Street, Chicago 1, Illinois

"What a perfectly insulting thing to
say!" she cried, her eyes blazing with
fury.
"Nothing but the everloving truth, my
dear," I assured her. "This instrument,
unlike human beings, is completely dependable, entirely truthful."
"I refuse to believe it!" she muttered.
"For an allegedly enthusiastic student
of psychology, you certainly find it convenient to retreat into plain old garden variety stubbornness," I complained. "You
can be very scientific-so long as it's
somebody else whose emotional or mental
innards are being examined; but just let
one of your little
"What about you ?" she demanded icily.
"Yeh, what about me ?"
"Do you really have 'implicit faith in

-"

your old Truth Detector? Do you ?"
"Of course I do!" I allowed. "Why
shouldn't I? I built it, didn't I! I guess I
ought to recognize an impartial, accurate
piece of electronic ingenuity when I've put
it together, component by component!"
Her smile was fetchingly evil.
"Okay, wise boy, then let's try it on
you for size!"

IHAD WALKED right into that one

with my big mouth wide open. But,
then, it happens to the best of us.
"You want to try it on me ?" I inquired weakly.
"Edison read by the light of his own
electric lights, didn't he ?" She began
attaching tracer cables to me. "Sarnoff
doesn't refuse to view his own contributions to visual electronics, does he ?" She
snapped on the switch with a competent
air. "Where would the telephone be if
Bell had hesitated to call his associate ?"
"Yeh, but
"Well, then, there's no decent reason for
you to be wishy -washy about letting your
little triumph have at you, is there ?" Her
face glowed with malice.
And I saw her surreptitiously kick the
plug out of the wall socket.
"Oh, ho!" I said to myself, "we're playing dirty pool!"
"Now, you stand right here where we
can watch that little old needle together,"
she suggested, slyly; "and we'll see what
kind of reactions you hand out."
I stifled my fat smile of amusement.
"Right!" I cooed naively.
"Do you think that little redhead is
cute ?"
"Sure!" I vowed eagerly.
The needle never wavered, naturally.
"Cuter than me ?"
"Of course!"

-"
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The needle stood motionless, naturally.
"Were you planning to buy me a mink
coat ?'
"Shucks, no!" I snickered.
naturally.
No needle movement
"Would you like to help me with the

...

dishes ?"

"Don't be absurd!" I howled merrily.
"No!"
Naturally, that needle never flickered.

WIFE began collecting coffee cups,
her face the picture of a doll whose
THE
little scheme has backfired and confused
her in the bargain.
"Kinda put yourself in a bind, didn't
you!" I gloated. "By kicking that plug
loose, now you don't know whether I was
telling the horrible truth or gallantly lying
in order to give you a rough time of it!
Guess that'll teach you to play deceptive
games, eh ?"
"T -Then, you really d- didn't m -mean all
those a -awful things you s- said ?" She
regarded me hopefully from behind the
gathering tears.
"Of course not," I said comfortingly.
"I'll be glad to give you a hand with the
dishes after I get the Truth Detector put
away."
"Are you really thinking of buying me a
mink coat ?" Fully recovered from tears,
her greed was as good as ever.
I began care"Well, your birthday is

-"

fully.
"And that hussy next door!" she chimed,
her entire face bright with confidence.
"She's really an awfully gaudy little number, isn't she!"
"Oh, you know it!" I said.
We laughed derisively, in unison.
I'm a terrible liar. And just to be on
safer ground, I think I'll rebuild the

Truth Detector into something more praclike,
tical, more technically advanced .
say, an Alibi Tabulator?
30
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Your First Class Commercial

F. C. C. LICENSE
In

12

Weeks!

F.C.C. License -the Key to

letter

Jobs

FCC commercial (not amateur) license is your ticket
to higher pay and more interesting employment. This license
is Federal Government evidence of yoas qualifications in
An

electronics. Employers are eager to hire licensed technician,.

Grantham Training Prepares You
Grantham School of Electronics specializes in preparing students to pass F.C.C. examinations. Correspondence training is
conducted from Washington and Hollywood; resident DAY and
EVENING classes are held in both cities. Either way, we
train you quickly and well-NO previous training required. A
beginner may qualify for his first class F.C.C. license in as
little as 12 weeks.
Recent graduates, the license
they got, and low long it took

Here's Proof !

them:

License Weeks
Edward Dahl, 7800 Old Chester Rd., Bethesda, Md. Ist
g
Griffin Kane, 3125 Wabash Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 2nd
Beamon Meares, 1536 -17th St.,NW,Washingtem.D.C. Ist
2
Ist
Larry Pacifico, 65 Main St., Roseta. Pa. ..
2nd
8
'roars Iwahashl, Honohina. Hakalua, Hawaii

Basil D'Imperio, 2223 H St., NW, Washington,D.C
John Ward, 407 E. Cowden Ave., Midland, Texas
Herbert Halbig, 315 Park St., Tupper Lake, N. Y
Vregh Godoshian, 312 E. Wilson St., Pontiac. Mich
Antone Mello. 68 Union St., Nantucket, Mass
lames Farish, 926 Cardona Ave., Reno, Nev.
Charles Page, General Delivery, Yuma, Ariz.
E. H. Siddall, 13351 Magnolia Ave.,Van Nuys,Calif.
lames Craig, 4004- 19th St., S., Arlington, Va.

Ist
Ist
Ist

2
0

Ist
Ist

o

Ist
Ist

2

2nd

8

6

Ist

FCC-TYPE EXAMS

OUR GUARANTEE

tests are used
the Grnthani

FCC -type

It you should fail the FCC
exam after finishing our course.
er guarantee to give you addiIional training at NO ADDI'ritiNAL COSI'. Read details
in our free booklet.

throughout

course. Constant practice with
these FCC -type tests helps
you prepare for the actual
FCC examination.

Check Your Marksmanship

Our free booklet, "Opportunities in Electronics," gives
detuils of how you can get your license quickly and
make more money in the electronics industry. Send for
your free copy today.

(Continued from page 39)

MAIL TO SCHOOL NEAREST YOU

to produce a bright, sharply defined spot of
light. Possibly you have available an old
flashlight "space" pistol of the type illustrated. This is easily modified as shown.
In use, the target should not be placed
directly in a bright light nor in darkness.
In subdued light, it can be easily seen, sensitivity is excellent and a "miss" is visible
on the face of the target.
Life expectancy of the battery and bulb
in the gun hasn't yet been determined. The
gun shown has been "fired" thousands and
thousands of times.

--

May, 1968

(mail in envelope or paste on postal card)

Grantham Schools, Desk 83 -E
821 -19th

Street N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
can get
Please send me your free booklet, telling how
understand there
my commercial FCC license quickly.
is no obligation and no salesman will call.
1505 N. Western Ave.
Hollywood 27, Calif.
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SOLDER GUN
and COMPLETE

V.

HÉx

Parts Substitutions
(Continued from page 42)
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"DO -IT- YOURSELF"

KIT

FOR

HUNDREDS
OF RADIO,

TV
AND
HOMECRAFT
JOBS
SOLDER

-

GUN ONLY
MODEL G14

$795
BEST KIT
VALUE!
MODEL GIN<

$$95

Includes:
150 -Watt Instant Solder Gun Model G14
Cutting Tip for plastic tile, old putty, toys, etc.
Smoadthing Tip for furniture
scratches, sealing, etc.
Famous Rester TV -Radio Resin Core Solder

J

Sandpaper for cleaning parts
I.

COMPARE THESE

"You'll like the way

FEATURES

it HANDLES?'
VANTAGES OF THE
SOLDER

POWER

GUN AND THE

CONVENTIONAL SOL

PACKED -ISO Wafts

NO HEAVY TRANSFORMER

DERING IRON. No moil.
ing
press trigger and
solder at once. Ideal tool
for shop or home use.
Takes only holt the space
of transformer guns in
tool boxes.

-

l

WITH ORDINARY

SOLDER GUNSI

COMBINES ALL THE AD.

-weighs only B or.
STURDY LIFETIME TIP
-no soft fragile wire

HEAT RIGHT IN TIP

-new unique element design

120 Volts AC DC V - Tip
(also 00011.51. M1' TIR)

LONGER, THINNER REACH
-EFFECTIVE SPOTLITE

HEXACON ELECTRIC COMPANY
569 WEST CLAY AVENUE,

ROSELLE PARK,

Serving Craftsmen for

a

(hailer

of

d

NEW JERSEY

Conlury

YOUR OWN POCKET SIZE RADIO STATION!
BROADCASTS 10 ANY HOME OR CAR RADIO WIIROUT WIRES OR HOOKUPS! Wt. only 5 as. Size II'v.Y ujx
1.1e). Built

-in telescoping antenna. Powerful Trans!stor-

ve m c phone. Frequency
tter, break -!n .witch!
Run. for weeks on .elf -contained flashlieht batteeies. Dur bio Plastic case. With this Radio Talkie you CAN 'í'A1.10
TO YOUR FRIENDS UP TO A BLOCK OR MORE
AWAY! Talk up to 1 mile or more between two automobiles! INSTANT OPERATION! Just push button w
talk! No licenses needed. Use. inductive field moon,.,

radiation. Useful and real too in a million w
GUARANTEED TO WORK, 1 YEAR SERVIL
GUARANTEE.
SEND ONLY $3.00. (cash, eh, mo) and Day p.!

I:

COD

postage

PreJ

$12.99 for
delivery. COMPLETE READY TO OPERATE: with
instructions and hundreds of ways and tricks for hrn .
casts Ehru any radio you desire. Price may go up soon
get your NEW POWERFUL RADIO WALK IETALKIE
an $9.99

d

o

NOW. Available only
WESTERN RADIO Dept. REL -S, KEARNEY, NEBR.

Unlimited opportunity in

ENGINEERING OR COMMERCE

BACH. SC. DEGREE IN 27 MONTHS In Mech., Civil, Elect., Chem.,
Aero., Radio (TV- Electronics) Engineering. IN 36 MONTHS in
Bus. Adm. (Den. Bus.. Acctg., Motor Transport Mgt.). Capable students faster. Visit campus, see well -equipped labs. More professional class hours. Placement service. Prep courses. Approved for Vets.
Enter June, Sept., Jan.. March. Low Cost. Write Jean dfrearthv,
Dir. Adm., for catalog and book "Your Cancer in E!)rineeN ng and

Commerce."

at TRI -STATE COLLEGE
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plates, called the stator, and a variable set
of plates, known as the rotor. Air generally is the dielectric, except in the small
sizes, where thin sheets of plastic (solid
dielectric) may be used. Often, two or
more tuning capacitors may be "ganged"
together for operation with a single control shaft. Each section may have its own
individual trimmer to adjust for minor
differences in minimum capacitance.
Trimmer and padder capacitors use thin
sheets of mica, ceramic materials, plastic,
or glass as dielectrics.
Making Substitutions. In most cases,
when choosing a substitute for a fixed
capacitor, the two most important characteristics are capacitance and working
voltage. Except in bypass and filter applications, the capacitance should be as
specified in the original circuit, and the
working voltage should be equal to-or
higher than -that specified. The type of
capacitor is not too important.
For example, if a 0.002 -µfd. disc ceramic
capacitor is specified for a particular circuit, a 0.002 -µfd. tubular ceramic, mica, or
paper capacitor of comparable working
voltage will work as well.
If space permits, you can always use a
capacitor with a working voltage higher
than that specified. If a 0.1 -µfd., 150 -volt
capacitor is called for, you can substitute
units rated at 200, 400, 600 or even 800
volts. Don't use one with a lower working
voltage than is called for.
In the case of filter and bypass capacitors, somewhat larger values may be employed if the exact size is not readily
available. If a 0.05 -µfd. bypass capacitor
is used in an audio circuit, chances are
that units rated at 0.06 pfd., 0.08 Add. or
even 0.1 pfd. will work as well. And in
power supply circuits, it is common practice for a serviceman to substitute a 30- or
40-pfd. electrolytic for a 20-pfd. unit.
As with resistors, series, parallel, and
series -parallel combinations of capacitors
may. be used to obtain special values. But
remember that, with capacitors, a series
connection reduces the total capacitance,
while a parallel connection increases capacitance. Suppose you need a 0.002 -µfd.
capacitor in a fairly critical circuit. You
could connect a pair of 0.004 -µfd. units in
series to obtain 0.002 pfd., or you could
use a pair of 0.001 -µfd. units in parallel.
There are two types of capacitors for
which substitutions should not be attempted-a multi -gang (two or more)
tuning capacitor and a temperature-com pensating capacitor.
Always say you saw it
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60 NEW PROJECTS FOR
"DO -IT- YOURSELFERS"
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EXPERIMENTER'S
HANDBOOK
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1958 Edition
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Experimenter's
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60 Devices
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plifier. $5 coax. Oval -Flex speaker enclosure. Junior hi -fi.
Hardware store crossover.

Shirt pocket transistor superhet. Superegen
unit. Miniature VHF ear. Junkbox BC receiver. Etched cirRECEIVERS.

cuit two -tuber.
FOR YOUR HOME. Invisible light door
amp. DC supply for AC /DC motors.

opener. Picnic power
Light- operated relay.
Radio intercom. Installing a back

Audio photometer. Transistor slave
flash unit. Photographer's electric pencil. Light distributor. Darkrocm timer. Enlarger exposure meter.

ON SALE

.

.

Presence control. Hi -fi crossover. Filter.
Electrostatic speaker system. Mixer equalizer. Spare am-

FOR YOUR DARKROOM.

1

a Practical "Fite"
Nearly 200 pages
of Electronics Ideas and Information

FOR YOUR HI -FI.

Transistorized intercom.
seat speake-.

S

.

.

HAM SHACK. Simple shortwave receiver. VHF
explorer's receiver. 70 -watt transmitter. Double your
Heathkit AT -1 output. Code practice set. Antenna tuner.
Transistor 10 -meter receiver.
FOR YOUR

Economy signal generator. Simple
oscilloscope calibrator. Rejuvenator for dry cells. $14
signal tracer. Transistor checker. Capan.i meter. Low -cost
multitester. Transistorized signal tracer. Buzzer -type power supply.
FOR YOUR WORKSHOP.

FOR THE KIDS. IQ tester. Electronic worm digger. Model
spaceship. Game computer. Transistorized phonograph
amplifier. Coin- operated oscillator.

SPECIAL PROJECTS. Solar battery experiments. Electronic

anemometer. Varistrobe. Detectorscope. Simplified etched
circuits. Car rattle locator. Simple burning tool.

NOW-OnIy1

Buy Your Copy Today at Your
Newsstand or Radio Parts Store

ZIFF -DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY, 64 East Lake Street, Chicago 1, Illinois
May, 1958
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Here's the
EASIEST

way
to learn
Code!

$398
THE
AEROVOX

-Z- CODE sm.
Learning the code is easier than ever now with
the E-Z CODE JR. This clever new device enables
anyone to "send" code 10 minutes after you
open the box. Simply draw unique electric pencil
down lettered printed- wiring slots and buzzer
automatically sounds off dots and dashes. Hideaway telegraph key lets you practice and feel key
sending just like the professionals do it. Operates on a single flashlight battery.
Write today for free code booklet and name of dealer
In your neighborhood that sells the E -Z CODE JR.

AER0U0K
CORPORATION

DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION

NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE
ELECTRONICS
AM

Television
Marine Radio
FM

COMMUNICATIONS
Broadcast

Engineering
Radar
CHECK THESE FEATURES: Tuition $36 per mo.,
room & hoard $52 per mo. in dorm on campus.
College operates 5 KW broadcast station. Students
get on- the -job training at studios on campus. FCC
license training with all courses. Well equipped
classrooms & lab., am fm transmitters, radar &
marine eqmt., television camera chain, experiment
lab test eqmt. & other training aids. Our graduates
in demand at good salaries. Free placement service.
Have trained men from all 48 states. Approved for
GI. Write to Dept. PE -5 for details.
Port Arthur
PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE
Texas
Eatablished ,n 1909

HI -FI ACCESSORIES

byVidaire

SPEAKER SWITCHES, FADERS L -PADS, T -PADS ON PANEL
OR WALL PLATES, CROSSOVER NETWORKS, EQUALIZERS,
VOLUME EXPANDERS.

AT YOUR NEAREST SUPPLIER OR WRITE
ELEC. MFG. CORP., Baldwin, New York

VIDAIRE

I N

V E N T O R

Send for

S

PATENT
PATENT INFORMATION REGISTERED
ATTORNEY
Book and
ASSOCIATE EXAMINER
INVENTOR'S RECORD
U.S. PAT. OFF. 1922.1929
without obligation
Patent
Attorney & Advisor
GUSTAVE MILLER
u. S. NAVY DEPT. 1930 -1947
58 -PE WARNER BUILDING
WASHINGTON 4. D. D.
PATENT LAWYER
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Transistor Topics
(Continued from page 86)
battery- operated television receiver. Employing 31 transistors and a pair of rechargeable batteries, this set uses a 14"
rectangular picture tube and gives a performance comparable to that of line -operated "portable" receivers. It may well be
the prototype for future portable TV sets.
Although not transistorized, another recently announced portable television receiver depends on transistors for its operation. Developed by Oldsmobile engineers
and the Delco Division of General Motors,
it is designed for rear -seat viewing in automobiles. In addition, it may be removed for
operation outside the car. Featuring a 9"
screen and a collapsible V-beam antenna,
this set is operated by a small transistorized power supply which converts the 12volt d.c. power supplied by the auto's
battery into the higher operating voltages
required by the receiver.
The "Mail Bag." As you can imagine,
your columnist receives a good deal of mail.
Some of your letters and postcards ask
questions about circuits published in past
columns, others ask about sources of supply, others describe pet circuits, and still
others tell of interesting experiences with
transistorized receivers and other equipment.
All of your letters and postcards are read
carefully
and, if the name and address
are legible, a personal acknowledgment is
sent. This may be a postcard or letter, depending on circumstances. However, it
takes time to handle so much mail. So don't
worry if you fail to receive an immediate
answer when you write to Transistor
Topics. Your letter or card will be answered as soon as possible.
Product News. The General Transistor
Corporation is producing a new -style p -n -p
phototransistor, Type 2N469. An improved
version of the 2N318, this one is smaller and
has greater optical sensitivity. It may be
used in such applications as smoke density
control, automatic machining operations,
automobile headlight dimmers, and burglar
alarm systems.
This firm has also announced a new line
of drift transistors. The drift transistor differs from its germanium alloyed counterpart in that the emitter side of the base
region has a greater impurity concentration than the collector side. This creates
a built -in field which drives the charge
carriers across the base region at a faster
rate and enables the transistor to operate
at higher frequencies.
Two new transistor brochures are available from General Transistor Corporation

...
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(91 -27 138th Place, Jamaica 35, N. Y.) A
booklet on high- frequency transis-

12 -page

tors gives maximum ratings, cutoff and
small signal' characteristics, and includes
charts showing the common-emitter output
static characteristics for several n -p -n and
p -n -p types. The other is an eight -page
booklet showing the step -by -step operations
in the production of a germanium alloy
junction transistor from raw material to
finished product; it does this with the help
of 15 photographs and a flow chart.
The Radio Corporation of America
(Somerville, N. J.) has announced the production of the 2N544, a new p -n -p drift
transistor. It is especially designed for r.f.
amplifier service in entertainment -type battery- operated receivers. It can provide a
power gain of over 30 db at 1500 kc. in
amplifier circuits utilizing a neutralizing
network.
Clevite Transistor Products (Waltham,
Mass.) is now producing high- frequency
power transistors capable of handling the
entire audio range. These units have a power gain cutoff of over 20 kc., and a large
current- handling capability which makes
possible direct coupling to loudspeaker
voice coils without a special output transformer.
That's it for now, fellows. Before I sign
how about
off, one parting request
sending in more of your pet circuits. See
you next month.
Lou
.

.

.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Tubes Control Car
(Continued from page 55)
50 miles an hour, and the car slid to as

smooth a stop as any power braking system can offer.
Tubes Ignite Fuel. The ram jet flapper
unit is a small adaptation of the type used
in jet planes. A pressurized volatile fuel
chamber located beneath the hood is triggered to force the highly combustible mixture into two 4" tubes. The spurting fuel
is passed over a preheated spark plug in
each tube. It ignites within the molybdenum steel tubing and provides the car with
a combined thrust of approximately 1000
pounds. The main engine is then turned off
as the heat of the tubes continues to ignite
the fuel.
Also featured in the "car of the future"
are rotary actuators which control the
raising and lowering of the hood and deck
lid. A hi -fi record player operates through
front and rear speakers. But there is a
catch to it all- Butler estimates that his
car has cost him over $12,000 in parts and
labor.
May
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HOW TO PREPARE FOR

YOUR GREATEST FUTURE

in the SPACE AGE!
... I1 you have beentoreadELECTRONICS- AERONAUTICS
the
ing the papers - or watching television - or listening world's
in the

greatest need
radio, you are well aware that the
history for trained engineering minds is NOW
an IMPORTANT POSITION
You can fill this need prepare for world
of Satellites, Rockets,
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Jet Airliners and Space Projects.
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au.
sciences
at Northrop Institute'
THE PROPERc TRAINING NOW

SHORT YEARS, you can
Here at Northrop, in Just TWO
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Northrop
Aeronautical Institute
An Accredited Technical Institute
1187 W. Arbor Vitae Street
Inglewood 1. California
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NORTHROP AERONAUTICAL INSTITUTE
1187 W. Arbor Vitae Street, Inglewood 1, Calif.
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Finding Your Way in Space
(Continued from page 36)
guides him to the station by means of
"flying to the needle." If the needle points
to the left of the correct course, the pilot
should turn left until it centers once more;
if it points to the right, he turns in that
direction.
Loran. Another major electronic aid to
navigation emerging from World War II
was Loran (LOng RAnge Navigation).
Though primarily associated with sea rovers, Loran is also used successfully for
aerial navigation. It is the only method
that does not rely on dead reckoning to
compute position but rather on the hyperbolic functions of analytic geometry.
Assume that we are standing some
distance from two mountains. We find
that mountain A is 100 miles from us, and
B is 150 miles away. The difference in
distance is 50 miles. Now we can move
so that the difference in distances always
remains 50 miles, but only if we move in
a hyperbolic path. This is the basic
method used in Loran, the major addition
being that there must be at least two
pairs of "mountains." By using two pairs,
two hyperbolas result, and the point at
which they intersect is the ship's position.
In standard Loran, a pair of ground
transmitters sends out pulses at the rate
of either 25 or 33'/s per second. Antenna
output is about 100 kw. at frequencies between 1700 and 2000 kc. Another nearby
pair of stations, on the same frequency,
provides the navigator with the second
hyperbola.
Aboard ship, the navigator has a conventional superheterodyne receiver with
four broad channels which are fixed -tuned.
The navigator selects any pair of stations,
tunes in and reads the time difference
between the two signals on a cathode -ray
tube. He selects at least one other pair
and repeats his computations. The intersection of the two hyperbolas is then found
on a specially gridded Loran chart. A good
navigator can obtain a fix in less than five
minutes.
Range of Loran navigation varies from
700 miles during the day to twice that at
night; reflection of waves from the ionospheric layer in the evening gives this
range boost. Ground waves, of course, are
primarily used because of their accuracy,
though tables have been prepared to take
into account any sky wave reflections during nighttime operation.
Tacan. Last and latest on the list of
electronic aids to navigation is all- weather
Tacan (TACtical Air Navigation). Tacan
operates in the 1000-mc. band with 126
116

clear-frequency, two -way channels available, each channel being spaced 1 mc.
apart. In the 1025- to 1150 -mc. band, 126
frequencies are available for air -to-ground
transmission; for ground -to -air transmission, 63 frequencies are available within
the 962- to 1024 -mc. band, and 63 more
are in the 1151- to 1212 -mc. band.
In operation, the plane transmitter sends
a distance interrogation. This pulse is retransmitted by the beacon, and electronic
measurement of the elapsed time interval
is converted to distance in miles. Azimuth

bearings are determined by measuring the
phase difference of a periodic transmission
of a main and auxiliary reference burst
from the beacon. Identification of the
station is made by keyed Morse characters
at regular intervals.
We've come a long way in advancing the
science of navigation to a safe, dependable
means of traveling from here to there.
There's always the chance that a tube can
blow, or an amplifier can malfunction, and
throw the whole system out. But we'll
have to admit that it beats holding up a
wet forefinger to the wind.

--

Tape Correspondence
(Continued from page 71)
I have always operated on the premise that
when I am being bored I am also boring
the other person, but he is just too polite
to say so, and this encourages me to be
ruthless.
One girl I know quite well terminated a
correspondence of this sort very abruptly
by explaining that her recorder was broken
and that her 200 -pound bone -crushing boy
friend was sure it would not be repaired
very soon! Admittedly this is being rather
extreme. However, a tape correspondence
should give mutual pleasure, and there is
little point to dragging out one that does
not.

Master the Art.

Tape corresponding

does have some drawbacks. For one thing,
it leaves you with no permanent record of
what has been said. I find it very helpful
to take rather copious notes as I listen to
a tape and file these together with the
notes I use in replying. Referring to such
notes will prevent your telling the same
thing twice, and it is flattering to your
correspondent when you "remember" in
detail something he told you several tapes
back.

But the advantages of tape corresponding
are many. Hearing the cozy sounds of a
fire crackling on the hearth of your friend
or the contented purring of the cat resting
on his knee, shivering to the sound of a
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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Now -See How to Save Hundreds of Dollars,

Get More Fun Out of High Fidelity!
-000s-

Éá°1HI -FI GUIDE
AND YEARBOOK
Latest Ideas for Buying, Improving, Using Hi -Fi
Systems & Components ;: Ways to Make
Monaural & Stereo Tapes * Best Records
Rolloff, Turnover Settings :^r FM Stations &
New
Listings
"Do -it- Yourself" Techniques
Inventions & Improvements in Speakers, Amps,
Preamps, Tuners, Crossovers, Tape, Stereo,
Controls, Turntables, Heads * FREE Strobe
Test Disc * Where to get Free Hi -Fi Literature r 164 Pages * Hundreds of ?ictures!

Actually 3 Books in

1

1. IMPROVING YOUR HI -Fl. How to use tone
controls. How crossovers work. Ways to boost speaker performance.
Why you need loudness controls, how to add them. How to add extra
tricks of
speakers to your rig. How to add a spotlight with presence control
accenting a vocalist or soloist by accenting the middle sound frequencies. Effects of
variable damping in amplifiers. How to check your phono's pickup and keep it
working at peak efficiency. Ways to check a stylus.
2. TAPE TECHNIQUES. How to get the most out of tape. How to keep
tape in top shape. How to tape programs directly off the air ... step-by -step instructions and pictures. Expert hints and shortcuts on making good tape recordings.
How to check a tape recording head to ascertain alignment. Complete guide to
tape splicing for interesting effects.
3. GETTING INTO STEREO. What stereo is. Latest advances. What the
different stereo systems are. What stereo equipment is available. How to add
stereo to your present rig. Merits and drawback of different systems. What they
cast. Tricks of the trade.

...

A RICH SOURCE OF PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Macy thousands of hi -fi fans knew a good thing
when they saw the first edition of the Hi -Fi
Guide. and Yearbook. Newsstands were cleaned
out in a matter of days and the book became
a collector's item.
The new 1958 Edition of the Hi -Fi Guide and
Yearbook is on sale now everywhere. It contains
completely new material on every facet of high
fidelity ... from an advance report on 1635 rpm
( "The Fourth Speed "), to guidance on adding
stereophonic sound to your present set -up.
This new .Hi-Fi Guide and Yearbook will
.
return many times the $1 you pay for it

..

by showing how to shop wisely for equipment,
how to save on repairs, which records are best,
and money -saving techniques and ideas available
nowhere else.
It will be a continually entertaining companion
. providing you with fascinating, useful lore,
showing you how to get more pleasure out of
hi-fi, helping you explore the different worlds of
high fidelity and music.
This new edition is selling fast. So get your
copy today. Don't miss the 1958 Edition of Hi -Fi
Guide and Yearbook, a handsome and practical
book you're sure to enjoy.

ON SALE NOW at Newsstands
and Radio Stores * Only $1

iff -Davis Publishing Co., 64
May, 1958
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winter storm roaring about his house,
thrilling to the songs of the strange birds
in his garden, getting to know his mood
from the tones of his voice -these are beyond the power of words scribbled on a
page. Learning to know and use these
unique facilities to the fullest is to master
the art of tape correspondence.
30
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Smooth, accurate openings made in 11/2 minutes
or less with Greenlee Radio Chassis Punch

Quickly make smooth, accurate holes in metal, bakelite, or
hard rubber with a GREENLEE
Chassis Punch. Easy to operate
simply turn with an ordinary wrench. Round, square,
key, and "D" types
wide
range of sites to make openings
for sockets, plugs, controls,
meters, terminal strips, transformers, panel lights, etc. Assure perfect fit of parts and
professional finish to every
lob. Write for descriptive literature. Greenlee Tool Co., 2383
Columbia Ave., Rockford, Ill.

100,000 cps.
A transducer is an energy converter. Any
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-SONIC REALISMNOW AVAILABLE AT LOW COST
ULTRON COMPANY'S NEW

REVERBERATION UNIT
PROVIDES STEREO EFFECT
FROM SINGLE SOURCE OF

PROGRAM MATERIAL.
AT

LAST...

The high price of realistic sound reproducrion can be materially
reduced through application of the Model U -2 Reverberation Unit
now being produced by Ultrou Company. By taking advantage of
basic natural principles, this unit makes possible the much soughtafter illusion of presence without requiring two sources of program
generation. Music acquires a depth and sparkle unknown to those
accustomed to a so- called monaural sound system.

WORKS WITH ANY SYSTEM
The Ultrou reverberation unit is adaptable to any existing sound
system. The unit simply books in between the output of the basic
amplifier and the input of an auxiliary amplifier and speaker combination. In fact, any ordinary radio having a " phono" jack can be
used as the auxiliary equipment if optimum fidelity is nor required.
Hook -up is a simple matter covered in full by installation instructions accompanying each unit. If unit does not perform as specified,
it may be returned within ten days of receipt for refund of purchase
price subject to inspection ro assure undamaged condition.
ORDER NOW!
OR SEND FOR FURTHER

INFORMATION

ULTRON COMPANY
7943 HASKELL AVE., VAN NUYS, CALIF.
Send FREE descriptive folder with no obligation.
SEND
U -2 Units (a} $18.75 (plus tax if required).

Ship

C
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Postpaid (check enclosed).

NAME
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(Continued from page 76)
as sine -wave oscillators, square -wave oscillators, and pulse generators. The oscillator
to which our writer referred was probably
of the ultrasonic variety; these produce oscillations of the sine -wave type, as a rule,
in the frequency band from 30,000 cps up to

(PE -21

apparatus that changes one form of energy
into another can be called a transducer.
For example, among the common transducers are microphones (sound energy to
electrical energy), loudspeakers (electrical
energy to sound energy), incandescent
lamps (electrical to light energy), and
quartz crystals (electrical to kinetic energy
of vibration).
In recent years, transducers have become
more intimately connected with the production of ultrasonic vibrations than heretofore. In this connection, a transducer is a
device that converts electrical pulsations to
ultrasonic vibrations which can then be
transferred to the liquid or gas in which the
vibrations are desired.
Most ultrasonic equipment is designed
around either quartz crystal transducers or
magnetostriction types. The latter employ
a pulsing magnetic field that produces constriction and expansion of the core material, a vibratory motion that can produce
ultrasonic waves.
Computation by Resistors. Frank
Uxa, a high school student in Chicago
Heights, Ill., has become intrigued by an
idea he read about in a science project
pamphlet dealing with computations by resistors. He requests some information on
the subject.

Resistance computation is based upon
voltage divider action in one form or another. For instance, using two potentiometers, a source of power, and a single
voltmeter, one can build an electric slide
rule that will multiply and divide. The precision with which it operates depends only
upon the precision of its parts, including
the dial divisions.
Referring to Fig. 1 (p. 76), say we apply
100 volts across potentiometer A which is
equipped with a very accurate dial that
Always say you saw it 1n-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

reads from 1 to 100 in unit steps. The wiper
of A is connected to the top of potentiometer B which is similarly equipped with a
precise dial. Finally, the wiper of B is connected to one terminal of an accurate 0 -100
voltmeter with a very sensitive movement,
say 50 microamperes full-scale. (In this
basic circuit, we want to assume that the
meter draws negligible current, hence the
sensitive movement. In fact, a vacuumtube voltmeter would serve the purpose
even better.)
Multiplication is accomplished by setting
the multiplicand on dial A, the multiplier
on dial B, and reading the product from the
voltmeter. For instance, suppose A is set
on 7, and B is set on 4. The voltmeter will
then read 28, the product of the two numbers. This must occur because seven -tenths
of potentiometer A taps off 70 volts which
is fed to B; the setting of B then taps off
four -tenths of 70 volts, or 28 volts.
More complex numbers are handled in
the same way. As an illustration, consider
the multiplication of 47 by 2.8. Dial A is set
on 47, dial B on 28. (Note that the decimal
point is ignored in this intermediate operation, just as it is on a slide rule.) If the
voltmeter scale were fine enough, you would
now read 13.16 volts. The decimal point is
misplaced, however, since its position was
originally ignored. This is easy to correct
(it is handled in the same manner as with a
slide rule).
We estimate the number of figures in the
answer by saying "47 is nearly 50 and 2.8
is nearly 3. Since 50x3 =150, then the answer to the above problem must be 131.6."
The division process is easily derived.
Since multiplication is AXB =C, then division is just the reverse and is obtained by
A =C /B. Thus, to divide 84 by 7, we would
set B on 7 and then rotate the knob of potentiometer A until the voltmeter read 8.4
volts. We would find that the reading of
dial A is then the quotient, in this case 1.2.
Estimating decimal point position again
leads to this reasoning: 84 divided by 10
(which is the nearest round number to 7)
is 8.4. Hence, dividing by a smaller number
such as 7 must yield a larger quotient-so
the correct answer is not 1.2 but 12.
Manipulations of this kind require practice, of course. Furthermore, many circuit
variations are possible to make such a device do the same operations as a slide rule,
operations like square root, squares, ratios
and proportions, and so on.
If the voltage reading instrument does
take current, this must be considered in
calibrating the dials; if a VTVM is used,
the current is so small that the results can
be considered identical with the dial calibrations on a linear scale.
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like magic!

LAYER -BUILT
COLOR-GUIDE
Each Kit complete with all parts and instructions

L1.6K 10 Watt Amplifier (Little Jewel). Highest
value in the low priced field, with built -in pre ampli^ier and record compensator on phono
channel.

Freq. Response: ±1DB 20 to

20,000 CPS

at

1

watt. Distortion: 2% harmonic or less at 10
watts. In Charcoal and Brass. Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs.
Net 24.95
Comp ete Kit and instructions

:

o-
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207A -K Hi -Fi Preamplifier. The ideal control unit
with self -power feature for use with any basic
amplifier. True flexibility with 10 separate controls. Feedback throughout for low distortion
and wide frequency response. In charcoal gray
and brass. Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs.
Net 44.50
Complete Kit and instructions

NEW
250A-0(

60 Watt Basic Hi -Fi Amplifier. For
use with a preamplifier (such as
207A -K). New advanced circuitry for

true high fidelity with exceptional
reserve power. Shpg. Wt. 40 lbs.
Complete Kit and instructions
Net

79.50

20 Watt Amplifier. With built -in preamplifier and all controls. Modern
flat compact design for tabletop or
cabinet installation. Shpg. Wt. 20
lbs. In Charcoal and Brass.
Complete Kit with instructions
Net 59.50
See

your Hi -Fi Dealer or write

...

Gromm es -A Division of Precision Electronics,
Dept. P.3

Inc.

9101 King Ave., Franklin Park, Illinois

Send complete Kit details.

COD ($5 enclosed).

Send

Kit.

Postpaid. (full payment en-

closed. Enclose nome of Dealer. (If any.)

Nome
Address
City
10 -day money

Zone.... State
back guarantee on all Kits
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Among the Novice Hams

Theaire Organ
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(Continued from page 81)

for YOUR HOME!

New

The Artisan simplified step -by-step
assembly system with all mechanical

and wood parts fully assembled lets
you build a magnificent 2- manual
and full pedal organ at a saving of
up to 50 %! No special skill needed!

the
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ALBUM
Only

f1=4,t,

$2.98

Hear the thrilling
tones of the Artisan
as played by prominent artists of the
Theatre Organ. With
explanatory notes.

ELECTRONIC ORGAN

PORTFOLIO of

ORGAN

FACTS jam-packed
with vital information
about organs. Only
$1.00

-

(LP Album

folio

Port.
- both and
for only

$3.491

Order
Direct from

ELECTRONIC ORGAN ARTS, INC.

4878 EAGLE ROCK BLVD.

DEPT.
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resonant frequency in cps, sr is 3.14,
L is inductance in henrys, and C is capacitance in farads. In r.f. work, the units of
F (frequency in megacycles), L (inductance in henrys), and C (capacitance in
microfarads) can be used.
Sample Questions. That is a very important formula in radio, and several questions in the examinations for all classes of
amateur operator licenses, except Novice,
are based on it. Examples are given below.
How would a shorted turn in the coil
affect the resonant frequency of a tuned
circuit and why? This is an easy one. The
resonant frequency would increase, because a shorted turn in a coil decreases its
F' is

12"

LOS ANGELES 41, CALIF.

inductance.
In a series resonant circuit, if the inductance is kept constant, what must be done
to the capacitance to double the resonant
frequency? The capacitance must be quartered in value. The answer is calculated in
the following manner From examining
the formula F = 1 /(2i V LC), we see that
to double F, we must halve the value of
2c7- V LC, but only by manipulating C. Now,
by the rules of algebra, we can write
271/LC in the form 2sr V L x V C. Dividing
VC by 2, we get the new formula 2F =
1/(27 V L V C /2) But V C/2 can be written
V C/ V 4, because V4 = 2, and V C/ V 4 can
be written V C /4. Therefore, the final form
of the new equation becomes 2F =
1 /(2rVLC /4).
In a series- resonant circuit, what must
be done to the inductance- capacitance product to halve the resonant frequency? The
inductance -capacitance product must be increased four times. After examining the
formula F = 11(2.7V LC), we see that to
halve F, we must double 2.7 V LC by manipulating V LC. This gives us the new formula
F/2= 1 /(27 x2VLC). We can write 2 V LC
in the form V4 V LC, which is the same as
V 4LC. Therefore, the new equation becomes finally: F/2 = 1/(27r V4LC).
To check your understanding of these
problems, try solving the original equation
F = 1 /(2'oTLC) for different values of L and
C, such as L = 2 and C = 4, and see what
you must do to their values to double or
halve the calculated values of F. In the
actual FCC examination, the questions will
be different, and they will be worded in
the form of statements followed by four
answers from which you must choose the
correct one.
Parallel Tuned Circuits. Figure 2
(p. 81) shows a circuit in which the ca:

Sealed mercury battery makes possible
smaller-than -ever transistor radios. Only Ns"
in diameter, ''4" high, yet gives long life. 1.3
volts but can be stacked for ANY voltage!
Two batteries for just $1. Send cash, check
or M. O. to:
MINI -POWER 2259 Worreniville, Cleveland 18, Ohio

.
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V.T.I. training leads to success
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:

BE A SPY

Correspondence course on wire tapping, bugging, telescopic
sound pickup, recording techniques, microphotography, invisible and remote photography, telescopic and aerial photography.
WORLDS ONLY CORRESPONDENCE COURSE IN WIRE
TAPPING AND BUGGING. Complete course just $22.50.
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CARRIER CO.

Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood 28, California

WANT A BETTER JOB: BECOME AN

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER
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SCIENCE DEGREE IN ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
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pacitor, the inductor, and the load resistance are all in parallel. The current through
the inductance will be high when the applied signal is low in frequency, because
its inductive reactance is low at low frequencies, but the current through the capacitance will be low, because its capacitive
reactance is high at low frequencies.
However, as the applied frequency is increased, the inductive current decreases
and the capacitive current increases until,
at the resonant frequency of the circuit,
the two currents become equal. As a result,
as one draws current from the generator,
the other one is returning an equal amount
to it, and the two currents cancel each
other; consequently, the only current drawn
from the generator is that required to overcome the losses in the circuit or to supply
power drawn by the load, both of which
are represented by R in Fig. 2.
As the frequency continues to increase,
the current through the inductance continues to decrease and that through the
capacitance to increase; therefore, the current drawn from the generator again increases. Thus, a parallel -tuned circuit exhibits maximum resistance across its terminals at resonance. The series -tuned circuit
exhibits minimum resistance at resonance.
In the next chapter of our discussion on
fundamental theory, we will learn more of
the properties of tuned circuits and how
they are used in radio equipment.
News and Views
John, KNOMPM, does not let a low dipole
antenna stop him. In seven weeks on the air,
he has worked Alaska, a couple of Canadians,
and 36 states. Thirty of the states are confirmed. John transmits with a Heathkit DX20 and receives with a Hallicrafters S -85. He
spends most of his time on 15 meters but
gets on 40 meters a bit
Bob, KN3CTC,
wants the world to know that W3HNP gave
him his Novice test. In three weeks on 80
and 40 meters, he has worked 16 states with
ten verified. His best DX is California and
Florida. Bob feeds a 90' "long- wire" antenna
with a DX -20 transmitter running 50 watts,
and he receives on a Hallicrafters S -53A receiver with an added Heathkit Q- Multiplier.
Torn, KN2GSK, started slow, but in four
months on the 80 -, 40 -, and 15 -meter Novice
bands he has worked 25 states, Canada and
Puerto Rico. He receives on a Hallicrafters
SX -99 and transmits with a DX -20. Tom
hopes to have his General license by the time
you read this.
Jeff, KN8HCI, blames inefficient antenna
systems for his "poor" record of only five
states worked in five months on the air. He
thinks that a "long wire" is better than a
40 -meter dipole. Jeff runs 75 watts to a WRL
Globe Chief transmitter and receives with a
Hallicrafters S -38D. That gleam in his eye
is for the SX -99 receiver he hopes to get
soon. Contact Jeff if you need a West Vir-

.
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Can you think faster

than this Machine?

GENIAC net up to do a problem in check valve research
Be careful before you answer. GENIAC the firm electrical brain construction kit Is equipped to play tic -tac -toe, cipher and encipher codes,
convert from binary to decimal, reason (in syllogisms) as well as
add, subtract, multiply and divide. Specific problems in a variety
of fields -actuarial, policy claim settlement, physics, etc.-can be set
up and solved with the components. Connections are solderless and
are completely explained with templates in the manual. This covers
125 circuits and shows how new ones can be designed.
You will find building and using GENIACS a wonderful experience:
one kit user wrote u "this kit has opened up a n
world of thinking to e. ' You actually see how computing, problem solving, and
game play (Tic-tac -toe,
im, etc.) can he analyzed with Boolean
Algebra and the algebraic solutions transformed directly into circuit
diagrams. You create from over 400 pecially designed and manufactured components a machine that solves problems faster than you

can express them.

MAIL THIS COUPON
SCIENCE KITS, Dept.

PE588, Oliver Garfield Company
108 E. 16th St., N. Y. 3, N. Y.
Please send me:
1
GENIAC Electrical Brain Construction Kit and Manual.
$19.95 (East of Mississippi)
$20.95 (Elsewhere In United States)
$41.95 (Outside the United States)
Returnable in seven days for full refund if not .satisfied.
I enclose 8
in full payment.
My name and address are attached.
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SNIPERSCOPE

TELESCOPE and PARTS
See in the dark -without being ob-

served. War surplus Sniperscope M -2.
Gov't cost about $1200. Used for industrial plant security; research lab
experiments; infrared photography;
spectroscopy, etc. Instrument complete, ready to use. Includes Power
Pack, infrared light source. Will operate from 8 V auto battery. Battery
or transformer available.
Stock No. 85,053 -DZ
$150.00
Shipping weight approx. 12 lbs., f.o.b. Barrington, N. J.
Order by stock No. -Send check or M.O.- money -back guarantee!

Save still more money! Build your own Sniperscope!
We will furnish instructions- parts, including: Power
Packs, 1P25A image tubes, light units, filters, etc. For
details- request FREE Catalog "DZ."

SPECIAL! INFRARED 1P25A IMAGE TUBE
Stock No. 70,127 -DZ
$9.95 pstpd.
Order by stock No- -Send check or M.O.-mane: -back guarantee!

COLOR TV TUBESCOPE
Saves time, effort in alignment of color dot pattern.
Stock No. 50,139 -DZ
22 power... ..$24.50 pstpd.
Order by stock No -Send check or M.0.-move;-back guarantee!

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG "DZ "!
Complete I.Ine of Astronomical Telescope Parts and Assembled Telescopes. Satellitescopes. Also huge selections of lenses, prisms. war
surplus optical instruments. parts, and accessories. Telescopes, microscope.. binoculars. el, Requc.l Cataic,i; ' DZ ''!
OSO,a ar STOCK NOMSIa .SIND MCI( Oa MOM/

MM.

SAM/ACTION GOMIN,IID!

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.rBARRRdGTON, N. J.
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World's Lowest Priced Tape Recorder
PRECISION, PORTABLE, BATTERY OPERATED

TAPE
RECORDER
$29.95
9

HI- QUALITY
REPRODUCTION!
WEIGHS ONLY 2 POUNDS

plus $1.25

pp. & hdlg.

PRECISION ENGINEERED -Amazing, new,
battery operated, portable, fully transistorized recorder, imported from West Germany, precision engineered to render same functions as machines costing
5 times as much.
FOR HOME, STUDENTS, BUSINESS
will be the
center of attraction at home for recording family get togethers, capturing the magic of speech and song of
family and friends- records radio, record and TV show.!
Educators agree that students benefit greatly from studs
ing with a tape recorder. Business men can pack it in
brief case and take on trips to record letters, spee,h,,.
instructions, ideas; faithfully records verbal agreement:,
discussions. Perfect for recording interviews!
PENNIES TO OPERATE -The ingenious Teltape records, plays back, erases -has variable speed controls!
Operates on 4 small flashlight batteries available at any
store for pennies. Simply press button and record.
Unconditionally guaranteed for 90 days against mechanical defects. Comes complete with sensitive microphone,
head set and tape -$29.95 plus $1.25 pp. & hdlg.

-It

-

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES
PATCHCORD -Plug in attachment for playback thru
radio, TV or phonograph
$2.00
STETHO HEAD -SET -Like a doctor's stethoscope. Lightweight.' Leaves hands free for typing,
etc.
$6.95
REEL OF TAPE (225 ft.)
$1.25
BATTERIES -Set of 4
80c
Send Check or Money Order. $3 Deposit on C.O.D. Orders.
10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

FILNOR PRODUCTS, INC.
Dept.

M-24,
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RADAR MICROWAVES
COMPUTERS
TRANSMITTERS
RADIO
CODE
TV
Phila. Wireless Technical Institute
Philadelphia 2, Penna.

1533 Pine St.

A Non -Profit Corp. Founded in

1908
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«TI -NEE"
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LIFETIME RADIO

"TI -NEE"
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RADIO IS GUARANTEED TO
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PLUG -INS. Never runs down! SMALLER
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ANTENNA. Uses semi-conductor
s
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-I2 Tuner.
diode
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SEND ONLY $2.00 payl.postmamp$4aÿ9
COD on arrival r send $6.99 for postpaid delivery. SENT COMPLETE,
READY TO LISTEN -NOTHING EXTRA TO BUY EVER! (Extra long
distance Aerial kit included free for stations up to 1000 miles away.)
Available only from:
MIDWAY COMPANY, Dept. CPL -5, Kearney, Nebraska
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ginia contact with QSL sure
Wayne,
KN1 DIE, worked 13 states on 80 meters with a
"Windom" antenna. He has just replaced it
with a 40 -meter dipole and hopes to add states
and DX to his record on 40 and 15 meters.
Wayne will be happy to help anyone obtain
his license
Del, KNOMZN, has worked
25 states in only two weeks on the air with
his Heathkit AT -1 transmitter which he has
modified to use a 6146 tube as per my article
in the July, 1957, issue of POPULAR ELECTRONICS. Del asked a question about the modification, but he didn't include his address.
John, K2VOZ, has just worked Wyoming for
his 48th state, and he has worked 52 countries on 15 and 20 meters. A Globe Chief
HAM JAMBOREE
The International Bureau of the Boy Scouts,
in Ottawa, Canada, has announced that a
Boy Scout "Jamboree -on -the -Air" will be held
starting at midnight on May 9 and lasting till
midnight on May II. Amateurs throughout
the world who have an interest in scouting are

invited to contact each other during that period to further international brotherhood and
friendship.

transmitter running 90 watts and feeding
folded dipoles and an SX-99 receiver are the
tools John uses. He credits W2FXA and
W2PDB for teaching him how to use them
properly
Larry, KN3BWH /K3BWH (Novice and Technician licenses) has an unusual

QSL card to confirm his contacts. It is a
postal -card size reproduction of his license,
with the vital information on the contact
put on the left half of the "address" side of
the card..
worked 47
. Jerry,
K4HPR,
states -40 of them on 80 meters-as a Novice
while running 10 watts to a 6L6 transmitter.
Now, he is using a Heathkit DX -35 transmitter feeding a "long- wire" antenna and a
National NC -98 receiver. Jerry QSL's 100 %,
and will schedule anyone needing an Alabama contact, preferably on 15 meters.
Ed, KN4OLX /K4OLX, recommends a vertical
antenna for hams with limited space. He
practices what he preaches and has worked
20 states in the 80 -meter Novice band. He
chases r.f. energy up the stick with a WRL
Globe Scout 680 transmitter and receives
with a venerable National NC -240D receiver.
. Ernie, VE3EGG, now uses a DX -35 transmitter at 55 watts input, a Cush -Craft, 3band vertical antenna, and a Hallicrafters
SX -100 receiver. He has worked 35 countries
and 47 states and would very much like a
schedule with a Nevada station on 20 (preferably) or 15 meters for that 48th state.
Ernie reports on the many Novices he hears
on the 20-meter band. Most of them think
they are on 15 meters, but, by mistuning
their transmitters, are emitting on 20 and
15 meters both. If you operate on 15 meters,
ask a local station to check on 20 meters (at
twice your 40 -meter crystal frequency) If
he hears you and retuning the transmitter
doesn't help, use an antenna tuner.
Julio, YV3BS, reports that in order to obtain a ham license in Venezuela you must be
.
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21 or older and a Venezuelan citizen. There
are two classes of licenses. For either, you
must pass a written examination of about 35
questions, which Julio claims are not difficult.
The class -A license requires no code examination and permits operation on the 10- and
80 -meter bands. The class -B license permits
operation on all amateur bands. It requires
passing a 5 -wpm code test! Power is limited
to 1000 watts with either license, which must
be renewed annually.
Charlie, KN5KXJ, has made 375 contacts in
his seven months on the air. He uses a Globe
Chief transmitter and an S -53A receiver.
Charlie is now experimenting with a 40 -meter
vertical antenna
Harry, K6VPB, has
been on 40 meters since last spring with his
little 5- watter, a folded -dipole antenna, and
7 -tube home -built receiver. So far, he has
not worked outside of California. He'd like
to sked a W7, to double his states -worked
total
Leo, KNIDPO, and Roland,
KNIDQU, live three doors apart and hold
nightly schedules on 40 meters. Both use 40meter folded dipoles. Roland uses a Globe
Chief transmitter and an S -85 receiver, and
Leo uses a WRL 680 transmitter and a Ham marlund HQ -129X receiver. Both boys hope
to have their Generals very soon.
Contributors to News and Views: John,
KNOMPM (15) 5619 Russell, Mission, Kan,

sas; Bob Miller, KN3CTC (19), 267 Kalos St.,
Philadelphia 28, Pa.; Tom Pefuskey, KN2GSK,
619 Green St., Elizabeth, N. J.; Jeff Boyles,
KN8HCI, Box 191, Lumberport, W. Va.;
Wayne Waters, KNIDIE, New Canaan Ave.,
Norwalk, Conn.; John Zachwieja, K2VOZ, 82
Rejtan St., Buffalo, N. Y.; Larry Whitman,
KN3BWH, 2206 Audley Ave., New Castle, Pa.;
Jerry, K4HPR, 1711, 65 Greenbriar Ave.,
Hampton, Va.; Ernie Crump, VE3EGG, 64
Barrie St., Galt, Ontario, Canada; Julio Peña,
YV3BS, Avenida 20 No. 27 -95, Barquisimeto,
Venezuela, S. A.; Charlie Murrell, KNSKXJ,

Wister Lane, Houston 8, Texas; Harry,
K6VPB (16) 44 Conrad Street, San Francisco,
Calif.; Leo Le Bell, KNIDPO, 504 Rimmon St.,
Manchester, N. H.; Roland Bilodeaux,
KN I DQU, 480 Cartier St., Manchester, N. H.
We want to hear about your record and
experiences as a ham. Include a picture of
your station and yourself, if you have one
available. Until next month, 73,
Herb, W9EGQ
6410

WE DON'T NEED ENGINEERS
but they write to us daily *0 order our
GENIAC Electric Brain Construction Kits
do TEA, TIERS, SCIENTIFIC AMATEURS INDUSTRIAL FIRMS
and schools.
ee list below.,
SO

THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS have

bought GENIACS on a 7 DAY REFUND
We are proud to offer our 1958 Model. With up

guarantee

the minute improvements for the thousands of new customers who
ho can use them.

WHAT IS A GENIAC?

Here Is a picture of the 1958 Model GENI.Al` in the display rack
($3.00 separately) which comes with every kit.
GENIAC stands for Genius Semi -Automatic Computer.
kit of
specially designed switch decks arid racks which permit theA user
to
construct snore than 125 different machines following directions
and wiring diagrams) and as many more as he is able to design himself. These machines demonstrate the applications of electric circuitry.
APPLICATIONS OF GENIAC
SIMPLE COMPUTER CIRCUITS of binary, decimal adding, subtracting,
dividing, multiplying machines, PROBLEMS in symbolic logic, reasoning. comparing PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING and EXPERIMENT GAME
PLAYING CIRCUITS for tit -tat -toe and nins ACTUARIAL ANALYSIS.
SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS
AilisChalmers
Remington -Rand
International Business Machines
Manual Missionary College
Barnard College
Westinghouse Electric
Philips Laboratories
General Insurance Co. of America
Lafayette Radio
Rohr Aircraft Co.
Albert Einstein Medical College
Naval Research Laboratories
Board of Education, Tecumseh,
Nebraska Los Angeles Public Schools a Jefferson Union High School
A & M
Courtland Jr. High Sehaol
Bell Telephone
LOklahoma
aboratories.
WHAT COMES WITH THE KIT?
BOOKS -1. SIMPLE ELECTRIC BRAINS, AND NOW TO MAKE THEM
. . .
64 page experimental manual.-New: 2. MINDS AND MACHINES
100 page text of computers, automation and cybernetics. -NEW:
3. WIRING DIAGRAMS for basic GENIAC circuits. -NEW! 4. Beginners Manual for the person who has little or no familiarity with
electric circuits. -NEW! 5. GENIAC study guide
the equivalent
of a full course In computer fundamentals. lists additional readings.
PARTS-PANELS, DISCS RACK (for easy assembly and display).
Hardware, wire, tools. battery, holder, etc. for more than one hundred and twenty -1ve machines.
SEND for your GENIAC now, at only $19.95, a bargain, comes complete with over 400 parts and components. 7 [woks and manuals.
We guarantee that if you do not want to keep GENIAC after one
week you can return it for full refund.
Add 804 west of Miss., $2 outside U. S. Mail Name & Address with
.

check or Money Order to

OLIVER GARFIELD CO., INC., DEPT. PE -58C
108 E. 16th STREET

NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

,

MOVING?

Be sure POPULAR ELECTRONICS follows you. Please send your new

address fo:

POPULAR ELECTRONICS, Circulation Dept.
64 E. Lake St., Chicago 1, III.

ORDER by MAIL and SAVE!

TV PICTURE TUBES
Short -Wave Report

(Continued from page 72)
Here is a resume of the current reports. All
times shown are EST, and the 24 -hour system is used. At the time of compilation, all
reports were correct.
Algeria-Stations believed to be from this
country have been noted on 5978 kc. at 01000300 with French pop music and anmts, and
on 6140 kc. at 0100 -0125 with Arabic music
and anmts. The 5978 -kc. outlet closes at 0300
with "La Marseillaise." Another Algerian has
been found on 8220 kc. signing on at 1500.
(RY, 7, 68)

Angola- CR6RC, Radio Angola, Luanda,
11,862 kc., is heard at 1713 -1731 in Portuguese
Mao

19r.A

10BP4
$ 7.95 16WP4
12LP4
8.95 16TP4
14B/CP4
9.95 17AVP4
I6DP4 -14.95 17BP4
16EP4
15.90 17CP4
16GP4
15.90 17GP4
16KP4
10.95 17HP4
16LP4
10.95 17LP4
16RP4

10.95 17QP4

$15.20
10.95
15.20
10.95
17.00
17.60
13.60
13.60
11.95

17TP4
19AP4
20CP4
20HP4
21AP4
21ALP4
21AMP4
21ATP4
21AUP4

$19.1

21EP4

19.5D 21FP4

13.90
17.95
22.10
20.95
19.95
20.95
20.95

21WP4
21YP4
212P4
24CP4
24DP4
27EP4
27RP4

$14.95
15.95
17.30
15.95
14.95
23.95
26.95
39.95
39.95

-6 month guarantee -all others year. Aluminized Tubes
$5.00 more than above prices. These prices are determined to
include the return of an acceptable similar tube under vacuum.
27 "

1

ALL PRICES FOB CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. Deposit required,
when old tube is not returned, refundable at time of return.

-

25t7c deposit required on COD shipments. Old tubes must
be returned prepaid. We ship anywhere.
WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST.

PICTURE TUBE OUTLET

-

3032 MILWAUKEE AVE., CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS
Dickens 2 -2048
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with L.A. records. News in Portuguese at
1717 precedes the 1730 s /off and the station
closes with playing of "A Portuguesa." (RP)
Bolivia-CP25, R. Libertad, Sucre, 9200 kc.,
is being heard in Western areas at 2004 -2102
with programs of native jazz and tango music and anmts in Spanish. This one is difficult
to hear due to the commercial press outlets
surrounding the channel. (7)
Brazil -PRN9, R. Voz de Policia Federal,
Rio de Janeiro, 9290 kc., rarely heard, has
been tuned at 1600 with IS; s /on is at 1615,
then into Portuguese. (358)

44
TO ADD,

P

w

SUBTRACT,
FIND ROOTS,
POWERS, SIN,

COS, DIVIDE, MULTIPLY,

SOLVE TRIG AND ALGEBRA.

Other Brazilians heard infrequently in-

with special dials to
add several numbers at once, multiply as
at once by adding a
numbers
many as ten
Based on the
few more parts!
principle of Analog computers
Now TRANSISTORIZED,

_.;

ai

a>

c
Cd

Courses:
C14

C15

EBE

clude: PRB21, R. Panamericana, Sao Paulo,
6055 kc., at 1915; a station on 5975 kc. at 1915
that did not seem to ID for the listed R.
Guaruja; and what is probably R. Sociedad

Farroupilha on 15,335 kc. at 2100. (AN)
British Guiana- According to the station,
ZFY, Georgetown, opens at 0415 (Sundays at
0445) on 5981 and 3255 kc., with 2 kw. The
medium-wave outlet on 660 kc. opens at the
same time and is 10 kw. Listeners in Southern areas might be able to tune in on that

Computer Master, 50 lessons plus projects. Diploma issued. $22.50 down,
then $12.40 for six months.
Electronics, radio, television, computers, telemetering and radar. $22.50
down and then $10.00 for five months.
Ask for our new catalog.

Inc., 1015 Atkin Ave.

one. (LK)
British Honduras -British Honduras Broadcasting Service, Belize, operates at 1300 -1350
and 1800 -2245 on 3300 kc. The 4900- and
6100 -kc. stations are inactive. Evening xmsn
is often well heard with various Eng. pro-

Salt Lake City 6, Utah

grams. (JH, 323)

4-Fi

Ni -Fi Amplifier

Hi

AM -FM

Tuner Kit $28.95+

Kit $28.50

And they have the finest features and specs. Fully illustrated steP
by -step 28 -page manual makes assembly a ,sae! WRITE FOR FREE
10t',, for new Federal Tax
CATALOG!
QUALITY ELECTRONICS
New York 13, N. Y
Dept.P -5
319 Church Street

2 WAY PORTABLE RADIO SET
SENDS- RECEIVES UP TO 10 MILES AS SHOWN
in
owe

h,
bnm, or hm,1, 1, of ¡nil... with outside antenna! Work, n 80
With I,i,dl
s broada
radio-hands-also Aircraft and o
and 4U meter ,N
cast (1 to me l.l'Olt'l'A 11LESELlr-C'1NTAINEDPOWEREDWITIISTAND-

ARD PORTABLE 15h01O OA'l'TEItiES. NO AC PLUG -INS NEEDED!
Take it with you everywhere you go -on trips. vacations, camping-Keep in
contact with home. friends. Has 5 watt crystal controlled trnnamitter-Seeeiitch. Wt..
tive Regenerative Receiver. Send- Receive
only 3 lbs. Size. only Uax4rx4r. TESTED-PROVEN-

SIMPLIFIED-PRACTICAL-Full
on

iek easy to get license.

SEND ONLY $3.00

ft. gu for postpaid
sendparts. tube. coils.
al

a iu,

k.
CO

information given

,)

ana pay Imetma,

delivery. Com plete

WIRED
ofbatteries E2.
TESTED
now POSTPAID
before price
valor-Order

ANTEED-AVAILABLE ONLY FROM:

WESTERN RADIO

t

inenl

fi

cabinet, easy instructions.
01.20).

DEPT. ONE-S

R

GUAR-

KEARNEY, NEBR.

EASY TO LEARN CODE
speed with an Instructograph
Radio-Telegraph Code Teacher that takes
the place of an operator- instructor and enables
anyone to master cuele without further assistance. Available tapes from beginners alphabet
Speed
10 typical messages on all subjects.
range 5 to 40 WPM. Always ready-no QRM.
Thousands have "acquired the code" with the
Instructograph System. Write today for convenient rental and purchase plans.
INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY
4713 -F Sheridan Road, Chicago 40, Illinois

learn or increase

-the

ENGINEERING
DEGREE IN

27 MONTHS
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B.S. Degree. Aero., Chem., Civil,
Elec., Mech. & Electronic Eng.
inc. Radio, TV). 30 month B.S.
gree in Math.. Chem.. Physics.
Prep courses. Demand for grads.
Spacious campus. 20 hldgs.; dorms,
auditorium. gym. low rate. Earn
board. G.I. approved. Enter June,
Sept.. Dee., March. Catalog.
2358 E. Washington Boulevard
Fort Wayne 2, Indiana

Keeping pace with progress

Bulgaria -R. Sofia, 9700 kc., has Eng. to
N.A. at 2000 -2030 and 2300 -2330 with a mailbag session on Thursdays. (DB, GP, 303)

Canada -Two regional stations that are
noted in the Midwest are CFVP, Voice of
The Prairie, Calgary, Alberta, and VE9AI,
Edmonton, Alberta. CFVP, 6030 kc., 100
watts, relays CFCN, 1060 kc., is scheduled at
1400 -0200, and is heard best after 0000. VE9AI,
9540 kc., 200 watts, relays CJCA, 930 kc., is
scheduled at 0800 -0400 (from 1000 on Sundays) and can be heard whenever the channel is clear. (MM)
China -R. Peking operates to Eastern N.A.
at 2045 -2115 on 9665 and 11,820 kc., and to
Western N.A. at 2200 -2230 on 15,115 and
17,745 kc. Both xmsns, in Eng.; feature music
and dictation -speed news. (SH, GP)
Colombia -HJKH, R. Sutatenza, Bogota,
5070 kc., is heard at 1945 -2015 daily with religious programs in Spanish. The ID is three
gongs of a church bell. (NR)
Czechoslovakia -R. Prague, 6105 kc., is
heard at 1700 -1730. This xmsn, although
beamed to England, is heard very well in
Eastern states. (348)
Ecuador -A new station is Ondas del Volante, Azogues, 6140 kc., noted at 1900 -2200
with native programs. (AN, 100)
Another new one is R. Cultural de Machala,
Machala, 4725 kc., noted irregularly at 19002300 or later. Other tunings include: HC2GI,
R. El Telegrafo, Guayaquil, 4710 kc., noted at
1900 -2300; and HCRCX, R. Catolica, Quito,
5010 kc. (formerly HC1RP /HC1GP) , heard at
1900 -2330 relaying medium-wave HCRC. (100)
Heard in Western areas are: HC2AJ, Radiodifusora del Ecuador, Guayaquil, 4650 kc.,
from 2354 to 0004 s /off with L.A. records and
Spanish anmts; and HC1NE, R. Nacional
Espejo, Quito, 4680 kc., at 0003 -0148 with all
Always say you saw it

in-POPULAR
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Spanish and music from the Andean highlands. The latter signed off abruptly at 0148
with no closing anmt despite the fact that it
is reported to be a 24 -hour station. HC1NE
suffered a lot of QRM from planes in the
Pacific Northwest. (RP)
Egypt-Cairo, 11,991 kc., is noted in Arabic
with music at 1500 -1600 and in Eng. with
news and pop music at 1600 -1700, daily except Sundays. News at 1615. (RB, 44, 59, 61,
104, 226)

Another xmsn is at 0830 -0930 on 17,915 kc.
with news at 0845. They may start teaching
Arabic by radio shortly. (PM)
French West Africa-R. Dakar, 11,895 kc.,
has an Eng. newscast on Saturdays at 17151725. A period in French follows. (348)
Haiti-Evangelistic Voice of the West Indies, Cap Haitien, is now on 11,850 kc. at 04300600, 0800 -0930 (Sundays at 0515 -0630 and
0730 -0845), dual to 9635 and 6100 kc. Other
xmsns include: Sundays at 1500 -1715 on 21,525, 9628, and 6100 kc.; Saturdays, Sundays,
Mondays at 2000 -2230 on 15,360, 9603, and
6100 kc. They are asking for reports. (AN,
104, 163)

4VHW, R. Haiti, Port -au- Prince, can be
heard in Eng. with "Music Caravan" on Sundays and Thursdays from 2130 to 2230 on 6200

kc. (104)
Honduras -HROW, R. Montserrat, Tegucigalpa, has returned to 5880 kc. With HRN
still on 5973 kc., there are two Tegucigalpa
stations only 7 kc. apart. (100)
Hungary -R. Budapest is heard regularly
on 9833 kc. at 1700 -1730. They have a program for SWL's and will verify all reports received. (CR)
Liberia -ELWA, Monrovia, 15,200 kc., has
an Eng. program on Tuesdays only at 18151950, dual to 21,535 kc. Another N.A. xmsn is
on 11,986 and 21,535 kc. at 2000 -2130. (MS,

Now offers you
excellent

POLICE- MARINE

reception from your car.
Converter tunes
1.6-3.0 me range,
covers

Municipal, County
and State Police..
Inter -ship and
ship -to -shore
telephone

This new S-W CONVERTER

Marine weather....
Coast Guard

operates with existing
auto radio* without need
for alterations to the auto
set. Merely plug -in with

signals....

Time

Amateur (1.8 -2.0 mcs)
Size: 31/2" H, 4" W, 4" D

cable supplied, attach
clip to accessory post under dash. Installation is
simple, rapid.

Model #3163

Zq 50

*(Usable only on cars with 12 volt battery systems.)
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1300 -1515. (AN, 100)

Netherlands-Hilversum is operating on a
new frequency of 25,610 kc. at 0400 -0645 to
Australia and New Guinea, and on Sundays
at 2130 -2300 in Eng. with the "Happy Station
Program." They are very desirous for reports
on this outlet. (JA, AN, MO, 100, 163)
Nicaragua -YNLU, R. Managua, Managua,
formerly on 6846 kc., is now on 6040 kc. and
is audible at 1900 -0000 since HJLB is off the
air. (AN, 100)
Pakistan -R. Karachi is usually well heard
on 15,335 kc. to S. E. Asia at 2000 -2015 with
Eng. news and native music. Reports go to:
May, 1958

W

I

R

E

CORPORA

r

i05

FIX OLD
RADIOS IN A

104, 226, 338, 358)

Luxembourg -R. Luxembourg, Junglinster,
carries a French Mailbag session on Sundays
at 1520 -1530 on 15,350 kc. (313)
Mauritius-V3USE, Forest Side, has been
found as low as 14,980 kc. They continue having Eng. from 2300 to 2315 /close. This one
has been wandering and has been reported
as high as 15,092 kc. (48, 59)
Mexico -One of the newer stations is
XELUU, R. Universidad, Chihuahua, 15,300
kc. It is strong and clear at 1200 -1700 and
later with L.A. and N.A. music. Frequent ID
and all programs are in Spanish. This has
not yet been heard on Sunday. (61)
Mozambique Lourenco Marques has moved
to 15,100 kc. and is being heard fairly well

A

JIFFY!
...

without lost time
or needless testing!

It often takes more time
than its worth to fix old radios
but NOT when you own
this 31/- pound, 744 -page

Ghirardi

RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK! The
only service golde of Its kind
still in print. Gives common

trouble symptoms and remedies for over 4,800 old receiver models made by 202
manufacturers prior to 1942. Even beginners can use
it to repair sets that might otherwise be thrown away
because service data is lacking or because testing
takes too.long.
Cuts service time in half! Pays for itself the first
old set you fix! Shows exactly where the trouble is
likely to be. Explains how to fix it without useless
testing. Gives full service details on Airline, Apex,
Arvin, Atwater Kent, Belmont, Bosch, Brunswick,
Clarion, Crosley, Emerson, Fada. G -E. Majestic, Motorola, Philco, RCA, Silvertone, Sparton, Stromberg
and dozens of other old makes.

10 -DAY FREE EXAMINATION

P£ -58, RINEHART &
r Dept.
Inc.
232 Madison Ave.. New York 18,
CO.,

1

N. Y.

Send RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S

HANDBOOF. for 1O -day examination. If I keep book. I will then
send cr..95 plus postage
in full payment. Otherwise I will return
book
and
owe you nothing. (SAVE! Send 56.95 with roderpromptly
we
postage. Same 10 -day return privilege with moneyandrefunded
)
Name

Address
City, Zone. State
OUTSIDE U.S.A.- #7.4,5 n) teeth
der.
L
Money back it p ort r tarit eel In Id days.
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Directorate General, Radio Pakistan, 71 Garden Road, Karachi, Pakistan. (279)
Panama -HORT, R. Balboa, Panama City,
6060 kc., was noted at 0315 -0430 with variety
pop music and commercials, all- Spanish. A
three -note gong sounds before the ID. (61)
HP5B, R. Miramar, 6030 kc., was heard at
0125 with L.A. music. This is the first time
this one has been reported. (27)
HOH7, Panama City, is active again on
,9685 kc. after a long absence and is being
tuned well at 0600 -0800. (100)
Peru- OBX4C, Radio Et Sol, Lima, has
moved from 15,192 kc. to 15,170 kc. and is
heard at 1900 -2200. (100)
Poland-R. Warsaw is broadcasting in Eng.
as follows: at 0130 -0200 on 7145, 6135, and
5955 kc.; at 1330 -1400 on 6105 and 5975 kc.;
at 1430 -1500, 1530 -1600, and 1630-1700 on 6115
kc.; and at 1730 -1800 on 6025, 5975, and 5955

300 feet
STEREO

DEMO TAPE
for only 50e?

LIVINGSTON

from

PRESUME!

I

Pli

Who else but Livingston would make such a

wonderful stereo demonstration offer! You'll
a tape of superb excerpts from the famous
Livingston Library of Living Sound tapes

receive

...

big 14 page "Treasury of Living Sound"
filled with listings of the best symphonic, jazz,
mood or folkmusic for every taste. Frankly, we've
designed the tape and the catalog to whet your
PLUS o

appetite for more. For an adventure in true

kc. (265, 282)

Living Sound send coupon NOW!

Portugal- Lisbon can be noted in Eng. at

0845 -0930 on 21,495 and 17,880 kc. and at
1215 -1300 on 17,895 kc.; in Portuguese to the
United States and Canada at 1900-2300 on
11,840 kc. and at 2145 -2300 on 9635 kc. (SZ)
Sarawak -R. Sarawak, Kuching, 5052 kc.,
has Eng. at 0800 -0900, with Eng. news relayed from the BBC at 0800; Chinese from
0900. Power is 7500 watts and the signal is

living sound from
Livingston Audio Products Corp. (Dept. E51
Caldwell, N. J.
Gentlemen:
Enclosed is SOc for your Stereo "Demonstration
Treat ". My machine is stacked tin line)
staggered (displaced) D.
Box 202,

Name
Address

7one_State

City

r

L

NEW

-

MIDGET SHORT WAVE RADIO
GETS STATIONS 12,000 MILES AWAY!
Tunee ALL foreign short wave bands. London.

Parke, Moscow. Australia. ALL Amateur bends
160 to 10 metered ALL long distance Air Force

and

Air Line aircraft, Ships

at

Sea,

AF

overeeue

roadcast.. State -County Police. Industrial Band,
-U.S. Radio
to7 meters!aNOTHINGSLIKE ITON

MARKET ANYWHERE AT ANY PRICE.
Super -regenerative Receiver. Short antenna
cl,ded -Hook up in 1 ee ond! PORTABLE
SELF- CONTAINED
POWERED WITH
RADIO BATTERIES SOLD EVERY WHERE.
NO AC PLUG-INS! Size only 4!í" x 6" x 4 ". Wt.
omplete -3 Ibe. Calibrated hi-ratio easy tuning
d lxl Wonderful for Roy Scout.. 7ourieta. vonetiooe. amateurs, shortwave listeners.
EVERYONE CAN NOW HEAR THE WHOLE WORLD TALKING!
Ibill, ck. mot and pay postman $12.05 COD postage o.
SEND ONLY (4.00 arrival or send $16.95 for postpaid delivery. Complete ear,:
to wire kit includes ell parts tubes. broadcast roil elasoid cabinet. instruction,'Set of long life hattcrien $2.99 extra/. COMPLETELY WIRED AND TESTED
-POSTPAID IN USA 521.95. Easily n $4n St value. Order now before price any,
-r-('AliANTil O- 1t .-\ILtR1.1= ONLY FROM:
KEARNEY. NEBRASKA
Dept. BRE -5
WESTERN RADIO

-

your local dealer today! FREE CATALOG!
W. Jefferson
PT
Los Angeles 16, California
WANTED

ENGINEERING DEGREES

..

PACIFIC
INTERNATIONAL

E.E, Option
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Electronics or Power

Earned Through HOME STUDY

or Residence Work

5719 -W Santa Monica Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
(Operating

as

a

College of Engineering only at

Corp.

ID-Identification
IS-Interval signal
kc.- Kilocycles
kw.- Kilowatts

/on- Sign -on
xmsn-Transmission from station

Write PRI, 4223

(~N)

SHORT -WAVE ABBREVIATIONS

anmt- Announcement
BBC -British Broadcasting
Eng.-English

s

guarantees

huge bonus! PRI Instruments from $29.95.
See

1100 -1130. New studios are being constructed
here, with power to be increased to 20 kw.,

L.A. -Latin America (n)
N.A. -North America (n)
QRM- Station interference
R. -Radio
s /off -Sign -off

You can be the next uranium mil-

lionaire! Government

heard surprisingly well in Western states.
They also operate on 6060 kc. (61)
South Korea -HLKA, Seoul, has a newscast, music, and talks in Eng. from 2330 to
0000 on 11,925 kc. This is The Voice of Free
Korea. (225)
Sudan -The Sudan B/C Service, c/o Ministry of Social Affairs, P. O. Box 522, Khartoum, operates on 4972 kc. (71/a kw.) and 6200
kc. (500 watts) at 2315 -0030 daily except
Thursdays; also at 1030 -1530 (to 1600 on
Thursdays) . It opens at 0900 on Fridays,
0930 on Sundays. Another xmsn is heard on
Fridays at 0015 -0430. English is broadcast at

present)_

and eventually to 50 kc. The Eng. program
will be increased to two hours daily. (7, JB)
Surinam-AVROS, Paramaribo, 15,406 kc.,
has Eng. news on Mondays at 2000 -2005; popular music with Dutch anmts before 2000.
They have a program in Hindustani on Fridays only at 1920 -1930. This station may also

be on 4052.5 kc. (RP, 126, 197, 348)
Tangier -From the bulletin of the International SW League, it has been learned that
the Voice of Tangier no longer uses the callsign WTAN. No other information is avail-

(Continued on page
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0FROM Ornitii Big NwWothu1w
BLONDER -TONGUE ALL CHANNEL
UHF CONVERTER

RCA

I2" Hi -Fi BIAXIAL Speaker

STOCK No. RA -293

1595
OW GET UHF ON
ANY TV SET

REG. $22.95
Separate selector switch fSir VIIF-UHF, or
Power. Switch automatically connects and
disconnects antenna from vet
converter.
nos VIIF v _
through Silo, UHF is not
in use.
D,I t V. AC.

lni

$199 5

Atomic Dust Chaser
Stuck

REG. $3.50

MODEL 501S1
STOCK No. S -321
REG.

$129

No.

RP-134

for

3

$55.00

12" Woofer with :i" Tweeter provide
near perfect tonal ange. 141 /p ox.
Alnico V magnet. r Response 40 to
18.000 cps. Power rating 12 watts.
V. C. S ohms.

Clips on phom, arm.
charges built up tut
keard_s
.
and
needle
tiro icct
ep record, like new_

Eliminates static

I

Philmore Germanium Diode
Radio Receiver Kit

$333
EA.

ELECTRO PLATER
STOCK NO.
KB -51

EA.

,'

3for
$15

$788

.

STOCK
NO.

S -312

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
With Built -In Volume Control

tf
t

STOCK No.
M -121

, tA

25
EA.

il

-I.eny plastic with chronic front pie
Iaini held o r mounted 00 stand. Sinee
thread. With 55
.lo .l.1 -1 I,:
n cable.
'meting
,-1,

KIT FORM
Stock No.

$1199E

1(B -54

EA.

Latest Pattern. For
modernizing old or new
Reg. $4.00 units. 36"x48
".

AUTOMATIC TIMER
STOCK NO.
X'714
CZ-12
REG.
T

3 for $15.00

EA.
$5.95
Makes all appliances automatic. Will turn "on"
d "oft" at pre -set time.
Also has manual control
for temporary or permanent "on" and "off" 1500

watts.

110.125 V.

GO

Shield Stylus Microscope
40 POWER

for

$22.50
EA.
Latest design 12" c
linear coned Hi -Fi speaker
with center mounted diffuser
cone. heavy cast frame. \t'
8 ohms.
lO watts. Made
in Denmark.

STOCK
No.
CA-71

$190
EA.

STOCK NO.
N -92

3 for $5.50
REG. $3.50
Examine phono
needles, record grooves specimens, rte.
Fine focus. Threaded Dont lens adjustment. 33j "x1, "dia.

Electric Knife -Scissors Sharpener
STOCK NO. TL -187

$783
EA.

3

FOR

$22.50

Sharpen knives, .v
Feather ctacti, ni
Reg
switch with 3 automatic $12,95
angle guides for different
blades. 115 V. AC. 50 -00 Co.
tools, etc.

cy. Af

Stock No.
TE -109

Heavy uly transformer n
aitsl and steel
n,g
tithe
GWLy ndn-st Teil I.n.
socket, ,.im one spare
.ie,. v.,

,i

.

rraolr

,

.

.

GET GENERAL ELECTRIC TUBES WHOLESALE

for the New Big Olson Catalog. IIT'S FREE!
IT'S EASY TO ORDER FROM OLSON'S

Send

MAIL ORDERS TO AKRON, OHIO
How to order: Order directly from this ad. For convenience use this order
blank. Fill in columns below with quantity desired, stock nunher,
and price. You may send remittance with order (include enough for description,
or
parcel post shipment), or if you prefer send a $2.00 deposit with yourpostage
order and
Olson will ship C.O.D. for the balance.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: Everything you order from
Please
Olson is guaranteed as advertised. If you are not more
Minimum
than satisfied, you may return merchandise for cash refund.
Order $5.00

-

$2995

FACTORY
WIRED

_

3

4®'.8"

.)17 9

,

SECO TUBE TESTER

..

36" x

NO'

Olson "Elipticon 12"

STOCK No. TL-166
Silverplate silverware,
parts. etti.
Consists of Electro Brush, Jewelry,
clip, - z polish
and 2 na. s.lver plating solution.
Uses
pen 1ile batteries.
Penlite Batteries. Stock No. BA -32 -Each 8e

i

REG. 9

$5.00

Fritures variable caparity tuning and a high
nil for connection
coil
to a
crystal.
With 1000 ohm phone
tions.
d instructions.

$595

GRILLE CLOTH

3for

Quan.

Stock
Number

OLSON

Price

DESCRIPTION

l

,I...

Each

TOTAL

Fitee OCooiz Calezeo-9-

BARGAIN STORES IN
CHICAGO. 4101 N. Milwaukee Ave.
CHICAGO
123 N. Western Ave.
CLEVELAND
2020 Euclid Ave.
PITTSBURGH
5918 Penn Ave.
MILWAUKEE
423 W. Michigan
BUFFALO
711 Main Street

P

-58

Total

I

NAME

Add
Postage

ADDRGSS
CIIY_

ZO

N

E-

STATE_

TOTAL
AMT.

11-5R FORGE

STREET

AKRON 8, OHIO

May, 1958
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KITS!
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kitit
Kit

Kit
Kit

Each

"TAB" Kit Contains
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit

Precision Resistors
Switches
75 Resistors 1/,/1 /2W
35

10

150 Carbon Resistors
45 Panel Lamps
12
15

Electrolytic Cond's
Volume Controls

36 Tube Sockets
65 Tubular Condensers
500 Lugs & Eyelets
10 Bathtub Oil Cond's
5 lbs. Surprise Package
10 Transmit Mica Cond's

The Fines+ Selection

35 Power Resistors
75 Mica Condensers
5

ADVERTISER

Crystal Diodes

250
100
100
550

ft. Hook Up Wire.
Asst'd
Fuses, asst'd all types

Ceramic Condensers
Coil Forms
Crystals &Holders
Inductors &Coils
5 Microswitches
10 Wheat Lamps
6

3

Transistor Xfmrs

ONE EACH ABOVE
KIT ONLY

Order Ten Kits
We Ship Eleven!!!

BATTERY CHARGER KIT 2 to 4 Amps. CHARGES
KIT BCK -1 SPECIAL
12 VOLT BATTERIES.

99c

2.44

$9.95

NEW "TABTRON" SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

,,,..ri

FULL WAVE BRIDGE

,

1

Dated -One Year Guarantee
Amp. $1.40; 2A $2.00; 3A $2.90;
18VAC /14VDC
4A $3.50; 6A_$3.95; l0A $5.85. 12A $7.20.

-I

Amp.
4AV$6.40'; 6A $7.70; 10A 511'.35. 12A $14.2554.10:
CONTAINS BRIDGE
8 AMP. DC
15 VAC
UT,
TRANS
RECTIFIER & 18 to
$20 Value. Delivers 14 to 20 VDC, Ideal R.R.....SPECIAL $11

GTD NEW TEST EQUIPMENT KITS!
Postpaid 48 States
TRANSISTOR MATCHED IN OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS&DIAG. $2
T1K VTVM KIT $24; TSK SCOPE 5" KIT $42
RES /CAP BRIDGE KIT 519; TBK TUBE TESTER KIT $34
SPEAKER
TN
T8K DYNAMIC TUBE 6R TRANSISTOR TESTER KIT $68$78
$57
50 WATT Hi -Fi Kit Latest Design-Best Buyl
$69
60 WATT Hi -Fi Amp 6 Preamp Kit- Campletel

"TAB"

TUBES
042

.80
.72
.82
.84
.80
.50
.98
.78
.82
.88
.78
.78
.68
.69
59
.66
.68

0B2
OB3
0C3
OD3

024
1AX2
183
1L4
1R4
195
154
155
1T4

lUS
1X2

2021
388A 2/51
2/51
2V3
385
.69
10 /51
954
4 /$i
955
.30
957
1619 4/$j1
4 /$1
1825
1626 5 /$1
1629 4 /51
1.15
807
3.98
5E11.1

TAB
TESTED

BSN6

GUARANTEED

Our 12th Year in Business

1.00
9LP7
45
4/$1
7193 20/51
1.98
434A
1N34A 2/51
5BP4
$2
5U4
.59
5V4
.89
5Y3
.59
6AB4
.39
.79
6AC7
.97
6AG7
.89
6AH4
6AH6
.95
.69
OAKS
.59
6ALS
.66
6A05
6AS5
.75
6AT6
.49
.89
6AÚ4
.59
6AU6
.79
6AX4
6BA6
.59
.59
BECS
68E6
.59
.79
60F5
6666 1.49
.89
611K5
.89

61306

6807

6C4

6H6
6CB6
6CD6
6.15
6J6
6K6
61(7

6L6
654
6SA7
65X7
65.17
65K7
65L7
6SN7

6507
6T4
6T8
6U8
6V6
6W6
6X4
7A8
7C5
7F7
7N7

707
12AT6
12AT7

2.00
.99

2/51
2/$1

12AÚ7
12AV6

.69
1.49
.59

.79
.59
.79
.69
.59
.59
.79
.79
.89
.89
.69
.69
.69

12A6
12AX4
12AX7
128147
12877
12SA7
125K7
125N7
.69
12507
14A7
.69
19BG6 1.69
25506 1.29
25Z6
.79
.59
35C5
.59
35L6
35W4
.59
35Z5
.5S
.69
SOA5
.79
SOBS
SOCS
.69
.69
SOLO
1.00
75

2/$1
2/51

.79
1.19
.59
.79
.69
.69
.69
.69

2/51

.59
1.19
.98
.89
.59
.79
.39
.79
.79
.79
.79

76

10Y

5/51
3/51

DC POWER FOR TRANSISTORSII
translator
Transistors! Filtered Power Supply Kit used to power
2AMPS filtered less
circuits, amplifiers, etc. Delivers 12VDC atKit
$18. TPS2W asthan 0.5% ripple or 28VDC at lA TPSK2
sembled & wired 524.
115VAC Inpt Transformer & Full Wave Bridge Rectifier for I2VDC
$4.50
Q 2AMPS, RECTRAN KIT RT1K
$8 50
RT1W Assembled & Wired
$9.00
RT2K Kit 12 or 18VDC up to 6 AMPS
$14.75
RT2W Assembled & Wired

Registered Guaranteed Replacement Needles -Alt Cartridges
Single Diamond $7; Dual Die $14; Dia -Sapphire $B fizo
Number Postpaid 48 States
Send Cartridge Name

i

"TAB"

FINEST HI -FI RECORDING TAPE
l 45 Lots
p,Lj/
7" Reel -1200 Ft. Per Reel
al t
Sold on Money Back Guarantee
Highest quality IiiFi Precision Coated & Slit.
quality controlled, constant output
"ERIN" MFGR & PROCESS,
Noise FREE, Splice FREE Plastic Tape. Freq. 71/s IPS, 40 -151(C
"TAB" S $1.59 ea.; 3 /$1.SO ea.
Oxide-Wild-In
New 1st Quality "MYLAR" 2400 Ft. -7" Reel
"ERIN" GLOSS 6 PROCESS RECORDING TAPE $4.49 Q 3/512

i/

FREE! WRITE TODAY FOR OUR CATALOG

SNOOPERSCOPE "SEE IN DARK" TUBE & DATA
MINIATURE METER ONE, MA, DC 2% ACCY MTG

$5...2
RD,

for $9

SQ.$3.89

SLIM JIM HIGAIN DYNAMIC MIKE&TILT STAND&XFMR..$3.89
HI VOLTAGE MICA CONDSR 006MFD 15 2500W VDC...10 for $1
MICRO SWITCH B- 1 /3OAMP & ALNICO ARC MAGNET..10 for $1
TV 100MA RECTIFIER 496 @, 5 FOR $2, 20/57
RADIO
NEW AUTO VIBRATOR 8 OR 12VOLT /4PIN $1.39 5, 2/$2.50
RELAY 4 PDT. 12 TO 24VDC /MINIATURE $1 5, 6 FOR $5

i

"TAB"

111 HP

128

ADVERTISER'S INDEX

40 Insulators

TERMS: Money Beek Gtd. $2 min.
Add e Dep.
order F.OB. N.Y.C.
charges or for C.O.O. 25% Dep.
Prices shown are subject to change.

Liberty Si., N.Y. 6, N.Y.

Rector 2.6245
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ELECTRONICS

POPULAR

BARGAIN

ELECTRONICS

Basic Transmitter es Receiver ChasHANDIIE- TALKIE eis.
New, Wired, with tube- 2Triodes $6165
Me. Complete
RADIO CONTROL 271/4
with Relay, Tube 6 $
61
wites. Factory Tested,
Small, approx. 3 ex.

rv

RECEIVER
EFORE YOU

/C

R

BASEMENT

SAVE ON THESE SPECIAL BUYS OF THE MONTH

3

NEW YORKN3L

N

INCL.

?Y.

METAL LOCATOR ENTHUSIASTS
.
BC- 1141 -C amplifier, the electronic heart
of the famous SCR -625 mine detector. This unit is brand new
with 2-155 and 1 -1G6 vacuum tubes, in steel carrying case with
handle: net weight with batteries is only 10 pounds. It operates
from internal batteries (not included) and is complete with
s,hematic diagram of the whole SCR -025 detector set. t'a+e
measures 14' by 6" by 5" including hinged cover. Operating
panel hinges out for easy excess to interior shock mounted chassis.
This is a 1000 cycle fixed frequency amplifier, brand spanking
new, and a once -in -a- lifetime hargain at $5.05. Set of 3 spare
vacuum tubes $1.00. Shipping weight 12 pounds.

JOE

5--SUBM'INEATURE

.

Write for free Dorernment surplus bargain bulletin
PALMER, P. 0, Box 6188 CCC, Sacramento, California

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
POPULAR SIZE VOLUME CON TROLS
TRANSFORMER -PRI.:
1 -INPUT
20,000 SEC.: 1.000
DRIVER TRANSFORMER -PRI.:
10.000 SEC.: 2,000 C.T.
50- ASSORTED 1 -1 -2 -WATT RE-

I-

1-

SISTORS

ALL FOR ONLY $10.95
GROVE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY COMPANY
4103 W. BELMONT AVE.
CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS

$1s95

This is for you

1- FERRITE ANTENNA LOOPSTICK

CATALOG
TRANSISTORS

1- MATCHING OUTPUT TRANSFORMER FOR SPEAKER
1- MINIATURE 365 MMF VARIABLE
CONDENSER
2- TRANSISTOR I.F. TRANSFORMERS
1- TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR COIL

Hand Hold i
Model A 1

Greatest Power -up to 5 watts input
(27.255
Greatest Distance -Range up to 3 sq. miles
MC)
Gyro Magic Tuning Indicator -simplest tuning
Versatile- operates from 90 -180 Volts "B"
Complete
Guaranteed
th Antenna.
Ready to Operate (less bttry) $17.95; Complete KIT

GYRO ELECTRONICS

-P -N-P

3-N-P-N TRANSISTORS

18-TRANSISTOR /DIODE CLIPS
1
-INCH PM SPEAKER

-2

BUY- COMPARE. Made in U.S.A.

TRANSMITTER

TRANSISTOR EXPERIMENTER'S LABORATORY KIT! I I I
PACKED IN A HANDSOME TRANSISTOR RADIO CABINET-THIS
NIT CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING TRANSISTOR COMPONENTS:

POSTAGE W; ORDER OR 50% D' -POSWSEND FOR LATEST ARGONNE CATA -OG

RADIO CONTROL

Headquarters

airplanes, boats, cars, etc. FREIE CATALOG "P."
operators license required. FREE -SEND FOR FCC FORM 505
Garage Door Radio Control Transmitting & Receiver Kita Available.
R/C TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER KIT; 271/4 Irtic. S watt 2-Tube
Simple Transm. & 2 -Tube Rec. incl. Drilled Bases, $9.95
s
Wound Coil, Res., Cond., SIGMA Relay, Inetruc
SIGMA 4F RELAY: 8,000 ohm, $4.25
6 Reed Relay 14.95
2.6V Battery Charger Kit $4.95...........
wired 6.95
R/C BOOKS: Model Control $1; Radio Control $1; Handbook 2.25
CRYSTALS: 27.255 Mc. Petersen 09A....53.95; HOLDER
.15
2" METERS. 0.1 Ma, $3.65: 500 MicroA $3.95; 3 Ma.. 2.95
Flash STROBOSCOPE 110V AC, Range 900.14000 per min .19.95
sensitive 10,000 ohm SigRELAY CONTROL UNIT nti. Relay
(11/, Ma) Thermal Bimetal Strip. Heating Element, Hi Z Audio Choke, Mini
Alnico V Magnet, Neon Lamp, Resistors, Cap.scitors.only 99e
Mini Storage Cells. 2V 75e; 1r /5V
IElectrie Motor .95
For model
No

.....

TUBES: XFG1, RK61, 3114, 3A5, 1VO4, 684....Transistor .99
RELAYS, 10K ohm, 2 Ma DC or 110V AC SPOT. 95e; SPST .8S

GYRO ELECTRONICS

NEWPYORKA13, N. Y.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS KITS
Electronic and Electro- Mechanical Parts

Say You Saw It in
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Tremendous assortment of Army -Navy surplus, either stripped
from equipment or still packaged in brand new condition.
EXPEC1, TO BE DELIGHTED! Selectronien inelsadesItems
lly
unheard of , bargain kits. While all kit's are different, s they
include such items as:
Resistors
Condensers
Transformers
Chokes
Rectifiers
.

..

FOB

Tubes

Sockets
Bulbs

POPULAR

ELECTRONICS

ARE VALUABLE!

Counters

Relays
Switches
Meters
Solenoids
Selsyns
Plus many, many other kinds of electronic parts & Equipment.

KIT "A"
35 -40 lbs. $4.95

Philadelphia,
satisfied.

Pa. Purchase price

S E LE CT R ON IC S

YOUR COPIES OF

Timers

KIT "B"
100 lbs. $9.95

refunded if not completely

phóede6p7ie16,1°a.

Specially designed for POPULAR ELECTRONICS, this handy file -with its distinctive, washable Kivar cover and 16-carat gold
leaf lettering-not only looks good but keeps
every issue neat, clean and orderly.
So don't risk tearing and soiling your copies of
POPULAR ELECTRONICS -always a ready
source of valuable information. Order several
of these POPULAR ELECTRONICS volume
files today. They are $2.50 each, postpaid
3 for $7.00, or 6 for $13.00. Satisfaction guaranteed, or your money back. Order direct
from:

-

KEEP THEM NEAT

.
CLEAN . .
READY FOR INSTANT REFERENCE!

Now you can keep a year's copies of POPULAR ELECTRONICS in a rich -looking leatherette file that makes it easy to locate any
issue for ready reference.
May, 1958

JESSE JONES BOX CORP., DEPT. PE
Box 5120, Philadelphia 41, Pa. (Established 1843)
129

able at the present time as to the call that
will be used in the future, if any. (CK)
Turkey-Eng. programs from Ankara are
as follows: to West Europe on 9465 kc. at
1600 -1645 (Mailbag on Sundays) and 13151330 with a request program, on 7285 kc. at
0020 -0105 (Mailbag on Sundays) and 12151230 with request program; to N.A. on 9515
kc. at 1315 -1400 (Mailbag on Sundays) and at
1815 -1900 (news at 1815) ; and to S.E. Asia
on 17,830 kc. at 0830 -0915 (Mailbag on Sundays) . (JT, 104, 348)
United Arab Republic -UABS, Cairo, is
noted on 11,919 kc. daily at 1530 -1600 in German and at 1600 -1700 in Eng. The Damascus
outlet on 15,165 kc. operates at 1430-1530 with
French at 1445 and Eng. at 1515. Both staSHORT -WAVE CONTRIBUTORS
J. P. Arendt (JA), Aurora, Ill.
David Buerger (DB), Milwaukee, Wis.
Joe Berman (IB), Akron, Ohio
Ray Beals (RB), Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Paul Damai (PD), Calumet City, Ill.
John Humbach (JH), Hamilton, Ohio
Stuart Hutton (SH), Dalton, Mass.
Chuck Kershner (CK), St. Albans, Vt.
Lavoyd Kuney (LK), Detroit, Mich.
Murray Mann (MM), Omaha, Nebr.
Patricia McGrott (PM), Half- Way-Tree P.O.,
Jamaica
Al Niblack (AN), Vincennes, Ind.
Max Ovodock, Jr. (MO), Philadelphia, Pa.
Gary Putnam (GP), Seaside, Oregon
Robert Palmer (RP), Spokane, Wash.
Charles Rostkowski (CR), Burlington, Vt.
Nathan Reiss (NR), New York, N. Y.
Miriam Stockton (MS), Cap Haitien, Haiti
John Thresher (JT), West Nyack, N. Y.
Dan Wilt (DW), Barberton, Ohio
Ron Young (RV), Chelmsford, England
Stanley Zagaski (SZ), Norwich, Conn.
Bill Flynn (7), Pittsburg, Calif.
Peter Risse (23), Atlanta, Ga.
Gerry Dexter (27), Waterloo, Iowa
Gordon Nelson (31), Inglewood, Calif.
Anson Boice (44), New Britain, Conn.
Emmet Riggle (48), Massillon, Ohio
Grady Ferguson (59), Charlotte, N. C.
John Beaver (61), Canon City, Colo.
Rolan Kunkel (68), Redlands, Calif.
Roger Legge (100), McLean, Va.
Ed Kowalski (104), Philadelphia, Pa.
Bob Derabertis (126), New Hyde Park, N. Y.
Walter Meeuws (163), Nashville, Tenn.
Pete Baggerman (197), Bridgeville, Pa.
Stewart MacKenzie, Jr. (225), Long Beach, Calif.
William Bing (226), New Orleans, La.
Gerd Janzen (265), Ulm/Do, Germany
Don Davenport (279), Monroe, Wis.
Bob Kapsch (282), Roselle Park, N. J.
Hank Reixach (303), Washington, D. C.
Denny Avers (313), Keyser, W. Va.
Richard Miller (323), Englewood, N. J.
Esther Cottingham (338), Redwood City, Calif.
Glenn Cuthrell (348), Maxton, N. C.
John Cobb, Jr. (358), Cartersville, Ga.
William Donoghue (365), West Chester, Pa.

tions identify as the Voice of the United
Arab Republic. (DW, 348, 365)
USA-The only report on the first USA
earth satellite was received from #23. He
noted it shortly after it was launched, at
1634 -1642 on 108,030 kc., but it took him eight
hours to log it.
USSR -R. Tashkent, Uzbec SSR, is being
noted on 11,690 kc. at 0730 -0800 in an Eng.
xmsn to India and Pakistan. (PD, 197)
Clandestine -Huna Sawt al Haqq (Voice of
Justice), Egypt, has moved from 7211 kc. to
7070 kc. and was noted at 1000 s /on in Arabic.
Sawt al Misr Hurrah (Voice of Free Egypt)
is good in Arabic at 1030. (31)
-111130

RATE:

0/astif/ed
500

per

gloses May 6th.
ELECTRONICS,

Minimum IO words prepaid.
Send order and remittance to:
Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

word.
I

July issue
POPULAR

FOR SALE
"20 DX Crystal Set Plans" handbook with catalog
-30Ç. Laboratories, 1131 -L Valota, Redwood City,

California.
ARMY Double Headphones $2.98. Supply, Bergen, Box
118, Jersey City 4, New Jersey.
BUY Wholesale! Radios, Phonographs, Recorders,
Cameras, Projectors, Appliances, Etc. Catalog $1.
(Refundable). Rem Sales & Service, Nod Road, Rt. 2,
Swansea 1, Mass.
TELEVISION Sets $11.95 Plus Shipping. Jones, 147
High Street, Pottstown, Pa.
FREE -To hams, catalog and specifications on 50 antennas for all bands. Gotham, 1805A Purdy Ave.,
Miami Beach, Fla.
TUBES -TV, Radio, Transmitting And Industrial Types
At Sensibly Low Prices. New, Guaranteed 1st Quality
Top Name Brands Only. Write For Free Catalog or
Call WAlker 5 -7000, Barry Electronics Corp., 512
Broadway, New York 12N, N. Y.
NEW! Pocket radio transmitter uses transistor. Plans
25Ç. Free literature on all our products available at
factory prices. Springfield Enterprises, Box 54 -E5,
Springfield Gardens 13, N. Y.
WALKIE- TALKIE chassis $6.98. See our display ad In
this issue. Springfield Enterprises.
WALKIE- TALKIE. Build wireless portable radiophone
for less than $10.00. Plans for variable frequency and
crystal control types, only 50Ç for both, including assembly photographs. Springfield Enterprises, Box
54 -E5, Springfield Gardens 13, N. Y.
CITIZEN'S band radio plans for building your own
receiver and information on transmitter design, FCC
requirements, etc. plus special discount on type approved transceivers. All for $1.00. Springfield Enterprises, Box 54 -E5, Springfield Gardens 13, N. Y.
DIAGRAMS for repairing radios $1.00, Television $2.00.
Give make, model. Diagram Service, Box 672 -PE,
Hartford 1, Conn.
GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters,
Snooperacopes, Parabolic Reflectors, Picture Catalog
10Ç. Meshna, Malden 48, Mass.
GOVERNMENT Sells-Surplus Electronics; WalkieTalkies; Test Equipment; Oscilloscopes; Radar;
-You
Sonar; Surplus Aircrafts; Boats; Jeeps; Misc.
buy direct now from U. S. Government Depots at
bulletin
fractions of Army & Navy costs -Send forSunnyside
"Depot List & Procedure" $1.00. Box 8 -PE,
4, New York.

TUBES-Television, Radio, Guaranteed, Boxed, 75%
off, Bell Electronics, 40 Canal, New York City 2.
BUY wholesale! Discounts to 80 %! Gifts, Appliances,
Housewares, Tools, Watches, etc. Midwest, EP -156,

Pontiac, Illinois.
"AUTOMATIC Garage Door Control "; standard parts,
radio or post control. Complete instructions, exploded
view, layouts, photos; $1.50. R -L Books, 5649 Costello,
Van Nuys, Qalif. Guaranteed!
KITS -$2.98 each. Resistance box, Tube checker, Capacitance box. Special! Order 2-get one free. Includes instructions, new parts, surplus case. Hi Voltage probe-29e, 3 Alignment tools-29(. New, used,
surplus parts assortment-$1.89. Allkit, Box 98, Mid wood Station, Brooklyn 30, N. Y.

WANTED
CASH Paid! Sell your surplus electronic tubes. Want

unused, clean transmitting, special purpose, receiving, TV types, magnetrons, klystrons, broadcast, etc.
Also want military & commercial lab test and communications gear. We swap too, for tubes or choice
equipment. Send specific details in first letter. For
a fair deal write, wire or telephone: Barry, 512 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. WAlker

5 -7000.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

MERCURY, Plantinum, Silver, Precious Metals. Ores
Assayed. Mercury Refiners, Norwood, Massachusetts.
CYLINDER and old disc phonographs. Edison, Con-

queror, Idelia, and Oratorio models. Berliner Gramophones and Zono -o- phones, Columbia cylinder Graph ophones, and Coin -operated cylinder Phonos. Want
old catalogues and literature on early phonos prior to
1919. Will pay cash or trade late hi-fl components.
Popular Electronics, Box 50, 1 Park Ave., New York 16,
N. Y.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

-

FLORIDA employment possibilities particularly electronics good. Florida facts, employers missile con-

tractors, type jobs. $2 postpaid. Florida Opportunities, Box 743, Cocoa. Florida.
JOBS Overseas! Janecek Development Co., 1093 Hub
Station, New York 55, N. Y.

INVENTIONS WANTED
INVENTIONS wanted. Patented; unpatented. Global
Marketing Service, 2420 -77th, Oakland 5, Calif.

Nation's Electronic center. Current employment information and lists $1. Rains, 5621 Grace LOS Angeles:

wood, Arcadia, California.

SPECIAL SERVICES
BOOK Manuscripts Considered for national distribution. All subjects welcomed. New authors encouraged.
Atten. Mr. Blythe, Greenwich Book Publishers, 489

Fifth Avenue,

N. Y., N. Y.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
CORRESPONDENCE course in Radio, Television, Electronics. Includes first class license preparation. Total
price $72.00. Details free. No salesmen will call. Ascot
-School of Electronics, Box 29092, Los Angeles 29,

California.

TAPE & TAPE RECORDERS
DISCOUNTS to 50%, recorders, tapes, hi -fi components, consoles, photograph equipment. Request
specific prices only. Long Island Audio & Camera
Exchange, 3 Bay 26th Street, Brooklyn 14 -L, N. Y.
BINAURAL -Stereophonic tapes, low cost! Sampler
-$3.50. Catalog-Free. Paul Miller, 655 Main, Lafay-

ette, Indiana.
TAPE Recorders, hi -fl components, tapes. Unusual
Values. Free Catalog. Dressner, 69 -02F, 174 St.,
Flushing 65, N. Y.
RECORDERS, HiFi, Tapes. Free wholesale catalogue.
Carston, 215 -P3, 88 St., N.Y.C. 28.
HIGHEST Trade -In Allowances Toward Ampex, Con certone, Crown, Ferrograph, Presto, Pentron. Components. Accessories. Catalog. Boynton Studio, 10 -PE
Pennsylvania, Tuckahoe, N. Y.
$1.00 PLANS. Record stereo with any stereo playback
recorder. Automobile FM. Organ Generators. Special
circuits, etc. Free list from HI -FI Information, 2238
N. San Antonio Ave., Pomona, California.

INSTRUCTION
CODE Courses designed and recorded by former U. S.
Navy Radio Operator and R. R. Telegrapher. Both
sides 7" 1200' reels. Learning to Si, W.P.M. or Six
to Sixteen W.P.M. $6.00 each. Post -paid in U. S.
:

Elham Inc., P.O. Box

Hawthorne, Calif.
ELEMENTARY code course on 12" microgroove
record, $3.00 postpaid. Oral instructions throughout.
Kord -All, Box 444, Warren, Ohio.
ENGINEERING Degrees, EE Option Electronics earned
through home study. Residence classes also available.
Pacific International University (Operating as a College of Engineering only at present), 5719 -J Santa
Monica Boulevard, Hollywood 38, Calif.
MAGNETIC Amplifiers: Used in missiles, atomic submarines and automation. Send $1.00 for simplified
theory of operation. Box 8087, Long Beach 8, Calif.
PRINTED Circuits: Build your own for transistors,
radios, etc. Materials, diagrams, instructions $3.00.
Dawntronics, 1425 Mariposa Street, San Diego 14,
California.

DISCOVER our "Six Unique Services"' on H1 -10i;

Stereo. Complete line. Write The Silver Trumpet,
406P Walnut, Alexandria, Indiana.
DISGUSTED with "HI" Hi -Fi Prices? Unusual Discounts on your High Fidelity Requirements. Write
Key Electronics, 120 Liberty St., New York 6, N. Y.
EVergreen 4 -6071.

HAVE

PLASTICS
and fiberglass for laminating, casting, molding, coating. Manual 25e. Castolite Co., Dept. E -125, Woodstock, Illinois.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
HIGH Paying Jobs. Opportunities, foreign, U.S.A.
All trades. Companies pay fare. For information
write Dept. 57N, National Employment Information,
1020 Broad, Newark, New Jersey.
BUY Wholesale! 25,000 Nationally Advertised Products. Get Amazing Dealer Catalogs. Complete Details
Free. American Wholesalers, 1841 -DA Levee, Dallas
7, Texas.
VENDING Machines -No Selling. Operate a route of
coin machines and earn amazing profits. 32 -page catalog free. Parkway Machine Corporation, Dept. 12,
715 Ensor St., Baltimore 2, Md.
MAKE $25 -$50 Week, clipping newspaper items for
publishers. Some worth $5.00 each. Particulars free. National, 81 -PE, Knickerbocker Station, New York City.
OPERATE profitable mailorder business! Write:
Thomas Bond. 1637 -X West Vernon, Phoenix, Arizona.
May, 1951

Fun! Revealing Handwriting Analysis Chart:

Nelson, 40 -66 Ithaca Street, Elmhurst 73, New
York.
YOUR kits wired. Prices 20% of equipment price.
Write. Alan Wilcox, W3DVX, 65 N. Church Street,
25e.

NEW Liquid Casting Plastic, clear, colors. Embed real
flowers, minerals, biological specimens, delicate instruments, electronic parts. Also cold setting resin

98,

Carbondale, Pa.
WINEMAKING; Beer, Ale Brewing." Illustrated. $2.00.
Eaton Books, Box 1242 -C, Santa Rosa, California.
"HOME Brewed Wines, Beers." Comp ete Book $1.00.
ABC Publications, Box 849, San Francisco 1 -WM,
California.

SONGPOEMS And Lyrics Wanted! Mail to: Tin Pan
Alley, Inc., 1650 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

and address labels in plastic box- $1.00.
Morton Products, 16 Vine, Hartford 12. Connecticut.
1000 NAME

When Answering

Advertisements
Please Be Sure To Mention
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

SHIPPED ON APPROVAI
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Superior's New Model

76

It_

ALL PURPOSE BRIDGE
IT'S A

CONDENSER BRIDGE
a range of .00001 Microfarod to 1000 Microfarads
(Measures power factor and leakage too.)

with
IT'S A

RESISTANCE BRIDGE
a range of 100 ohms to

with
IT'S A

IT'S A

5

megohms

SIGNAL TRACER
which will enable you to trace the signal from antenna to
speaker of all receivers and to finally pinpoint the exact
cause of trouble whether it be a part or circuit defect.
TV ANTENNA TESTER

The TV Antenna Tester section is used first to determine if a
"break" exists in the TV antenna and if a break does exist
the specific point (in feet from set) where it is.

Model 76
All Purpose Bridge

$26.95
Terms: $6.95 after 10 day
trial then $5.00 per month for
4 months.

CAPACITY BRIDGE SECTION
4 Ranges: .00001 Microfarad to .005 Microforad; .001 Microfarad to .5 Microfarad, .1 Microfarad to 50 Microfarads;
20 Microfarads to 1000 Microfarads. Will

also measure the power factor of all condensers from .1 to 1000 Microfarads.
RESISTANCE BRIDGE SECTION
2 Ranges: 100 ohms to 50,000 ohms;
10,000 ohms to 5 megohms.
SIGNAL TRACER SECTION
With the use of the R.F. and A.F. Probes
included with the Model 76, you can

make stage gain measurements, locate
signal loss in R.F. and Audio stages, locate distortion and hum, etc.

TV ANTENNA TESTER SECTION
of sync., snow and instability are
only a few of the faults which may be
due to a break in the antenna, so why
Loss

not check the TV antenna first? Locates
any TV antenna and measures
the location of the break in feet from
the set terminals.
a break in

Complete with R.F. and A.F.'-/)
probes and test leads

L

/

95
Nes

Superior's New Model 70

UTILITY TESTER®

AS AN ELECTRICAL TROUBLE SHOOTER

Will test Toasters, Irons, Broilers, Heating Pads, Clocks, Fans, Vacuum Cleaners,
Will test all TV
Refrigerators, Lamps, Fluorescents, Switches, Thermostats, etc.
tubes for open filaments, inter -element shorts, burned out tubes, etc. !Will not test
type
the
Model
TD
TV tubes for quality. An emission
tester such as
-55, TW -11 or
Measures A.C. and D.C. Voltages,
TV -I2 is required to test tubes for quolityl.
Will
measure
current consume
A.C. and D.C. Current, Resistances, Leakage, etc.
Incorporates o sensitive
tion while the appliance under test is in operation
direct- reading resistance range which will measure all resistances commonly used
in electrical appliances, motors, etc.
Leakage detecting circuit will indicate
continuity from zero ohms to 5 megohms 15,000,000 ohms).
AS AN AUTOMOTIVE TESTER
Generators
Starters
Tests both 6 Volt and 12 Volt Storage Batteries
Relays
Circuit Breakers
Cigarette
Ignition Coils
Regulators
Distributors
All Lamps and
Directional Signal Systems
Condensers
Lighters Stop Lights
will
locate
breaks
Also
poor
grounds,
Horns
Fuses
Heating Systems
Bulbs

Model 70

Utility Tester

$15.85
Terms: $3.85 after 10 day
trial then $4.00 per month for

3 months.

in

wiring, poor connections, etc.
Model 70 comes complete with 64 page book written in plain easyto- understand language. Explains laws of electricity, how to
proceed with repairs of appliances and automobile circuits, how
to test TV tubes, etc.
..,
Only

USE APPROVAL FORM ON NEXT
We invite you to try before you buy any of the
models described on this and the following
pages.lf after a 10 day trial you ore completely satisfied and decide to keep the Tester,
you need send us only the down payment and
agree to pay the balance due at the monthly
indicated rote.
I77

PRiNTRD

T1i

TT.S.A.

Nst
s1585

PAGE*

NO INTEREST OR FINANCE
CHARGES ADDED!

If not completely satisfied, you are
privileged to return the Tester to
us, cancelling any further obligation.

DrDIII

OR FI

FCTRnNICS

TRY FOR 10 DAYS
before

you buy!

New
MODEL r77

then

if satisfactory pay in easy, interest free,
monthly payments. See coupon below.

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

WITH

NEW

Compare it to any peak -to -peak V.

6"

T. V. M.

FULL -VIEW

METER

made by any other manufacturer at any price!

Model 77 completely wired and calibrated with
all accessories (Including even portable carrying easel sells for only $42.50.
Model 77 employs a sensitive six inch meter.
Extra large meter scale enables us to print all
calibrations in large easy -to -read type.
Model 77 uses new improved SICO printed

Model 77 uses a selenium- rectified power sup ply resulting in less heat and thus reducing
possibility of damage or value changes of dell -

circuitry.

Model 77 meter is virtually burn -out proof.
The sensitive 400 microampere meter is isolated
from the measuring circuit by a balanced push pull amplifier.

Model 77 employs a 12AÚ7 as D.C. amplifier
and two 9006's as peak -to -peak voltage rectifiers to assure maximum stability.

Model 77 uses selected 1% zero temperature
coefficient resistors as multipliers. This assures
unchanging accurate readings on all ranges.

cate components.

SPECIFICATIONS
DC VOLTS
to 3/15/75/150/300/750,'1,500
AC
volts at 11 megohms input resistance.
to 3;15/75/150/300 /750/
VOLTS (RMS)
to
AC VOLTS (Peak to Peak)
1,500 volts.
ELECTRONIC
8/40 /200 /400 /800/2,000 volts.
AS AN AC VOLTMETER: Measures RMS value if
ohms/
ohms,
10,000
1,000
0
to
OHMMETER
sine wave, and peak -to -peak value If complex wave.
100,000 ohms /1 megohm/10 megohms /100
Pedestal voltages that determine the "black" level
-10
DECIBELS
megohms /1,000 megohms.
in TV receivers are easily read.
38 db, + 30 db to
db to -l- 18 db, -1- 10 db to
AS AN ELECTRONIC OHMMETER: Because of Its
58 db. All based on 0 db = .006 watts (6 mal
ZERO CENTER
wide range of measurement leaky capacitors show
into a 500 ohm line (1.73v).
up glaringly. Because of its sensitivity and low
For discriminator alignment with full
METER
loading, intermittents are easily found, isolated
scale range of 0 to 1.5/7.5/37.5/75 /150/375/750
and repaired.
volts at 11 megohms input resistance.
Model 77 comes complete with operating instructions, probe and test leads. Use it on
the bench use it on calls. A streamlined carrying case, included at no extra charge,
accommodates the tester, instruction book, probe and leads. Operates on 110 -120 volt
Net
..
..
60 cycle. Only

-0

indispensable in Hi -Fi Amplifier servicing and a must
for Black and White and color TV Receiver servicing where circuit loading cannot be tolerated.
AS A DC VOLTMETER: The Model 77 is

-0

-0

-

r

$12.50 after 10 day trial then
$6.00 per month for 5 months.

-

-

'4250

Superior's New
Model TV-40
NOT A

1

- VACUUM TUBE
VOL -METER ... $42.50- Terms:
Model 77

PICTURE TUBE TESTER

GADGET -NOT A

MAKE -SHIFT ADAPTER,

BUT A WIRED PICTURE

TESTER WITH A METER FOR MEASURING DEGREE OF

EMISSION -AT

...

ONLY

TUBE

$15.85

...

out of the set
in the set
Tests ALL magnetically deflected tubes
... in the carton!!
EASY TO USE: Simply insert line cord into any
Tests all magnetically deflected picture tubes
110 volt A.C. outlet, then attach tester socket to
from 7 inch to 30 inch types.
tube case (Ion trap need not be on tube). Throw
Tests for quality by the well established emisup for quality test . . read
switch
on
"Good
-Bad"
scale.
All
readings
sion method.
direct on Good -Bad scale. Throw switch
Tests for inter -element shorts and leakages up
Si fB5
down
for
all leakage tests.
to 5 megohms.
Net
Only
I
Test for open elements.

Model TV -40

.

...

-

PICTURE TUBE

$15.85- Terms: $3.85
day trial then $4.00
per month for 3 months.

TESTER

after

10

We invite you to try before you
buy any of the models described
on this page, the preceding

page and the following pages.
If after a 10 day trial you are
completely satisfied and decide

MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO., INC.
Dept. D -454, 3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N. Y.

to keep the Tester, you need
send us only the down payment
and agree to pay the balance
due at the monthly indicated

Please send me the units checked on approval. If completely satisfied
the terms specified with no interest or finance charge: addec. Otherwise,

after

rate.

a

10 day

Model

OR FINANCE
CHARGES ADDED !
If not completely satisfied, you
are privileged to return the Tester
to us, cancelling any further

I

will pay on
will return

trial positively cancelling all further obligation.

TW- 11.... Total Price $47.50
Balance $6.00
$11.50 within 10 days.
monthly for 6 months.
Total Price $26.95
Model TD -55
$6.95 within 10 days. Balance $5.00
monthly for 4 months.
Total Price $42.50
Model 77
$12.50 within 10 days. Balance $6.00
monthly for 5 months.

NO INTEREST

I

Total Price $15.85
Balance $4.00
days.
months.
Total Price $15.85
Model 70
Balance $4.00
$3.85 within 10 days.
monthly for 3 months.
Total Price $26.95
Model 76
$6.95 within 10 days. Balance $5.00
monthly for 4 months.
Model TV -40

within
monthly for
$3.85

10
3

obligation.

SEE

OTHER
SIDE

CUT OUT AND MAIL

TODAY!

'

0

1

Name
Address

State

Zone

City

All prices net, F,O.B., N. Y. C.

I

FVIVA

VA

VA
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r

SHIPPED ON APPROVA[
NO MONEY WITH ORDER:
mi.

=me mom

NO C.O.D.
11

Superior's New Model TO-SS

ISSION TYPE
EMISSION

mime

ism

mow

TUBE TESTER

The Experimenter or Part -time Serviceman, who has delayed purchasing

a higher priced Tube Tester.
The Professional Serviceman, who needs an extra Tube Tester for outside calls.
The busy TV Service Organization, which needs extra Testers for its field men.

FOR

Model

TD -55

-TUBE

TESTER

..

Speedy, yet efficient operation is accomplished by: 1. Simplification of all switching
and controls. 2. Elimination of old style sockets used for testing obsolete tubes (26, 27,
57, 59, etc.) and providing sockets and circuits for efficiently testing the new Nova!
and Sub -Minor types.
You can't insert a tube in wrong socket
The Model TD -55 provides a super sensiIt is impossible to insert the tube in the
tive method of checking for shorts and
wrong socket when using the new Model
leakages up to 5 Megohms between any
TD -55.. Separate sockets are used, one
and all of the terminals.
for each type of tube base. If the tube
Elemental switches are numbered in strict
fits in the socket it can be tested.
accordance with R.M.A. Specifications.
The 4 position fast -action snap switches
"Free- point" element switching system
all
standaéd in exact accordance
are
The Model TD -55 incorporates a newly
with the standard R.M.A. numbering sysdesigned element selector switch system
tem.
Thus, if the element terminating in
which reduces the possibility of obsopin No. 7 of a tube is under
lescence to an absolute minimum.
test, button No. 7 is used for
Checks for shorts and leakages between
that test.
Net
all elements
Complete with carrying case

.

$26.95- Terms: $6.95 after 10
day trial then $5.00 per month
for 4 months.

'26s5

Superior's
Morw
New

STANDARD PROFESSIONAL

-del

TUBE TESTER

all tubes, including 4, 5, 6, 7,
Octal, Lockin, Hearing Aid, Thyratron,
Miniatures, Sub -miniatures, Novais, Sub Tests

minors, Proximity Fuse Types, etc.
Uses the new self -cleaning Lever Action Switches for individual element test ing. All elements are numbered according
to pin- number in the RMA base numbering system. Model TW -I1 does not use
combination type sockets. Instead individual sockets are used for each type of
tube. Thus it is impossible to damage a
tube by inserting it in the wrong socket.

Model TW -1I -TUBE TESTER

...

$47.50- Terms: $11.50 after 10
day trial then $6.00 per month
for 6 months.

Free -moving built -in roll chart provides
complete data for all tubes. Printed in
large easy -to -read type.

1

NOISE TEST: Phono -jack on front panel
for plugging in either phones or external
amplifier detects microv'sonic tubes or
noise due to faulty elements and loose

internal connections.

EXTRAORDINARY FEATURE
SEPARATE SCALE FOR LOW- CURRENT
TUBES Previously, on emission -type tube
testers, it has been standard practice to
use one scale for all tubes. As a result,
the calibration for low- current types has
been restricted to a small portion of the
scale. The extra scale used here greatly

simplifies testing of low -current types.
Housed in hand-rubbed

oak'

cabinet

5U

47Net

TRY FOR 10 DAYS
======== -,

I

BEFORE you buy! THEN if satisfactory pay in easy, interest free, monthly
payments. See coupon inside

FIRST CLASS
Permit No. 61430
New York, N. Y.

BUSINESS
No

Postage

Stamp

REPLY
if Mailed

in

PAID BY

-

Necessary

POSTAGE WILL

BE

CARD
the

U. S.

details.)

NO INTEREST
VIA AIR MAIL

MOSS ELECTRONIC DIST. CO., INC.

3849 TENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 34, N.Y.

,4'I

We invite you to try before you
buy any of the models described
on this and the preceding pages.
If after a 10 day trial you are
completely satisfied and decide to
keep the Tester, you need send us
only the down payment and agree
to pay the balance due at the
monthly indicated rate. (See other
side for time payment schedule

11h'4111/

OR FINANCE
CHARGES ADDED!
If not completely satisfied, you
are privileged to return the Tester
to us, cancelling any further

obligation.

SEE

OTHER
SIDE

CUT OUT AND MAIL

TODAY!

